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INTRODUCTION
Under the terms of an interagency agreement with the Federal Aviation Admin-
istration this publication has been prepared by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration for the joint use of both agencies and the scientific and technical
community concerned with the field of aeronautical engineering.
This supplement to Aeronautical Engineering--A Special Bibliography (NASA SP-7037)
lists 454 reports, journal articles, and other documents originally announced in February
1971 in Scientific and Technical Aerospace Reports (STAR) or in International Aerospace
Abstracts (IAA). For previous bibliographies in this series, see inside of front cover.
The coverage includes documents on the engineering and theoretical aspects of
design, construction, evaluation, testing, operation, and performance of aircraft (includ-
ing aircraft engines) and associated components, equipment, and systems. It also in-
cludes research and development in aerodynamics, aeronautics, and ground support
equipment for aeronautical vehicles.
Each entry in the bibliography consists of a standard bibliographic citation accom-
panied by an abstract. The listing of the entries is arranged in two major sections,
IAA Entries and STAR Entries in that order. The citations and abstracts are reproduced
exactly as they appeared originally in IAA or STAR, including the original accession
numbers from the respective announcement journals. This procedure, which saves time
and money, accounts for the slight variation in citation appearances.
Three indexes---subject, personal author, and contract number_are included.
An annual cumulative index will be published.
iii
AVAILABILITY OF CITED PUBLICATIONS
STAR ENTRIES (N71-10OOOSeries)
A source from which a publication abstracted in this Section is available to the public
is ordinarily given on the last line of the citation, e.g., Avail: NTIS. The following are
the most commonly indicated sources (full addresses of these organizations are listed
at the end of this introduction):
Avail; NTIS. Sold by the National Technical Information Service at a standard price of
$3.00 for hard copy (printed facsimile or reproduced from microcopy) of 550
pages or less. Documents in excess of 550 pages up to and including 1100
pages are sold for $10.00 per hard copy. Those in excess of 1100 pages are
priced individually by NTIS. Microfiche (1) are available from NTIS for 95 cents
for those documents identified by the # sign following the accession number
(e.g.. N71-10114#).
Avail SOD (or GPO), Sold by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office. in hard copy. The price is given following the availability line. (An order re-
ceived by NTIS for one of these documents will be filled at the SOD price if hard
copy is requested. NTIS will also fill microfiche requests, at the standard 65 cent
price, for those documents identified by a # symbol. SOD does not sell microfiche.)
Avail: NASA Scientific and Technical Information Office. Documents with this availability
are usually news releases or informational brochures available without charge in
paper copy.
Avail AEC Depository Libraries Organizations in US cities and abroad that maintain
collections of U.S. Atomic Energy Commission reports, usually in microfiche form.
are listed in Nuclear Science Abstracts, Services available from the USAEC and its
depositories are described in a booklet, Science Information Available from the
Atomic Energy Commission (TID-4550), which may be obtained without charge from
the USAEC Division of Technical Information,
Avail: Univ Microfilms Documents so indicated are dissertations selected from Dissertation
Abstractsl and are sold by University Microfilms, Inc as xerographic copy (HC),
microfilm, or microfiche at the prices shown. Microfiche are available only for those
dissertations published since January 1. 1970. All requests should cite the author
and the Order Number as they appear in the citation
Avail: HMSO. Publications of Her Majesty's Stationery Office are sold in the US by British
Information Services (BIS), New York City. The U,S price (including a service charge)
is given, or a conversion table may be obtained from BIS.
Avail: National Lending Library, Boston Spa. England. Sold by this organization at the price
shown. (If none is given, an inquiry shP, uld be addressed to NLL.)
Avail: ZLDI Sold by the Zentralstelle f{Jr Luftfahrtdokumentation und -Information, Munich,
Federal Republic of Germany, at the price shown in deutschmarks (DM),
Avail: Issuing Activity, or Corporate Author. or no indication of availability: Inquiries as to
the availability of these documents should be addressed to the organization shown
in the citation as the corporate author of the document.
Avail U,S. Patent Office. Sold by Commissioner of Patents, U.S. Patent Office, at the
standard price of $.50 each, postage free,
(1) A mtcrofEhe =s a transparent sheet of film. 105 X 148 mm m size, conta=mng up to 72 pages
of information reduced to micro images (not to exceed 20 1 reduction)
!iV
Other availabilities: If the publication is available from a source other than the above, the
publisher and his address will be displayed entirely on the availability line or in com-
bination with the corporate author line.
IAA ENTRIES (A71-10000 Series)
All publications abstracted in this Section are available from the Technical Information
Service, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Inc., (AIAA), as follows:
Paper copies are available at $5 per document up to a maximum of 20 pages. The
charge for each additional page is $0.25. Microfiche are available at the rate of $1.00
per microfiche for documents identified by the symbol # following the accession num-
ber. A number of publications, because of their special characteristics, are available
only for reference in the AIAA Technical Information Service Library. Minimum airmail
postage to foreign countries is $1. Please refer to the accession number, e.g., A71-
10613, when requesting publications.
GENERAL AVAILABILITY
All publications abstracted in this bibliography are available to the public through the
sources as indicated in the STAR Entries and IAA Entries sections. It is suggested
that the bibliography user contact his own library or other local libraries prior to order-
ing any publication inasmuch as many of the documents have been widely distributed
by the issuing agencies, especially NASA. A listing of public collections of NASA docu-
ments is included on the inside back cover.
SUBSCRIPTION AVAILABILITY
This publication is available on subscription from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS). The annual subscription rate for the monthly supplements, excluding
the annual cumulative index, is $18.00. All questions relating to subscriptions should
be referred to the NTIS.
ADDRESSES OF ORGANIZATIONS
American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics
Technical Information Service
750 Third Ave
New York. NY. 10017
British Information Service
845 Third Ave,
New York. N.Y 10022
Commissioner of Patents
U.S Patent Office
Washington. D.C 20231
Defense Documentation Center
Cameron Station
Alexandria. Virginia 22314
ESRO//ELDO Space Documentation Service
European Space Research Organization
114. av. de Neuilly
92-Neuilly-sur-Seine. France
Her Maiesty's Stationery Office
PO. Box 569, SE 1
London, England
NASA Scientific and Technical
Facility
PO. Box 33
College Park. Maryland 20740
Information
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
Scientific and Techmcal Information
Office (KSl)
Washlngton. DC 20546
National Lending Library for Science
and Technology
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National Technical Information Service
Springfield, Virginia 22151
Superintendent of Documents
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Washington. DC 20402
University Microfilms, Inc
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Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106
University Microfilms, Ltd
Tylers Green
London. England
U S Atomic Energy Commission
Division of Technical Information
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Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830
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Federal Republic of Germany
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TYPICAL CITATION AND ABSTRACT FROM STAR
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DOCUMENT i_
ACCESSIONNUMBER'--_"N71.12035*# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Conn
DEVELOPMENT OF MAINSHAFT SEALS FOR ADVANCED
TITLE
AUTHORS
CONTRACT
OR GRANT
REPORT
NUMBER
AVAILABLE ON
MICROFICHE
" AIR BREATHING PROPULSION SYSTEMS, PHASE 2 Final
Report
V.P. PovinelliandA. H, McKibbin 23Jun_'_970 122 p refs
[_D" (Contract NAS3-7609)
_J I [-p.-(NASA-CR-72737; PWA-3933) Avail: NTIS,_CSCL21E
I I Two mainshaft face seal configurations for advanced
I I gas-turbine engines were designed, fabricated, and tested. The seal
concepts incorporated lift geometries which used the relative motion
between the primary seal surfaces to provide positive separation
|(film lubrication). One design (self-acting) with shrouded Rayleigh
| step lift pads operated with a gas film separating the sealing faces.
The other design (hydrodynamic) with a spiral groove geometry
operated with oil-film separation Tests of the gas-film seal
demonstrated the feasibility o1 operation at gas temperatures to
1200 F. pressure differentials to 250 psi, and sliding speeds to 450
ft/sec Excellent correlations with analytically predicted performance
parameters were obtained Face wear was less than 0 1 nil after
320 hours at an air temperature of 1000 F. a pressure differential
of 200 psi, and a sliding speed of 400 ft/sec Average air leakage
during that test was 14 scfm These operating conditions exceed
the capability of conventional contact seals and the air leakage is
1/10 that of a labyrinth seal Testing of the oil-film seal revealed
an inadequate seal force balance Author
CORPORATE
SOURCE
PUBLICATION
DATE
l
AVAILABILITY
SOURCE
TYPICAL CITATION AND ABSTRACT FROM IAA
NASA SPONSORED
DOCUMENT
ACCESSION
NUMBER
AUTHORS A
1
_--A71-10969 * # Sphere drag in near-free-molecule hypersonic
flow. M. I. Kussoy, D. A. Stewart, and C. C. Horstman (NASA, Ames
r
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). AIAA Journal, vol. 8, Nov.
1970, p. 2104, 2105.9 refs.
Investigation of the drag coefficient of spheres at hypersonic
Mach numbers for near-free-molecule flow conditions. Sphere drag
data in the near-free-molecular regime for flow conditions close to
earth satellite conditions, obtained by using a free-flight technique in
the Ames 42-in. shock tunnel are tabulated, shown graphically, and
discussed. O.H.
AVAILABLE ON
MICROFICHE
TITLE
[ AUTHOR'S
AFFILIATION
- PUBLICATION
DATE
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IAA ENTRIES
A71-12961 Symposium on Air Accident Investigation and
Litigation, Dallas, Tex., March 18-20, 1970, Proceedings. Journal of
Air Lawand Commerce, vol. 36, Summer 1970. 195 p.
Contents:
The management systems approach to airport planning -
. Identifying and overcoming restraints. T. Sullivan, p. 387-393.
Procedure and conduct during on-site investigation of aviation
accidents. C. O. Miller and W. L. Halnon (U.S. Department of
Transportation, Washington, D.C.), p. 394-400.
Aircraft accident hearing. F. L. Puls (U.S. Department of
Transportation, Washington, D.C.), p. 401-408. 13 refs.
Military investigations and reports of aircraft accident. C.
Burton (USAF, Norton AFB, Calif.), p. 409-413.
U.S. air carrier accident investigation procedures. W. C. Hill
(Eastern Airlines, Inc., Miami, Fla.), p. 414-420.
Limitation of liability by treaty and statute. G. N. Tompkins,
Jr., p. 421-451.63 refs.
Use of long interrogatories in aviation cases. N. Good, p.
452-466.21 refs.
Limitations on liability in aircraft crash cases - Some reflections
on aviation litigation trends and inequality. L. S. Kriendler, p.
467-474.51 refs.
Panel - Voice recorder and flight recorder, p. 475-485.
Discussion - Session Two, p. 486-488.
Accident reconstruction and the use of experts. M. Foreman, p.
489-496. 11 refs. '
Trial procedure - A composition analyzing some of the elements.
J. L. Hill, p. 497-508.14 refs.
Defendant counsel's considerations in air accident litigation. E.
Jericho, p. 509-513.
Current trends in aviation product liability law. W. E. Maloney,
p. 514-549. 229 refs.
The Tydings bill. A. L. Sanders, p. 550-557.
Panel discussion, p. 558-569.
A71-12962 The management systems approach to airport
planning - Identifying and overcoming restraints. Tom Sullivan.
(Symposium on Air Accident Investigation and Litigation, Dallas,
Tex., Mar. 18-20, 1970.) Journal of Air Law and Commerce, vol. 36,
Summer 1970, p. 387-393.
Consideration of the management systems approach to airport
planning, which implies an orderly arrangement of all elements into
one total package. The elements are broken down into easily
identifiable parts which are then worked with until every possible
contingency has been examined. Attention is given, in turn, to the
airspace over and around the airport site, the number and design of
runways, the taxiway system, .the apron areas, the terminal buildings,
the parking lots, and the roadways and highways. F.R.L.
A71-12963 Procedure and conduct during on-site in-
vestigation of aviation accidents. C. O. Miller and W. L. Halnon (U.S.
Department of Transportation, Bureau of Aviation Safety,
Washington, D.C.). (Symposium on Air Accident Investigation ano
Litigation, Dallas, Tex., Mar. 18-20, 1970.) Journal of Air Law and
Commerce, vol. 36, Summer 1970, p. 394-400.
In-depth examination of the on-site phase of aviation accident
investigation and prevention. The investigation of an aviation
accident, especially one of major proportions, is a complex,
sometimes dangerous operation which takes place in an emotion-
charged atmosphere. The procedures followed by the National
Transportation Safety Board are outlined in some detail. It is
considered that they have proven themselves to the point that most
other countries follow them, at lea.t in principle. F.R.L.
A71-12964 Aircraft accident hearings. Fritz L. Puls (U.S.
Department of Transportation, National Transportation Safety
Board, Washington, D.C.). (Symposium on Air Accident In-
vestigation and Litigation, Dallas, Tex., Mar. 1820, 1970.) Journal
of Air Law and Commerce, vol. 36, Summer 1970, p. 401-408. 13
refs.
Discussion of aircraft accident hearings which, like the field
investigation of a major accident, constitutes one phase of the total
accident inquiry process. Its objective is to discover the facts,
determine the cause, and ascertain measures to prevent similar
accidents. The public hearing process used by the National Trans-
portation Safety Board is outlined in detail. F.R.L.
A71-12965 U.S. air carrier accident investigation proce-
dures, Walter C. Hill (Eastern Airlines, Inc., Miami, Fla.)..
(Symposium on Air Accident Investigation and Litigation, Dallas,
Tex., Mar. 18-20, 1970.) Journal of Air Lawand Commerce, vol. 36,
Summer 1970, p. 414-420.
Outline of accident investigation procedures based in general on
the policies and practices of Eastern Air Lines. Air carrier accident
investigation procedures derive from a number of corporate concerns
and obligations. Attention is given to the elements of procedure, as
well as to the functions of individuals and groups, notifications,
company field organization, and organization of the investigation
itself. F.R.L.
A71-12¢J66 Limitation of liability by treaty and statute.
George N. Tompkins, Jr. (Symposium on Air Accident Investigation
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A71-12967
and Litigation, Dallas, Tex., Mar. 18-20, 1970.) Journal of Air Law
and Commerce, vol. 36, Summer 1970, p. 421-451.63 refs.
Consideration of limitation of liability by treaty and statute, a
subject which has become timely since the advent of the Boeing 747.
Major at,tention is given to the liability for personal injury to or
death of passengers. The subjects discussed are (1) the present
statutory and treaty provisions which serve to limit liability in
aviation accidents, (2) recent efforts to bring about a more
permanent revision of the Warsaw Convention system of liability and
limitation on recoverable damages, and (3) an examination of the
question of whether there is any justification for the United States to
remain or become a party to any international agreement which is
designed to limit liability in aviation accidents. It is suggested that if
there is to be any system of limitation of liability by treaty to which
the U.S. is a party, the limitations should apply to both domestic and
international air transportation. F.R.L.
A71-12967 Use of long interrogatories in aviation cases.
Ned Good. (Symposium on Air Accident Investigation and
Litigation, Dallas, Tex., Mar. 18-20, 1970.) Journal of Air Law and
Commerce, vol. 36, Summer 1970, p. 452-466. 21 refs.
Use of long interrogatories as a means of making exhaustive,
detailed analysis of the three cardinal factors in aviation accident
cases: man, machine, and environment. Interrogatories have some
distinct advantages over oral depositions, and the fact that they are
long is not a ground for objection. Meaningful discovery requires
using interrogatories early. Comments are made on many legal
aspects of interrogatories, and advice is given on how to prepare
them. F.R.L.
A71-12968 Limitations on liability in aircraft crash cases -
Some reflections on aviation litigation trends and inequality. Lee S.
Kriendler. (Symposium on Air Accident Investigation and Litigation,
Dallas, Tex., Mar. 18.20, 1970.) Journal of Air Law and Commerce,
vol. 36, Summer 1970, p. 467-474. 51 refs.
Advocacy of the proposition that the principle of limitations on
liability in air crash litigation is unsound. The inequality of
international limitations is discussed extensively, and it is considered
that there is no longer just a 'plaintiff's view.' The principles of
'significant relationship' and artificial limitations in domestic crash
cases are studied. F.R.L.
A71-12969 Accident reconstruction and the use of ex-
perts. Marshall Foreman. (Symposium on Air Accident Investigation
and Litigation, Dallas, Tex., Mar. 18-20, 1970.) Journal of Air Law
and Commerce, vol. 36, Summer 1970, p. 489-496.11 refs.
Discussion of the recommended procedures to be used by
lawyers in reconstructing aircraft accidents. The usual practice is to
prove the facts established by the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB). Expert testimony may be required to establish
liability or defenses. Knowledge of what to look for, how to ask for
it, and how to turn it into admissible evidence is required. Many case
histories are presented. F.R.L.
A71-12970 Trial procedure - A composition analyzing
some of the elements, John L. Hill. (Symposium on Air Accident
Investigation and Litigation, Dallas, Tex., Mar. 18-20, 1970.) Journal
of Air Law and Commerce, vol. 36, Summer 1970, p. 497-508. 14
refs.
Analysis of some of the elements involved in effective trial
procedure for recovery of damages in aircraft accident cases. It is
considered that the present judicial machinery, both state and
federal, generally functions well in handling the problem. Aspects of
pleadings, discovery, depositions, settlement negotiations, and jury
summation are discussed. Various case histories are cited and
analyzed. F.R.L.
A71-12971 Current trends in aviation product liability
law. Wallace E. Maloney. (Symposium on Air Accident Investigation
and Litigation, Dallas, Tex., Mar. 18-20, 1970.) Journal of Air Law
and Commerce, vol. 36, Summer 1970, p. 514-549. 229 refs.
Discussion of aviation product liability law, the interpretation
and application of which requires atto neys who are soundly based in
engineering principles and can effectively bridge the gap between
technical terminology and the vernacular for the jury. The develop-
ment of products liability law and warranty law is discussed, as well
as current trends in aviation products reliability. The successful
defense of a liability case is outlined, and many typical cases are
analyzed. It is suggested that good quality control methods can be
easily worked up and kept at a minimum of expense and bother, and
with a maximum of effectiveness in the eventual product liability
suit. F.R.L.
A71-13016 Acrostar - Development, construction and
flight tests (Acrostar - Entwicklung, Bau und Flugerprobung). Arnold
Wagner (Swissair AG, Kloten, Switzerland). Deutscher Aerokurier,
vol. 14, Nov. 1970, p. 779-783. In German.
Discussion of the history of the Acrostar, a unique aircraft
which was developed as an aircraft of superior qualities for aerobatic
contests. The specifications for the Acrostar are considered, and the
various components of the aircraft are described. The performance
obtainable with the Acrostar is compared with data from other
aerobatic aircraft. Details of the design and the construction are
given, and the results of the flight tests conducted are examined.
G.R.
A71-13017 Elementary aerodynamics as a contribution to
the prevention of accidents (Elementare Aerodynamik a|s Beitrag zur
UnfallverhLitung). Hans U. Ohl (Bundesanstalt fiJr Flugsicherung,
Frankfurt am Main, West Germany). Deutscher Aerokurier, vol. 14,
Nov. 1970, p. 786-788. In German.
Discussion of the basic aerodynamic principles involved in the
flight of an aircraft taking into consideration also the effect of
atmospheric conditions on the performance of the aircraft. The
forces to which an aircraft in horizontal flight is subjected are
examined, and relations between air flow and angle of attack are
investigated. The effect of turbulence and velocity on the stresses
acting on the wings is considered. It is shown how the altitude of the
airport, the air temperature, and the relative humidity influence the
required length of the runway. G.R.
A71-13018 A self-made man in radio electronics o Walter
Dittel (Ein Selfmademann in der Funkelektronik - Walter Dittel).
DeutscherAerokurier, vol. 14, Nov. 1970, p. 802-804. In German.
Discussion of the aeronautical electronic equipment designed
and produced by a German firm founded and managed by Dittel.
The firm was founded in 1959. Static transformers for gyroscopic
devices designed by Dittel are used in jet aircraft of the Lufthansa
and in all Boeing jet aircraft. Radiotelephone sets produced for
gliders and power aircraft are discussed. It is pointed out that almost
all components for the devices produced are made in Dittel's firm. A
ground radio station designed by Dittel is described, and an
instrument designed for measuring the angle of approach during
landing operations is discussed. G.R.
A71-13019 Test flight with the Standard-Cirrus (Testflug
mit dem Standard-Cirrus). Giinter Cichon. Deu_cher Aerokurier, vol.
14, Nov. 1970, p. 812,813. In German.
Discussion of the design of the high-performance glider
Standard-Cirrus and its behavior during a flight test. The perfor-
mance of the glider during a test in which it was taken three times by
an aircraft to an altitude of 1500 m is discussed. Plastic materials are
used in the design of the glider. An account of cockpit design and
equipment is given. G.R.
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A71-13020 Trailinced_flap automaticsyaem
(W61bkJappeo -Automatik). Herbert Schw_mmie. Deutscher
Aerokurier, vol. 14, Nov. 1970, p. 814, 815. In German.
Discussion of an approach to improve the performance of gliders
by automatic trailing-edge flap control. The theory of flying with
trailing-edge flaps is considered, and the factors for obtaining the
optimal gliding velocity are investigated. The technical design of a
system for controlling the trailing-edge flap automatically is dis-
cussed. G.R.
A71-13036 US Air Force. W. S. Bishop (USAF, Aero
Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio). In: Power
Sources Symposium, 24th, Atlantic City, N.J., May 19-21, 1970,
Proceedings. Symposium sponsored by the U.S.
Army. Red Bank, N_J., PSC Publications Committee, 1970, p. 72-75.
Discussion of power source requirements of the USAF taking
into consideration future needs anticipated for the next decade.
Power requirements of typical aircraft electrical systems are
discussed, and the characteristics of the power sources for satisfying
these requirements are considered. Power sources for missiles and
spacecraft are described. New developments needed to satisfy
increased power demands expected for the future are pointed out.
G.R.
A71-13077 VITAL - A general purpose, multiple dialect
autometic test language. Michael T. Ellis (PRD Electronics, Inc.,
Syosset, N.Y.). In: Automatic support systems for advanced
maintainability; Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Annual Symposium, 6th, St. Louis, Mo., October 19-21, 1970,
Record. New York, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1970, p. 7-18.
Description of the capabilities of VITAL, a general-purpose,
multiple dialect, automatic test language. Its underlying software
design concepts of interface-accuracy enhancing system modeling
and of dialects are introduced. It is shown how the software
modules, or dialects, fit together to provide a versatile, efficient
language, intended to fill the gap in the standardization of automatic
test equipment for the avionics industry. The interface problems
inherent in automatic test equipment design and the approaches used
in the described VITAL language for solving these problems are
reviewed. In addition to signal dialects, VITAL contains normal
arithmetic and Boolean functions together with those conditional
and unconditional branching facilities which are found in any high
level language. M.V.E.
A71-13080 Flight test evaluation of an advanced on-board
jet engine monitoring system. John R. Esser (Emerson Electric Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.). In: Automatic support systems for advanced
maintainability; Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Annual Symposium, 6th, St. Louis, Mo., October 19-21, 1970,
Record. New York, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1970, p. 58-69. 13 refs.
Description of an inflight automatic computer-controlled jet
engine performance monitoring system designed and developed by
Emerson Electric Co. and flight tested on a B707-321B aircraft. In
the light of the test results, the engine performance monitoring
system met its design objectives. Inflight real-time jet engine health
analysis proved technically feasible. The handling and transmission of
"good engine' data could he eliminated or drastically reduced. Data
acquisition and analysis turned out to be more accurate than
manually acquired data. Engine faults could be detected ten to
twenty-four hours sooner than with current monitoring systems.
M.V.E.
A71-13083 Dynamic inertialess simulation techniques for
an advanced automatic RF and microwave test complex. Walter Gee
and Albert A. Viggiano (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co.,
A71-13086
Sunnyvale, Calif.). In: Automatic support systems for advanced
maintainability; Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
Annual Symposium, 6th, St. Louis, Mo., October 19-21, 1970,
Record. New York, Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1970, p. 83-91.9 refs.
Description of an advanced automatic test equipment (ATE)
design concept applicable to the majority of communication,
navigational aids, radar, and tactical electromagnetic systems com-
monly employed in missiles, satellites and high performance military
and commercial aircraft. State-of-the-art design of dynamically
programmable RF and microwave networks for signal characteriza-
tion of emitters and simulation of the backscattared radar signal
returns are discussed. The concept described is intended to upgrade
RF testing techniques. It includes dynamic simulation capabilities
previously confined to specialized and sophisticated latx)ratories. It is
also to accomplish some of the tasks that currently require an actual
flight test, which may be costly, subject to personnel hazards, limited
in range of operation, and not easily repeated in the worst-case
condition. M.V.E.
A71-13084 The evolution and development of a digital
test capability for VAST. Edward J. Fuller (PRD Electronics, Inc.,
Syo_et, N.Y.) and James A. Proctor (Radiation, Inc., Melbourne,
Fla.). In: Automatic support systems for advanced maintainability;
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual Symposium,
6th, St. Louis, Mo., October 19-21, 1970, Record.
New York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, Inc., 1970, p. 121-129.5 refs.
This paper discusses how the overall VAST effectiveness has
been enhanced through the addition of a general-purpose digital test
capability. The resultant hardware and software additions required to
implement this capability are discussed in relationship to a series of
defined digital testing goals and ground rules. The methodology of
how the various components of VAST function together to
implement either a combinational or sequential test procedure is
described. (Author)
A71-13085 Automatic digital test unit. Lester T. Byrd and
James D. Graham (Emerson Electric Co., St. Louis, Mo.). In:
Automatic support systems for advanced maintainability; Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual Symposium, 6th, St.
Louis, Mo., October 19-21, 1970, Record. New
York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1970, p.
130-137.
Discussion of the automatic digital test unit (ADTU) that has
been devl_loped to meet the test requirements presented by avionics
systems employing digital techniques. The ADTU provides an
automatic digital test and diagnostic capability for modules, sub-
assembly, and line replaceable units. The equipment design, program-
ming procedures, and application concepts developed were based on
actual test requirements of contemporary and projected near-future
avionics. The design emphasizes flexibility in two areas: a range of
interface parameters (logic levels, etc.) to ensure compatibility with
the different families of logic elements, and the ability to very the
digital capability (8 bit bites, parallel/serial separable) to optimize for
a given test mission. M.V.E.
A71-13086 Estimating ATE software costs for a rapport
analysis study. Phillip M. Knapp (AAI Corp., Cockeysville, Md.). In:
Automatic support systems for advanced maintainability; Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual Symposium, 6th, St.
Louis, Mo., October 19-21, 1970, Record. New
York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1970, p.
158-166.
Description of a support analysis program intended to provide
the means for automatically estimating software costs involved in the
development of test programs for an automatic test system. This
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A71-13087
program was designed to run on the 5500 automatic test system
(ATS) presently in use for general purpose avionic support. The
manual to automatic test time ratios presently experienced through
use of this equipment indicate a 20 to 1 saving in test time. Through
use of the support analysis program, it will be possible to quickly
evaluate candidates for support on the 5500 ATS and determine
those which result in significant test cost savings compared to
alternate support possibilities. The program also includes means for
developing a support tradeoff analysis between special support
equipment, general purpose test equipment, and the automatic test
system. M.V.E.
A71-13087 VAST USER requirements. John C. Slade and
M. Evans (LTV Aerospace Corp., Dallas, Tex.). In: Automatic
support systems for advanced maintainability; Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Annual Symposium, 6th, St. Louis, Mo.,
October 19-21, 1970, Record. New York,
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1970, p.
167-172.
Description of the major USER requirements of the VAST
computer controlled automatic test equipment. The tasks which
must be performed by a VAST USER are defined, and the tools
which are available for their performance are discussed. USER
requirements include: adequate documentation, such as com-
patibility reports and a program design and assurance plan; utiliza-
tion of special purpose auxiliary computer programs; an organized
program of specialized test design personnel training; detailed and
timely communications; and provision of special laboratory and
software support facilities. It has been found that program cost
effectiveness is greatly enhanced by an adequately defined and
controlled system of design, integration, and verification procedures.
M.V.E.
A71-13088 Technical considerations for automatic testing
of avionics equipment. William R. Shaffer and Joseph L. Howard
(USAF, Aeronautical Systems Div., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio). In:
Automatic support systems for advanced maintainability; Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Annual Svmoosium 6th, St.
Louis, Mo., October 19-21, 1970, Record. New
York, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., 1970, p.
173-176.
Definition of some of the long-range development goals for
avionics automatic test equipment (ATE) of the future. It is felt that
the third generation ATE that the Air Force is looking for will not
only use a computer to control the equipment, but will also use
computers to perform the tests, calculate the parameters, evaluate
the results, and predict the time of future failure. For too long a
period, ATE development represented an attempt to solve present
day problems without much consideration being given to the
requirements of the future. Most designs have been reactive. Now, all
efforts should be channeled into developing programs that will have
advanced ATE available in time, and capable of solving tomorrow's
testing requirements. An attempt is made to identify some of the
obstacles lying across the pathway to achievement of that goal.
M.V.E.
A71-13099 Status of present knowledge of radiological
risks caused by cosmic rays during flights at altitudes ranging
between 16,000 and 18,000 meters (Etat actuel des connaissances
sur le risque radiologique entrain_ par les rayons cosmiques dans les
vols _ des altitudes comprises entre 16.000 et 18.000 m_tres). R. P.
Delahaye (Ecole d'Application de M_decine A_ronautique, Paris,
France), A. Pfister (NATO, AGARD, Brussels, Bekjium), G. Deltour
(Centre d'Enseignement et de Recherches de M_decine A_ro
nautique, Division de Biophysique, Paris, France), A. Kayser (CNRS,
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires, Strasbourg-Cronenbourg, France), I. Mac
Naughtan (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants.,
England), and E. W. Fuller (Atomic Weapons Research Establish-
ment, Aldetmaston, Berks., England). Revue de Mddecine Adro-
nautique et Spatiale, vol. 9, 2nd Quarter, 1970, p. 85-99.50 refs. In
French.
Discussion of dangers presented by cosmic radiation to super-
sonic flight. The present status of physical knowledge regarding
cosmic galactic radiation between 16,000 and 18,000 m is briefly
reviewed, together with the status of physical and radiobiological
knowledge of heavy particles of cosmic radiation, the status of
physical knowledge of cosmic radiation of solar origin, and the
changes caused by the structure and atmosphere of an aircraft to
incident particles of cosmic radiation. It is pointed out that it is
necessary to determine the extent to which the recommendations of
the international commission for radiological protection and of
natural organizations for the control of permissible radiation doses
apply to this new situation. M.M.
A71-13126 Progress in aeronautical sciences. Volume 10.
Edited by D. Kuchemann (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farn-
borough, Hants., England). Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1970. 527
p. In English and French. $27.
Contents:
Preface. D. KiJchemann (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farn-
borough, Hants., England), p. vii.
Problems of thermoelasticity. W. Nowacki (Polska Akademia
Nauk, Warsaw, Poland), p. 1-63. 101 refs.
The status of research in turbulent boundary layers with fluid
injection. L. O. F. Jeromin (Cambridge University, Cambridge,
Englaf-d), p. 65-189. 138 refs.
Numerical computation of wings in the steady or unsteady
supersonic state (Calcul num_rique des ailes en regime supersonique
stationnaire ou instationnaire). M. Fenain (ONERA, Ch&tillon-sous-
Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France), p. 191-259. 20 refs.
Contribution to the computation of aerodynamic characteristics
of an aircraft in steady or unsteady supersonic flow (Contribution au
calcul des caracteristiques a_rodynamiques d'un a_ronef en _coule-
ment supersonique stationnaire ou instationnaire). M. Enselme
(ONERA, Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France), p.
261-336. 16 refs.
The methods of firing tunnel study of ionization in wakes (Les
m_thodes d'6tude au tunnel de tir de I'ionisation dans les sillages). M.
Laug, M. J. Pierson, and G. Stern (Institut Franco-Atlemand de
Recherches, Saint-Louis, Haut-Rhin, France), p. 337-400. 117 refs.
Fluidics. J. W. Tanney (National Research Council, Ottawa,
Canada), p. 401-509. 119 refs.
Author index, p. 511-517.
Subject index, p. 519-523.
A71-13129 Numerical computation of wings in the steady
or unsteady supersonic state (Calcul num_rique des ailes en r_gime
supersonique stationnaire ou instationnaire). Maurice Fenain
(ONERA, Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France). In:
Progress in aeronautical sciences. Volume 10.
Edited by D. Kuchemann. Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1970, p.
191-259.20 refs. In French.
Review of the general formulas available for study of wings in
the steady or unsteady supersonic regime, followed by definition of a
unique and characteristic network distinguishing the direct
fundamental formula. The use which can be made of the
approximate formula obtained is explained. For steady flow, an
inverse discrete formula is established. The technique of numerical
inversion of the unsteady flow is generalized. F.R.L.
A71-13130 Contribution to the computation of
aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft in steady or unsteady
supersonic flow (Contribution au calcul des caract_ristiques
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a_rodynamiques d'un adronef en _coulement supersonique
stationnaire ou instationnaire). M. Enselme (ONERA,
Ch&tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts<le-Seine, France). In: Progress in
aeronautical sciences. Volume 10. Edited by D.
KLJchemann. Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1970, p. 261-336. 16
refs. In French.
Attempt to develop an analog method of computation which
makes it possible to solve, within the framework of lifting surfaces,
various problems of supersonic flow. The principle of computation
for the wing alone is first discussed, followed by description of the
electrical device making possible the application of boundary
conditions. Examples are given to illustrate the possibilities of this
computation, which is compared with theoretical results. The analog
solution is then extended to the interactions, especially those
between the wing and a cylindrical fuselage. The principle of
computation for a wing in an unsteady flow is given, and its
application is developed. F.R.L.
A71-13131 The methods of firing tunnel study of
ionization in wakes (Les n_thodes d'_tude au tunnel de tir de
I'ionisation dans les sillages). M. Laug, M. J. Pierson, and G. Stern
(Institut Franco-Allemand de Recherches, Saint-Louis, Haut-Rhin,
France). In: Progress in aeronautical sciences. Volume 10.
Edited by D. K6chemann. Oxford, Pergamon
Press, Ltd., 1970, p. 337-400.117 refs. In French.
Study of three characteristic points along a supersonic wake,
which are always located in a definite order starting from the
projectile. These are (1) the throat, situated between the pressure
drop and the wake itself, (2) the transition point between the
laminar flow and the turbulent flow, and (3) the breakthrough point.
The hyperbalfistic firing tunnel is shown to be an extremely powerful
means of studying ionized wakes left by a hypersonic body at the
time of its reentry into the atmosphere. F.R.L.
A71-13133 Progress in aerospace sciences. Volume 11.
Edited by D. KOchemann (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farn-
borough, Hants., England). Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 19_0. 358
p. In English and French. S27.
Contents:
Preface. D. KiJchemann (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farn-
borough, Hants., England), p. vii.
Dynamic aeroelastic calculations of aircraft based on ground-
vibration test data. H. F6rsching (Aerodynamische Versuchsanstatt,
G6ttingen, West Germany), p. 1-66. 27 refs.
Effects of turbulence on aeronautical systems. J. A. Dutton
(Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa.; USAF, Aero-
nautical Systems Div., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio), p. 67-109. 39
refs.
Problems of aircraft flight in turbulence (Probl_mes du vol d'un
avion en turbulence). G. Coupry (ONERA, Ch_titton-sous-Bagneux,
Hauts-de-Seine, France), p. 111-181.53 refs.
Atmospheric turbulence at the cruise altitudes of supersonic
transport aircraft. J. Burnham (Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Bedford, England), p. 183-234.23 refs.
Interactions between shock waves and turbulent boundary
layers, J. E. Green (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England),
p. 235-340.76 refs.
Author index, p. 341-343.
Subject index, p. 345-348.
A71-13134 Dynamic aeroelastic calculations of aircraft
based on gronnd-vibration test data. H. F6rsching (Aerodynamische
Versuchsanstalt, G6ttingen, West Germany). In: Progress in aero-
space sciences. Volume 11. Edited by D.
K_chemann. Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1970, p. 1-66. 27 refs.
The principles and related problems of dynamic aeroelastic
calculations of aircraft using experimental ground-vibration test data
are described. In the theoretical analysis the governing aeroetastic
equations are given in terms of normal coordinates including
rigid-body freedoms and the effects of running engines. Special
emphasis is given to the problem of an adequate formulation and
consideration of structural damping of the real aircraft in eeroelastic
investigations. Finally, some examples of practical flutter calcula-
tions based on ground-vibration test data are demonstrated. (Author)
A71-13135 * Effects of turbulence on aeronautical systems.
John A. Dutton (Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa.;
USAF, Aeronautical Systems Div., Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio). in:
Progress in aerospace sciences. Volume 11.
Edited by D. KiJchemann. Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1970, p.
67-109. 39 refs. NSF Grant No. GA 1595X; Contract No. NAS
8-21140.
Aeronautical systems, in relation to atmospheric turbulence, are
essentially deterministic devices forced by a random environment.
The deterministic description must be coupled with a statistical
description of the structure of the turbulent forcing to obtain a
statistical prediction of the effects of turbulence. Broad aspects of
the present knowledge of turbulence and the mathematical difficul-
ties associated with converting this knowledge into practical aero-
nautical design procedures are considered. The extent to which
aeronautical applications are permeated by the assumption that the
turbulent motion is a Gaussian process is emphasized; complications
introduced by abandoning the assumption are discussed. The present
challenges include resolution of the relation between probabilistic
structure of turbulence and response exceedance statistics, deter-
mination of the structure of the largest gusts, and the combined
problem of developing mathematical methods for representing
turbulent velocities for both simulation and the study of nonlinear
effects. Some aspects of these challenges are discussed. (Author)
A71-13136 Problems of aircraft flight in turbulence
(Probl_mes du vol d'un avion en turbulence). G. Coupry (ONERA,
Ch_tilton-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France). In: Progress in
aerospace sciences. Volume 11. Edited by D.
K6chemann. Oxford, Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1970, p. 111-18t. 53
refs_ In French.
Estimation of the effect of clear air turbulence on flight
conditions, and analysis of the structural response of an aircraft to
this turbulence. The local turbulence model and the Press (1952)
global model are detailed. The analytical techniques used for
determining clear air turbulence are described, together with
methods based on velocity, gravity, and height recordings. The
response of aircraft to the local Gaussian stationary and global gust
loads is examined. A statistical calculation of the aircraft response is
presented. The techniques used for improving flight conditions in
turbulent air are reviewed. Z.W.
A71-13137 Atmospheric turbulence at the cruise altitudes
of supersonic transpor_ aircraft. J. Burnham (Royal Aircraft
Establishment, Bedford, England). In: Progress in aerospace sciences.
Volume 11. Edited by D. KiJchemann. Oxford,
Pergamon Press, Ltd., 1970, p. 183-234. 23 refs.
On the basis of current knowledge, of which an outline is given,
it appears that many of the fears which have been advanced in recent
years about the frequency and intensity of the turbulence which will
be encountered during cruise by supersonic transports have almost
certainly been exaggerated. Partly as the result of the characteristics
of the aircraft, which make it less rather than more sensitive to gusts
than are the current subsonic jets, and partly because, on average,
turbulence of a given intensity is less frequent at the higher altitudes.
the probability of encountering gust induced accelerations of a given
size on a supersonic transport is likely to be considerably less than it
is on the current subsonic jets. Severe gusts do occur at the higher
altitudes, although less frequently, in association both with thunder-
storms and with mountain waves. In the case of the latter, no change
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in operating practices is likely to be needed to maintain the current
level of success in avoidance. So far as thunderstorm avoidance is
concerned, care will be needed in the operation and interpretation of
the weather radar if current levels of success are to be maintained,
since problems may arise which do not occur at the lower altitudes at
which subsonic aircraft fly. (Author)
A71-13139 Flow research on blading; Proceedings of the
First Brown Boveri Symposium, Baden, Switzerland, March 10, 11,
1969, Proceedings. Edited by L. S. Dzung (Brown Boveri and Co.,
Ltd., Baden, Switzerland). Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co.,
1970. 414 p. In English, German, and French. $26.
Contents:
Foreword. P. Hummel and A. P. Speiser (Brown Boveri and Co.,
Ltd., Baden, Switzerland), p. v-viii.
Preface. L. S. Dzung (Brown Boveri and Co., Ltd., Baden,
Switzerland), p. ix, x.
Aerodynamic aspects of blading research. L. S. Dzung and C.
Seippel (Brown B0veri and Co., Ltd., Baden, Switzerland), p. 1-50.
Quasi-three-dimensional flow in a multistage turbine - Calcula-
tion and experimental verification. A. Renaudin and E. Somm
(Socidtd Electro-Mdcanique, Le Bourget, France), p. 51-87.
Results of turbine tests at the Institute for Turbomachines at
the ETH, Z0rich (Ergebnisse von Turbinenversuchen am Institut for
Thermisohe Turbomaschinen an der ETH, Z0rich). W. Traupet
(Z0rich, Technische Hochschule, Z0rich, Switzerland), p. 88-150.
Flow in cascades with a transonic regime. J. Chauvin, C.
Sieverding, and H. Griepentrog (Von K&rm&n Institute for Fluid
Dynamics, Rhode St. Gen_se, Belgium), p. 151-196. 37 refs.
Aerodynamic damping of two-mode blade vibrations. R.
Legendre (ONERA, Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauls-de-Seine, France),
p. 197-209.
Theoretical analysis of turbulent separation and reattachment at
the trailing edge of a blade at supersonic speeds (Analyse thdorique
du d_collement et du recollement turbulents au bord de fuite d'un
aubage aux vitesses supersoniques). P. Carri_re (ONERA, Ch_tillon-
sous-Bagneux, Hauls-de-Seine, France), p. 210-242. 12 refs.
On the influence of turbulence level on the aerodynamic losses
of axial turbomachines. H. Schlichting and A. Das (Braunschweig,
Technische Universit_t; Deutsche Forschungsanstalt for Luft- und
Raumfahrt, Braunschweig, West Germany), p. 243-274.36 refs.
Casing boundary layers in multistage axial-flow compressors. L.
H. Smith, Jr. (General Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio), p. 275-304. 12
refs.
Radial forces on impeller of volute casing pumps. U. Domm and
P. Hergt (Klein, Schanzlin and Becker AG, Frankenthal, West
Germany), p. 305-321. 11 refs.
Boundary layer problems in axial turbomachines. J. H. Horlock
(Cambridge University, Cambridge, England), p. 322-371. 77 refs.
Turbulent boundary layer prediction and structure - The state of
the art. S. J. Kline (Stanford University, Stanford, Calif.), p.
372-396. 36 refs.
Author index, p. 397.
Subject index, p. 398.
A71-13140 Flow in cascades with a transonic regime. J.
Chauvin, C. Sieverding, and H. Griepentrog (Von Kdrm_n Institute
for Fluid Dynamics, Rhode St. Gen_se, Belgium). In: Flow research
on blading; Proceedings of the First Brown Boveri Symposium,
Baden, Switzerland, March 10, 11, 1969, Proceedings.
Edited by L. S. Dzung. Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing
Co., 1970, p. 151-189; Discussion, p. 189-196. 37 refs. Grants No.
AF EOAR 63-84; No. AF EOAR 64-4; No. AF EOAR 65-65;
Contract No. AF 61 (052)-67-C-0018.
The different types of flow in blading for the transonic regime,
i.e., for which the sonic velocity is reached one or several times inside
the blade passage, are presented. Turbomachine flow with supersonic
inlet and subsonic outlet Mach numbers, subsonic inlet and super-
sonic outlet Mach numbers, subsonic inlet and outlet Mach numbers
with local supersonic regions is considered. A physical description of
the flow is given and the factors influencing the blade performance at
nominal point (i.e., inlet air angle and losses in function of outlet
conditions) are described. The phenomena involved do not allow for
a full theoretical treatment; some simple theoretical models are
discussed, which could be used as support for experimental correla-
tions. For the case of flow with subsonic inlet and outlet Mach
number, a semi-empirical method of calculation is presented which
gave satisfactory results for high-solidity compressor blading. It is
concluded that significant progress in the understanding of the flow
and in the prediction of performance will be obtained only from a
better knowledge of the shock boundary layer interaction
phenomena. (Author)
A71-13141 Aerodynamic damping of two-mode blade
vibrations. Robert Legendre (ONERA, Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux,
Hauts-de-Seine, France). In: Flow research on blading; Proceedings
of the First Brown Boveri Symposium, Baden, Switzerland, March
10, 11, 1969, Proce_lings. Edited by L. S.
Dzung. Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970, p. 197-207;
Discussion, P. Suter (Sulzer AG, Winterthur, Switzerland), D. S.
Whitehead (Cambridge University, Cambridge, England), and W.
Endres (Brown Boveri and Co., Ltd., Baden, Switzerland), p.
207-209. Research sponsored by Electricitd de France.
The problem of blade vibrations in turbomachinery is discussed
and the importance of aerodynamic damping is underlined. The
results obtained from previous research are summarized and the
reasons for the study of two simultaneous modes of vibration are
explained. The new results confirm the great importance of
aerodynamic damping and of the shifts of the natural frequencies.
(Author)
A71-13142 Theoretical analysis of turbulent separation
and reattachment at the trailing edge of a blade at supersonic speeds
(Analyse th(torique du ddcollement et du recollement turbulents au
bord de fuite d'un aubage aux vitesses supersoniques). Pierre Carri_re
(ONERA, Ch(itillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France). In: Flow
research on blading; Proceedings of the First Brown Boveri Sympo-
sium, Baden, Switzerland, March 10, 11, 1969, Proceedings.
Edited by L. S. Dzung. Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing
Co., 1970, p. 210-240; Discussion, p. 240-242.12 refs. In French.
A turbulent separation may intervene in the neighbourhood of
the trailing-edge of a blade in some working conditions and this may
limit the machine performance. At this sta_e a theoretical study of
this phenomenon is possible but using a two<limensional model only.
The model suggested comprises a zone of so-called free-separation
followed by an isobaric separated zone preceding the zone of
re-attachment to the lower surface flow. Present knowledge on each
of these fundamental problems is reviewed. The recent improvements
to the welt-known models of D. Chapman on free separation, and of
H. Korst on re-attachment, are underlined and it is shown that it is
now possible for engineers to predict these phenomena with a good
precision in many cases. (Author)
A71-13143 On the influence of turbulence level on the
aerodynamic losses of axial turbomachines. H. Schlichting and A.
Das (Braunschweig, Technische Universit_t; Deutsche Forschungs-
anstalt fLir Luft- und Raumfahrt, Braunschweig, West Germany). In:
Flow research on blading; Proceedings of the First Brown Boveri
Symposium, Baden, Switzerland, March 10, 11, 1969, Proceedings.
Edited by L. S. Dzung. Amsterdam, Elsevier
Publishing Co., 1970, p. 243-268; Discussion, p. 268-274. 36 refs.
Analysis of the losses in cascades at small Reynolds numbers,
and description of the behavior of the pertaining boundary layer
under the effect of a varying degree of turbulence. The origin and
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nature of losses in axial turbomachines are examined. The influence
of the Reynolds number on the losses in bleding is analyzed. The
effect of artificially generated turbulence on the aerodynamic losses
is discussed. Some results of investigations concerning the boundary
layer of blades at various turbulence levels of inflow are presented.
Z.W.
A71-13144 Ca_ boundary layers in multistage axial-
flow ¢ompremm_. Leroy H. Smith, Jr. (General Electric Co., Aircraft
Engine Technical Div., Cincinnati, Ohio). In: Flow research on
blading; Proceedings of the First Brown Boveri Symposium, Baden,
Switzerland, March 10, 11, 1969, Proceedings.
Edited by L. S. Dzung. Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing CO., 1970, p.
275-304; Discussion, p. 300-304. 12 refs.
The repeating-stage flow model in which the velocity distribu-
tions leaving a stage are taken to be the same as those entering it is
discussed and adopted. Experimental data are presented to support
the hypothesis that, in many cases of interest, the axial velocity
distribution can be meaningfully divided into three reg_ne: a
free-stream region and two end-wall-boundary-layer regions. It is
further proposed that the end-wall (casing) boundary layer thick-
nesses depend primarily on three things: the blade-to-blade passage
width, the aerodynamic loading level, and clearances. With knowl-
edge of these it is possible to predict how the pressure-flow and
efficiency-flow characteristic curves are affected when blade aspect
ratio is changed with dimensionless cascade geometry held fixed.
Supporting data from a four-stage Iow_pend compressor in which
aspect ratio was varied from 2 to 5 are presented. (Author)
A71-13146 Boundary layer problems in axial turbo-
machine=. J. H, Horlock (Cambridge University, Cambridge,
England). In: Flow research on blading; Proceedings of the First
Brown Boveri Symposium, Baden, Switzerland, March 10, 11, 1969,
Proceedings. Edited by L. S. Dzung. Amsterdam,
Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970, p. 322-360; Discussion, p. 360-371.77
refs.
Review of the current state of knowledge concerning boundary
layer flows in axial turbomachines. The complex nature of the
boundary layers developing in an axial-flow turbomachine is
discussed. Attempts to calculate the two-dimensional profile
boundary layers (both laminar and turbulent) in cascades are
described, and the results are compared with experiment. In
extending such calculations to the flow in a turbomachine, account
was taken of: (1) higher turbulence levels, (2) blockage due to the
development of the wall boundary layers and the consequent
contraction of the mainstream flow, and (3) the effects of centrifugal
and Coriolis forces associated with swirl and rotation respectively.
Solution of the annulus wall boundary layer problem is approached
by the axisymmetric method, and the results are compared with
experiment. Z.W.
A71-13147 Turbulent boundary layer prediction and
structure - The state of 1he art. S. J. Kline (Stanford University,
Stanford, Calif.). In: Flow research on bleding; Proceedings of the
First Brown Boveri Symposium, Baden, Switzerland, March 10,11,
1969, Proceedings. Edited by L. S. Dzung.
Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970, p. 372-392; Discussion, E.
Litvai (Budapesti M0szaki Egyetem, Budapest, Hungary), W. S. Hall
(C. A. Parsons and Co., Ltd., Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England), N.
Scholz (MAN-Turbo GMbH, Munich, West Germany), and J. H.
Horlock (Cambridge University, Cambridge, England), p. 392-396.
36 refs.
Review of the current status of knowledge concerning the
structure of turbulence and the ability to predict turbulent boundary
layers. It is concluded that adequate prediction methods are available
for attached, two-dimensional incompressible, turbulent boundary
layers on smooth surfaces. Evidence is accumulating which suggests
that the process of turbulence production occurs via a local
A71-13277
instability of the mean or instantaneous profiles that pump energy
from the mean flow to the fluctuations. One calculation, based on
the idea that the amount of turbulence production in a statistically
stable flow field is that amount necessary to make the field
marginally dynamically stable, has succeeded for the first time in
determining the mean velocity field and the turbulent shear in a
highly degenerate turbulent shear flow. Z.W.
A71-13148 # Problems on inlets and nozzles. D. Zonars
(USAF, Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio).
International Council of the Aeronau_cal Sciences, Congress, 7th,
Rome, Italy, Sept 14-18, 1970, Paper ICAS 70-47. 12 p. 27 refs.
The wide range of Mach number and altitude requirements
placed on high performance aircraft has resulted in a number of inlet
and nozzle problems reflecting adversely upon flight performance
and maneuverability. These circumstances have emphasized the need
for greater understanding of the airframe induced flow fields and
how these fields interact with inlet and nozzle systems. Inlet-airframe
interactions involving local flow angularities and Mach nundser
effects measured about a wing-body wind tunnel model at transonic
and supersonic speeds are presented. Also, the influence of internal
inlet flow turbulence is essemed since this phenomenon can
contribute significantly to engine instability during supez sonic flight.
The nozzle portion of the paper examines the drag losses assoctated
mainly with twin-jet configuration£_ Attendant variations in lateral
nozzle spacing, aft-end fineness ratio and nozzle pressure ratio are
evaluated as a function of transonic Mach numbers. (Author)
A71-13195 # Controllability of heavy supersonic aircraft
(UpravliMmost' tlazhelykh sverkhz_kowkh semolatov). E. Etian, F.
Sklianskii, and A. Kuznetsov. A viam'ia i Kognonavtika, Oct. 1970, p.
18-20. In Russian.
Discussion of the controllability of heavy supersonic aircraft
during various phases of flight. Special attention is given to the
irreversible boost control system used on this class of aircraft and
requiring special handling. The effects of this control system on
various types of aircraft stability are analyzed. A less effective
damping of the intrinsic vibrations at supersonic speed at high
altitudes and a reverse roll response to a foot control action are
noted as special control problems experienced on heavy supersonic
aircraft. V.Z.
A71-13257 Welding of superalioy turbine hardware. R. W.
King, R. W. Hatala, and H. A. Hauser (United Aircraft Corp., Pratt
and Whitney Aircraft Div., East Hartford, Conn.). Metals Engineering
Quarterly, vol. 10, Nov. 1970, p. 55-58.
Description of the weld repair of thermal fatigue cracks in
turbine vanes. It is shown that the plasma arc fusion welding
technique is superior to the conventional TIG process for the manual
repair of cast B-1900 nickel-base alloy turbine vanes. Using the
plasma arc method, sound trailing edge repair welds to a depth
approximately 1/2 in. were made without external preheating. Z.W.
A71-13277 Generation of sound by rotor-stator inter-
action. S. Kaji and T. Okazaki (Tokyo, University, Tokyo, Japan).
Journal of Sound and Vibration, vol. 13, Nov. 1970, p. 281-307.14
refs.
Theoretical study of the sound generation by rotor-stator
interaction, which is the main cause of discrete frequency noise from
subsonic compressors, taking into account the effect of compressi-
bility of fluid. The combination of a single stator row and a single
rotor row in a two<limensional subsonic flow field is chosen as the
interaction model, and two types of interaction, i.e., potential
interaction and wake interaction, are treated separately. By deter
mining the unsteady lift distributions of the rotor and stator
simultaneously in proper phase and amplitude, the sound pressures
upstream and downstream are calculated in a form which includes
the contributions from sound sources of both rows. In addition to
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the symmetric mode involves strongly interacting long waves. An
argument is presented that d/b = 0.07 for the vortices trailing from
an elliptically loaded wing. (Author)
A71-13437 # Boundary-layer displacement and leading edge
bluntness effects on attached and separated laminar boundary layers
in a compression corner. I - Theoretical study. Michael S. Holden
(Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.). (American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aero_oace Sciences
Meeting, 6th, New York, N.Y., Jan. 22-24, 1968, Paper 68-68.)
A/AA Journal, vol. 8, Dec. 1970, p. 2179-2188. 19 refs. Contract
No. AF 33(615)-67-C-1298.
A study has been conducted to examine the influence of boundary
layer displacement and leading edge bluntness on the properties of
attached and separated laminar boundary layers in the high-tem-
perature hypersonic flow over a compression corner. The theoretical
analysis uses the boundary layer equations in their integral form to
describe both attached and separated interaction regions developed
over a sharp flat plate-wedge compression surface. The theory has
been compared with pressure, heat transfer, and skin friction mea-
surements for cases where the boundary layers upstream of the
corner interaction lie in the "weak" and "strong" interaction regimes.
In the complementary experimental study conducted in the 4-ft and
6-ft sbocktunnels, heat transfer, pressure, skin friction, and
schlieren measurements were made in attached and separated flows
over flat plate-wedge compression surfaces in a hypersonic airflow.
The effect on the compression corner flow of the favorable pressure
gradient induced on a sharp flat plate upstream of the corner was
studied for a range of free-stream Mach numbers from 14 to Z0
and unit Reynolds numbers from Z000 per inch to 14,000 per inch.
Thus, the measurements spanned the "weak" and "strong" inter-
action regimes (1 < _L < 30) over the flat plate. The effect of com-
bined leading edge bluntness and boundary layer displacement on
attached and separated regions over flat plate-wedge compression
surfaces was examined experimentally. (Author)
A71-13467 # Reducing ballistic range data for the pro-
jectile's drag coefficient. C. T. Crowe (Washington State University,
Pullman, Wash.) and R. Carlson (United Aircraft Corp., United
Technology Center Div., Sunnyvale, Calif.). AIAA Journal, vol. 8,
Dec. 1970, p. 2297-2299. 10 refs. Grant No. DA-HC-04-67-C-0057.
Description of a ballistic data-reduction technique for determin-
ing the drag coefficient of spherical projectiles in flow regimes where
the drag coefficient does not vary appreciably with velocity, such as
hypersonic flow. The time distance relation for a projectile with a
constant drag coefficient is used, and that value which provides the
best fit with the data is determined. M.M.
A71-13565 # Social and industrial implications of V/STOL
transportation systems. I. C. Cheeseman, M. Judd, and G. M. Lilley
(Southampton, University, Southampton, England). British Air Line
Pilots Association, Technical Symposium on V/STOL in Civil
Aviation, London, England, Nov. 24-26, 1970, Paper. 51 p. 14 refs.
Discussion of the potential of V/STOL aircraft in meeting the
demands of multirole short-haul air transport requirements within
the next 20 yr. These requirements include intercity travel, the
connecting up with international air routes, and integration with
interurban surface transport systems. Attention is given to the
factors favoring the V/STOL system such as its flexibility, especially
in relation to long-term population shifts, and to its advantages over
certain surface transport systems for intercity stage lengths as short
as 100 kin, provided a multistop capability is introduced. Emphasis is
placed on the relative importance of direct operating and indirect
operating costs of these short-haul air transport systems, the
requirement of all-weather operation, the requirements for main-
tenance and overhaul, and on the necessity for good road communi-
cations. F.R.L.
A71-13566 # Inter urban and inter city V/STOL services. A.
S. Crossfield (Eastern Air Lines, Inc., New York, N.Y.). British Air
Line Pilots Association, Technical Symposium on V/STOL in Civil
Aviation, London, England, Nov. 24-26, 1970, Paper. 27 p.
Argument in favor of a speedy development and implementation
of a STOL short-haul air transportation system designed to serve the
short-haul market demands which currently reach the point of
severely restricting the peak-hour traffic movements at major U.S.
terminals. Experiences of Eastern Air Lines, in particular the high
cost of nonproductive flying caused by traffic congestion, are cited
in support of the need for STOL introduction. V.Z.
A71-13567 # Integration of V/STOL in the Air Traffic
System. W. E. J. Groves (Decca Navigator Co., Ltd., London,
England). British Air Line Pilots Association, Technical Symposium
on V/STOL in Civil Aviation, London, England, Nov. 24-26, 1970,
Paper. 24 p. 6 refs.
Review of the problems involved in the process of integration of
V/STOL services in the air traffic system of the United Kingdom.
The topics include the present UK domestic traffic, operating
environment, STOL operation integration at existing airports and at
urban STOL airports, VTOL operations at city centers, and
navigation guidance and integration. It is assumed that STOL services
will commence with 20-40 seater aircraft having cruising speeds from
150 to 200 Kts. and operating below F.L.IO0, and that aircraft with
a minimum 100 seats and an optimum cruise speed from 300 to 400
Kts. may be used by the end of the 1970's. V.Z.
A71-13568 # Safety level and STOL performance. L. J. W.
Hall and P. Meiklem (Air Registration Board, Redhill, Surrey,
England). British Air Line Pilots Association, Technical Symposium
on V/STOL in Civil Aviation, London, England, Nov. 24-26, 1970,
Paper. 16 p.
Discussion of a method of deriving an airworthiness target for
aircraft in the early 1980s and of various aspects regarding STOL
performance and handling. The method considered is based on the
current fatal accident record of jet aircraft, taking into account
learning accidents, and assuming a perpetuation of the current
proportion of fatal accidents due to airworthiness causes. In
operations from urban areas, third party considerations are judged to
be of possible significance, particularly during the introductory
years. It is shown that it will be necessary to restate existing
requirements in a more basic form in order to adapt them to the
needs of STOL aircraft. The need to link airworthiness and
operational considerations even more closely than before in trying to
ensure an adequate safety level is explained. G.R.
A71-13571 # Design considerations of intercity V/STOL
aircraft. M. J. Brennan (Hawker Siddeley Aviation, Ltd., Kingston-
upon-Thames, Surrey, England). British Air Line Pilots Association,
Technical Symposium on V/STOL in Civil Aviation, London,
England, Nov. 24-26, 1970, Paper. 53 p.
Consideration of the proposition that V/STOL aircraft offer a
method of developing a transport system which can solve the
increasing problem of intercity traffic congestion. V/STOL aircraft
are economical of resources, and are compatible with the community
from the point of view of noise. Other intercity transportation
systems inevitably face the ultimate problem of saturation, as is
illustrated by the congested air terminals and motorways throughout
the world. It is suggested that, because the VTOL aircraft will take
off and land under separate air traffic control it will not be subject to
congestion and, because of all-weather superiority, the loss from
weather close-down and diversions will be less for VTOL than for
STOL and conventional aircraft. Various powerplant configurations
are evaluated. F.R.L.
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A71-13572 # VISTOL operations - Present and future. R.
Williams (British Airline Pilots Association, Harlington Hayes,
Middx., England). British Air Line Pilots Association, Technical
Symposium on V/STOL in Civil Aviation, London, England, Nov.
24-26, 1970, Paper. 11 p.
Consideration of various present and future aspects of V/STOL
operations, such as terminals, landing and approach aids, air traffic,
noise and pollution control, safety, performance, and airworthiness
regulations and licensing. It is emphasized that, with steady progress
and development, it will be possible to select correct systems and
make the decisions to ensure that the chosen system is introduced
into a compatible operating environment. F.R.L.
A71-13573 * # Operations of V/STOL aircraft in the terminal
area. Robert O. Schade, John F. Garren, Jr., Henry L. Kelley, and
Robert E. Shanks (NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.).
British Air Line Pilots Association, Technical Symposium on
V/STOL in Civil Aviation, London, England, Nov. 24-26, 1970,
Paper. 55 p. 16 refs.
Discussion of highlights of research work being done with some
of the more promising V/STOL concepts for operation in the
terminal area which appear to have future commercial applications.
Attention is given to future V/STOL approaches, the desirability of
using variable speed on the final approach, the effects of wind and
speed during low-speed operation, and other related problem areas,
such as noise. F.R.L.
A71-13574 Landing guidance for VTOL aircraft. I. M.
Hunter and J. E. Nethaway (Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough, Hants., England). British Air Line Pilots Association,
Technical Symposium on V/STOL in Civil Aviation, London,
England, Nov. 24.26, 1970, Paper. 27 p.
Description of a system which offers a very precise short-range
three-dimensional surveillance system and ground computer to
evaluate the optimum VTOL aircraft maneuver with a minimum of
airborne complexity. It is shown that the use of the computer offers
vary great flexibili W including multiple flight paths, multiple aircraft
types, and freedom of choice of equipment site, as well as
redundancy and integrity. The control system of the aircraft is likely
to be electrically signalled, possibly with a mechanical backup, and
will probably incorporate a failure-survival autostabilizer. The pilot's
display system will be extremely important because the pilot may be
unable to see the landing pad for the greater port of the transition
and hover. F .R.L.
A71-13575 # The introduction of VTOL systems into com-
mercial short-haul air transportation. R. H. Shatz (United Aircraft
Corp., Sikorsky Aircraft Div., Stratford, Conn.). British Air Line
Pilots Association, Technical Symposium on V/STOL in Civil
Aviation, London, England, Nov. 24-26, 1970, Paper. 26 p. 6 refs.
Air transportation is in the midst of a crisis. Systems congestion,
caused by continued dynamic growth, is the basic reason for current
airline losses and passenger delays and inconvenience. Major airports
must be prepared for long-haul air transportation, and short-haul
system improvement could be attained through the development of a
VTOL system operating from city-center V-ports. It is proposed to
use large helicopters for initial VTOL system operation and to
develop compound aircraft for increased system capacity. This
system could be installed rapidly at low risk and cost to operate
profitably and efficiently without environmental degradation.
European and U.S. airlines usinq this VTOL system could begin-
operations in about two years. (Author)
A71-13576 # V/STOL in civil aviation - Propulfion for
V/STOL. R. M. Denning (Rolls-Royce, Ltd., Bristol, England).
British Air Line Pilots Association, Technical Syrr_oosium on
V/STOL in Civil Aviation, London, England, Nov. 24-26, 1970,
Paper. 12 p.
The continuing progress of Air Transport now requires the
introduction of V/STOL systems and the UK has an advantageous
basis from which to develop this technology. The ultimate choice
between VTOL and STOL is not yet evident but both systems
promise considerable social benefit. The various Engineering systems
are under active consideration in a number of countries with
timescale influencing choice. The requirements of low noise and
short field length dominate the engineering problems. Their achieve-
ment will bring major reductions in noise, pollution, and economy in
land usage, particularly if coupled with the diversion of most
short-haul traffic to V/STOL systems. Three distinct engine types
involving the high bypass turbo-fan, in some form, which might
power alternative aircraft solutions can be identified. These are the
specialized quiet propulsion engine, the multifunction blowing/
propulsion engine and the lift-fan. A return to the gearbox employed
between fan and gas generator may be required for noise and
performance reasons, and problems of thrust modulation on
approach and reversal on landing may require innovation for their
solution. Many new safety, reliability and maintainability considera-
tions will be introduced, but practical airframe/engine concepts
appear to be emerging. (Author)
A71-13579 # Fluid dynamics of jets. Yasuo Komatsu. Nihon
University, Research Institum of Science and Technology, Journal,
Sept_ 1970, p. 1-75.36 refs. In Japanese, with abstract in English.
Evaluation of different processes of development of jet flow
with different boundary conditions. Initial experiments were made
on conventional axisymmetric jet flow of uniform velocity at the
outlet in order to obtain basic data for further investigations. In
order to examine flow conditions under nonuniform velocity
distribution at the outlet, an experiment was made on jet flow
conditions which may occur when a medium is discharged at the end
of a long circular pipe with a fully developed turbulent velocity
distribution. Jet flow of uniform velocity at nozzles with an elliptic
outlet was also investigated. As a practical problem, a theoretical
analysis of and experiments on the behavior of an axisymmetric jet
on vertical impingement on a solid surface were carried out. M.M.
A71-13618 # STOL - Creating a good neighbor. Robin K.
Ransone (American Airlines, Inc., New York, N.Y.). Astronautics
and Aeronautics, vol. 8, Dec. 1970, p. 30-37.
Discussion of STOL aircraft as a means for creating a short-haul
air transport system acceptable economically, ecologically, sociologi-
cally, and emotionally to beth passengers and neighbors. Neighbor-
hood stolport ownership is considered as a new approach to this
problem, promising to produce a socially viable system. Cost, noise,
pollution, safety, and organizational aspects of this system are
considered. The Floating Interim Manhattan Stolport (FIMS) tech-
nical feasibility study undertaken by American Airlines under
contract with the FAA is outlined. V.Z.
A71-13619 # A VTOL solution now to short-haul problems.
Robert H. Shatz (United Aircraft Corp., Sikorsky Aircraft Div.,
Stratford, Conn.). Astronautics and Aeronautics, vol. 8, Dec. 1970,
p. 38-45.8 refs.
Discussion of the usa of VTOL aircraft and compound aircraft
as an effective step in the improvement" of the quality of short-haul
air transportation currently handicapped by airport congestion and
access delays. Prototype compact dowotown V-port designs for these
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craft are suggested as a means of relieving the passenger from the
current traffic snarl which opens the way to further air transporta-
tion expansion. V.Z.
A71-13620 # Short-haul STOL concepts in perspective. A.
Scott Crossfield (Eastern Air Lines, Inc., New York, N.Y.). Astro-
nautics and Aeronautics, vol. 8, Dec. 1970, p. 46-55.
Analysis of prospects for a nationwide application of short-haul
STO/concepts, in view of the urgent need in improved convenience
of current air transportation as shown by experiences of Eastern Air
Lines. The topics include the cost of current nonproductive flying
due to traffic congestion; the profit-and-loss potentials of stolports,
onboard avionics, air traffic control systems, and vehicle character-
istics; specific requirements of downtown access in individual cities;
and a typical area-navigation system. The various tradeoffs involved
in STOL operations are discussed. V.Z.
A71-13660"# The laminar boundary layer on spinning
bodies of revolution. Ralph John Muraca (NASA, Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Va.). American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Sounding Rocket Technology Conference, 2nd,
Williamsburg, Va., Dec. 7-9, 1970, Paper 70-1377. 40 p. 39 refs.
Members, $1.50; nonmembers, $2.00.
The subject of this paper is the analysis and solution of the
equations describing the laminar boundary layer on axisymmetric
bodies immersed in an oncoming stream and spinning at a constant
rate about their axis of revolution. The flow is allowed to be
compressible or incompressible and the geometries for which
solutions are obtained include the sphere, cone, paraboloid,
hyperboloid, and tangent ogive. The only limitation on spin rate
involves the assumption that the pressure across the boundary layer
remains essentially constant. The method of solution for the set of
parabolic nonlinear partial differential equations which describe the
boundary layer is an implicit finite difference technique. Com-
parisons with previous approximate methods are also presented in an
effort to establish confidence in these results. Boundary-layer
characteristics in the form of shear stress, heat transfer, velocity and
temperature profiles, displacement thickness and frictional drag and
moment coefficients are presented for each geometry over a wide
range of spin rates. (Author)
A71-13687 Digital computers. W. H. McKinlay (Ferranti,
Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland). Flight International, vol. 98, Nov. 26,
1970, p. 844a-846.
Discussion of digital computers and their applications giving
particular attention to the employment of the computers in aviation
electronics. It is pointed out that the digital computer can form part
of an automatic control loop in an autopilot or be associated with an
engine. It can be programmed to adapt more easily to changes in the
flight regime than an analog system. The employment of very small
digital computers for producing devices which themselves depend on
computing for their operation is discussed. G.R.
A71-13703 E Flow separation and reattachment in confined
jet mixing. John T. Exley (Avco Corn., Avco Lycoming Div.,
Stratford, Conn.) and John A. Brighton (Pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, University Park, Pa.). American Society of Mechanical Engi
neers, Paper no. 70-FE B, 1970. 7 p. 10 refs. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $2.00. Contract No. DA-31-124 ARO(D)-452.
An experimental and theoretical investigation was conducted to
study flow separation and reattachment for a confined axisymmetric
jet. The fluid was air with an initially uniform velocity jet mixing
with an initially uniform (but lower velocity) secondary flow. Both
streams were at the same temperature and mixed in a constant-
diameter duct. The location of the points of separation and
reattachment and the line of zero velocity were determined by
injecting smoke into the flow. Mea'surements were made over a wide
range of diameter ratios (nozzle diameter to mixing tube diameter)
and velocity ratios (jet velocity to secondary velocity at the inlet).
The separation point was strongly affected by the velocity ratio -
moving upstream with an increase in velocity ratio. Reattachment,
however, was only slightly affected by velocity ratio. A single
parameter, such as the Curtet number, was found to be inadequate in
describing separation and reattachment over all diameter ratio and
velocity ratio conditions. (Author)
A71-13707 # Effect of a high traction fluid on skidding in a
high speed roller bearing. W. M. Kacmarsky and L. O. Hewko
(General Motors Corp., New Departure-Hyatt Bearings Div.,
Sandusky, Ohio). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Paper
no. 70-Lub-E, 1970. 6 p. 9 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$2.00.
Laboratory tests run under skid-prone conditions have shown
that cage skid in a lightly loaded roller bearing, operating at speeds
up to 3 million DN, can be reduced by using a high traction fluid as
the bearing lubricant. With a MiI-L-23699 oil, maximum cage slip
approached 65 percent. When the military specification oil was
replaced by a fluid blended to develop a high coefficient of traction,
the maximum cage slip, in the same bearing, was reduced to
approximately 3 percent. The high traction oil did not comply with
the Mil Specification; however, the dramatic reduction in skidding
demonstrated the desirability of increasing the traction coefficients
for fluids used to lubricate aircraft jet engine mainshaft bearings.
(Author)
A71-13712 # Dynamic stability of Hovercraft in heave. H. J.
Davies (Southampton, University, Southampton, England) and G. A.
Poland (Portsmouth Polytechnic, Portsmouth, England). American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, Paper no. 70-APM-QQO, 1970.6 p.
5 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $2.00.
The regimes of flow governing the dynamic behavior of a
two-dimensional mathematical model of an edge-jet Hovercraft in
heaving motion are described and the equations associated with such
regimes derived. Both the free and forced-oscillation characteristics
are studied. The nonlinear nature of the system manifests itself, in
the case of the forced oscillations, as a shift in the dynamic
equilibrium position resulting in a loss of mean hoverheight.
(Author)
A71-13724 New laboratory requirements for the DC-10.
D. B. Engum (Douglas Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.). Society of
Automotive Engineers, National Aeronautic and Space Engineering
and Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 5-9, 1970,
Paper 700829. 6 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
Description of the new laboratory facilities required for the
DC-10 test program. The test laboratories have been relocated to a
new Engineering Development Center providing a large, high-bay test
hangar and ready access to an extensive digital and analog computer
facility for data reduction and simulation. The new facilities provide
a coordinated complex for structural tests, flight guidance and
control tests, and flight tests. Structural test techniques have been
brought to a high state of refinement through new large fatigue test
machines and application of computer-controlled servo loading
systems to the aircraft's structural proof and fatigue test programs.
M.M.
A71-13725 The Hamilton standard APU for Lockheed's
TriStar airliner. Paul G. Stein (United Aircraft Corp., Hamilton
Standard Div., Windsor Locks, Conn.). Society of Automotive
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Engineers, National Aeronautic and Space Engineering and Manufac-
turing Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 5-9, 1970, Paper 700814. 11
p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $1.50.
Description of the design and development stages of the
Hamilton Standard Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) for the Lockheed
TriStar aircraft. The TriStar APU consists of a lightweight, highly
efficient free-turbine engine which drives a separate air compressor
that is matched to the aircraft pneumatic system, and a gearbox for
powering a generator and cooling fan. The free-turbine engine design
offers excellent full- or part-load fuel economy and efficiency while
operating at high engine-cycle pressure ratios. Concurrently, this
APU with its separate load compressor generates lover pneumatic
pressures which enhance the operation of the aircraft air condition-
ing system. These advantages are further amplified by the use of the
proven PT6 engine with over 4,300,000 accumulated operating hours
to its credit. M.M.
A71-13726 DC-10 test program effectiveness. Arthur
Torosian and James F. Murray (Douglas Aircraft Co., St. Louis, Mo.).
Society of Automotive Engineers, National Aeronautic and Space
Engineering and Manufacturing Meeting, Los Angeles, Calif., Oct
5-9, 1970, Paper 700830. 10 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$1.5o.
Discussion of DC-10 test program effectiveness, which is defined
as the efficient planning, instrumentation, execution, and analysis of
engineering development simulator tests and aircraft ground and
flight tests. The purpose is to evaluate aircraft performance and
flying qualities, to define the operational envelope, to evaluate
systems performance, and to demonstrate that the aircraft and its
systems comply with airworthiness standards. The flight test program
will employ a sophisticated data acquisition and processing system
with the capability to provide real-time data while the tests are in
progress. A flight controls development test stand will be used to
evaluate the prototype flight control and avionic equipment, and
provide the capability for pilot assessment of the Flight Guidance
and Control System by means of an integrated simulator complex. A
laser beam tracking system will be used to provide the, space
positioning data required in Flight Guidance and Control, noise
measurement, and takeoff and landing performance tests. F.R.L
A71-13730 # Static-pressure probes that are theoretically
insensitive to pitch, yaw and Mach number. A. M. O. Smith and A. B.
Bauer (Douglas Aircraft Co., Long Beach, Calif.). Journal of Fluid
Mechanics, vol. 44, Nov. 26, 1970, p. 513-528. Research supported
by the Douglas Aircraft Independent Research and Development
Program.
The idea of distributing static probe cross-sectional areas so as to
render the probe insensitive to Mach number is combined here with
that of using noncireular cross-sections to render probes insensitive
to yaw and angle of attack. Appropriate noncircular cross-sections
are described in detail, and a general means of designing blunt or
slender probes to have zero sensit!yity to yaw and angle of attack in
potential flow is described. Four experimental probes have been
tested, and test results are presented. These results show that the
probes are quite insensitive to yaw and angle of attack within certain
limiting angles, which are assumed to correspond to the onset of flow
separation. (Author)
A71-13734 Airworthiness and the Air Registration Board
(Twenty-sixth British Commonwealth Lecture). Walter Tye (Air
Registration Board, Redhill, Surrey, England). Aeronautical Journal,
vol. 74, Nov. 1970, p. 873-887.22 refs.
Summary of the history of the Air Registration Board, and
general survey of the civil airworthiness scene, past and present. The
aims and objectives of an airworthiness authority and the reasons for
national and international control of airworthiness are discussed,
A71-13766
along with the administrative arrangements for control implementa-
tion. In particular, the technical changes in airworthiness over the
past 25 years are reviewed, together with the main reasons for these
changes. M.V.E.
A71-13735 Accident and maintenance recording for civil
aircraft. N. O. Matthews (Cranfield Institute of Technology,
Cranfield, Beds., England). Aeronautical Journal, vol. 74, Nov. 1970,
p. 888-897. 7 refs.
Review of present trends of accident and maintenance recording
regulations and systems for civil aircraft. Some aspects of recent
developments in this field that have taken place mainly in the UK,
France, Holland, Scandinavia, Italy, U.S., and Canada are presented.
International requirements for accident recorders and, in particular,
FAA proposed aircraft flight recorder data specifications are
tabulated and discussed, along with recorder types used by civil
airlines. Airborne data recording for accident, maintenance, and
operational performance is at present on the threshold of change.
The integration of airborne data gathering, processing and storing
systems with air-to-ground telemetry links is spurred by projected
onboard centralized digital computer systems which will also handle
engine performance, navigation and automatic landing, and many of
the other electronic functions which at present are handled by analog
means. M.V.E.
A71-13737 The lift of a slender combination of a fuselage
of rectangular cross-section with a high wing. R. D. Andrews (Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants., England). Aeronautical
Journal, vol. 74, Nov. 1970, p. 903-906.8 refs.
Calculation of the lift generated by a slender aircraft whose
fuselage has a stationary rectangular cross section at the base. The
results also apply to the lift on the portion of a slender body which
lies upstream of a station where the fuselage has a stationary,
rectangular cross section and where the wing is thin and its surface is
parallel to the lower surface of the fuselage. M.V.E.
A71-13738 Behaviour of the vortex sheet at the trailing
edge of a lifting wing. K. W. Mangler and J. H. B. Smith (Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants., England). Aeronautical
Journal, vol. 74, Nov. 1970, p. 906-908.
Analytical investigation of the behavior of a vortex sheet at the
trailing edge of a lifting wing with nonzero trailing edge angle. It is
found that the vortex sheet shed from the trailing edge, in inviscid
subsonic flow, leaves the trailing edge tangentially to the upper or
lower surface, or exceptionally, in an intermediate direction. M.V.E.
A71-13748 Heat transfer in the vicinity of the stagnation
point on a permeable surface. V. S. Avduevskii and G. A. Glebov
(Moskovskii Aviatsionnyi Institut, Moscow, USSR). (Inzhenerno-
Fizicheskii Zhurnal, vol. t8, May 1970, p. 777-782.) Heat Transfer-
Soviet Research, vol. 2, Sept. 1970, p. 171-175. 13 refs. Translation.
Investigation of the flow of a dissociating and partly ionized gas
over any arbitrary point on a permeable surface through which
different gases are injected into the laminar boundary layer.
Attention is given to the influence of gas injection (air-air and
nitrogen-nitrogen mixtures) on the value of the convective heat flux
at large enthalpies of the oncoming flow and large values of the
convective heat flux. The effects of blowing on the radiant heat flux
are not considered. Correlational equations are obtained for the heat
exchange parameters. T.M.
A71-13766 # 747 flight load survey program. Philip C.
Wingrove (Boeing Co., Seattle, Wash.). Society for Experimental
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Stress Analysis, Fall Meeting, Boston, Mass., Oct. 18-22, 1970, Paper.
19p.
Description of the flight load survey program conducted on the
Boeing Model 747 to determine flight and ground loads within the
design envelope. The instrumentation of the airplane, consisting of
318 strain gauge bridges (159 locations with 100% spares) to measure
basic airplane loads, and 360 pressure pickups to measure pressure
distributions on the wing flaps and flap track fairings, is reviewed.
The strain gauge bridge design, installation, calibration, and recording
are described. Flight and ground test conditions and methods of data
collection, reduction, and analysis are outlined. A resume of test
results is also included. O.H.
A71-13781 *# Installation and testing of strain gages for
high-temperature aircraft applications. Earl J. Wilson (NASA, Flight
Research Center, Edwards, Calif.). Society for Experimental Stress
Analysis, Fall Meeting, Boston, Mass., Oct. 18-22, 1970, Paper. 22 p.
5 refs.
The techniques under investigation at the NASA Flight Research
Center at Edwards, Calif., for making high-temperature strain
measurements on aircraft to resolve flight loads are presented. The
necessity of an evaluation program to select the optimum strain gage
for specific applications, strain-gage-installation procedures, fatigue
problems associated with weldable gages, and new strain-
measurement concepts are discussed. Data from laboratory tests to
determine the performance characteristics of bonded and weldable
strain gagesfor high-temperature applications are presented. (Author)
A71-13823 Internal aerodynamics (Turbomachinery);
Royal Society, Conference, Cambridge University, Cambridge,
England, July 19-21, 1967, Proceedings. Conference co-sponsored by
the Wates Foundation. London, Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
1970. 160p. $15.60.
Contents:
Introduction, p. vii.
Opening address. I. M. Davidson, p. 1, 2.
Turbomachinery technology at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. W.
Doll (United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Conn.), p. 3-8.
Some thoughts on axial flow compressors. A. G. Newton
(Rolls-Royce, Ltd., Derby, England), p. 9-13.
Past achievements and present problems in steam turbines. K. W.
Todd (English Electric-AEI Turbine Generators, Ltd,, Manchester,
England), p. 14-19.
A survey of the advances in the treatment of the flow in
cascades. N. Scholz (M.A.N. Turbomotoren GmbH; M_inchen,
Technische Universit_t, Munich, West Germany), p. 20-31,41-56. 13
refs.
Methods of treating three-dimensional flows in cascades and
blade rows. W. R. Hawthorne (Cambridge University, Cambridge,
England), p. 32-56.27 refs.
Computer calculations of the flow in axial compressors. R.
Hetherington (Rolls-Royce, Ltd., Derby, England), p. 57-69. 10 refs.
Aspects of transonic flows in cascades. J. Chauvin (Von K_rm_n
Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Rhode-Saint-Gen_se, Belgium), p.
70-82, 95.6 refs.
Transonic flow in the last rotor blade row of a low-pressure
steam turbine. H. Meyer (Brown, Boveri et Cie. AG, Baden,
Switzerland), p. 83-95.
Rotating stall in axial flow compressors. J. Fabri (ONERA,
Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France), p. 96-110, 117.
Aerodynamic damping of compressor blades and turbine
buckets. R. G. Legendre (ONERA, Ch&tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-
Seine, France), p. 111-117.
The applicability of similiarity parameters to the compressible
flow in radial turbo-machines. M. H. Vavra (U.S. Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, Calif.), p. 118-132, 147-149. 7 refs.
A method for calculating the flow in a centrifugal impeller when
entropy gradients are present. W. Jansen (Northern Research and
Engineering Corp., Cambridge, Mass.), p. 133-149. 29 refs.
A71-13824 Turbomachinery tecllnology at Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft. W. Doll (United Aircraft Corp., Pratt and Whitney
Aircraft Div., East Hartford, Conn.). In: Internal aerodynamics
(Turbomachinery); Royal Society, Conference, Cambridge Univer-
sity, Cambridge, England, July 19-21, 1967, Proceedings.
Conference co-sponsored by the Wates Foundation.
London, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1970, p. 3-8.
Review of turbomachinery research and development made at
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft to improve the performance of aircraft
gas turbine engines. The history and present state of work in this
field are outlined. Special attention is given to current component
and engine performance trends. Further growth of this industry with
a very severe competition in turboengine performance improvement
is envisaged. V.Z.
A71-13825 Some thoughts on axial flow compressors. A.
G. Newton (Rolls-Royce, Ltd., Derby, England). In: Internal
aerodynamics (Turbomachinery); Royal Society, Conference,
Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, July 19-21, 1967,
_)roceedings. Conference co-sponsored by the
Wates Foundation. London, Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
1970, p. 9-13.
Review of current problems of axial flow compressor designs,
noting the considerable progress reached in the improvement of
turbomachinery performance at reasonable cost. The highly com-
petitive nature of this industry is emphasized as a factor of prime
importance. It is expected that the main further effort will be
directed towards an improvement of component efficiency rather
than further increases in loading. V.Z.
A71-13826 A survey of the advances in the treatment of
the flow in cascades. N. Scholz (M.A.N. Turbomotoren GmbH;
MSnchen, Technische Universitat, Munich, West Germany). In:
Internal aerodynamics (Turbomachinery); Royal Society, Con-
ference, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, July 19-21,
1967, Proceedings. Conference co-sponsored by
the Wates Foundation. London, Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
1970, p. 20-31; Discussion, K. Barsun (Deutsche Forschungs- und
Versuchsanstalt fSr Luft- und Raumfahrt, Braunschweig, West
Germany), D. H. Wilkinson (English Electric Co., Whetstone, Leics.,
England), and D. J. L. Smith (National Gas Turbine Establishment,
Farnborough, Hants., England), p. 41-56. 13 refs.
Survey of advances in the theoretical treatment of two-
dimensional cascade flows with the aid of high speed computers.
Methods of flow field idealization in axial turbomachinery and
theoretical methods for calculating two-dimensional cascade flows
are reviewed. The application of the exact streamline theory allowing
for the blade displacement effects, of the theory of singularities for
slender and thick profile geometries, of conformal mapping, and of
the relaxation method to studies of incompressible inviscid flows is
discussed. Also considered is the treatment of local supersonic flow
fields containing terminal shock waves. Other topics include the
hodography of duct-type cascades, the hypothesis of streamline
similarity, the effect of a boundary layer on a cascade flow, and flow
losses in compressible flows. It is also shown how a two-dimensional
cascade flow can be corrected when the axial velocity varies within a
cascade. V.Z.
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A71-13827 Methods of treating three-dimeosional flows in
cascades and Made rows. W. R. Hawthorne (Cambridge University,
Cambridge, England). In: Internal aerodynamics (Turbomachinery);
Royal Society, Conference, Cambridge University, Cambridge,
England, July 19-21, 1967, Proceedings. Con-
ference co-sponsored by the Wales Foundation. London, Institution
of Mechanical Engineers, 1970, p. 32J,0; Discussion, K. Barsun
(Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt filr Lull- und Raumfahrt,
Braunschweig, West Germany), D. H. Wilkinson (English Electric Co.,
Whetstone, Leics., England), and D. J. L. Smith (National Gas
Turbine Establishment, Farnborough, Hants., England), p. 41-56. 27
ref_
Discussion of the present state of the theory of three-
dimensional flows in cascades and blade rows. The topics include the
three-dimensional effects involved, a potential flow through annula_
cascades, flows with shear and disturbance, annular cascades in she_r
flows, and flow approximations. The existing methods of studying
three-dimensional flows in cascades are assessed as inadequately
approximate. Proof of the validity of the approximetions and their
improvement are shown to be required. Satisfactory theoretical
developments to this end are not expected to be forthcoming for
some time. Simplified studies are urged to provide guidance for the
correlation of experimental results. V.Z.
A71-13828 Computer calculatzons of the flow in axial
compressors. R. Hetherington (Rolls-Royce, Ltd., Derby, England).
In: Internal aerodynamics (Turbomachinery); Royal Society, Con-
ference, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, July 19-21,
1967, Proceedings. _ Conferance co-sponsored by
the Wates Foundation. London, Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
1970, p. 57-63; Discussion, P. E. Hubbie (Bristol Siddeley Engines,
Ltd., Bristol, England), W. Richter (M.A.N. Turbomotoren GmbH,
Munich, West Germany), and J. F. Barnes (National Gas Turbine
Establishment, Farnborough, Hants., England), p. 64-69. 10 refs.
Evaluation of the effectiveness of computer calculations of flow
characteristics in axial compressors. Special attention is given to the
r-z problem involving a through flow model in which a swirling flow
passes through an annular duct, and the characteristic point within
the compressor is described by two variables, r (radius) and z (axial
position). Various applications of the through flow method are
discussed, including the prediction of compressor performance, the
determination of flow curvature effects, and the matching of
multistage compressors. Computer applications in axial compressor
designs are shown to provide more accurate calculations than
calculations available previously. V.Z.
A71-13829 Aspects of transonic flows in cascades. J.
Chauvin (Von K_rm_n Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Rhod_Saint-
Gentle, Belgium). In: Internal aerodynamics (Turbomachinery);
Royal Society, Conference, Cambridge University, Cambridge,
England, July 19-21, 1967, Proceedings. Confer-
ence co-sponsored by the Wates Foundation. London, Institution of
Mechanical Engineers, 1970, p. 70-82; Discussion, A. Smith (C. A.
Parsons and Co., Ltd., Newcastie-upon-Tyne, England) and H. Meyer
(Brown, Boveri et Cie. AG, Baden, Switzerland), p. 95.6 refs.
Examination of some available cascade test results in order to
obtain data on the blade section performance in transonic and
supersonic axial flow compressors during design and off-design
operations. The tests cover high turning and tandem bladings,
blunt-trailing-edge stator bladings, slotted blades, and blades with
constantly diverging passages and thick trailing edges. The topics also
include the limitation of cascade testing, the test procedure,
performance losses from various causes, the energy exchange
correlation, and means of improving performance. V.Z.
A71-13830 The applicability of similarity parameters to
the compressible flow in radial turbo-machines. M. H. Vavra (U.S.
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Calif.). In: Internal aero-
dynamics (Turbomachinery); Royal Society, Conference, Cambridge
University, Cambridge, England, July 19.21, 1967, Proceedings.
Conference co-sponsored by the Wales Founda-
tion. London, Institution of Mechanical Engineers, 1970, p. 118-132;
Discussion, J. F. Barnes (National Gas Turbine Establishment,
Famborough, Hants., England), C. Schreck (Berlin, Technische
Universit_t, Berlin, West Germany), and M. G. Hodskinson (Austin
Motor CO., Birmingham, England), p. 147-149.7 refs.
Derivation of dimensionless relations to assist the designer of
radial turbo-machines with compressible flows. An investigation is
carried out to determine if the use of specific speed concepts can
augment the available insufficient data on the interdependence
between losses and flow channel geometry in radial turbo-machines.
It is concluded that specific speed as a parameter does not satisfy the
laws of dynamic similarity in turbo-machines with compressible
fluids since turbines having the same specific speed can have widely
different geometries and different flow properties when the com-
pressibility of the working fluid is taken into account. It is also
shown that cascade tests applied to radial machines are of little value
and that the outlined chart techniques are more useful as design aids
than specific speed criteria. V.Z.
A71-13831 A method for calculating the flow in a
centrifugal impeller when entropy gradients =re Wemt. W. Jansen
(Northern Research and Engineering Corp., Cambridge, Mass.). In:
Internal aerodynamics (Turbomechinery); Royal Society, Confer-
ence, Cambridge University, Cambridge, England, July 19-21, lg67,
Proceedings. Conference co-spoosored by the
Wates Foundation. London, Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
1970, p. 133-146; Discussion, J. F. Barnes (National Gas Turbine
Establishment, Farnborough, Hants., England), C. Schreck (Berlin,
Technische UniversitY, Berlin, West Germany), and M. G.
Hodskioson (Austin Motor CO., Birmingham, England), p. 147-149.
29 refs.
Measurements have shown that the velocity distribiJtion at the
impeller exit of a centrifugal compressor is often severely distorted.
A calculation procedure is presented to predict these distorted flow
distributions. The flow field is calculated in two steps. First, the
infinite blade solution is obtained with the so-called streamline
curvature method. The blade-to-btede solution is obtained afterwards
with an approximate method. Flow distortions are assumed to be
generated by the occurrence of local losses. These losses are
formulated and introduced into the equations of motion by means of
entropy gradient terms. The basic ingredients for obtaining the
impeller losses are similar to those used in compressor performance
prediction methods. Sample calculations are presented for a radial
and a backward-curved blade impeller. The procedure yields flow
parameters such as velocities, total and static pressures and tempera-
tures, and absolute and relative flow angles along the pressure and
suction surface of the blades and across the blade width from hub to
shroud. The results are considered to be more realistic than those
obtained from existing methods. Possible improvements in flow
uniformity by means of design changes are indicated. (Author)
A71-13903 # The flow of incompressible fluids with Hall
effect in the presence of a thin airfoil (L'dcoulement des fluides
incompressibles _zeffet Hall en prdsence d'un profil mince). L. Drago_
(Bucuresti Universitatea, Bucharest, Rumania). Archiwum Mechaniki
$tosowanej, vol. 22, no. 3, 1970, p. 281-290. 10 refs. In French.
Application of previous studies concerning the flow of in-
compressible fluids with varying electrical resistivity (Sears and
Ressler, 1959; Dragos, 1962, 1963), which demonstrated the
harmonic part of the solutions, to fluids with Hall effect. In this
fashion it is not only possible to recover, in the most natural way,
the previous particular results, but also to show certain structural
properties of the solution. The concept that the harmonic part of the
solution represents the solution of even the problem of classical
aerodynamics is further confirmed. F.R.L.
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A71-13956 # Determination of the viscous resistance coef-
ficient of elastically damping supports of turbine engines
(Opredelenie koeffitsienta viazkogo soprotivleniia uprugo-
dempfernykh opor turbomashin). E. A. Artemov. Mashinostroenie,
no. 10, 1970, p. 27-31.5 refs. In Russian.
Determination of the viscous resistance coefficients of dampers
which support the turbine and absorb vibrations by utilizing the
viscous resistance of oil. The hydrodynamic damping force is
assumed to be equal to the pressure range to which the oil particles
are subjected on the entire surface involved in the mass motion. This
range is calculated on the basis of equations of motion for an
incompressible and unheated Navier-Stokes liquid. The experiments,
carried out for checking the theory, are described. Z.W.
A71-14062 # Flows of a viscous emitting gas past blunt
bodies (Obtekanie zatuplennykh tel viazkim izluchaiushchim gazom).
I. M. Breev, lu. P. Golovachev, lu. P. Lun'kin, and F. D. Popov.
Zhumal Vychislite/'noi Matemadki i Matematicheskoi Fiziki, vol. 10,
Sept.-Oct. 1970, p. 1228-1237. 14 refs. In Russian.
Application of the Navier-Stokes equations to a study of
hypersonic airflows past blunt bodies with allowance for radiation.
The radiation term of the energy equation is evaluated with the aid
of models which approximate the frequency dependence of the
absorption coefficient in the continuous spectrum and in the spectral
lines. A solution to the problem is obtained by a finite difference
scheme. Profiles of the gasdynamic parameters in the shock layer and
the convective and radiative heat fluxes at the surface are determined
for a wide range of flight conditions. The shape and position of the
shock wave are identified, and the distribution of the heat fluxes and
friction coefficients at the nose surface is examined. V.P.
A71-14115 # 2750 deg F engine test of a transpiration
air-cooled turbine. S. L. Moskowitz and S. Lombardo (Curtiss-Wright
Corp., Wood-Ridge, N.J.). American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y., Nov. 29-Dec. 3,
1970, Paper 70-WA/GT-1. 11 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$2.00.
Test results for a turbine with transpiration air-cooled blades at
temperatures ranging from 2750 to 2800 F. The blades were made of
alloys limited to metal temperatures of up to 1800 F. The design of
the transpiration air-cooled blades is discussed, together with the
technique used in fabricating the porous turbine blading. Blading
evaluated in the program included airfoil material using N 155 and
Nb-stabilized Nichrome V alloy. Both wound and woven types of
porous materials were tested. In addition, most blades incorporating
woven material had the direction of weave oriented at 45 deg to the
forming axis in order to take advantage of the material anisotropy
for improved ductility. Correlation of the test results on blade
cooling with analytical prediction is presented. Z.W.
A71-14116 # Gas-tur bine loading schedule for maximum life
of the hot gas path components. Stanislaw Bednarski (General
Electric Co., Gas Turbine Dept., Schenectady, N.Y.) and C. N. Shen
(Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.). American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y., Nov.
29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper 70-WA/GT-2. 11 p. 11 refs. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $2.00.
The paper describes development of a computational procedure
for determining the optimal firing temperature schedule during
loading of the gas turbine. It is assumed that the temperature has to
be increased in a predetermined time in a way that will minimize
thermal fatigue deterioration of the turbine hot gas path elements.
The gas temperature is constrained to lie between certain time-
dependent limits all through the transient. The maximum plastic
strain in a given loading process is taken as a measure of parts
deterioration. The calculations performed are for hol!ow, stationary
airfoils of a gas turbine, but the method is easily adaptable to full
profiles and rotational airfoils as well as non-turbine applications
where temperature is to be altered while thermal shock is to be
minimized. A numerical example is given for illustration of the
method. (Author)
A71-14118 # Generalization of experimental data for com-
pressor cascades at low speeds. V. S. Bekne_ (Moskovskoe Vysshee
Tekhnicbeskoe Uchilishche, Moscow, USSR). American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y., Nov.
29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper 70-WA/GT-IO. 8 p. 9 refs, Members, $1.0B;
nonmembers, $2.00.
The author compares three different approaches for generaliza-
lion of experimental data for two-dimensional compressor cascades
at low speeds: generalization for maximum value of lift-drag ratio,
generalization for maximum cascade quality, and generalization for
minimum loss coefficient. Some results given, of comparison for
incidence and deviation angles, solidities, and loss coefficients, show
the largest difference to be for incidence angles and loss coefficients.
Influence of isentropic exponent on the airfoil pressure distribution
and cascade losses is considered. (Author)
A71-14119 # On the behavior of bladings in the small
Reynolds number regime. K. Papailiou and B. Roberts (Yon K_rm_n
Institute for Fluid Dynamics, Brussels, Belgium). American Society
of Meehanica/ Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y.,
Nov. 29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper 70-WA/GT-11. 8 p. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $2.00.
Theoretical calculations using existing correlations can show the
advantage of using high aspect ratios for turbine blades, even when
one is obliged to work at bow Reynolds numbers. For compressor
blades this is made possible by using double-circular-arc, blunt
trailing edge blades. These blades are proved, experimentally, to
show little dependence on Reynolds number effects as far as losses
and turning angle are concerned, (Author)
A71-14120 # Some results of fan/compressor noise research.
M. J. Benzakein and R. M. Hochheiser (General Electric Co.,
Cincinnati. Ohio). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Winter
Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y,, Nov. 29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper
70-WA/GT-IZ 12 p. 15 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $2.00.
Contract No. FA-GB-WA-1960.
The paper reviews some research activities on fan/compressor
noise currently in progress at the General Electric Company and
discusses fan/compressor acoustic scaling procedures. The author
describes experimental investigations on the (1) effects of vane/blade
ratio and (2) relative advantages of IGV vs no IGV designs in
full-scale fans; discusses the results of a parametric study on the
effects of vane/blade geometry on transmission through blade rows;
and presents a correlation of Sharland's broadband noise prediction
with far-field data obtained on a number of full-scale fans. (Author)
A71-14121 # Future trends in aircraft engine noise research.
Jervis D. Kester (United Aircraft Corp., Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
Div., East Hartford, Conn,}. American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y., Nov. 29-Dec. 3,
1970, Paper 70-WA/GT-13. 9 p. 6 refs. Members, $1.00; non-
members, $2.00.
The high bypass ratio engines being introduced into service have
generally been acknowledged to provide significant improvement in
noise abatement. Substantial improvements in future designs will
require research into several areas of engine-component noise
generation. Low-noise standards also will be influenced by the
aircraft mission requirements that affect selection of the power-plant
cycle. Each mission requirement presents special noise problems,
which must be solved. This paper explores the relationships among
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aircraft mission requirements, noise research in process at Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft, and trends predicted for future research. (Author)
A71-14122 # Noise considerations in high bypass ratio fen
en_ne design. A. O. Kohn (General Electric Co., Aircraft Engine
Group, Cincinnati, Ohio). American Society of Mechanical Engi-
nee/s, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y,, Nov. 29-Dec. 3,
1970, Paper 70-WA/GT-14. 9 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$2.00.
The General Electric Company is engaged in a number of
programs to reduce aircraft-engine noise, ranging from the reheat
turbojet for the SST to high bypass ratio lift fans for V/STOL
applications. Many of these programs are government-sponsored and
have been described elsewhere. The major company-sponsored
program is development of the reduced-noise CF6 engine, a design
undertaken to achieve a noise level significantly below that of
current engines. Analysis and experimental work - done on scale
model and engine fans to arrive at the best tradeoff between weight,
performance, and noise - resulted in an aerodynamic design that,
coupled with development of efficient acoustic treatment of the
ducts, has yielded an engine measuring 10 PNdB quieter than current
operational engines. The author details three specific technical
problem areas (acoustic treatment, turbine noise, and modulation
tones) and their impact on CF6 noise. (Author)
A71-14123 * # Some results of rec_nt research on fan and jet
no_se. Newell D. Sanders (NASA. Lewis Research Center, Special
Projects Div,, Cleveland, Ohio). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y., Nov. 29-Dec, 3,
1970, Paper 70-WA/GT-15. 6 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$2.00.
A 6-ft-dia low-speed fan designed for low-noise production was
• ftested to provide data on noise generation, suppression effects o
acoustic treatment, and exhaust jet noise. Preliminary results showed
that the overall noise varied with the 5.5 power of the fan speed but
was independent of blade loading obtained by varying back pressure
at constant speed. The low-velocity jet from the fan produced noise
that followed the eighth power law and was lower than predicted by
extrapolation of the SAE curve. Modifying the SAE method to
eliminate the effects of jet density greatly improved the agreement
between prediction and data. (Author)
A71-14133 # Some observations on the velocity profiles in
fully developed viscous flow in turbomachines. Shoichi Fujii, Patrick
Kavanagh (Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Ames,
Iowa), Hideo Nishiwaki, and Mitsuo Gomi (National Aerospace
Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan). American Society of Mechanical Engi-
neers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y., Nov. 29-Dec. 3,
1970, Paper 70-WA/FE-24. 15 p. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$2.00. Research supported by the Science and Technology Agency
and the Iowa State University of Science and Technology.
This paper presents some experimental examples in which the
usual radial-equilibrium equation neglecting the local shearing stress
is not acceptabJe, even with streamline curvature, cumulative losses,
and total temperature gradients taken into consideration as accurate-
ly as possible. The possibility is suggested here that, for improved
analysis, the equations of motion should be modified to include local
effects of viscosity on the estimation of velocity distributions. This
may be true especially in those cases of design of high pressure-ratio
multi-stage compressor and in the calculation of compressor off-
design performance near the surge point. (Author)
A71-14134 * # Drag force measurements of a compressilde
turbulent boundary layer on an adiabatic smooth flat plate. Ronald
H. Howell (Missouri, University, Rolla, Mo,) American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y., Nov.
29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper 70*WA/FE-26. 5 p. 11 refs. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $2.00. Grant No. NsG-13,
The paper presents new measurements of the turbulent skin
friction on an adiabatic flat plate with an external flow in the Mach
number range of 0.7 and 1 and Re theta in the range of 7500 to
16000. These measurements were obtained during the calibration of
a new drag balance designed for measuring drag forces on notches.
The new data are compared with two widely accepted prediction
methods and a third recently developed method, providing note-
worthy agreement in all cases. (Author)
A71-14136 # On the prediction of aerodynamically created
Sound pressure level of control valves. H. D. Baumann (Masoneiian
(nternational, Inc., Norwood, Mass.). American Society of Mechat>
ica/ Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y., Nov.
29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper 70-WA/FE-28. 13 p. 12 refs. Members, $1.00;
nonmembers, $2.00.
Recent federal legislation requires combating noise problems,
including those of control valves, A proposed empirical method for
noise estimation allows a reasonably accurate estimate of the
aerodynamically generated sound pressure level (SPL) near a con-
ventionat control valve. Tabulated test data show good agreement
between theoretical and actual SPL values. Understanding of the
parameters that govern the SPL may lead to the design of devices
having lower inherent noise levels. Knowledge of the calculated SPL
also enables the system design engineer to alter his process conditions
or - if this is not possible - to specify special 'low noise' valve types
whenever the noise limit is exceeded. (Author)
A71-14137 # Mechanical aspects of gear-inducad noise in
complete power train systems. Robert H. Badgley (Mechanical
Technology, Inc., Latham, N.Y.). American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y., Nov. 29-Dec. 3,
1970, Paper 70-WA/OGP-I. 8 p. 7 refs. Members, $1.00; non-
members, $2.00. Army-supported research.
Description of a systems analysis approach to the problem of
interior helicopter noise, involving a step-by-step consideration of the
flow of vibration energy within the drive train. Emphasis is placed on
the need for developing precise methods for computing interior noise
from design and operating data; it is argued that such methods are
more economical than cut and dry techniques for evaluating
proposed noise-reduction design changes. In-flight vibration and
noise measurements, gathered to form a data bank, are used to assist
in understanding the flow of vibration energy and in assessing the
adequacy and accuracy of the analytical procedures (comparison of
calculated and measured noise spectra). Laboratory experiments on
parts of the system are used to study the behavior of critical
components. The overall study, directed specifically at UH-1D and
CH-47 helicopters, is coordinated and controlled by a comprehensive
plan and schedule designed to ensure inclusion of all aspects of the
problem. T.M.
A71-14143 # Response and internal noise of a fuselage to
random excitation. Thomas J. McDaniel (Dayton, University,
Dayton, Ohio). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Winter
Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y., Nov. 29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper
7@WA/DE-9. 13 p. 20 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $2.00.
NSF Grant No. GKA773.
A coupled air and structure model is developed for predicting
the noise radiated into an aircraft fuselage. A procedure complemen-
tary to a transfer matrix analysis is used to obtain the frequency
response of this closed periodic structure. An analytical model is
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used for computing response in the midfrequency range of the
structure (100 to 2000 Hz) characterized by half wavelengths
between circular frames and by correlated motion of adjacent panels
and stringers. An improved transfer matrix for the cylindrical panel
using FRJgge's shell equations is developed. The effect of additive
damping on the noise radiated into the fuselage is investigated.
(Author)
A71-14144 # Airplane fuselage response to turbulent
boundary layers. 3. F. Wi_by, W. V. Bhat, and F. L. Gloyna (Boeing
Co., Renton, Wash.). American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N.Y., Nov. 29-Dec. 3, 1970,
Paper 70-WA/DE-IO. 10 p. 9 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers,
$2.00.
Measurements of turbulent boundary-layer pressure fluctuations
and associated structural vibration are presented for an airplane
fuselage. The pressure data are similar to published wind tunnel
results if allowance is made for fuselage angle of attack. Correlation
of the fuselage vibration shows running wave characteristics, with
indications of coincidence. The coherence of the vibration field is
generally higher than that for the excitation. Structural wavelengths
and phase velocities are determined as functions of frequency.
(Author)
A71-14148 # A criterion for the combustion modes in
constant area combustors. Henry Tao-sze Hsia (United Aircraft
Physical Sciences Laboratory, Sunnyvale, Calif.). American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y.,
Nov. 29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper 70-WA/Av-4. 6 p. 5 refs. Members,
$1.00; nonmembers, $2.00.
A criterion is developed to determine whether (a) supersonic
combustion can be achieved in a constant area combustor of an
air-breathing engine and (b) a single combustor can be operated in
both the subsonic and the supersonic mode of combustion. The
analysis, based on one-dimensional conservation equations and
thermal choking of the flow stream in a constant area duct, can be
applied to ramjet and air-augmented rockets. The criterion is
explicitly expressed in a dimensionless parameter which contains
various air and flow ratios. The analysis concludes that stable
supersonic combustion in a constant area combustor can only be
obtained in a narrow range of the dimensionless parameter. For
ramjets, supersonic combustion is possible only if the heat release in
the combustor does not exceed the stagnation enthalpy of the
ingested air. (Author)
A71-14158 # Low-speed slip flow over a wedge. K. E. Kasza
and W. L. Chow (illinois, University, Urbana, Ill.). American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting, New York, N. Y,,
Nov. 29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper 70-WA/APM-26. 7 p. 13 refs. Members,
$1.00; nonmembers, $2.00.
The problem of low-speed slip flow of a rarefied gas over a
wedge has been solved using Meksyn's asymptotic method of
integrating the boundary-layer equations. Detailed results are given
for slip velocity and developing velocity profiles for various wedge
angles. The solution tends far downstream asymptotically to the
Falkner and Skan profiles of conventional nonslip flow. In addition,
the first correction to the skin friction due to velocity slip is found
to be of the order of the first power of the molecular mean free path
of the gas. (Author)
A71-14172 # On the nonlinear vibrations of free-free beams.
Kuo-Kuang Hu and Philip G. Kirmser (Kansas State University,
Manhattan, Kan ,). American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Winter
Annual Meeting, New York, N,Y., Nov. 29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper
70-WA/APM-55. 6 p. 14 refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $2.00.
A nonlinear partial differential equation which describes the
natural free-free vibrations of beamtike structures is derived, and
then solved approximately by reduction to a nonlinear ordinary
differential equation through the use of the Duffing and Ritz-
Kantorovich methods. This ordinary differential equation, which is a
nonlinear eigenvalue problem, is then solved by perturbation and
shooting methods. The solutions show that higher modes of vibration
are not possible for the nonlinear vibration. (Author)
A71-14174 Erosion by liquids. F. J. Heymann
(Westinghouse Electric Corp., Technology Development Dept.,
Lester, Pa.). Machine Design, vol. 42, Dec. 10, 1970, p. 118-124. 39
refs.
Summary of the present state of knowledge regarding cavitation
and liquid impingement giving particular attention to theories that
look most promising. The dynamics of erosion are considered, and
the occurrence of cavitation as a technological problem is discussed.
Details concerning the development of damage are examined, and the
principal methods used in erosion testing are described. Factors
which provide resistance against erosion are investigated. In conclu-
sion, it is pointed out that with the present state of knowledge,
erosion resistance cannot be reliably predicted from independent
properties but must be measured in erosion tests. G.R.
A71-14153 * # A numerical method for predicting the pres-
sure history of a sonic boom wave incident on arbitrarily oriented
plane walls. B. M. Rao (Texas A & M University, College Station,
Tex.) and G. W. Zumwalt (Wichita State University, Wichita, Kan.).
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Winter Annual Meeting,
New York, N. Y., Nov. 29-Dec. 3, 1970, Paper 70-WA/APM-9. 6 p. 13
refs. Members, $1.00; nonmembers, $2.00. Grant No.
NG R-37-002.037.
The conservation laws for a plane fluid flow were simplified by
the weak wave approximations valid for sonic boom-type waves and
applied to a field of mesh points, utilizing the 'artificial viscosity'
concept for numerical stability. The numerical analysis was applied
to predict the pressure history of the sonic boom wave on the
window of a commercial store building in Oklahoma City which was
broken during a sonic boom test in 1964. The results were compared
with the results of a two<limensional analytical method which was
developed earlier by the authors and which rests on firm physical and
mathematical foundations. Agreement was very good. The numerical
method is not limited to plane cases but should be capable of
extension to three-dimensional transient wave problems. (Author)
A71-14201 # The flow of a stratified fluid over a vertical
step. O. K. Jones (Bristol, University, Bristol, England). Tellus, vol.
22, no. 5, 1970, p. 481-492.15 refs.
Lung's linearized model is used to study the two-dimensional
flow of an incompressible, inviscid and stably stratified fluid over a
step of finite height in a long channel bounded above by a rigid,
horizontal lid. The height of this lid is varied in an attempt to
determine its effect on the flow and the results, which are obtained
for a range of values of the Richardson number, are compared with
the observation of a glider pilot, Farley, taken in Switzerland in the
lee of the Jura plateau. (Author)
A71-14232 # Lift and side force acting on a body in a
transonic flow. E. D. Terent'ev. (Prik/adnaia Maternatika i Mekha-
nika, vol. 34, Mar.-Apr. 1970, p. 324, 325.) PMM - Journal of
Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, vol. 34, no. 2, 1970, p. 303,
304. Translation.
Determination of the distributions of the lifting force and the
side force between the wake behind a body and the transonic
external flow. The results are obtained by dividing the lifting and
side forces into a component representing the portion of the force
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which derives from integrating the momentum flow density tensor
over the wake area, and a component representing the portion of the
force which derives from integrating the external flow function, and
by establishing a relation between these components. It is shown that
the distributions obtained hold for both viscous and ideal gas flows.
V.P.
A71-14240 Some sectional<lrag relationships in linearised
wing theory. P. R. Ashill (Cranfield Institute of Technology,
Cranfield, Beds., England). Aeronautical Quarterly, vol. 21, Nov.
1970, p. 340-354. 15 refs. Research supported by the Ministry of
Technology.
Relationships for the sectional drag of wings are derived by
using the linearised wing theory. It is suggested that some of these
results may prove useful for checking the accuracy of numerical
lifting-surface theories and for formulating approximate theories.
Two main problems are considered, namely the lifting (no thickness)
case and the thickne_ (zero lift) problem. In both cases, general
planform shapes are examined and it is shown that particularly
simple results are achieved for planar wings with a spanwise axis of
symmetry. (Author)
A71-14241 Lifting wings with mixed (subsonic-
supersonic) leading edges. J. H. B. Smith, D. Pierce, and Patricia J.
Rossiter (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough. Hants.,
England). Aeronautical Quarterly, vol. 21, Nov. 1970, p. 355-367.
The linearised theory of supersonic flow is applied to a plane
wing with a pointed apex whose leading edge is subsonic near the
apex but supersonic further outboard. The change in character of the
leading edge may occur either where the edge is kinked or at a point
where its slope is continuous. In each case, the theoretical pressure
field due to incidence is found to be singular along the downstream.
outward-going Mach line through the point at which the edge
changes Character. The form of the singularity is different for the
two cases, and somewhat unexpected. Measurements of the pressure
on a plane wing with a curved, mixed leading edge showed no abrupt
variation near the Mach line on which the singular behavior was
wedicted. (Author)
A71-14243 Hypersonic flow with attached shock waves
over delta wings. B. A. Woods (Leeds University, Leeds, England).
Aeronautical Quarterly, vol. 21, Nov, 1970, p. 379-399.12 refs.
Hypersonic conical flows over delta wings are treated in the
thin'shock-layer approximation due to Messiter. The equations are
hyperbolic throughout, even in regions where the full equations are
elliptic, and have not hitherto been solved for flows with attached
shock waves. The concept of the simple wave has been used to
construct a class of solutions for such flows; they contain discon-
tinuities in flow variables and shock slope but, for the case of flow
over a delta wing with lateral symmetry, agreement with results of
numerical solutions of the full equations is good. The method is
applied to plane delta wings at yaw, and to wings with anhedral and
dihedral. For the flow at the tip of a rectangular wing, it is shown
that two distinct solutions may be constructed. (Author)
A71-14246 # Air transport development (Rozwbj transportu
Iotniczego). Dorota Kujawska. Technika Lotnicza i Astronautyczna,
vol. 25, Sept. 1970, p. 15-17, 27. In Polish.
Analysis of worldwide trends in transport development, with
emphasis on the expected impact of growth in the airline industry.
Capital investment trends in air transport are examined from the
viewpoint of their effects on individual fares and on the traffic
volume. The future development of small and medium-sized airline
corporations is delineated on the basis of conclusions regarding the
rapidly advancing modernization of equipment and facilities. T.M.
A71-14251
A71-14247 # Frequency stabilization systems used in air-
craft converters (Uk_,ady stabilizacji czgstotliwo_ci stosowane w
przetwornicach lotniczych). Marian Zielir_ski. Technika Lotnicza i
Astronauq/czna, vol. 25, Sept. 1970, p. 17-19, 36. In Polish.
Survey of different types of frequency stabilization systems
used in aircraft dc-to ac converters employing battery-powered dc
motors to run an ac generator. Static and astatic frequency control
systems are classified into three general groups according to
maximum attainable accuracy. Circuit diagrams and principles of
operation are described for (1) a system employing a carbon rod and
a centrifugal sensor element, and (2) a single-stage magnetoresonant
system with two resonant circuits. T.M.
A71-14251 Theoretical problems of working processes in
aircraft engines (Voprosy teorii rabochikh protsessov aviatsionnykh
dvigatelei). Edited by Z. G. Shaikhutdinov and A. M Akhmedzianov.
Ufa, USSR, Ufimskii Aviatsionnyi Institut (Ufimskii Aviatsionnyi
/nstitut, Trudy, no. 10), 1968.77 p. In Russian.
Contents:
Effects of changes in the gas flow parameters during vaporiza-
tion on the design characteristics of the vaporization process proper
(O vliianii izmeneniia parametrov gazovogo potoka pri isparenii na
raschemye k,harakteristiki samogo protsessa ispareniia). V. M.
Klevacskii, A. M. Rusak, and A. la. Nadyrshin, p. 3-8.
Study of the vaporization process in a liquid injected into a high
temperature supersonic flow (Ob issledovanii protsesse ispareniia
zhidkosti, vprysnutoi v vysokotemperatumyi sverkhzvukovoi potok).
A. M. Rusek, V. M. Klevanskii, and A, la. Nadyrshin, p. 9-13.
Shape of a shock wave formed during repeated injection of a
liquid into a plane supersonic flow (O forme udarnoi volny,
obrazuiushcheisia pri vtorichnoi inzhektsii zhidkosti v ploskii
sverkhzvukovoi potok). A. la. Nadyrshin, V. M. Klevanskii, A. M.
Rusak, and Z. G. Shaikhutdinov, p. 14-19. 9 refs.
Lateral drift of suspended solid particles in a plane supersonic
flow past a wall with a step (O bokovom snose vzveshennykh
werdykh chastits v ploskom sverkhzvukovom potoke pri nalichii
ustupa u stenki). V. B. Rubtsov and Z. G. Shaikhutdinov, p. 20-24.
Analysis of the effectiveness of a repeated oxidizer injection
into the supersonic section of a nozzle (K analizu effektivnosti
vtorichnogo vpryska okislitelia v sverkhzvukovoi chesti sopla). V. A.
Kronrod and Z. G. Shaikhutdinov, p. 25-34.
Estimation of influence coefficients by statistical method
(Otsenka koeffitsientov vtiianiia statisticheskim metodom). A. M.
Akhmedzianov, p. 35J10.
Study of the relation between the geometrical dimensions of
nozzle system elements and the passage area of a nozzle system
(Issiedovanie vzaimosviazi geometricheskikh razmarov detalei
soplovogo apperata s velichinoi prokhodnoi ploshchadi). M. G.
Zilazitdinov, A. M. Akhmedzianov, and B. N. Chizhov, p. 41-47.
Analysis of the effectiveness of various techniques for plotting
Xhe parameters of a two-shaft turbojet engine (Analiz effektivnosti
razlichnykh sposobov otladki parametrov dvukhval'nogo TRD). V. P.
Alatortsev, A. M. Akhmedzianov, and A. S. Tikhonov, p. 48-50.
Assembly for measuring the areas of passage cross sections in the
nozzle systems of gas turbine engines (Ustanovka dlia zamera
ploshchadei prokhodnykh sechenii soplovykh apparatov GTD). E. G.
Gimranov and B. N. Chizhov, p. 51-55.
Effect of the window opening time on the shock wave intensity
Vliianie vremeni otkrytiia okna na intensivnost' volnv szhatiia). B.
P. Rudoi, p. 56-62.8 refs.
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A71-14252 # Effect of changes in the gas flow parameters
during vaporization on the design characteristics of the vaporization
process proper (O vliianii izmeneniia parametrov gazovogo potoka pri
isparenii na raschetnye kharakteristiki semogo protsessa ispareniia).
V. M. Klevanskii, A. M. Rusak, and A. In. Nadyrshin. In: Theoretical
,problems of working processes in aircraft engines (Voprosy teorii
rabochikh protsessov aviatsionnykh dvigatelei).
Edited by Z. G. Shaikhutdinov and A. M. Akhrnedzianov. Ufa,
USSR, Ufimskii Aviatsionnyi Institut (UfimskiiAviatsionnyi Institut,
Trudy, no. 10), 1968, p. 3-8. In Russian.
Theoretical study of the changes occurring in the parameters of
a gas flow when a partially vaporized fluid is injected into the flow.
It is pointed out that appreciable errors can occur in calculations
when the amount of the injected fluid is comparable with the rate of
the main gas flow and the effects of the vaporized portion of the
injected fluid on the pressure, temperature and rate of the resulting
gas-vapor-liquid mixture are not taken into account. Expressions are
derived to determine these effects. Diagrams are also plotted to show
the difference between the results of calculations when these effects
are considered or omitted. V.Z.
A71-14258 # Study of the relation between the geometrical
dimensions of nozzle system elements and the passage area of a
nozzle system (Issledovanie vzaimosviazi geometricheskikh razmerov
detalei soplovogo apparata s velichinoi prokhodnoi ploshchadi). M.
G. Ziiazitdinov, A. M. Akhmedzianov, and B. N. Chizhov. In:
Theoretical problems of working processes in aircraft engines
(Voprosy teorii rabochikh protsessov aviatsionnykh dvigatelei).
Edited by Z. G. Shaikhutdinov and A. M.
Akhmedzianov. Ufa, USSR, Ufimskii Aviatsionnyi Institut (Ufimskii
Aviatsionnyilnstitut, Trudy, no. 10), 1968, p. 41-47. In Russian.
Analysis of the interdependence between the size of nozzle
system elements and the area of the passage cross section in a
full-size two-cascade gas turbine engine and in a miniaturized gas
turbine engine used as a power plant. The deviation of overall nozzle
system areas from design when allowances in individual nozzle
component geometries are incorporated is discussed. Special atten-
tion is given to allowances in the chord length, blade thickness, and
blade position angle in the turbine passage cross section. The inverse
problem of setting allowances for these parameters from given
deviations of nozzle components areas from their assigned values is
also considered. V.Z.
A71-14256 // Analysis of the effectiveness of a repeated
oxidizer injection into the supersonic section of a nozzle (K aoalizu
effektivnosti vtorichnogo vpryska okislitelia v sverkhzvukovoi chasti
sopla). V. A. Kronrod and Z. G. Shaikhutdinov. In: Theoretical
problems of working processes in aircraft engines (Voprosy teorii
rabochikh protsessov aviatsionnykh dvigatelei).
Edited by Z. G. Shaikhutdinov and A. M. Akhmedzianov. Ufa,
USSR, Ufimskii Aviatsionnyi I nstitut (UfimskiiAviatsionnyi Institut,
Trudy, no. 10), 1968, p. 25-34. In Russian.
Construction of a theoretical model describing the complete
combustion of the wall layer of a liquid jet engine fuel by repeated
oxidizer injection into the supersonic section of the jet engine with a
Laval nozzle. The effectiveness of this combustion stimulation
technique is analyzed in terms of the achieved specific jet engine
thrust increments. The model assumes that there is a single-valued
relation between the heat and mass deliveries, that the flow is steady,
one-dimensional and inviscid, that the combustion products are ideal
gases with a constant specific heat and a constant molecular weight,
that the outer and inner flows move without mixing, and that the
pressure over the nozzle cross section is constant. Good agreement is
obtained between the theoretical and experimental results. V.Z.
A71-14259 E Analysis of the effectiveness of various tech-
niques for plotting the parameters of a two-shaft turbojet engine
(Analiz effektivnosti razlichnykh sposobov ottadki parametrov
dvukhval'nogo TRD). V. P. Alatortsev, A. M. Akhmedzianov, and A.
S, Tikhonov. In: Theoretical problems of working processes in
aircraft engines (Voprosy teorii rabochikh protsessov aviatsionnykh
dvigatelei). Edited by Z. G. Shaikhutdinov and
A. M. Akhmedzianov. Ufa, USSR, Ufimskii Aviatsionnyi Institut
(Ufimskii Aviatsionnyi Institut, Trudy, no. 10), 1968, p. 48-50. In
Russian.
Analysis of the comparative quality of plotting the parameters
of a two-shaft turbojet engine by varying (1) the r.p.m in the low
pressure cascade during plotting, or (2) the passage cross section of
the jet nozzle, or (3) the areas of the nozzle-system passage cross
sections in the first and second cascades of the turbine. These
plotting techniques ate applied in correcting the thrust, specific fuel
consumption, gas temperature and compressor steady performance
margin of a turbojet engine of this type. Technique (1) is shown to
be more efficient than (2) and (3) in this application. V.Z
A71-14257 // Estimation of influence coefficients by
statistical method (Otsenka koeffitsientov vliianiia statisticheskim
metodom). A+ M. Akhmedzianov. In: Theoretical problems of
working processes in aircraft engines (Voprosy teorii rabochikh
protsessov aviatsionnykh dvigatelei). , Edited by
Z. G, Shaikhutdinov and A. M. Akhmedzianov. Ufa, USSR, Ufimskii
Aviatsionnyi Institut (UfimskiiAviatsionnyi Institut, Trudy, no. 10),
1968, p. 35-49. In Russian.
Application of statistical analysis to the estimation of influence
coefficients which characterize the factors causing the deviation of
the parameters of individual elements of the gas+air ducts of an
aircraft engine from their assigned values. An expression is given to
determine these coefficients from a relation between the critical
areas in the nozzle systems of first and second turbine cascades and
the jet nozzle area. The method facilitates the determination of an
influence coefficient when limited experimental data are available. A
comparison with other methods suggests the adequacy of this
method. V.Z.
A71-14260 1/ Assembly for measuring the areas of passage
cross sections in the nozzle systems of gas turbine engines
(Ustanovka dlia zamera ploshchadei prokhodny kh sechenii
soplovykh apparatov GTD). E. G. Gimranov and B. N. Chizhov. In:
Theoretical problems of working processes in aircraft engines
(Voprosy teorii rabochikh protsessov aviatsionnykh dvigatelei).
Edited by Z. G. Shaikhutdinov and A. M.
Akhmedzianov. Ufa, USSR, Ufimskii Aviatsionnyi Institut (Ufim_kii
Aviatsionnyi Institut, Trudy, no. 10), 1968, p. 51 55. In Russian.
Description of a technique for measuring the areas of flow
passage cross sections in the nozzles of gas turbine engines. ]ht:
experimental assembly consists of an input section, a gas flowmeter,
a system of pipes, and a vacuum pump. The nozzle to be tested is
inserted into the main flow duct while the vacuum pump draws
ambient air through the system and into the exhaust The theory of
this technique is discussed and the operation of the assembly is
analyzed. V.Z
8O
A71-14273 # Dynamic decelerators using variable porosity
knit fabric and high elonojation suspension lines. Hal E. Brockman
(Prodesco, Inc., Perkasie, Pa.) and Jay D. Boone (U.S. Navy, Naval
Aerospace Recovery Facility, El Centro, Calif.). American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aerodynamic Deceleration Systems
Conference, Dayton, Ohio, Sept. 14-16, 1970, Paper 70-1185. 8 p.
Members, S1.25; nonmembers, $2.00.
Description of experimental constructions and test data relative
to the use of variable porosity knit fabric and high elongation
suspension lines, in attempts to reduce the peak forces encountered
in parachute deployment. It is pointed out that parachutes which
will perform successfully can be constructed of nylon tricot knit
fabric. Further development will be required in order to produce an
optimum fabric having reduced permeability at 1/2 in. pressure.
Compared to woven fabrics, the knit fabrics have proportionately
greater change in permeability, as differential pressure increases.
Although the tear strength of the knit fabric is below the minimum
requirement of Type I, 1.1 ounce woven fabric, the inherent stretch
and permeability characteristics appear to reduce the stresses which
cause initiation and propagation of tearing, and thus enable the
canopy to function satisfactorily. The high elongation lines will
require additional testing to determine their value. M.M.
A71-14298 Aviation fuels, Maxwell Smith Henley-on-
Thames, Oxon., England. G. T. Foulis and Co, Ltd., 1970 526 p,
144 refs. $36.
A review is given of the current state of knowledge concerning
the properties of aviation fuels, difficulties encountered during their
storage and handling, and their behavior and misbehavior in service.
The fundamental notions concerning basic classes of fuels and
engines are presented. The laboratory methods used for testing
petroleum products are described, and the role played by rig tests in
research and routine testing of fuels is briefly examined. The
essential properties of gasoline and turbine fuels are reviewed,
including grades and specifications, combustion charac_teristics,
blending, and chemical composition. The problems involved in
handling and storage of fuels are discussed, taking into consideration
(1) quality control, (2) effectsof water, dirt, and surfactants, (3} fire
precautions, (4) pressure control, and (5) toxicity. Various problems
encountered during the use of fuels in aviation ale reviewed. The
actual general trends in the development of fuels are discussed, and
some special kinds of fuels are described. The book is intended as a
reference work for people who are in any way connected with fuels
for aircraft or with the oil industry. Z.W.
A71-14323 Evaluation of fuel soluble corrosion inhibitors
by polarization measurements. L. J. Nestor (U.S. Naval Air Propul-
sion Test Center, Aeronautical Engine Dept., Trenton, N.J.) and W.
Beck (U.S. Naval Material Command, Naval Air Development Center,
Warminster, Pa.). Materials Protection and Performance, vol. 9, Dec.
1970, p. 25-30.7 refs.
Utilizing an electrochemical cell, based upon the analog of a
droplet of water impinging onto a steel surface, fuel soluble
corrosion inhibitors were studied by potentiostatic polarization
methods (current-time measurements at fixed potentials}. Using
N-lauroyl sarcosine in water saturated, depolarized isooctane as the
inhibited fuel model, it was concluded that this agent prevented
corrosive attack by 0.1N KCI solution. (Author)
A71-14347 # Calculation of the aerodynamic forces on
control surfaces in the subsonic range (Zur Berechnung der
Rudeduftkr_fte im Unterschallbereich). H. Freese (Hamburger
Flugzeugbau GmbH, Hamburg, West Germany). Zeitschrift f[ir
angewandte Mathematik und Mechanik, vol. 50, Oct. 1970, p.
633-636. 14 refs, In German.
Investigation of the singularities in the pressure distribution on a
harmonically oscillating wing with a control surface in the subsonic
A71-14399
range within the framework of linear lifting surface theory. In
particular, the singularities near the edge of the wing are analyzed
with the aid of a reflection principle. The pressure in the neighbor-
hood of a singularity is determined with the aid of a coordinate
stretching procedure. A.B.K.
A71-14365 # Stability of a profile of variable thickness in a
supersonic flow (Ustoichivost" profilia peremennoi tolshchiny v
sverkhzvukovom potoke). R. N. Molodozhnikova. Akademiia Nauk
S$SR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Tverdogo Tela, Sept.-Oct. 1970, p.
176-180. In Russian.
Analysis of the stability of a plane profile and a wedge-shaped
profile in a bilateral supersonic air flow. Expressions are derived to
determine the stability of a symmetric profile whose thickness varies
according to an arbitrary law. The rate of divergence is determined in
a system of equations describing the stability of a wedge-shaped
profile. The Euler method is used for solving this system. The flutter
rates of a wedge-shaped profile in a bilateral supersonic gas flow are
shown in diagram form as functions of the bluntness of the profile.
V.Z.
A71-14393 # Scientific problems in the control of flight
vehicles (Nauchnye problemy upravleniia letatal'nymi apparatami).
B. N. Petrov, A. A. Krasovskii, E. P. Popov, and B. V. Raushenbakh.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Vestnik, vol. 40, Nov. 1970, p. 47°52. In
Russian.
Survey of currently important theoretical problems associated
with further refinement of spacecraft and aircraft control systems.
Areas of research considered include the dynamics of automatic
control processes, man-machine interface problems, development of
new physical and bionics principles for control devices, aircraft
traffic control systems, and control system testing methods. Recent
developments and expected breakthroughs in each of these general
fields are discussed. TM.
A71-14395 Statistical description of connection strategies
for multiradar surveillance (Statistische Beschreibung von Ver-
kn_pfungsstratagien bei der Multi-Radar-Beobachtung). G. van Keuk
and W. Pandikow (Gesellschaft zur F_rderung der astrophysi-
kalischen Forsehung, Forschungsinstitut fur Funk und Mathematik,
Werthhoven, West Germany). Elektronische Datenverarbeitung, vol.
12, Nov. 1970, p. 473-481. 10 refs. In German.
Study of an automatic radar air space surveillance system in
which each radar device is associated with a special track computer in
which a monoradar air traffic picture is constructed. At the
intersection of several surveillance areas of different radar sets there
arises the problem of obtaining a multiradar air traffic picture on the
basis of the information supplied by the individual monoradar sets.
For this purpose an investigation is made of strategies for connecting
tracks from different individual air traffic pictures using statistical
methods of the theory of Markov chains. The mathematical
expectations of certain properties of the connected tracks are
calculated. A.B.K.
A71-14399 # Technology of aircraft construction (Tekhno*
Iogiia semoletostroeniia). A. L. Abibov, N. M. Miriukov, V. V.
Boitsov, V. P. Grigor'ev, S. V. Eliseev, |. A. Zernov, L. A. Konorov,
and P. F. Chudarev. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Mashinostroenie, 1970.
601 p. 59 refs. In Russian.
The theoretical bases of the technology of aircraft construction
are outlined, and various technological processes connected with the
fabrication of parts and the construction from these parts of units,
panels, assemblies, and an entire aircraft (helicopter) are described, as
well as processes connected with the deposition of protective
coatings, the assembly of systems and equipment, and tests used in
serial production. In describing the technological processes, new
wpes of modern equipment (program-controlled machines and
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automatic assembly lines) are taken into account, as well as possible
methods of mechanization and automation of production. The
principles of design of technological processes are described, as well
as methods and means of ensuring high quality, reliability, and the
required product redundancy. The effect of the design of aircraft on
the technological processes of their production is shown, and
recommendations are made concerning the design of aircraft parts,
units, and assemblies. A.B.K.
A71-14445 * # Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat
delta and caret wing models at high incidence angles. Dhanvada
Madhava Rao (National Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore, India;
NASA, Langley Research Center, Hypersonic Vehicles Div.,
Hampton, Va.). Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, vol. 7, Dec.
1970, p. 1475, 1476. Research supported by the Ministry of
Technology.
Discussion of the results of comparative balance measurements
on flat and caret delta wing models undertaken to verify an
assumption that the caret wing may prove superior to the con-
ventional delta wing in reentry performance. Lift and drag data for
both wing concepts are presented. The difference in terms of
maximum lift coefficient is nearly 40% in favor of the caret wing.
Flow visualization results obtained serve to explain the superiority of
the caret wing force characteristics over the flat delta. G.R.
A71-14449 # A comparison between the method of integral
relations and the method of lines as applied to the blunt body
problem. Gregory F. Homicz and A. R. George (Cornell University,
Ithaca, N.Y.). Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, vol. 7, Dec. 1970,
p. 1483, 1484.6 refs. USAF-supported research.
Investigation of the relative accuracy of the method of integral
relations and the method of lines as applied to the problem of a
blunt body with detached shock. The results obtained refute the
notion that the method of integral relations is necessarily more
accurate when only a few strips are employed. The results of both
methods agree favorably with each other and 'exact' solutions over a
wide range of Mach number even for the one-strip approximation
used. In some cases the method of lines even surpasses the method of
integral relations in predicting certain aspects of the flow. G.R.
A71-14450 *# Influence of initial flow direction on the
turbulent base pressure in supersonic axisymmetric flow. Thomas J.
Mueller, Charles R. Hall, Jr. (Notre Dame, University, Notre Dame,
Ind.), and Patrick J. Roache (Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, N.
Mex.). (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Atmospheric Flight Mechanics Conference, Tullahoma, Tenn., May
13-15, 1970, Paper 70-555.) Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, vol.
7, Dec. 1970, p. 1484-1488. 28 refs. Contract No. AF
33(615)-68-C-1007; Grant No. NsG(T)-65.
The results of an analytical and computational program to
extend an existing method of predicting the turbulent base pressure
in supersonic axisymmetric flow to include the effect of initial flow
direction are presented. Conical afterbodies are considered analyt-
ically because of the availability of experimental data for these
configurations. The analytical method correctly predicts the effect of
initial flow direction on the turbulent base pressure. Good quantita-
tive agreement is obtained between the theory and experimental data
for conical boattails. The agreement between the theory and a more
limited amount of experimental data for conical flares is not as good;
however, the correct trends are obtained. Parametric studies of the
influence of afterbody angle and length on the turbulent base
pressure for several Mach numbers are presented. The influence of
the ratio of specific heats on the turbulent base pressure is also
presented. (Author)
A71-14452 # Investigation of high mass ratio, multiple-
nozzle, air-ejector systems. W. A. Wright (ARO, Inc., Arnold Air
Force Station, Tenn.) and F. Shahrokhi (Tennessee, University,
Tullahoma, Tenn.). (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 5th, Tullahoma, Tenn.,
May 18-20, 1970, Paper 70-579.) Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets,
vol. 7, Dec. 1970, p. 1489-1491.7 refs. USAF-sponsored research.
Investigation of jet pump (ejector) operation was extended into
the range of high secondary/primary mass ratios, where the second-
ary (driven) stream mass flow was large relative to the primary
(driving) stream. Experimental results showed that ejector operation
in this range was feasible although the overall ejector pressure ratios
were small. Results compared well with duct mixing theory for
subsonic diffusion angles less than 3 degrees. Flow separation in the
diffuser at greater diffusion angles prevented the attainment of
estimated performance. Internal promotion of turbulent mixing by
energizing the secondary stream produced only minor improvement
in experimental performances. The commonly used one dimensional
analysis, when applied to the high mass ratio ejector system,
predicted performance results that were significantly higher than
experimental performance. (Author)
A71-14453 # Inaccuracy of nozzle performance predictions
resulting from the use of an invalid drag law. C. T. Crowe
(Washington State University, Pullman, Wash.). Journal of Spacecraft
and Rockets, vol. 7, Dec. 1970, p. 1491, 1492. 11 refs. Research
supported by the Washington State University.
Discussion of the significance of the drag law in nozzle
performance predictions taking into consideration the errors in the
predictions which result from using incorrect drag laws. It is found
that the drag laws devised before data were available to account for
rarefaction effects have not led to large errors in specific impulse
predictions. Thus discrepancies between predicted and measured
nozzle performance which, in the past, were attributed to lack of
knowledge of the particle drag coefficient were likety a result of the
still unresolved problem of condensed-phase particle size. G.R.
A71-14526 On the continuity of the auroral oval. Jurgen
Buchau, James A. Whalen (USAF, Cambridge Research Laboratories,
Bedford, Mass.), and S.-I. Akasofu (Alaska, University, College,
Alaska). Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 75, Dec. 1, 1970, p.
7147-7160.26 refs.
Study of the continuity of the auroral oval using high-speed jet
aircraft instrumented for ionospheric research during the winter of
1969-1970. Two flights passed completely around the oval and two
flights covered the after-evening half of the oval. It is suggested that
the auroral oval is, under moderately disturbed magnetic conditions,
a continuous band around the geomagnetic pole. Under quiet
conditions, discontinuities in the occurrence of aurora in the oval
were observed in the morning, noon, and evening sector. Discon-
tinuities in the morning sector were of temporal nature; the
discontinuities in the noon and evening sector could be either
temporal or spatial. Z.W.
A71-14559 # Spontaneous condensation in the case of a
supersonic flow past a convex corner (O spontannoi kondensatsii pri
obtekanii sverkhzvukovym potokom vypuklogo ugla). R. A.
Tkalenko. Akademiia Nauk SSSR, /zvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i
Gaza, Sept.-Oct. 1970, p. 73-77.6 refs. In Russian.
Analysis of the system of equations describing the stationary
two-dimensional flow of an inviseid nonheat-conducting gas mixture
composed of two components, one of which is subject to condensa-
tion. Condensation is assumed to be spontaneous, i.e., the oncoming
flow does not contain foreign impurities. A computer solution of the
equations is obtained by the method of characteristics for air with a
0.3% addition of water vapor, a free stream Mach number and
temperature of 2 and 400 deg K, respectively. The characteristics of
such a flow past a corner are determined. V.P.
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A71-14560 # Plane transonic flow with a curved com-
pression shock (Ploskne transzvukovoe Imchenie iskrivlennym
skachkom uplolmeniia). I. Biibosunov and N. Karybekov. Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Sept.-Oct. 1970,
p. 7883.5 refs. In Russian.
Analysis of a plane-parallel flow containing a subsonic and a
supersonic region separated by a compression shock and a transition
line. The shock wave front approaches at a right angle to the
transition line, forming a quadrant in the physical plane where the
flow velocity is subsonic. In the remaining three quadrants, the
particle velocity exceeds the speed of sound, thus making it
impossible to study the local characteristics of the velocity field
within the classical problem of the termination of the compression
shock at the transition line in a local supersonic region. In view of
this, the shock front is constructed by a perturbation technique,
where the quantities required ace expanded into series in a small
parameter. V.P.
A71-14561 # Damped natural oscillations of a gas flowing
past a might airfoil lattice (O zatukhaiushchikh sobsteennykh
kolebaniiakh gaza, obtekaiolhchego reshetl0u plastin). V. B. I_urzin.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza,
Sept.Oct. 1970, p. 84_8. In Russian.
Analysis of the natural oscillations in a gas flow past a straight
airfoil lattice for the Zhukovskii-Chaplygin condition of a finite
velocity at the profile trailing edges. In this case, a portion of the
energy of the oscillating gas is consumed for the formation of trailing
vortices. A solution is obtained by reducing the problem to the
derivation of a nontrivial solution of the equation for the amplitude
of the nonstationary component of the flow's velocity potential. V.P.
Derivation of an integral relation between the boundary
conditions and the corresponding aerodynamic loads on straight and
inverted wings. In this case the inverted wing is obtained by reversing
the motion of the straight wing relative to the principal translational
velocity. It is shown that in the case of arbitrary time dependence_
all of the overall characteristics of straight wings of any planform can
be expressed in terms of the characteristics of the corresponding
inverted wings. Formulas are derived which make it possible to
determine the lifting force and the moments arising on a deforming
wing, including a wing with a deflected aileron and flaps, if the
corresponding problems of motion of a rigid inverted wing have been
solved. A.B.K.
A71-14568 # Discrete vord¢_ in a plane wake at M sub
infinity less than 1 and the unsteady boundary layer near a idate
(Diskmtnye vikhri v plnskom skide pri M sub infinity less than 1 i
nestatsionarnyi pogranichnyi sloi u plastinki). O. M. Kuznetsov, S. G.
Popov, and V. V. Feoktistov. Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izves'tiia,
Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Sept.-Oct. 1970, p. 17_ 180. 12 ref_ In
Russian.
Study of the formation of discrete vortices in a wind tunnel
with a rectangular perforated working section. An unsteady density
distribution was created in the wind tunnel above the surface of a
flat plate at an angle of attack in a flow with incident Mach numbers
of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The Topler method was employed in this study
in a defocused filament schema and in a schlieren interferometer
scheme. The existence of periodic density waves above the surface of
the plate at the investigated incident Mach numbers is established.
The occurrence of these waves is attributed to discrete vortices and
also to sonic pressure poises propagating in a direction opposite to
that of the unperturbed flow. A.B.K.
A71-14562 # Flow of two oBaxial sopemumic jets past a
sphere (Obtekanie sfent dmemia momymi mmrldkzvukom/mi
struiami). K. G. Sevinov. Akademiia Nauk SSSR, izvestiia,
Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Sept.4Z)ct. 1970, p. 89-94. 7 refs. In
Russian.
Discussion of a parallel but nonuniform supersonic flow (which
may be treated as two coaxial jets of an ideal gas) past a sphere.
Numerical solutions are obtained, with the aid of a difference analog
proposed by Babenko and Rusanov (1865), for velocities of the
outer jet higher and lower than those of the inner jet. The principal
flow characteristics are determined and analyzed in each case. V.P.
A71-14563 # Second approximation in the Woldem of
strong viscous interaction on thin thraedimendonal bodies (Vtorne
priblizhenie v zadache o sJl'nom viazkom vzaimodeistvii na tonkikh
prostranstvennykh telakh). V. V. Mikhailov. Akademiia Nauk SSSR,
/zvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Sept.-Oct. 1970, p. 107-113. 6
refs. In Russian.
Investigation of a hypersonic perfect gas flow past a thin
three-dimensional body under conditions of strong viscous inter-
action. Relations are derived which make it possible to reduce the
problem of determining the aerodynamic characteristics of an
axisymmatric body to a calculation of a flow past a certain
equivalent body of revolution at zero angle of attack. A second
approximation for the heat-transfer and drag coefficients is obtained
by the method of outer and inner coalescing asymptotic expansions.
An estimate is made of the range of applicability and the accuracy of
the asymptotic theory on the basis of a comparison with examples of
exact numerical calculations. A.B.K.
A71-14566 # Reversibility theory for a wing with arbitrary
time dependences (O teorerne obratimosti dlia kryla pri proizvol'-
nykh zavisimostiakh ot vremeni). S. M. Belotserkovskii. Akademiia
Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Sept.Oct. 1970,
p. 132-139.5 refs. In Russian.
A71-14571 # Experimental investigation of hypersonic flow
past a vibrating body with a skirt (Eksperimental'noe isdedovanie
obtekaniia giperzvukovym potokom kolebliushchegosia tela s
iubkoi). V. I. Lacjutin, D. G. Levchuk, and V. N. Shmanenkov.
Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza,
Sept.-Oct. 1970, p. 189-191.5 refs. In Russian.
Evaluation of the results of an experimental study of hypersonic
flow past a freely vibrating hemispherecylinder¢one model. It is
shown that the nature of the vibrations of the model depends
e_entially on the Reynolds and Mach numbers and on the aperture
angle of the conical stabilizer (skirt). A careful study is made of the
flow pattern occurring during hypersonic flow past bodies with
skirts. A.B.K.
A71-14572 # Interaction between a supersonic flow and a
transverse jet blown through a circular hole in a plate (Vzaimo-
deistvle sverkhzvukovngo potoka s poperechnoi struei, vduveamoi
cheraz krugloe otverstle v plastine). V. S. Avduevskii, K. I. Medveclev,
and M. N. Polianskii. Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia, Mekhanika
Zhidkosti i Gaza, Sept.-Oct. 1970, p. 193-197. In Russian.
Consideration of the flow formed during the interaction
between a supersonic flow and a transverse sonic or supersonic jet
blown perpendicular to the direction of the main stream through a
hole in a flat wall. The special features of supersonic flow past a
blown jet are ascertained, and the dependences of the geometrical
flow characteristics on the parameters of the incident flow and the
blown jet are established. A similarity is noted between separation
phenomena in front of solid and jet obstacles. The existence of
regions with high pressures and large thermal fluxes in the front part
of the separation zone is postulated. A.B.K.
A71-14573 # Numerical calculation of an axisymmetric
supersonic overexpanded ideal gas jet (Chislennyi raschet osesim-
metricheskoi sverkhzvukovoi pererasshirennoi strui ideal'nogo gaza).
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I. M. Vasenin and A. D. Rychkov. Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Izvestiia,
Mekhanika Zhidkosti i Gaza, Sept.-Oct. 1970, p. 197-200. In
Russian.
Calculation of overexpanded supersonic jets, drawing upon the
fact that in supersonic flows no propagation of small perturbations
occurs upstream. The gas flow region is divided into parts in such a
way that at the left- and right-hand boundaries of these parts the
flow always remains supersonic. Then each part is calculated in
succession, the first part being assumed to be the part lying furthest
upstream. The calculation is performed on the basis of the buildup
principle, using a finite-difference method which makes it possible to
perform a continuous calculation of the shock waves. The shape of
the jet boundary is assumed to be unknown and is determined during
the solution; for its stable determination an averaging operation
similar to the introduction of an artificial surface tension is
employed. A.B.K.
A71-14589 // Small aspect ratio wing in a bounded flow of
an inviscid fluid (Krylo malogo udlineniia v ogranichennom potoke
neviazkoi zhidkosti). V. I. Kholiavko and lu. F. Usik. Samoletostroe-
nie i Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, no. 20, 1970, p. 3-11. In
Russian.
Application of slender wing theory to an analysis of a bounded
inviscid fluid flow past a two-dimensional small aspect ratio wing.
The determination of the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing is
reduced to the calculation of the apparent mass of a two-dimensional
plate near the surface of separation. The influence of the planform of
a wing in a bounded inviscid flow on the lifting-force derivative with
respect to the angle of attack is analyzed. It is shown that under the
influence of the ground effect, the center of pressure shifts toward
the trailing edge and that this shift is most pronounced for a wing of
rectangular planform. Approximate formulas for the aerodynamic
characteristics of small aspect ratio wings near the ground and near a
free surface (the case of a submerged wing) ar_ derived on the basis
of exact calculations. V.P.
A71-14590 J! Deformable large aspect ratio wing in a
bounded fluid (Deformiruemoe krylo bol'shogo udlineniia v
ogranichennoi zhidkosti). B. S. Berkovskii. Samoletostroenie i
Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, no. 20, 1970, p. 12-19. 5 refs. In
Russian.
Analysis of the carrying capacity of a slender airfoil deformable
according to an unknown law. The two-dimensional integral equation
of a deformable airfoil moving in a bounded fluid above a solid
sulface or under a free surface is approximated by a one-dimensional
integrodifferential equation for an elastic large aspect ratio wing. The
approximate solution yields a relation for the lift coefficient in the
form of the product of the lift coefficient of a rigid wing in a
bounded fluid and the elasticity influence function. In limiting cases,
the results reduce to solutions previously obtained. V.P.
A71-14591 # Transonic gas flow past a symmetric profile
(Obtekanie simmetrichnogo profilia okolozvukovym potokom gaza).
G. F. Sigalov. Samoletostroenie i Tekhnika Vozclushnogo Flora, no.
20, 1970, p. 20-24. 11 refs. In Russian.
Application of Panchenkov's (1966) 'total approximation'
method to the two-dimensional problem of an unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flow of an inviscid gas past a symmetric profile. It
is shown that Panchenkov's method yields an excellent approxima-
tion with appreciably less computational labor than in the case of
successive approximation and hodograph methods employed by
other investigators. The method is demonstrated by examples
involving profiles with sharp and rounded leading edges. V.P.
A71-14592 // Impact of a plane jet of finite thickness against
a curvilinear surface (Udar ploskoi strui konechnoi tolshchiny o
krivolineinuiu poverkhnost'). V. N. Zhuravlev. Sarnoletostroenie i
Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, no. 20, 1970, p. 25-28. In Russian.
Determination of the flow characteristics near the stagnation
point for a plane ideal incompressible fluid jet impinging on a
curvilinear surface. The influence of the thickness of the jet and the
geometry of the surface on the flow characteristics is analyzed. Good
agreement between the theoretical and experimental values for
pressure coefficient and the angle correr.ponding to a zero pressure
coefficient is established. V.P.
A71-14593 # Range of practical applicability of linear airfoil
theory to the calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of wings
(O predelakh prakticheskogo prilozheniia lineinoi teorii nesushchei
poverkhnosti k raschetu aerodinamicheskikh kharakteristik kryl'ev).
S. D. Ermolenko and A. V. Rovnykh. Samoletostroenie i Tekhnika
Vozdushnogo Flota, no. 20, 1970, p. 29-34.5 refs. In Russian.
Assessment of the range of applicability of linear airfoil theory
to the calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of wings moving
near the ground or above water and of high-lift wings. A comparison
of calculation on the basis of linear theory with experimental data
shows that satisfactory results are limited to very small angles of
attack even in the case of large aspect ratio wings. V.P.
A71-14594 # Influence of suction of air from the upper
wing surface on the longitudinal controllability of an aircraft
(Vliianie otsasyvaniia vozdukha s verkhnei poverkhnosti kryla na
prodol'nuiu upravliaemost' samoleta), la. E. Tkachenko and B. S.
Baev. Samoletostroenie i Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, no. 20,
1970, p. 35-39.6 refs. In Russian.
Assessment of the influence suction from the upper surface of
the leading edge on longitudinal controllability. The influence of
BLC on safety and controllability is evaluated, and the forces apphed
to the control stick, in the case of deflected flaps, in the presence
and absence of BLC are compared. It is shown that suction from the
upper wing surface tends to increase the critical angle of attack,
thereby increasing the range of operational angles of attack and
increasing flight safety in proximity of the ground. V.P.
A71-14595 # Investigation of the takeoff and landing char-
acteristics of short takeoff and landing jet aircraft (STOL) (K
voprosu issledovaniia vzletno-posadochnykh kharakteristik reaktiv-
nykh samoletov ukorochennogo vzleta i posadki /SUVP/). V. I.
Surus. Samoletostroenie i Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, no. 20,
1970, p. 40-44. 10 refs. In Russian.
Discussion of the sucking action of a jet on the takeoff and
landing distance of two types of STOL aircraft and of aircraft
employing boundary layer control. Approximate formulas for
preliminary appraisal of the influence of the sucking action of the jet
on the lift and drag coefficients during the takeoff run are proposed.
It is shown that the jet can have an unfavorable influence on the
takeoff characteristics of a number of STOL configurations, and that
in some instances, aircraft employing BLC may be preferable to
STO L aircraft. V.P.
A71-14606 # Service life of pin jointed connections with
interference pins in the presence of elastoplastic strains in the bore
walls (Dolgovechnost' boltovykh soedinenii s natiagom pri uprugo-
plasticheskikh deformatsiiakh stenok otverstii). V. G. Kononenko.
Samoletostroenie i Tekhnika Vozdushnogo Flota, no. 20, 1970, p.
106-113.5 refs. In Russian.
Development of an engineering method of determining the
amplitude and mean cyclic stresses and to determine the sensitivity
of the material to cyclic asymmetry. The service life of a pin jointed
connection (with interference pins) can then be calculated from the
reduced amplitudes of a symmetric cycle. The method is demon-
strated by a practical example. V.P.
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A71-14609 # Accuracy of assembling three-dimensional
joints using assembly holes (K voprosu o tochnosti sborki prostran-
stvennykh uzlov po sborochnym otverstiiam), la. A. Boborykin.
Samo/etostroenie i Tekhn/ka Vozdushnogo Flora, no. 20, 1970, p.
146-148. In Russian.
Derivation of an expression for assessing the accuracy of the
external outlines of a three_imensional joint in aircraft construction.
New results, useful for obtaining a more accurate description of the
occurrence of faults, are obtained on the basis of assumptions which
derive from the physical aspects of the assembly process. Methods of
determining the admissible tolerances for components are proposed.
V.P.
A71-14650 # Area navigation in commuter/taxi operations.
Glen A. Gilbert. National Aviation Trades Association and National
Air Transportation Conferences, Joint Annual Convention,
Hollywood, Fla., Dec. 7-10, 1970, Paper. 14 p.
Discussion of challenges requiring action programs if commuter
and air taxi services are to expand their contribution to air transport
development. It is pointed out that commuter and taxi operators,
whether using CTOL, STOL or VTOL aircraft, require maximum
flexibility and effectiveness in the use of airports and airspace for
most efficient service. Due to the demanding nature of their
characteristically short_aul operations, they need the ability to
operate with a high degree of freedom from traffic delays and
restrictions. The stage has been set for updating the ATC System to
meet such requirements. Airborne area navigation equipment
provides an important tool in contributing immediately toward the
further development of this essential transportation capability. M.M.
A71-14976 Aerospace research and development. Edited
by E. A. Steinhoff (USAF, Missile Development Center, Holloman
AFB, N. Mex.). Tarzana, Calif., American Astronautical Society
(AAS Science and Technology Series. Volume 24), 1970. 500 p. In
English and German. $15.75.
Contents:
Foreword. D. L. Putt, p. vii, viii.
Dedication. E. A. Steinhoff (USAF, Missile Development
Center, Holloman AFB, N. Mex.), p. 1,2.
Past and future aspects of space exploration. W. von Braun
(NASA, Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.), p. 3-12.
Large-scale research and the individual researcher (Gross-
forschung und Einzelforsoher). A. Betz, p. 13-17.
The role of the technical societies in advancement of science and
technology in the space age. B. H. Goethert (Tennessee, University,
Tullahoma, Tenn.), p. 18-27.
The influence of space technology on general technological
progress and impact on standard of living and economy. E. A.
Steinhoff (USAF, Missile Development Center, Hollomen AFB, N.
Mex.), p. 28-45.
The wind tunnels of the Institute of Aerodynamics of the DFL
Braunsehweig (Die Windkanaele des Instituts fuer Aerodynamik der
DFL Braunschweig). H. Schlichting, p. 46-54.
Ceramic research at the Aerospace Research Laboratories. B. C.
Weber, p. 55-70.
Basic research in the space age. H. H. Kurzweg (NASA, Office of
Advanced Research and Technology, Washington, D.C.), p. 71-85.
Why jet engines - Past, present, and future of the aeronautical
gas turbine (Warum Strahltriebwerke - Vergangenheit, Gegenwart
und Zukunft der Luftfahrt-Gasturbine). B. Eckert (Daimler-Benz
AG, Stuttgart, West Germany), p. 86-105.
New concepts in the physics of solids. J. N. Plendl (USAF,
Cambridge Research Laboratories, Bedford, Mass.), p. 106-199.
A Martian biosphere. H. Strughotd (USAF, Aerospace Medical
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Div., Brooks AFB, Tex.), p. 200-208.
Gas-to-gas film cooling. E. R. G. Eckert (Minnesota, University,
Minneapolis, Minn.), p. 209-228. 8 refs.
Interaction of strong blast waves on slender supersonic bodies.
A. Busemann (Colorado, University, Boulder, Colo.) and V. D.
Blankenship (Aerospace Corp., San Bernardino, Calif.), p. 229-261.9
refs.
What is flow acoustics - A heuristic study. G. E. Knausenberger,
p. 262-288. (See A71-14980 04-12)
Man-made elf phenomena in the ionosphere and exosphere. H.
A. Bomke (U.S. Army, Institute for Exploratory Research, Fort
Monmouth, NJ.), p. 289-329.19 refs.
Analytical investigations of hypersonic flow with non-
equilibrium oxygen dissociation around blunt and pointed bodies. R.
Hermann, p. 330-373. 23 refs.
D*issipation of fog over runways at airports making use of a
mechanical fog dispersal procedure (Nebelbeseitigung ueber
Landebahnen auf Ftugplaetzen rnit Hilfe eines mechanischan
Entnebelungs-Verfahrens). U. Schmieschek (Deutsche Forschungs-
und Versuchsanstatt for Luft- und Raumfahrt. Troisdorf, West
Germany), p. 374-387.9 refs.
A possible explanation of the rotating stall (Eine moeglicha
Erklaerung des rotating Stall). H. Soehngen (Saarland, Universit_t,
Saarbr_cken, West Germany), p. 388-395.
Flow modification through space charges. O. M. Stuetzer
(sendia Laboratories, Albuquerque, N. Mex.), p. 396-411. 12 refs.
Supersonic combustion in a thermogasdynamic perceptual repre-
sentation (Ueberschallverbrennung in thermogasdynamisch an-
sehaulicher Darstellung). O. Lutz, p. 412-427. 7 refs.
Compressible flows with closed streamlines at large Reynolds
numbers. K. G. Guderley, p. 428-435.
Compound ceramics. E. Ryshkewitch, p. 436-444.
Aerodynamics of wing-propeller interaction. H. Multhopp
(Martin Marietta Corp., Baltimore, Md.), p. 445-457.
On the history of the evolution of the German flight propulsion
system altitude test stands (Zur Entwicklungscjeschichte der deut-
schen Flugtriebwerks-Hoehenpruefstaende). H. Barth (Deutsche For-
schungs- und Versuchsenstalt for Luft- und Raumfahrt, Porz-Wahn,
West Germany), p. 458-488. 16 refs.
A71-14977 Why jet engines - Past, present, and future of
the aeronautical gas turbine (Warum Strahltriebwer ke
Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und Zukunft der Luftfahrt-Gasturbine).
B. Eckert (Daimler-Benz AG, Stuttgart, West Germany). In: Aero-
space research and development. Edited by E. A.
Steinhoff. Tarzana, Calif., American Astronautical Society (AAS
Science and Technology Series. Volume 24), 1970, p. 86-105. In
German.
Discussion of the advantages of jet propulsion in the aero-
nautical field taking into consideration an analysis of the factors
determining the efficiency of the gas turbine and the piston engine
under various conditions. The propulsive efficiencies of a propeller
and of a jet are mathematically analyzed, and the superiority of jet
propulsion for high flight velocities is shown. The small weight of the
gas turbine in comparison to an equivalent piston engine is found to
be another advantage. Questions of fuel consumption in relation to
flight velocity are investigated. Problems of operating temperatures
and cooling for the piston engine and the gas turbine are discussed.
Systems of cooling presently in use are considered, and attention is
given to new investigations regarding cooling by liquid media such as
water and sodium. G.R.
A71-14978 Gas-to<jas film cooling. E. R. G. Eckert
(Minnesota, University, Minneapolis, Minn.). In: Aerospace research
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and development. Edited by E. A. Steinhoff.
Tarzana, Calif., American Astronautical Society (AAS Science and
Technology Series. Volume 24), 1970, p. 209-228. 8 refs. Contract
No. Nonr-710(57).
Discussion of the film cooling process and of a new method
which permits the study of the influence of variable properties. It is
pointed out that film cooling is used extensively in gas turbines, jet
engines, and rockets to protect various structural components against
the influence of heat gases. The physical processes involved in film
cooling are described, and relations by which the performance of this
cooling method can be predicted are discussed. The method
presented for the study of the influence of variable properties is
based on the analogy between heat and mass transfer processes. G.R.
A71-14979 Interaction of strong blast waves on slender
supersonic bodies. Adolf 8usemann (Colorado, University, Boulder,
Colo.) and Victor D. Blankenship (Aerospace Corp., San Bernardino,
Calif.). In: Aerospace research and development.
Edited by E. A. Steinhoff. Tarzana, Calif., American Astronautical
Society (AAS Science and Technology Series. Volume 24), 1970, p.
229-261.9 refs.
The transient pressure field produced behind a plane blast wave
which encounters a thin supersonic wedge or a slender supersonic
cone head-on is theoretically predicted for the higher blast intensities
and higher body speeds where the intersection of the plane blast
wave with the body bow shock occurs completely inside the so-called
Mach reflection region. Previous theoretical works have treated
explicitly only the lower region of speeds and intensities where the
intersection of blast wave and bow shock occurs outside the Mach
reflection region. Adding the pror)er singularity at this internal
intersection, the present analysis uses again the conical flow
technique, for eliminating time, the conformal mapping, for furnish-
ing two-dimensional solutions, and the semidifferential approach to
render the solutions axially symmetric for the cone. The small
pressure perturbations that the thin wedge and the slender cone
create along their surfaces are determined. The transient peak values
exceed the final steady state pressure. (Author)
A71-14983 Dissipation of fog over runways at airports
making use of a mechanical fog dispersal procedure (Nebel-
beseitigung ueber Landebahnen auf Flugplaetzen mit Hilfe eines
mechanischen Entnebelungs-Verfahrens). U. Schmieschek (Deutsche
Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt for Luft- und Raumfahrt, Troisdorf,
West Germany). In: Aerospace research and development.
Edited by E. A. Steinhoff. Tarzana, Calif., American
Astronautical Society (AAS Science and Technology Series. Volume
24), 1970, p. 374-387.9 refs. In German.
Discussion of a fog dispersal method for the runways of airports
which makes use of a rotating sieve for the removal of the fog
particles from the air. The principles of operation of the new device
are based on the fact that fog particles in air flowing through a sieve
will adhere to the wire of the sieve when they get in contact with it.
By rotating the sieve it is possible to bring all fog particles in contact
with the wire of the sieve and to remove them from the air.
Successful tests of the new approach in the laboratory are reported.
A fog dispersal apparatus, which is mounted on a trailer and
incorporates in its design the principles considered, is described.
Tests which prove the effectiveness of the fog dispersal device are
discussed. G.R.
A71-14988 Aerodynamics of wing-propener interaction.
H. Multhopp (Martin Marietta Corp., Baltimore, Md.). In: Aerospace
research and development. Edited by E. A.
Steinhoff. Tarzana, Calif., American Astronautical Society (AAS
Science and Technology Series. Volume 24), 1970, p. 445-457.
Discussion of the aerodynamics of wing-propeller interaction
which was investigated in connection with the development of the
Navy's counter insurgency aircraft. The main unknowns in the design
of propeller-driven aircraft for the V/STOL flight range are pointed
out. A rough analysis of the most basic effects is considered taking
into consideration a review of the momentum change in the flow
field that has to be expected as a reaction to the lift that keeps the
aircraft airborne. As a result of the investigation it is found that the
consequent use of the mean flow deflection angle can help a great
deal in evaluating or predicting the lift and drag characteristics of
wing-propeller combinations. An inverted V blown tail into which
the gas generator exhaust is ducted is a very helpful device for the
control of propeller-driven V/STOL aircraft. G.R.
A71-14990 Civil Aviation Safety Centre, Annual Technical
Conference, 5th, Beirut, Lebanon, September 29-October 2, 1970,
Final Report. Beirut, Civil Aviation Safety Centre, 1970. 237 p.
Contents:
List of registered delegates. 6 p.
Economic trends of air transport in the 1970's - The outlook for
the international airlines. R. Heitmeyer (International Air Transport
Association, Montreal, Canada). 30 p.
The development concept of pooling of technical resources
among airlines - Some practical aspects of technical cooperation. K.
Lindenmann (Swissair AG, Kloten, Switzerland). 19 p.
The management and economics of airport operation - Main
factors which influence cost efficiency. K. M. McLeod (British
Airports Authority, London, England). 14 p.
Airport development and operation in the 70s - A consideration
of the changing requirements and their impact on developing
countries. I. Varney (Board of Trade, London, England). 14 p.
Accident prevention - A review of current accident trends,
precautionary advices, and of the development and application of
preventive practices. R. H. Watts (International Civil Aviation
Organization, Montreal, Canada). 17 p.
Designing to satisfy the increased demands in flight simulation.
F. L, M. Edwards (Redifon, Ltd., London, England). 16 p.
Hijacking and other acts of violence against civil aircraft. S.
Toriguian (Civil Aviation Safety Centre, Beirut, Lebanon). 14 p.
A71-14991 # Economic trends of air transport in the 1970"s
- The outlook for the international airlines. Roderick Heitmeyer
(International Air Transport Association, Montreal, Canada). In:
Civil Aviation Safety Centre, Annual Technical Conference, 5th,
Beirut, Lebanon, September 29-October 2, 1970, Final Report.
Beirut, Civil Aviation Safety Centre, 1970. 27 p.;
Discussion. 3 p.
Discussion of the more important economic trends, develop-
ments, and problems facing the world air transport industry in the
1970s, with particular attention to the international airlines. The
average annual growth rates in domestic and international air
transport are analyzed for periods from 1964 to 1969 and from 1959
to 1969. It is shown that the tendency was for international traffic
to grow at a faster rate than domestic traffic. The contributions of
business air travel and tourist travel to the passenger traffic in the
past and future are discussed. Taking into account the prospective
world socioeconomic and trade developments, the general outlook
for air traffic growth of the international airlines to 1980 is found to
be encouraging. Z.W.
A71-14992 # The development concept of pooling of tech-
nical resources among airlines - Some practical aspects of technical
cooperation. K. Lindenmann (Swissair AG, Kloten, Switzerland). In:
Civil Aviation Safety Centre, Annual Technical Conference, 5th,
Beirut, Lebanon, September 29-October 2, 1970, Final Report.
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Beirut, Civil Aviation Safety Centre, 1970. 16 p.;
Discussion. 3 p.
Discussion of problems involved in the pooling of technical
resources among different airlines for cutting the investment and
maintenance cost of aircraft fleets. As an example, the cooperation
between KLM, SAS, SWR, and UTA (KSSU) is discussed. Some most
important requirements which must be met for achieving successful
technical cooperation are discussed. A hierarchic set of joint working
bodies, organized for the implementation of technical cooperation, is
described. Some specific problems in technical cooperation are
examined, including: (1) expense of management time, (2) technical
standards and inspection, (3) common aircraft specifications,
manuals, maintenance requirements, and component specifications,
and (4) technical information service. Z.W.
A71-14993 # The management and economics of airport
operation - Main factors which influence coat efficiency. Keith M.
McLend (British Airports Authority, London, England). In: Civil
Aviation Safety Centre, Annual Technical Conference, 5th, Beirut,
Lebanon, September 29-Octoher 2, 1970, Final Report.
Beirut, Civil Aviation Safety Centre, 1970. 7 p.;
Discussion. 7 p.
Analysis of a number of common factors affecting the cost
efficiency of airports located in different parts of world. Emphasis is
placed on the importance of recognizing the need to meet airline
requirements for new facilities, including, if necessary, the will to
raise airport charges in order to find the money for this purpose.
Both operational and cost reasons are given for avoiding marble
palaces and matching new facilities to the true needs of the business.
Stress is placed on the encoc_ragement of management to manage
efficiently by giving them full authority, within defined policies, to
pursue the maintenance of satisfactory standards at minimum cost.
Z.W.
A71-14994 # Airport det_-Iopment and operation in the 70s
- A consideration of the changing requirements and their impact on
developing countries, lan Varney (Board of Trade, London,
England). In: Civil Aviation Safety Centre, Annual Technical
Conference, 5th, Beirut, Lebanon, September 29-October 2, 1970,
Final Report. Beirut, Civil Aviation Safety
Centre, 1970.6 p.; Discussion. 2 p.
Discussion of some factors which are of particular importance
for airport development and operation in the developing countries
for the next decade. It is forecast that in the ten years from 1970 to
1980 world scheduled passenger traffic will multiply three times
above existing levels. Increasing growth rate of cargo must also be
considered. To meet the need for the future, a master plan for
airport development is postulated which would anticipate the
demands which will be put upon it. Two major considerations arise
from this plan: (1) arrangements for financing the development, and
(2) the need for a suitable training program to ensure that all
facilities are sufficiently operated and effectively managed. A
detailed discussion of these requirements is included. Z.W.
A71-14995 # Accident prevention - A review of current
accident trends, precautionary advices, and of the development and
application of preventive practices. R. H. Watts (International Civil
Aviation Organization, Montreal, Canada). In: Civil Aviation Safety
Centre, Annual Technical Conference, 5th, Beirut, Lebanon,
September 29-October 2, 1970, Final Report.
Beirut, Civil Aviation Safety Centre, 1970. 13 p.; Discussion. 4 p.
Analysis of the causes of aircraft accidents during the last several
years, and discussion of preventive practices initiated by ICAO. The
significant operational areas involved in the accidents are discussed
on the basis of statistical data possessed by ICAO. It is shown that
almost half the IMC (instrument meteorological conditions) landing
phase accidents occurred in the area of normal landing minima, and
almost invariably the accidents occurred when the pilot was
attempting to fly by visual reference. Of the 22% which occurred in
worse weather, a significant proportion occurred when the pilot was
attempting to fly by visual reference. It is also shown that 62% of the
landing phase accidents occurred within 2 n mi of the runway
threshold, and 74% within 4 n mi. In addition, 72% of the total of
123 accidents occurred when the aircraft was cleared and had
initiated an instrument approach. Some other accident causes are
discussed, including rising terrain and fuel exhaustion. A review of
the action initiated by ICAO is discussed, including standarization of
investigation procedures and techniques, dissemination of informa-
tion, and analysis of all possible air safety information. Z.W.
A71-14997 # Hijacking and other acts of violence against
civil aircraft. Shavarsh Tor_'guian (Civil Aviation Safety Centre,
Beirut, Lebanon). In: Civil Aviation Safety Centre, Annual Technical
Conference, 5th, Beirut, Lebanon, September 29-October 2, 1970,
Final Report. Beirut, Civil Aviation Safety
Centre, 1970. 10 p.; Discussion. 4 p.
Discussion of the draft convention prepared by the Legal
Committee of ICAO against unlawful seizure of aircraft. The
elements of the definition of unlawful seizure of aircraft are
examined. The problems of attempt, complicity in aircraft hijacking,
and kind of punishment are discussed. The draft makes the
jurisdiction compulsory for each contracting state, but the offense of
hijacking is not treated as an international crime. The problem of
extradition is examined. The case of aircraft used by joint air
transport operating organizations or international operating agencies
and not registered in any state is discussed. General criticism of the
draft convention is included. Z.W.
A71-15017 Avionics - Military and civil. George E. Pickett
(U.S. Army, Washington, D.C.). Signal, vol. 25, Jan. 1971, p. 13-15.
Survey of the R and D work carried out by the U.S. Army in
avionics which may benefit civil aviation. The subjects noted
specifically include air-to-ground and air-to-air communication sys-
tems with uhf, vhf, and vhf-FM transceivers, intercom systems and
automatic low frequency direction finders; various advanced small
size and weight antenna designs; satellite navigation equipment;
computer-aided air traffic control operations; rotary wing aircraft
flight control systems; and advanced steep-approach landing systems.
Transfer of these technologies to civil aviation is believed to be
possible. V.Z.
A71-15019 Electronic warfare technology. M. Halpern
(Maxson Electronics Corp., Great River, N.Y.). Signal, vol. 25, Jan.
1971, p. 22-25.
Discussion of the state-of-the-art in the field of electronic
warfare technology with a projection of its development in the next
decade. The topics include passive electronic warfare systems aimed
at the determination of enemy electronic capabilities, including
sensors, receivers, airborne platforms, battlefield surveillance and
homing and warning systems, and active electronic warfare systems
such as jamming devices of various designs and sophistication. A
steady trend toward the replacement of thermionic devices with solid
state devices is visualized in the next decade. V.Z.
A71-15024 The USAF's inter-theater STOL requirement.
J. Philip Geddes (Interavia, Los Angeles, Calif.). Interavia, vol. 25,
Dec. 1970, p. 1492-1494.
Discussion of the versatility of STOL aircraft, which have
demonstrated their utility in supplying an army caught in hostile
territory, fighting a guerrilla war. The Lockheed transport aircraft, in
its modified STOL (C-130S) version, is described. Its principal design
objective is to achieve 600 to 750 m field performance with
minimum change to the basic design. DeHavilland Canada's C-8B is
described. It is expected to be able to accomplish overhead STOL
landings and takeoffs from fields which would be closed to the
C-130S. F.R.L.
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A71-15025 Wind tunnel measurements on profiles with
flaps at medium Reynolds numbers. II (Windkanalmessungen an
Profilen mit Klappen bei mittlemn Reynoldszahlen. II). D. Althaus
(Stuttgart, Universit_it, Stuttgart, West Germany). Aero-Revue, Dec.
1970, p. 726-729. In German.
Discussion of test data obtained from extensive wind tunnel
studies of the efficiency of various profiles with flaps at medium
Reynolds numbers. Performance characteristics of flaps used as
ailerons are examined and the optimum flap thickness and the
permissible positive and negative flap movement are determined. In
addition, thicknesses of symmetrical profiles with flaps used in
tailplanes are discussed. O.H.
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.). VertiFlite, vol. 16, Dec.
1970, p. 9-11,30.9 refs.
Discussion of the history of NACA/NASA rotating-wing aircraft
research in the fields of dynamics, rotor loads, and rotor configura-
tions taking also into consideration flying-qualities and terminal-area
studies. Studies regarding ground resonance, coupled frequencies,
blade flutter, equations of motions, and blade flapping behavior are
considered. Research concerning rotor Ioa_ls and design conditions is
described. Maneuver studies are reported. Investigations involving
various rotor configurations include work with propeller-type
VTOLs, hingeless-rotor configurations, compound helicopters, tilt-
rotor configurations, stopped-rotor configurations, and a tail-rotor
configuration. G.R.
A71-15027 # Influence of high-pass filtering on third-order
correlation measurements. K. N. Helland (California, University, La
Jolla, Calif.) and G. R. Stegen (Colorado State University, Fort
Collins, Colo.). Physics of Fluids, vol. 13, Dec. 1970, p. 2925-2931.
9 refs. NSF Grant No. GA-849; Contracts No. AF
44(620)-68-C-0010; No. N 0014-68-A-0493-0001.
Experimental investigation of the influence of high-pass filtering
on third-order correlations in grid turbulence. The results obtained
indicate that, for sufficiently small cutoff frequencies, third-order
correlations remain unchanged by high-pass filtering. M.V.E.
A71-15043 Simultaneous measurements of clear air
turbulence at the tropopause by high-power radar and instrumented
aircraft. K. A. Browning, C. D. Watkins, J. R. Starr (Royal Radar
Establishment, Malvern, Worcs., England), and A. McPherson (Royal
Aircraft Establishment, Bedford, England). Nature, vol. 228, Dec.
12, 1970, p. 1065-1067. 5 refs.
Discussion of observation data of large amplitude
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows based on simultaneous measurements
obtained by an instrumented aircraft. The large Kelvin-Helmholtz
billows observed by radar at a height of almost 11 km are shown to
have been associated with clear air turbulence which produced a
vertical aircraft acceleration of 0.65 g. M.V.E.
A71-15125 # Investigation of the possibilities of an evalua-
tion of air traffic systems in developing countries with the aid of a
benefit-cost-analysis from the point of view of the national economy
(Untersuchung der M6glichkeiten einer Volkswirtschaftlicben Be-
wertung yon Luftverkehrssystemen in Entwicklungsl_indern mit Hilfe
der Nutzen-Kosten-Analyse). Klaus L. Haucke. Berlin, Technische
Universit_t, Fakult_it f_r Maschinenwesen, Dr.-Ing. Dissertation,
1969. 267 p. 577 refs. In German.
Study of the possibilities for an evaluation of the economic
significance of air traffic systems in developing countries by means of
a benefit-cost-analysis taking also into consideration an analysis of
the present position of air traffic in developing countries. The
structure and the economic significance of air traffic in developing
countries are anaryzed giving attention also to questions of equip-
ment, airports, and safety. The reasons for an evaluation of traffic
infrastructure projects are explored, and the historical development
of the benefit-cost-analysis is reviewed. Basic principles and criteria
which must be considered in order to answer questions regarding the
applicability of the benefit-cost-analysis to air traffic systems are
discussed. Problems connected with the determination of the costs
involved are investigated. Methods for the evaluation of various
possible traffic systems on the basis of the costs and benefits for the
national economy are developed. G.R.
A71-15171 * History of NACA/NASA rotating-wing aircraft
research, 1915-1970. IV Cont'd. Frederic B. Gustafson (NASA,
A71-15204 Association Technique Maritime et A6ro-
nautique, Session, 70th, Paris, France, May 11-15, 1970,
Proceedings. Association Technique Maritime et A_ronautique,
Bulletin, no. 70, 1970.689 p. In French.
Contents:
Optimization of a control linkage by the target model method
(Optimisation d'une chaine de commande par la mdthode du mod61e
tangent). P. Barrier (D_lC=gationMinistdrielle pour I'Armement, Paris,
France) and J. Doreau (Soci6t6 d'Applications G6n6rales d'Electricit6
et de M6canique, Paris, France), p. 303-325.
Aircraft simulation: Goals and methods - Application to the
development of one project: 'Concorde' (La simulation des a6ronefs:
Buts et moyens - Application au d_veloppement d'un projet:
'Concorde'). J. Monfort (D616gation Minist_rielle pour I'Armement,
Paris, France) and J. Pinet (Socidtd Nationale Industrielle A_ro-
spatiale, Paris, France), p. 389-409.
NorsiaI-V.E.R.A.S. - Modern technology and new structures
applied to sustained hypersonic flights (NorsiaI-V.E.R.A.S. - Tech-
nologie moderne et structures nouvelles appliqu6es aux vols hyper-
soniques sustent6s). G. Leroy (Soci6td Nationale Industrielle A_ro-
spatiale, Paris, France), p. 411-429.
Synchronization experiments with atomic clocks performed at
ONERA with a view to improvement of the localization problem
(Experiences de synchronisation d'horloges atomiques effectu6es
I'O.N.E.R.A. en vue de I'am61ioration du probl6me de localisation).
J. Besson (ONERA, Ch_itillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France),
p. 613-629. 13 refs.
Studies on the reduction of frictional resistance in hydro-
dynamics (Recherches sur la reduction de la r_sistance de frottement
en hydrodynamique). D. Fruman (Paris, Universit6, Orsay, Essonne,
France) and P. Sulmont (Nantes, Ecole Nationale Sup_rieure de
M_canique, Nantes, France), p. 631-646. 26 refs.
Method of the potential of acceleration for calculation of finite
supercavitating wings (M6thode du potentiel d'acc_l_ration pour le
calcul des ailes supercavitantes finies). L. F. Tsen (CNRS, Paris,
France) and M. Guilbaud (CNRS, Paris; Centre d'Etudes A6ro-
dynamiques et Thermiques, Poitiers, France), p. 659-673. 20 refs.
A71-15206 Aircraft simulation: Goals and methods -
Application to the development of one project: 'Concorde' (La
simulation des a6ronefs: Buts et moyens - Application au d6veloppe-
ment d'un projet: 'Concorde'). J. Monfort (D616gation Ministdriefle
pour I'Armement, Paris, France) and J. Pinet (Soci6t6 Nationale
Industrielle A6rospatiale, Paris, France). (Association Technique
Maritime et A_ronautique, Session, 70th, Paris, France, May 1I-15,
1970.) Association Technique Maritime et A_ronautique, Bulletin,
no. 70, 1970, p. 389-403; Discussion, Maurice Roy, Satre, and
Robert Legendre (ONERA, Ch&tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine,
France), p. 404-409. In French.
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Exposition of the reasons which have led to the requirement for
flight simulators, followed by description of the general layout of
flight simulators. Ground and airborne methods of flight simulation
are described and evaluated, and aspects of utilization of the
techniques and of the particular problems which they pose are
examined. The major simulators in service in France are briefly
described. The development of the Concorde program led SNIA and
BAC to use simulation techniques intensively. The experience
acquired is considerable, and the results are extremely valuable, both
in terms of advanced technical planning of the project, and in terms
of time saved in research and development. F.R.L.
A71-15207 NorsiaI-V.E.R.A.S. - Modern technology and
new structures applied to sustained hypersonic flights (Norsial-
V.E.R.A.S. - Technologie moderne et structures nouvelles appl_
aux vols hyperseniques sustentds). G. Leroy (Socidtd Nationale
Industrielle A_rospatiale, Paris, France). (Association Technique
Maritime et Adronautique, Session, 70th, Paris, France, May 11-15,
1970.) Association Technique Maritime et A_ronautique, Bulletin,
no. 70, 1970, p. 411-426; Discussion, Maurice Roy, Robert Legendre
(ONERA, Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France), and
Ebner, p. 427-429. In French.
Consideration of sandwich metal construction with a welded
Norsial corrugated core. Sandwich metal construction provides light
weight combined with great strength and rigidity. The fabrication
processes are outlined, and particulars of the various alloys used are
presented. The application of this material for the structure of
VERAS (Experimental Vehicle for Structural and Aerotbermo-
dynamic Research) is discussed. F.R.L.
A71-15210 Method of the potential of acceleration for
calculation of finite supercavitating wings (M,Jthode du potentiel
d'acc_ration pour le calcul des ailes mpereaeitentes finies). L. F.
Tsen (CNRS, Paris, France) and M. Guilbeud (CNRS, Paris; Centre
d'Etudes Adrodynamiques et Tbermiques, Poitiers, France). (Associa-
tion Technique Maritime et Adronautique, Session, 70th, Pads,
France, May 11-15, 1970.) Association Technique Maritime et
Adronautique, Bulletin, no. 70, 1970, p. 659-671 ; Discussion, Robert
Legendre (ONERA, Ch_tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France)
and P. Sulmont (Nantes, Ecole Nationele Supdrieure de Mdcaniqua,
Nantes, France), p. 672, 673.20 refs. In French.
Development of the method of the potential of acceleration for
calculation of supercavitating wings of steady finite lengthening in
linear theory. The distributions of sources and pressure doublets on
the wing and its cavity are broken down in single and regular parts. A
method of numerical solution is proposed, assuming constant regular
parts on small elements of surface. Examples of the calculation of
wings with flat undersurfaces are presented, with a view to
determining the influence of lengthening and of cavitation number.
The results are compared with those of other methods and with
available measurements. F.R.L.
A71-16223 # Fundamentals of aviation automation (Osnovy
aviatsionnoi avtomatiki). I. I. Krinetskii. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo
Mashinostroenie, 1969. 404 p. 11 refs. In Russian.
The textbook discusses the theory, operation, design, and
performance of principal aircraft automatic systems with feedbacks.
The topics discussed include automatic control systems used in
piston engines, turbojet engines and turboprop engines, and their
cooling systems. Also considered are the dynamic aspects of aircraft
piloting, automatic navigation systems and automatic air temperature
and pressure control systems. Techniques of studying linear and
nonlinear automatic control systems are outlined, and the history of
the development of aircraft automatic control systems is surveyed.
The book is intended as an aid to students of civil aviation institutes.
V.Z.
A71-15337
A71-15285 A review of composite propulsion systems.
William J. Niemann (USAF, Space and Missile Test Center,
Vandenberg AFB, Calif.). In: Space scienoes - Future applications for
mankind; Vandenberg Scientific and Technical Societies Council,
Western Space Congress, 1st, Santa Maria, Calif., October 27-29,
1970, Proceedings. Part 1. North Hollywood,
Calif., Western Periodicals Co., 1970, p. 112-117.7 refs.
This library research paper reviews the current literature for
unclassified developments in the field of composite propulsion
systems. In the introduction of the paper, a short background and
history of the development of composite systems is presented. Three
basic concepts of composite systems are explained and the defini-
tions of 'Composite" and "Semi-composite' systems are developed.
The body of the paper is concerned with an explanation of the
semi-composite Turbo-Ram-Scramjet and three composite systems,
the Ejector Ramjet, the Hyperjet and the Bi-liquid .Ramjet Rocket.
The advantages and disadvantages of each system are compared. The
paper concludes with a brief discussion of development problems.
(Author)
A71-15301 Inertial guidance for everyone. Samuel P.
Altman (System Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.). In: Space
sciences - Future applications for mankind; Vandenberg Scientific
and Technical Societies Council, Western Space Congress, 1st, Santa
Maria, Calif.. October 27-29, 1970, Proceedings. Part 1.
North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals Co.,
1970, p. 36t-375.12 refs.
Description of a strapdown inertial guidance system for ad-
vanced aerospace missions of cosmic-speed vehicles and for Iow_%_l
transport in aircraft, marine, and ground applications. It is shown
that new and efficient performance of the strapdown computer
software is attainable by use of coordinate definition with the
quaternion_et (of four Euler parameters), and of state definition of
vehicle momentum. The development of the state theory of
astrodynamics based on the modem state concepts and transform
theory is discussed. The use of the complete state model for general
aerospace applications of cosmic-speed vehicles is described. Z.W.
A71-15321 Real time telemetry data relay _rom an in-
strumented aircraft. Fred H. Wisely (USAF, Ships and Aircraft
Engineering Div., Vandenberg AFB, Calif.). In: Space sciences -
Future applications for mankind; Vandenberg Scientific and Tech-
nical Societies Council, Western Space Congress, 1st, Santa Maria,
Calif., October 27-29, 1970, Proceedings. Part 2.
North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals CO., 1970, p. 622-647.
This study examines the feasibility of using an instrumented
aircraft for receiving and relaying missile data in real time to a
land-based telemetry station. The paper also discusses system
operation as affected by flame attenuation, telemetry date reception
and ground sensor location. In addition, information is provided
relating to pre-support validation tests, system operational param-
eters, telemetry data evaluation results, and future applications.
(Author)
A71-15337 Unsteady aerodynamics of manned space
vehicles - Past, present, and future. J. Peter Reding and Lars E.
Ericsson (Lockheed Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, Calif.). In:
Space sciences - Future applications for mankind; Vandenberg
Scientific arid Technical Societies Council, Western Space Congress,
1st, Santa Maria, Calif., October 27-29, 1970, Proceedings. Part 2.
North Hollywood, Calif., Western Periodicals
Co., 1970, p. 882-893. 27 refs.
Summary of unsteady flow effects that have been handled
successfully with the use of quasi-steady theory, with discussion of
their application to proposed space shuttle vehicles. The first
generation of manned vehicles, the Apollo-Saturn family, was
dominated by free wake effects and shock-induced separations. The
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A71-15352
space shuttle will not only suffer from these same separated flow
effects, but will also be subjected to vortex interference effects,
shock impingements, and stall flutter. Thus the dynamicist is
required to investigate nearly the entire range of aerodynamic
interference effects. It is considered that the same quasi-steady
techniques that successfully predicted the Apollo-Saturn dynamics
may be modified and extended to deal with the space shuttle
problems. F.R.L.
A71-15352 # Automatic method of generating excitation
forces in ground tests of an aircraft structure (M_thode automatique
d'appropriation des forces d'excitation dans I'essei au sol d'une
structure d'avion). Alphonse Deck. (Congress on Dynamics of
Mechanics, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England, Sept. 15, 16, 1970.)
ONERA, TP no. 870, 1970.33 p. 15 refs. In French.
Consideration of the possibility of isolating a natural mode of
vibration on a complex structure. A brief review is presented of
ground vibration test techniques, and a critical examination is made
of existing methods of generating excitation forces. A theoretical and
experimental study is made of a systematic iterative method of
generation, which makes it possible to determine the excitation
forces which isolate a mode at its natural frequency and the
frequency itself. A planned installation designed to make the process
operational is described, as well as a method of analyzing the
response of the structure by synchronous sempling. A.B.K.
A71-15354 # Measurement of unsteady air forces of inter-
acting tandem lifting surfaces (Mesures des forces instationnaires
d'interaction entre surfaces portantes en tandem). Roger Destuynder
(ONERA, Ch;itillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France). (NATO,
AGARD, Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamic Forces for Aero-
elastic Analysis of Interfering Lifting Surfaces, Tonsberg, Norway,
Nov. 3, 4, 1970, Paper 9.) ONERA, TP no. 890, 1970. 13 p. In
French.
Results of a series of wind-tunnel tests designed to determine
the effect of certain parameters on the aerodynamic interaction
between two tandem lifting surfaces. An attempt is made to illustrate
the importance of the coupling terms, in order to provide a
theoretical explanation of the flutter instabilities occurring on
variable-sweep aircraft. The tests were limited to two types of
motion - namely, pure translation and pure pitching oscillation of
one wing. The model consisted of two rectangular or swept wings
whose relative position could be adjusted continuously in both the
horizontal and in the vertical direction. Several conclusions are
drawn from the test results, and it is shown that the phenomenon of
interaction can be important for certain configurations. A.B.K.
A71-15355 # Application of lifting surface theory to wings
provided with control surfaces (Application de la thdorie de la
surface portante _ des ailes munies de gouvernes). Bertrand Darras
and Roland Dat (ONERA, Ch_itillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine,
France). (NA TO, AGARD, Symposium on Unsteady Aerodynamic
Forces for Aeroelastic Analysis of Interfering Lifting Surfaces,
Tonsberg, Norway, Nov. 3, 4, 1970, Paper 13.) ONERA, TP no. 889,
1970. 15 p. 13 refs. In French.
Consideration of the problem of control surfaces in unsteady
subsonic flow. Following a short survey outlining the various
approaches used to solve this problem, the particular method
developed at ONERA is described. It is based on the exposition of
the logarithmic singularity of the pressure field, and on an analysis of
the usual matrix solution of the integral equation. This method, the
application of which to a rectangular wing has already been described
(Dat et al., 1966, 1968), is extended to an arbitrary planform. The
experimental and theoretical results obtained for the rectangular
wing are compared. F.R.L.
A71-15356 Y Representation of a wing by lifting lines -
Application to the calculation of the interaction of two wings in
tandem (Reprdsentation d'une aile par des lignes portantes -
Application au calcul de I'interaction de deux ailes en tandem).
Roland Dat and Yoshio Akamatsu (ONERA, Ch&tillon-sous-Bagneux,
Hauts-de-Seine, France). (NA TO, AGARD, Symposium on Unsteady
Aerodynamic Forces for Aeroelastic Analysis of Interfering Lifting
Surfaces, Tonsberg, Norway, Nov. 3, 4, 1970, Paper 5.) ONERA, TP
no. 891, 1970. 18 p. 8 refs. In French.
Discussion of a method for treating problems of complex lifting
surface configurations involving several surfaces. The simulation of
wings by a lattice of lifting lines is shown to provide a suitable
method for the computation of unsteady aerodynamic forces acting
upon complex configurations involving several lifting surfaces. This
method may be considered as a compromise between the 'Doublet
Lattice Method,' advantageous for its flexibility, and the direct
"Lifting Surface Method,' yielding more accurate results for a given
number of collocation points. A numerical program has been
developed for applying this method to wings lying in two parallel
planes. Some of the peculiar features of this computation method are
discussed, and a few numerical corroborative results are presented.
M.V.E.
A71-15357 # Wind tunnel study of aerodynamic inter-
actions induced by drop loads (Etude en soufflerie des interactions
a_rodynamiques dues aux charges largables). Jean Christophe
(ONERA, Modane, Savoie, France) and Jacques Coste (ONERA,
Ch&tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine, France). (NATO, AGARD,
Specialist Meeting on Aerodynamic Interference, Silver Spring, Md.,
Sept. 28-30, 1970, Paper 25.) ONERA, TP no. 849, 1970. 13 p. 8
refs. In French.
Review of wind tunnel techniques currently used at the Modane
Test Center for the investigation of aerodynamic interactions
induced by drop loads. Special attention is given to the techniques
employed in directly obtaining the trajectories of drop loads and
microrocket-propelled missiles by high-speed motion-picture photog-
raphy in the wind tunnel. Results obtained by these techniques are
compared with data arrived at by a newly developed alternative
method. The latter consists in weighing the load in the aerodynamic
field of the aircraft and in reconstructing the trajectory by
computation. M.V.E.
A71-15358 Y Computation of the aerodynamic interactions
between the lifting elements of an aircraft in steady or unsteady
supersonic flow (Calcul d'interactions a_rodynamiques entre les
_l_ments portants d'un avion en _coulement supersonique station-
naire ou instationnaire). Michel Enselme, Jean-Paul Boisseau, and
Andr_ Guillois (ONERA, Ch&tillon-sous-Bagneux, Hauts-de-Seine,
France). (NATO, AGARD, Specialist Meeting on Aerodynamic
Interference, Silver Spring, Md., Sept. 28-30, 1970, Paper 9.)
ONERA, TP no. 850, 1970.8 p. 7 refs. In French.
Discussion of analog and digital methods for computing the
interactions between aircraft elements in unsteady flow, the case of
steady flow being treated as a special case. Previously described
fundamentals of analog computation of a lifting complex in steady
or unsteady supersonic flow are briefly reviewed. The digital method,
then described, is shown to parallel the analog computation
procedure in employing an explicit method for computing the
solutions of the wave equation. The results obtained by both analog
and digital computations pertain to wing-body and wing-pod
interactions, as well as to a wing of arbitrary planform in unsteady
flow. MV.E.
A71-15367 # Theoretical distribution of pressures on a
slender tail assembly in steady flow (Distribuci6n tebrica de
presiones sobre una cola esbelta en corriente estacionaria). Juan Jos_
Martfnez Garcl'a and Jose Tom&s Dfez Roche (Madrid, Universidad,
Madrid, Spain). Ingenier[a Aemn_utica y Astron_utica, vol. 22,
May-June 1970, p. 1-13. 10 refs. In Spanish.
Determination of the load distribution on a tail assembly using
slender body theory. The general case of a tail assembly in a steady
uniform flow is investigated for nonzero angles of attack. The
transversal flow around the assembly is determined making use of a
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transformation of the Schwarz-Christoffel type. The results are
expressed by means of elementary functions. It is pointed out that
the results obtained are applicable to other tail assemblies which
satisfy the general geometrical conditions of the slender configura-
tion considered. G.R.
A71-15389 Effect of a central hole on fatigue of flat sheet
specimens su_ to tension-cx)esq_assion or I_ultall_ng tension.
Alfred Buch (Technion - Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa,
Israel). International Journal of Fracture Mechanics, vol. 6, Dec.
1970, p. 427-430.7 refs.
Comparison of the results obtained by means of a formula given
by Switek and Buch (1968) with those of Paterson's (1959) formula
with respect to the effect of a central hole on the fatigue of fiat sheet
specimens. It is shown that the use of Paterson's formula involves
large maximum and average errors while in the Switek and Buch
formula a single set of constants can be chosen for a group of aircraft
materials and reliable results can be obtained for specimens up to 10
in. wide. Z.W.
A71-15394 A look at Lynx. Flight International, vol. 98,
Dec. 10, 1970, p. 908-912.
Description and discussion of the Westland WG.13 Lynx
helicopter, which is outwardly a conventional design, but
nevertheless displays many advanced features. As a battlefield
aircraft, the Lynx provides seating for up to 12 fully armed troops; it
can carry three stretchers, each with an attendant, and can carry
internally loads of up to 2738 lb. It can be used for antisubmarine
warfare. A completely new engine, transmission, and rotor system is
described. The free-turbine Rolls-Royce BS.360-07-26 has a rated
power of 900 shp. Glass fiber is used extensively throughout the
airframe. Various modifications and adaptations to make the
helicopter suitable for its varied roles in British and French service
are described. F.R.L.
A71-15401 American Helicopter Society, American In-
stitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas,
Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs,
Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New York,
American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970. 434 p. $8.00.
Contents:
General.
Design for the Army operational environment. R. I. Adams
(U.S. Army, Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Va.). 11 p.
5 refs.
Environmental factors in the design of direct lift V/STOL
transport aircraft. T. K. Szienkier (Hawker Siddeiey Aviation, Ltd.,
Hatfield, Herts., England). 16 p. 9 refs.
Design considerations for tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft to minimize
the effects of the recirculating downwash environment. R. R. Pruyn
and R. B. Taylor (Boeing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.). 8 p. 7 refs.
External noise and downwash session.
Flight test noise measurements of a UH-1B helicopter. T. D.
Evans and W. E. Nettles (U.S. Army, Aviation Materiel Laboratories,
Fort Eustis, Va.). 26 p. 24 refs.
The effect of various operating parameters on the noise
radiation patterns from a helicopter in forward flight. R. J. Pegg
(NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.). 13 p.
A study of noise produced by a helicopter rotor-tip vortex
interaction. W. S. Shepard and J. R. Wolfe (Mississippi State
University, State College, Miss.). 10 p. 5 refs.
Flight operations to minimize helicopter noise. D. Halwes (Bell
Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.). 6 p. 5 refs.
A71-15401
External noise and downwash measurements on the Vought
XC-142A. R. N. Hancock (LTV Aerospace Corp., Dallas, Tex.). 5 p.
Effects of modifying a rotor tip vortex by injection on
downwash velocities, noise, and airloads. S. A. Rinehart (Rochester
Applied Science Associates, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.). 11 p. 6 refs.
Adverse effects of downwash upon man. W. P. Sohane (U.S.
Army, Aeromedical Research Laboratory, Fort Rucker, Ala.). 7 p.
34 refs.
Design for safety session.
Design of the helicopter for the lightning environment. H. M.
Bartman and M. H. Chopin (USAF, Avionics Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio). 18 p. _,6 refs. I
An investigation of the traiiiqg vortex system generated by a
jet-flapped wing operating at high wing lift coefficients. W. J.
Schumacher (U.S. Army, Military Academy, West Point, N.Y.). 4 p.
8 refs.
An analytical method to predict ideal H-V boundary and C.D.P.
of rotorcraft with special attention to the application of optimalizing
techniques. M. Komoda (National Aerospace Laboratory, Tokyo,
Japan). 10 p. 8 refs.
Transmission reliability through oil monitoring. D. W. Botstiber
(Technical Development Co., Glenolden, Pa.). 7 p.
Helicopter structural design for impact survival. J. L. Haley, Jr.
(U.S. Army, Board for Aviation Accident Research, Fort Rucker,
Ala.). 13p. 13 refs.
The 'Fenestron' anti-torque ducted fan-design for safety. P.
Domanovsky (Vought Helicopter, Inc., Dallas, Tex.). 4 p.
SAVER - A deployable rescue autogyro. J. J. Barzda (Kaman
Aerospace Corp., Bloomfield, Conn.). 6 p.
IFR operation of VTOL and STOL aircraft session.
IF R design requirements for STOL navigation equipment. R, A.
Rogers (American Airlines, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.). 6 p.
Development of the Bendix/air equipment RDR-1DM radar as
an approach aid for helicopters. R. J. van der Harten (KLM Noordzee
Helikopters N,V., Schiphol Airport, Netherlands). 6 p.
IFR airworthiness standards for VTOL aircraft. D. A. Tuck
(FAA, Washington, D.C.). 2 p.
Suggested VTOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFR
qualifications. R. J. Reschak (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.).
8 p. 14 refs.
VSTOL flight director systems. C. M. Scott, Jr. (Sperry Rand
Corp., Phoenix, Ariz.). 5 p.
Integrated flight path control and surveillance for VTOL
operations. H. P. R. Smith and T. K. Vickers. 14 p.
Vibration and internal noise session.
A review of turbine engine vibration criteria for VTOL aircraft.
R. W. Balke (Bell Hel_opter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.). 11 p. 7 refs.
Pilot and passenger vibration environment sensitivity. R. Gabel,
B. O. Henderson, and D. A. Reed (Boeing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.). 6 p.
9 refs.
Measurements and analysis of vibration ride environments. J. J.
Catherines and S. A. Clevenson (NASA, Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Va.). 6 p
Exploratory study of pilot performance during high ambient
temperatures/humidity. S. Moreland (U.S. Army, Directorate of
Flight Standards and Qualification, St. Louis, Mo.). 17 p. 17 refs.
Design considerations for acceptable cabin noise levels in light
helicopter_. C. R. Cox (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.). 8 p. 6
refs.
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Design for environment session.
Environmental effects on Army helicopter flight controls. T. L.
House and D. R. Artis (U.S. Army, Aviation Materiel Laboratories,
Fort Eustis, Va.). 7 p. 8 refs
A study of the Army standard hot day. W. (3. Bousman (U.S.
Army, Directorate of Flight Standards and Qualification, St. Louis,
Mo.). 9 p. 14 refs.
Icing induced structural problems. J. R. Stallabrass and R. D.
Price (National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada). 5 p.
Requirements and developmental techniques for engine atr
particle separators in VTOL aircraft. R. S. Darling, G. J. Hogg, and E.
H. Staudt (Boeing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.). 16 p. 25 refs.
(seneral guicK ,nes for the design of helicopter engine protection
devices. A. H. Suydam (U.S. Navy, Naval Air Test Center, Patuxent
River, Md.). 2 p.
Engine erosion prevention - A comparison of four separators. T.
E. Elsasser (U.S. Naval Air Propulsion Test Center, Ph adelphia, Pa.).
9p.
Effect of sand and dust erosion on Army small VTOL gas
turbine engines. C. E. Vaughn (U.S, Army, Depot Engineering
Support Div., Corpus Christi, Tex.). 7 p. 5 refs.
Some snow and ice properties affecting VTOL operation. L. D.
Minsk (U.S. Army, Cold Regions Research and Engineering Labora-
tory, Hanover, N.H.). 6 p. 16 refs.
AH-56A compound helicopter icing spray-rig tests. A. M.
Petach, J. B. Werner, and F. R. Mastrolv (Lockheed-California Co.,
Burbank, Calif.). 6 p.
Environmental development of the U.S. Army OH-58A bight
observation helicopter. M. M. Kawa (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth,
Tex.). 16 p.
VTOL landing sites session.
A report on the heliport environment. A. L. Fornoff (Bell
Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.). 4 p.
Federal design criteria for VTOL ports and STOL ports. G. L.
Buley (FAA, Washington, D.C.). 4 p.
Public-use heliports, STOLports, V-ports - A cure for con-
gestion. J. R. Howard (Aerospace Industries Association of America,
Inc,, Washington, D.C.). 4 p.
Effect of l_he city center environment on VTOL terminal
operations. W. M. Hollister (MIT, Cambridge, Mass.), D. A. De Maio,
T. Palsson, and J. P. Tymczyszyn. 11 p. 11 refs.
Experiments on pilot visibility from a V/STOL in overwater
hover. G. Kurylowich and A. Ritter (Cornell Aeronautical Labora-
tory, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.). 12 p. 11 refs.
V/STOL flight evaluation of visual aids in relation to minimum
landing area operations. J. A. Johnston (U.S. Army, Edwards AFB,
Calif.). 6 p.
A71-15402 # Design for the Army operational environment,
Richard I. Adams(U.S. Army, Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort
Eustis, Va.). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970. 11 p. 5 refs.
The Army operational environment has taken a significant toll
on Army aircraft in Southeast Asia. Failures occurring on our aircraft
are causing excessive costs for maintenance, spare parts, and logistics,
and are resulting in low aircraft availability. The reason for excessive
component failures is largely due to inadequate environmental design
and test criteria used during the development phase of our aircraft.
Component failure trends indicate that vibration, sand and dust, and
the maintenance envhonment are the elements of the Army
operational environment which are taking the heaviest toll. There is
an immediate need for the aircraft designer to have available an
accurate, quantified definition of the Army operational environment,
not only for Southeast Asia but worldwide. The U.S. Army Aviation
Materiel Laboratories (USAAVLABS) has an approach to solving this
very serious problem under the Reliability and Maintainability
Program. Use of this approach will provide a better understanding of
the Army operational environment for use during design and testing
of future Army aircraft systems. This approach will also provide a
basis for correction of some deficiencies existing on current-
inventory aircraft. (Author)
A71-15403 # Environmental factors in the design of direct
lift V/STOL transport aircraft. T. K. Szlenkier (Hawker Siddeley
Aviation, Ltd., Hatfield, Herts., England). In: American Helicopter
Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on
VTOL Desiclns. Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970.16 p. 9 refs.
Discussion of environmental factors in the design of direct lift
transport aircraft giving attention to the civil V/STOL and the
military V/STOL. It is pointed out that the designation 'direct lift'
encompasses lift engines of both the jet and fan types and the dual
purpose cruise/lift engines provided with means for thrust vectoring.
Of the two possible forms of direct lift, only fan lift satisfies the civil
VTOL requirement for a very low noise level. However, the existing
jet lift engines provide a suitable alternative for military designs. The
merits of direct lift application to STOL aircraft and differences
from V/STOL designs are briefly discussed. G.R.
A71-15404 // Design considerations for tilt-rotor VTOL air-
craft to minimize the effects of the recirculating downwash
environment. Richard R. Pruyn and Robert B. Taylor (Boeing Co.,
Vertol Div., Philadelphia, Pa.). In: American Helicopter Society,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University
of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL
Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970.8 p. 7 refs. Contract No. AF 33(615)-69-C-1577.
Aerodynamic environmental disturbance effects resulting from
near-hover flight conditions close to the ground have been measured
on a 1/10-scale, full-span model. Propeller/rotor blade bending
moments, flying qualities data, and flow visualization results are
presented. Blade loads caused by ground proximity are shown to be
predictable by a semiempirical approach. The implications of these
data on the design of tilt-rotor aircraft are deduced. (Author)
A71-15405 # Flight test noise measurements of a UH-1B
helicopter. Timothy D. Evans and William E. Nettles (U.S. Army,
Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Va.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOI Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.26 p. 24 refs.
Discussion of some results of a noise measurement test of a
UH-1B helicopter conducted with the objective of studying the noise
characteristics of this helicopter, with special emphasis on gaining
some insight into the various forms in which reduced data can be
represented. Several types of data reduction and analysis were
investigated. Plots of sound pressure level vs frequency (SPL plots)
were obtained using both constant bandwidth and constant
percentage bandwidth analyzers. In addition, real time analysis was
performed on the data Plots of sound pressure vs time were also
obtained as oscillograph records. These plots provided data for a
Fourier analysis and also provided a clear picture of the Doppler shift
phenomenon. The prominence of the Doppler shift in the record
suggests that an analysis of the sound pressure time history data
could provide information on the helicopter's speed and position. A
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beat phenomenon associated with the main motor and tail rotor
sound sources moving in and out of phase could also be clearly
identified on the sound pressure time history plots. A subjective
analysis of the recordings was also performed in an attempt to gain a
better understanding of the frequency and sound pressure analyses.
In addition, several other problems of common character are
discussed and some solutions are suggested. O.H.
A71-15406 * # The effect of various operating parameters on
the noise radiation patterns from a helicopter in forward flight.
Robert J. Pegg (NASA, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.). In:
American Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.13 p.
The in-flight noise radiation pattern and spectra were measured
for a small helicopter over a range of rotor speeds, airspeeds, and
main rotor thrust values, and for a wide range of distances and
azimuth angles. The resulting noise radiation patterns were distorted
in the direction of flight. A 20% rotor speed reduction resulted in
substantial noise level reductions. On the other hand, a 50%
reduction in airspeed and a 17% reduction in main rotor thrust
resulted in very little noise reduction. (Author)
A71-15407 # A study of noise produced by a helicopter
rotor-tip vortex interaction. W. Steve Shepard and J. R. Wolfe
(Mississippi State University, State College, Miss.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970. 10 p. 5 refs. Army-supported
research.
The impulsive noise associated with helicopter flight°is dis-
cussed. Experimental measurements of the impulsive noise are
presented for a Bell H-13 helicopter. By assuming the impulsive noise
is a result of a rotor-tip vortex interaction, a theoretical far field
pressure signal is determined for the interaction. The calculated
signal is compared on a relative basis with the measured signals. Good
agreement is obtained between the analytical and experimental
results. (Author)
A71-15408 # Flight operations to minimize helicopter noise.
Dennis Halwes (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.6 p. 5 refs.
Certain helicopter operating conditions are known to produce
higher noise levels than others. Flight test evaluations of various size
helicopters are being made to determine which flight conditions
cause the higher noise levels. The initial results of these tests have
been used to define flight techniques which permit the pilot to avoid
generating excessive noise while operating in and out of heliports.
With these techniques an operator would be able to use heliports in
many areas without violating city noise codes. Test results show that
when the helicopter operates without blade slap, the altitude
necessary to avoid exceeding noise code limits is one half the altitude
necessary with blade slap. If the helicopter flies at the same altitude,
the use of quieter operating techniques can reduce the ground area
exposed to the same noise level by as much as 75%, and can reduce
the required distance between a heliport and a noise-sensitive area
boundary line by 50%. These reductions in noise exposure result in
greater use of the helicopter's unique capabilities without exposing
noise sensitive areas to high noise levels. (Author)
A71-15412
A71-15409 # External noise and duwnwash measurements
on the Vought XC-142A. R. N. Hancock (LTV Aerospace Corp.,
Dallas, Tex.). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Desiqns, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.5 p.
In August 1967 the Vought XC-142A V/STOL aircraft and the
Sikorsky HH-53B and HH-3C helicopters were utilized in simulated
jungle rescue mission tests at Eglin AFB, Florida. During the tests,
noise and downwash measurements were made underneath and to
one side of the vehicles for a number of hover heights up to an
altitude of 200 feet above ground level. Data gathered for both
wooded and clear test sites are summarized in this paper. A few of
the problems encountered with microphone wind noise and other
instrumentation difficulties are briefly discussed. Downwash mea-
surements indicated that surface velocities well outside the rotor
cylinder (90 feet from center) were essentially independent of disk
loading. Beneath the aircraft, both turbulence and velocities were
slightly higher for the XC-142A which had a disk loading approxi-
mately six times that of the helicopters. Average octave band noise
levels beneath the vehicles approached 100 db in the audio frequency
range. Noise directivity of the main and tail rotors is of prime
importance in establishing this upper value near the vehicle. For the
helicopters, the maximum occurred close in and beneath the vehicles.
For the hover heights investigated, the maximum for the XC-142A
occurred about 200 feet out from the center of the vehicle. Levels
from all three vehicles were sufficient to interfere with communica-
tion and would prove damaging to hearing after a short time unless
personnel protection was employed. (Author)
A71-15410 # Effects of modifying a rotor tip vortex by
injection on downwash velocities, noise, and airloads. Stephen A.
Rinehart (Rochester Applied Science Associates, IhC., Rochester,
N.Y.). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970. 11 p. 6 refs.
Contract No. N 00014-69-C-0169.
Numerous research efforts have been conducted by different
investigators to alter the characteristics of the tip vortex generated
by a helicopter blade in order to alleviate the blade-vortex
interaction problem as well as the noise problem associated with
impulsive loading. Various approaches have been taken in these
investigations including modifications of the loading distribution by
taper and twist and altering the blade tip by utilizing porous sections.
All of these approaches have not been universally successful for all
flight conditions. The present analytical investigation shows that it
should be possible to significantly alter the characteristics of the
trailing tip vortex for almost all flight conditions in a beneficial
manner by injecting an airstream directly into the forming tip vortex.
Analytical expressions were developed for the initial and final states
of the vortex in order to evaluate the effects of mass flow injection
on the vortex strength, swirl velocity distribution, vortex core
pressure, vortex core size and the induced drag on the blade.
(AuthorJ
A71-15412 # Design of the helicopter for the lightning
environment. Herbert M. Bartman and Matthew H. Chopin (USAF,
Avionics Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlinaton, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970. 18 p. 16 refs.
Experimental study of lightning protection of the helicopter. A
series of simulated lightning strike tests were carried out to evaluate
lightning effects to helicopter components, rotor blades and hub
assemblies, with the objective of determining the vulnerability of
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actual full-scale hardware as used on military helicopters. A
discussion of natural lightning is presented including characteristic
current and voltage levels and probable attachment points to the
aircraft. Typical examples of damage as experienced in the tests are
then illustrated. Possible lightning protection problems are reviewed.
In considering helicopter design, a discussion is presented on recent
military specification revisions to deal with the lightning hazard.
General features of new-generation helicopters are outlined. O.H.
A71-15413 # An investigation of the trailing vortex system
generated by a jet-flapped wing operating at high wing lift coef-
ficients. William J. Schumacher (U.S. Army, Military Academy, West
Point, N.Y.). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.4 p. 8 refs. Contract
No. AF 33(625)-69-C-1165.
The purpose of this investigation was to measure the geometry
of the trailing vortex generated behind a jet-flapped wing. Such
vortices can pose a serious hazard to aircraft that penetrate them.
Previous investigations performed on conventional wings indicate
that these vortices persist for some time and have maximum
tangential velocities which increase linearly with the lift coefficient.
As future aircraft may employ high lift devices such as jet-flapped
wings, the vortices generated could be even stronger. Two semispan
models of a jet-flapped wing were tested in a subsonic wing tunnel.
(Author)
A71-15414 # An analytical method to predict ideal H-V
boundary and C.D.P. of rotorcraft with special attention to the
application of optimalizing techniques. Masaki Komoda (National
Aerospace Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan). In: American Helicopter
Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on
VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970. 10 p. 8 refs.
An analytical method utilizing the optimalizing techniques to
estimate the ideal height-velocity (H-V) diagram and the critical
decision point (CDP) height is proposed. It is pointed out that the
control inputs of pilot to the system equations describing rotorcraft
dynamics are obtained as the solution of adequately stated optimaliz-
ing problem in which final rotor rpm is maximized, or equivalently,
height loss is minimized or maximized. Also shown is that the degree
of optimality of controls can be evaluated by means of influence
functions associated with the optimal trajectories thus obtained. In
order to show the applicability of this approach, sample calculations
are presented for high hover point and knee point of H-V boundary,
and for height loss along a partial power climb-out and rejected
takeoff from CDP, while state equations which are linearized with
respect to acceleration factors are used for simplicity. A comparison
with FAA flight test data as to the high hover point is included.
(Author)
A71-15415 # Transmission reliabiliw through oil moni-
toring. D. W. Botstiber (Technical Development Co., Glenolden, Pa.).
In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on
Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November
16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.7 p.
Discussion of techniques for detection of impending failure at a
stage early enough for providing the possibility of reducing the load
or speed to a point where operation may be continued until repairs
can be performed. Failures of dynamic parts are generally preceded
by localized damage to stressed surfaces, resulting in separation of
particles from the stressed material. It is shown how these particles
may be isolated and utilized to predict component failure while an
adequate number of safe operating hours is still available. M.V.E.
A71-15416 # Helicopter structural design for impact
survival. Joseph L. Haley, Jr. (U.S. Army, Board for Aviation
Accident Research, Fort Rucker, Aia.). In: American Helicopter
Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on
VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970. 13 p. 13 refs.
Study of helicopter fusetage crashworthiness in specific crash
conditions. To examine the question of how much crashworthy
performance is required, a detailed statistical review of existing
helicopter crash performance is given, discussed, and analyzed. Based
on this analysis, several I_roposals for improved helicopter fuselage
design are presented. They include fuselage profile and cross section,
location of heavy masses of the helicopter such as transmissions,
engines, and landing gear, and the breakaway of these heavy masses
from the fuselage. Finally, minimum helicopter design crash con-
ditions are suggested. O.H.
A71-15417 # The 'Fenestron' anti-torque ducted fan-design
for safety. Paul Domanovsky (Vought Helicopter, Inc., Dallas, Tex.).
In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on
Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November
16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.4 p.
The conventional helicopter antitorque tail rotor has long been a
potential safety hazard both on the ground and in flight. A new
approach for obtaining antitorque control has been developed in a
light helicopter which provides safety and reliability features never
before achieved in helicopter design. This new antitorque device is a
ducted fan named the 'Fenestron' by the developer, Soci_t_
Nationale Industrielle Aerospatiale of Marignane, France. The devel-
opment of the Fenestron, which is now in production, is discussed.
Particular attention is given to environmental features of the design
including safety, reliability, maintainability, vulnerability and noise
features. (Author)
A71-15418 # SAVER - A deployable rescue autogyro. Justin
J. Barzda (Kaman Aerospace Corp., Bloomfield, Conn.). In:
American Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.6 p.
To improve chances for safe rescue of crewmen after ejection
from a disabled aircraft in combat environs, the U.S. Navy and U.S.
Air Force have embarked on a program to develop an Advanced
Escape/Rescue Capability (AERCAB) which will provide an indepen-
dent controlled flight capability for 30 minutes after ejection.
Several candidate concepts are being evaluated under funded
programs to experimentally demonstrate feasibility. One of these
concepts is the Kaman SAVER Aercab, a compact stowable
deployable autogyro vehicle. The Naval Air Development Center,
Johnsville, is evaluating SAVER under NADC Contract No.
N62269-69-C-0552. The paper describes SAVER's preliminary design
and features, presents performance data, and discusses the concept's
capabilities, demonstrated feasibility, and future design options.
(Author)
A71-15419 # A review of turbine engine vibration criteria
for VTOL aircraft. R. W. Balke (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth,
Tex.). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
94
York,AmericanHelicopterSociety,Inc.,1970.11p.7refs.Comparisonofcurrentmethods of stating vibration criteria and
measuring vibrational phenomena, and proposal of some ways for
arriving at more universal and realistic criteria and more standardized
methods of measurement. Guides are offered for the design of engine
dynamic characteristics for engines destined for VTOL applications.
It is shown that research is needed (1) to determine the vibratory
levels typical of VTOL missions, and (2) to establish improved and
standard design and test practices which will make engines rugged
enough to survive longer in VTOL environments. M.V.E.
A71-15420 # Pilot and passenger vibration environment
sensitivity. R. Gabal, B. O. Henderson, and D. A. Reed (Boeing Co.,
Vertol Div., Philadelphia, Pa.). In: American Helicopter Society,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University
of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL
Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970.6 p. 9 refs.
Discussion of the problem of defining realistic criteria for
vibration levels compatible with acceptable helicopter cockpit
comfort. Available literature on human vibration tests is briefly
reviewed, but in nearly all cases little or no correlation can be
achieved when applied to the low frequency operating domain of the
helicopter. The parameters involved in pilot assessment of cockpit
comfort clearly indicate the complexity of the problem. Yet, some
work done is shown to lead to suggestions about areas of research
required. M.V.E.
A71-15421 * # Measurements and analysis of vibration ride
environments. John J. Catherines and Sherman A. Clevenson (NASA,
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.). In: American Helicopter
Society, American InStitute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on
VTO L Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970.6 p.
Flight vibrations of a STOL aircraft, a CTOL aircraft, and a
helicopter have been measured in conjunction with Langley Research
Center's ongoing Human Comfort Vibration Program in which the
vibration environments of various transportation systems are being
studied in relation to human comfort. Instrumentation techniques
required to measure vibrations and specialized data reduction
procedures have been developed. Acceleration measurements are
presented in the form of power spectral density plots, distribution of
acceleration magnitudes, and standard deviation values for various
phases of flight. Results show that the vibrations of STOL and CTOL
aircraft are characterized by low frequency responses, whereas the
helicopter experiences higher frequency vibrations due to blade
passage. The magnitude of the vibrations for the aircraft was greater
in the vertical direction (normal to the flight path) than in the lateral
direction. (Author)
A71-15426
accessories are the most objectionable, and that they are present in
the cabin of the helicopter at much higher levels than in the cabins of
fixed-wing aircraft. The paper discusses design practices that
minimize the noise of each source - particularly those practices
concerned with the meshing of types of gearing and geartooth
profiles, the reaction of drive system torsional response, the
avoidance of system resonances, the isolation ot mechanical wbra-
tions, and the design and location of accessory equipment. The paper
shows ways of incorporating soundproofing into the basic structure,
and discusses its effectiveness. It also presents the results of an
interior design study in which tailored soundproofing treatments are
used to meet desired comfort criteria. (Author)
A71-15424 # IFR design requirements for STOL navigation
equipment. Robert A. Rogers (American Airlines, Inc., Tulsa, Okla.).
In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on
Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November
16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.6 p.
American Airlines conducted a 75-hour flight test evaluation of
the McDonnell Douglas Model 188 (Breguet 941S) STOL aircraft in
the spring of 1969. Simulated airline operations were conducted in
the St. Louis, Chicago, and New York metropolitan areas. The basic
test objective was to investigate the suitability of this type aircraft as
a means of providing large scale STOL passenger service between
major city centers. The Model 188 is a 'propulsive lift" STOL aircraft.
It is powered by four, interconnected turboprop engines, and is
controlled through an integrated flight control system which permits
7-1/2 deg glide slope approaches, 65 knot IAS approach speeds and
high maneuverability at low airspeeds. It has a 58-passenger capacity.
A great deal of information was obtained on the aircraft, airborne
equipment and operational procedures. A major portion of the
evaluation included extensive onboard navigation equipment testing
and data recording to identify the quantitative and qualitative
requirements for a suitable STOL navigation system. Three different
area/vertical navigation systems (3D RNAV) and one microwave ILS
landing system were selected for evaluation. Each system utilized
different combinations of signal inputs, different operating
Principles, and different display methods. (Author)
A71-15425 # Development of the Bendix/air equipment
RDR-1DM radar as an approach aid for helicopters. R. J. van der
Harten (KLM Noordzee Helikopters N.V., Schiphol Airport,
Netherlands). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.6 p.
Review of the development of the RDR-1DM radar as an
appropch aid for helicopters. The reasons for, and choice of, the
radar system are explained, and the radar-approach operational
convenience and experience are discussed, along with some further
improvement possibilities envisioned. M.V.E.
A71-15423 # Design considerations for acceptable cabin
noise levels in light helicopters. C. R. Cox (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort
Worth, Tex.). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.8 p. 6 refs.
This paper compares noise levels inside light helicopters with
those found in two categories of fixed-wing aircraft. It then discusses
design features that influence the light helicopter noise levels, and
describes some methods of controlling that noise to improve the
interior acoustical environment. It shows that high frequency noises
emanating from the main transmission, the engine gearbox, and the
A71-15426 # IFR airworthiness standards for VTOL air-
craft. Dennis A. Tuck (FAA, Washington, D.C.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.2 p.
Interim standards for helicopter instrument certification ware
developed a little more than ten years ago. These standards have seen
limited use during the ensuing decade, primarily due to a lack of
growth in the use of helicopters in the civil systems. IFR certification
standards are published in the l"entative Standards for Verticraft/
Powered Lift Transport Category Aircraft' and are being processed
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for proposed rulemaking applicable to FAR 27 and FAR 29. Since
there do not exist complete quantitative standards which define
minimum acceptable combinations of flying qualities, there will
continue to be a major reliance on pilot opinion for certification in
this area. It is the opinion of the author that, for a large-scale
metropolitan air transit system to be successful, higher levels of
safety are essential. (Author)
A71-15427 # Suggested VTOL handling qualities criteria for
civil IFR qualifications. Robert J. Reschak (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort
Worth, Tex.). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 19"I0. 6 p. 14 refs.
Review of the development of civil handling qualities criteria for
VTOL aircraft from the original fixed wing criteria to the present
interim standards for IFR qualification. The more important points
of these interim standards are presented, and industry opinions on
specific requirements are summarized. After reviewing the concepts
underlying these standards, the requirements are discussed which
IFR handling qualities criteria should consider. From these analyses,
it is concluded that the suitability of a handling qualities character-
istic depends upon pilot abilities. Therefore, to account for these
pilot factors, any meaningful handling qualities qualification
criterion must include the pilot in the loop. A pilot opinion rating
system, based on well defined piloting tasks and levels of precision, is
suggested as a feasible method of specifying IFR qualification
requirements with the pilot in the loop. M.V.E.
A71-15428 # V/STOL flight director systems. Charles M.
Scott, J=. (Speny Rand Corp., Sperry Flight Systems Div., Phoenix,
Ariz.). In: Amedcan Helicoptel Society, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.5 p.
In keeping with growing requirements for full instrument flight
capability in V/STOL vehicles, development effort has been initiated
by Sperry Flight Systems Division to improve the pilot control-
display interface. Work has been performed in both the command
display area and in testing of various operational flight director
modes. This paper describes a three-axis flight director system which
provides commands for precise control of helicopter, deflected
slipstream STOL, or VTOL attitude and power under instrument
conditions to very low ceiling and visibility landings. (Author)
A71-15429 i/ Integrated flight path control and surveillance
for VTOL operations. H. P. Ruffell Smith and T. K. Vickers. In:
American Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, inc., 1970.14 p.
This paper postulates a number of system concepts for the
navigation and traffic control of the types of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft which may be available beginning around 1980.
The constraints imposed by noise, G forces and turbulent wakes on
terminal area flight paths, approach profiles and V-port capacity are
described. Several concepts are summarized to meet the requirements
of en route navigation, approach guidance, air traffic control and
approach monitoring of commmcial VTOL operations. (Author)
A71-15430 # Environmental effects on Army helicopter
flight controls. Thomas L. House and Donald R. Artis (U.S. Army,
Aviation Materiel Laboratories, Fort Eustis, Va.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.7 p. 8 refs.
This paper discusses the effects of the environment on U.S.
Army helicopter flight controls and USAAVLABS' efforts to
minimize those effects. The effects of sand and dust on equipment
service life are discussed, and certain statistics _are presented which
highlight this problem and show its dominance as the single most
damaging element of the environment on equipment. Possible
revisions to design and qualification specifications are discussed. It is
the authors' contention that no technological barriers exist to solving
the problems discussed in this paper. (Author)
A71-15431 # A study of the Army standard hot day.
Wi!liam G. Bousman (U.S. Army, Directorate of Flight Standards and
Qualification, St. Louis, Mo.). In: American Helicopter Society,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University
of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL
Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970.9 p. 14 refs.
Study of the Army hot day standard design hover criterion
through development of analytical models representing hovering
aircraft, cost, climatology, and various features of the operational
environment. It was concluded that, although the probability of
hover provided insight into various factors affecting design and
operation of aircraft, it did not exhibit any inherent feature that
would allow the selection of a design hover criterion. The inclusion
of cost in the evaluation revealed that an aircraft exhibits a
maximum in effectiveness/cost with increasing design altitude (at
constant temperature). It was concluded that, if a rotorcraft is to
have any tolerance for performance degradation, then a design point
of 6500 feet, 95 F represents the low end of the range of design
hover conditions. It was also concluded that, if a rotorcraft's
probability of hover is to truly be a measure of its effectiveness, then
the rotorcraft must exhibit maneuverability at its design point.
M.V.E.
A71-15432 # Icing induced structural problems. J. R.
Stallabrass and R. D. Price (National Research Council, Ottawa,
Canada). In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.6 p.
Of major concern when helicopters are operated in icing
conditions is the structural damage that may result as a secondary
effect of the icing of the rotor blades and other components. This
paper reviews these problem areas and urges greater attention to
them at an early stage of a helicopter's design. (Author)
A71-15433 # Requirements and developmental techniques
for engine air particle separators in VTOL aircraft. Richard S.
Darling, George J. Hogg, and Ernst H. Staudt (Boeing Co., Vertol
Div., Philadelphia, Pa.). In: American Helicopter Society, American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University of Texas,
Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs,
Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.
16 p. 25 refs.
Discussion of three basic developmental techniques for engine
air particle separators in VTOL aircraft. These are theoretical design
and analysis, bench testing, and flight testing. The applicability and
limitations of each technique are described, and the results are
evaluated. Emphasis is placed on the importance of all three
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techniques in a balanced and coordinated development program.
Future requirements are based on four major factors: aircraft mission
(the amount of time spent in a contaminated environment); airframe
design (location of engine inlet(s) with respect to rotors, podded or
in the fuselage); engine design (tolerance to contaminants); and
environment (sand or dust concentration, size, shape, and chemical
composition). F .R .L.
A71-15434 # General guidelines for the design of helicopter
engine protection devices. Alan H. Suydam (U.S. Navy, Naval Air
Test Center, Patuxent River, Md.). In: American Helicopter Society,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University
of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on V-EOL
Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970.2 p.
Discussion of the design of helicopter engine devices intended to
facilitate engine maintenance and promote compatibility of the
engine with the rest of the helicopter in addition to engine
protection against failure. Three current helicopter engine protection
devices are analyzed to demonstrate the deficiencies within the
systems themselves and the environmental limitations of each
system. M.V.E.
A71-15435 # Engine erosion prevention - A comparison of
four separators, Theodore E. Elsasser (U.S. Naval Air Propulsion Test
Center, Philadelphia, Pa.). In: American Helicopter Society,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University
of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL
Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
i970.9 p.
The Naval Air Propulsion Test Center (NAPTC) has conducted a
series of thorough evaluations of several models of static, inertial-
type inlet particle separators as part of an overall program to help
advance the state-of-the-art of engine foreign object damage preven-
tion. During these evaluations, separators were tested to determine
particle separation efficiency, foreign object damage protection,
resistance to clogging and inlet pressure loss and distortion. A brief
description of the test units and the highlights of the results of this
program are presented. (Author)
A71-15436 # Effect of sand and dust erosion on Army small
v'rOL gas turbine engines. Carl E. Vaughn (U.S. Army, Depot
Engineering Support Div., Corpus Christi, Tex.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, "rex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970. 7 p. 5 refs.
Over the past decade the Army has lost millions of dollars as a
result of FOD (Foreign Object Damage) and sand and dust erosion.
This paper will cover only sand and erosion even though in most
cases damage is a result of a combination of both. At the present
time the Army has more than 12,000 T53 and T55 Lycoming Gas
Turbine Engines in its inventory with an average value of about
$76,000.00 an engine. Annually 50% or more of the turbine engines
returned to ARADMAC for overhaul or repair have experienced
excessive erosion in the inlet section (cold section) of the engine.
Severe erosion is experienced on the compressor spool assembly
(axial and centrifugal section), compressor housing assembly and the
leading edge of the first row of vanes of the air diffuser. Even though
sand and dust erosion affect the entire airflow channel of the engine
this paper will deal only with the inlet section and some of the
approaches that have been taken to combat this problem. (Author)
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A71-15437 # Some snow and ice properties affecting VTOL
operation. L. D. Minsk (U.S. Army, Cold Regions Research and
Engineering Laboratory, Hanover, N.H.). In: American Helicopter
Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and
University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on
VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970.6 p. 16 refs.
A number of properties of snow and ice directly influence
operational characteristics of aircraft, and in particular VTOLs. The
fact that icing conditions are most frequently encountered between
3,000 to 24,000 ft altitude means that the exposure of VTOL to
incipient icing conditions will be high, seasonally and geographi_ally.
The most serious consequence of icing is the aerodynamic degrada-
tinn of airfoils, prope lets, and rotors. This paper will discuss the
mechanism of ice adhesion, laboratory tests of the strength of
adhesion of ice to various mater als, and methods for reducing the
adhesion. However, some other aspects of snow and ice are
Considered, such as the absorption of radiation by snow and ice, and
the electrical properties of ice. (Author)
A71-15438 # AH-56A compound helicopter icing spray-rig
tests. A. M. Petach, J. B. Werner,.and F. R. Mastroly (Lockheed-
California Co., Burbank, Calif.). In: American Helicopter Society,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University
of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL
Desiclns, Arlinqton, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society. Inc.,
1970.6 p.
The Lockheed/Army AH-56A 'Cheyenne' rigid-rotor compound
helicopter was flown in the Canadian National Research Council
(NRC) Helicopter Icing Rig at Ottawa to evaluate the adequacy of
the vehicle's ice protection systems and to determine any vehicle
operation limitations under icing conditions. All vehicle ice protec-
tion systems functioned satisfactorily, with no vehicle operation
limitations noted, All heated areas (engine inlet and bellmouth,
windshield and engine torque shaft and free-turbine-speed signal strut
covers) remained essentially ice free even after 30-minute exposure
to FAR continuous maximum icing conditions. It was demonstrated
that ice buildups on the unheated main rotor blades are kept at a
minimum by periodic small rapid cyclic inputs. Ice-phobic tape was
found to be at best ineffective in inducing rotor blade self-shedding.
No vehicle damage was sustained as the result of this periodic
shedding. This paper summarizes the Cheyenne ice protection design
philosophy, briefly discusses the extent of such protection and
describes the performance of the vehicle in the NRC icing rig.
(Author)
A71-15439 # Environmental development of the U.S. Army
OH-58A light observation helicopter. Myron M, Kawa (Bell
Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.). In: American Helicopter Society,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University
of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL
Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18. 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970. 16p.
This paper will describe the steps taken during the development
cycle of the OH-58A to generate a helicopter that would easily
endure the severe environmental conditions that are a prime
requirement of U.S. Army helicopters operating in close support of
ground troops. Major areas to be covered include the development of
a particle separator to protect the engine against dust, sand, ice, and
debris, erosion, corrosion protection for the rotors and improve-
ments in seals for protection of bearings against sand and water
injestion. The intensive environmental testing, beth laboratory and
flight that was accomplished to refine the aircraft systems will be
covered in detail. As a result of this comprehensive testing the U.S.
Army OH-58A helicopter enjoys the highest reliability and lowest
maintainability requirement of any helicopter in the Army inven-
tory. (Author)
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A71-15440 # A report on the heliport environment. Arthur
L. Fornoff (Bell Helicopter Co., Fort Worth, Tex.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.4 p.
Discussion of the state of helicopters, heliports, and helisto_,s. It
is shown that, although the number of heliports in the U.S., Canada,
and Puerto Rico rose to 1892 in 1968, the great majority of these
facilities are for private or government use, and are not available to
the public. It is considered that there is a need for additional
heliports to ensure that every city will be ready for helicopter
door-to<loor travel. F.R.L.
A71-15441 # Federal design criteria for VTOL ports and
STOL ports. George L. Buley (FAA, Washington, D.C.). In:
American Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970.4 p.
Concise outline of the Federal Government's role in the
planning, design, and construction of VTOL and STOL ports. Seven
major topics are treated: (1) responsibility for airport development,
(2) Airport Development Aid Program (ADAP), (3) the National
Airport Systems Plan (NASP), (4) the development of Federal design
criteria, (5) VTOL port criteria, (6) STOL port criteria, and (7)
environmental considerations. F.R.L.
A71-15442 # Public-use heliports, STOLports, V-ports - A
cure for congestion. Jean Ross Howard (Aerospace Industries
Association of America, Inc., Washington, D.C.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American Hell-
copter Society, Inc., 1970.4 p.
Discussion of the need for a major government-industry program
to use the available space above clogged street and highway ground
traffic, and below the increasingly congested upper air traffic. The
suggested program would provide public-use ground level and
rooftop landing facilities close to city and suburban traffic-generating
areas. Attention is given to the CAB Northeast Corridor Investiga-
tion, and to the 1970 Airport and Airways Development Act. F.R.L
A71-15443" # Effect of the city center environment on
VTOL terminal operations. Walter M. Hollister (MIT, Cambridge,
Mass.), Dorian A De Maio, Thorgeir Palsson, and Joseph P.
Tvmczyszyn. In: American Helicopter Society, American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University. of Texas, Joint
Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington,
Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings. New
York, American Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970. 11 p. 11 refs.
Contract No. NAS 12-2081.
This paper is a summary report of several studies aimed at the
determination of optimum flight paths for V/STOL aircraft operat-
ing in a short-haul flight transportation system near city centers. The
approach to the problem has been to minimize costs associated with
fuel and time, subject to constraints established by considerations of
safety, traffic and noise. An optimization was first carried out
subject to general constraints on approach angle, velocity and rate of
descent. For even the most costly type of VTOL aircraft there is a
relatively small increase in fuel cost for steep approaches and
departures as opposed to conventional glide slopes and climb angles
when realistic constraints on safety are applied to both. Specific
constraints were determined by an in-depth study of pruposed
terminal sites near metropolitan Boston. Practical constraints due to
noise and traffic required high angle departures (20 deg) and
curvilinear approaches with steep (15 deg) glide slopes. Efficient
utilization of the terminal airspace and VTOL landing pads will
dictate a requirement for 4-dimensional area navigation. (Author)
A71-15444 # Experiments on pilot visibility from a V/STOL
in overwater hover. George Kurylowich and Alfred Ritter (Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.). In: American
Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
nautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18,
1970, Proceedings. New York, American
Helicopter Society, Inc., 1970. 12 p. 11 refs. Contracts No. N
00014-66-C-0320; No. N 00014-68-C-0241.
A test program which investigated in small scale the phenome-
non of spray generation and the resulting impairment to pilot vision
when an inline VTOL configuration, such as the LTV XC-142A, is in
low-altitude overwater hover is described. Also given are the
improvements to pilot vision when deflectors are used to divert the
spray from principal regions of interest to a pilot. A device in close
proximity to the fuselage is, at best, only locally effective. The major
conclusion is that a deflector positioned at the water surface cavity
produced by the slipstreams of the propellers can be very effective in
reducing spray. The use of such a deflector, however, may present
potential problems affecting hover performance and spray ingestion
through the propeller plane. (Author)
A71-15445 # V/STOL flight evaluation of visual aids in
relation to minimum landing area operations. John A. Johnston (U.S.
Army, Edwards AFB, Calif.). In: American Helicopter Society,
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and University
of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environmental Effects on VTOL
Designs, Arlington, Tex., November 16-18, 1970, Proceedings.
New York, American Helicopter Society, Inc.,
1970.6 p.
Description of a flight evaluation of visual landing aids
positioned around small landing areas. Test objectives were to
evaluate aircraft landings using only visual aids, and to assess the
impact of landing area shape and size on the landing task. The
evaluation was carried out in three phases. In the first phase, the
aircraft departed vertically from a large concrete area and horizontal-
ly transitioned to a pattern of visual aids. In the second phase, the
aircraft took off, translated to a pattern positioned on a large
concrete area, and landed vertically, using visual aids for orientation.
In the third phase, the aircraft completed a landing on a small pad.
F.R.L.
A71-15447 # Seventy survivability. Eugene B. Conrad (U.S.
Army, Board for Aviation Accident Research, Fort Rucker, Ala.).
American Helicopter Society, American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, and University of Texas, Joint Symposium on Environ-
mental Effects on VTOL Design, Arlington, Tex., Nov. 16-18, 1970,
Paper. 8 p.
As a result of the Vietnam conflict and its attendant rapid
expansion of Army Aviation, we have learned many valuable lessons.
A review of Army helicopter experience in Vietnam reveals that
improved equipment design would not only increase combat sur-
vivability, but would go a long way in reducing operational accidents,
thereby having a two-fold impact on conserving aviation assets. In
this paper, I have discussed certain requirements for improved
aircraft design and outlined some rotary wing aircraft weaknesses
which must be corrected if the survivability of the helicopter is to be
improved. (Author)
A71-15449 # Assembly of aircraft gas turbine engines
(Sborka aviatsionnykh gazoturbinnykh dvigatelei). V. I. Sokolov, L.
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K. Nikolenko, D. E. Smirnov, and T. A. Dushina. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo Mashinostroenie, 1969.345 p. 10 refs. In Russian.
Procedures and recommendations are given for the assembly of
gas turbine engine elements, including rules for the organization of
assembly operations. Methods of ensuring-specified accuracy are
discussed, and attention is given to automatic assembly systems,
alignment instruments, and conveyer transports. Different types of
joints are characterized in terms of their particular problems and
assembly solutions. Geared transmissions, sliding and rolling bearings,
flanged connections, tensed joints, and various types of couplings are
analyzed for factors affecting their quality and reliability. The theory
of rotor balancing is treated extensively, and descriptions are given of
the design and application of balancing machines. Theoretical
fundamentals of organizing assembly operations are delineated and
illustrated by examples of function sequences for representative
components. Reproducibility of operations is treated in terms of
automation and mechanization problems. Environmental aspects of
work safety, fire control, work area allocation, and power distribu-
tion are also considered. T.M.
A71-15474 The influence of _ pressure gradients on
film coding effectiveness. B. R. Pal and J. H. Whitelaw (Imperial
College of Science and Technology, London, England). In: Heat
transfer 1970; Assembly for International Heat Transfer Con-
ferences, International Heat Transfer Corlference, 4th, Versailles,
France, August 31-September 5, 1970, Preprints. Volume 2 - Forced
convection (Sessions FC 1-FC 5). Edited by
Ulrich Grigull and Erich Hahne. Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co.,
1970, p. FC 1.11.1-FC 1.11,10. 13 refs.
Investigation of the influence of strong, favorable, and adverse
pressure gradients on the impervious-wall film cooling effectiveness
for nondimensional distances from 0 to 212, ratios of slot to
mainstream velocity from 0.55 to 2_1, and ratios of slot to
mainstream density from 0.069 to 4.17. The results demonstrate the
influence of slot Reynolds number in constant density flow and the
influence of pressure gradients in constant- and nonconstant<lensity
flows. T.M.
A71-15483 Some heat transfer features in the air flows of
intensified turbulence. E. P. Dyban and E. la. Epik (Institute of
Engineering Thermophysics, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR). In: Heat transfer
1970; Assembly for International Heat Transfer Conferences, Inter-
national Heat Transfer Conference, 4th, Versailles, France, August
31-September 5, 1970, Preprints. Volume 2 - Forced convection
(Sessions FC 1-FC 5). . Edited by Ulrich Grigull
and Erich Hahne. Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970, p. FC
5.7.1-FC 5.7.10.16 refs.
The authors present experimental data on effect of flow
turbulence level on heat transfer and boundary layer development at
flowing around flat plate, aerodynamical profile and cylinder. The
method of account for external flow turbulence effect on heat
transfer is proposed. (Author)
two positions of a half-cone are considered: the top flat surface, and
the bottom flat surface. The method of temperature-sensitive
coatings is used for this purpose; temperature sensitive paints are
used which change their colors at a specific temperature which does
not depend on the pressure. This method makes it possible to
determine local characteristics of heat transfer. Along with quantita-
tive results, the general pattern of the flowfield and heat transfer is
thus obtained. O.H.
A71-15487 Laminar heat transfer calculation on conical
bodies in supersonic flow. Kalle Kaups and Gerlina L. Keltner
(Douglas Aircraft Co., Long Beach, Calif.). In: Heat transfer 1970:
Assembly for International Heat Transfer Conferences, International
Heat Transfer Conference, 4th, Versailles, France, August 31-
September 5, 1970, Preprints. Volume 3 - Forced convection
(Sessions f:C 6-FC 9); Radiation (Sessions R 1, R 2).
Edited by Ulrich Grigull and Erich Hahne. Amsterdam,
Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970, p. FC 6.3.1-FC 6.3.11.14 refs.
The laminar boundary-layer development on conical bodies of
arbitrary cross section is calculated with a method of solution based
on quasi-linearization and an implicit finite-difference method.
Boundary conditions include arbitrary circumferential distribution of
wall temperature, heat transfer, and blowing or suction. Fluid-
property options are perfect gas or real gas in equilibrium. Sample
calculations that make use of exact inviscid solutions, ere given for
circular cones. The main results are circumferential shear stress and
heat-transfer distributions showing the effects of wall temperature,
blowing and suction, angle of attack and cone half-angle. (Author)
A71-15488 Diffusive effeclz on recovery temperature in
supersonic flow of rarefied gas mixture. S. S. Kutateladze, A. A.
Bochkarev, V. G. Prikhodko, and A. K. Rebrov (Akademiia Nauk
SSSR, Institut Teplofiziki, Novosibirsk, USSR). In: Heat transfer
1970; Assembly for International Heat Transfer Conferences, Inter-
national Heat Transfer Conference, 4th, Versailles, France, August
31-September 5, 1970, Preprints. Volume 3 - Forced convection
(sessions FC 6-FC 9); Radiation (sessions R 1, R 2).
Edited by Ulrich Grigull and Erich Hahne. Amsterdam,
Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970, p. FC 6.4.1-FC 6.4.8.
Study of the structure of a rarefied hypersonic flow of a binary
gas mixture near a blunt body, as well as the dependence of the
temperature recovery factor on the parameters of the jet and on the
position of the body in the jet axis. The electron beam technique was
used to measure the argon concentration in a supersonic jet and in
the vicinity of a body streamlined by a free jet of an argon-helium
gas mixture. Experiments were carried out to measure the recovery
temperature in the stagnation point of a streamlined body in
nitrogen-hydrogen gas mixtures. Dependences were obtained of the
recovery temperature upon the position of the body in the jet axis,
upon Re calculated from parameters behind the detached shock
wave, and upon the original gas mixture concentration. O.H.
A71-15486 Experimental study of heat transfer on lifting
body surface in supersonic stream. V. la. Borovoi, R. Z. Davlet-
Kildeev, and M. V. Ryzhkova. In: Heat transfer 1970; Assembly for
International Heat Transfer Conferences, International Heat Transfer
Conference, 4th, Versailles, France, August 31-september 5, 1970,
Preprints. Volume 3 - Forced convection (Sessions FC 6-FC 9);
Radiation (Sessions R 1, R 2). Edited by Ulrich
Grigull and Erich Hahne. Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970,
p. FC 6.2.1-FC 6.2.10.
Study of the effect of Reynolds number, incidence, and body
shape of lifting bodies at Mach 5 and 6 on the maximum heat
transfer coefficient on the leeward surface. Pointed and blunted
cones are studied, not only because of their simple geometry but also
because the shape of some hypersonic vehicles described in the
literature approaches a half-cone. In investigating the heat transfer,
A71-15489 Heat transfer in the started supersonic axisym-
metric parallel diffuser. T. Mukerjee and B. W. Martin (Imperial
College of Science and Technology, London, England). In: Heat
transfer 1970; Assembly for International Heat Transfer Confer-
ences, International Heat Transfer Conference, 4th, Versailles,
France, August 31-september 5, 1970, Preprints. Volume 3 - Forced
convection (sessions FC _FC 9); Radiation (sessions R 1, R 2).
Edited by Ulrich Grigull and Erich Hahne.
Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970, p. FC 6.5.1-FC 6.5.12. 33
refs. Research supported by the Ministry of Technology.
A theoretical and experimental investigation is reported of heat
transfer in the started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser. The
measurements indicate broad correspondence between wall static
pressure and heat-transfer distributions along the duct, particularly in
the separated and reattachment regions near the diffuser entry.
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Downstream of reattachment the flow develops as in the entry region
of a circular-section tube in reverse. Predicted distributions of wall
heat-transfer coefficient based on a pseudo-shock model accord well
with measurements. (Author)
A71-15490 Heat transfer to the stagnation point of the
blunt body in hypersonic flow. L. M. Biberman, S. la. Bronin, and A.
N. Lagar'kov (Akademiia Nauk SSSR, Nauchno-lssledovatel'skii
Institut Vysokikh Temperatur, Moscow, USSR). In: Heat transfer
1970; Assembly for International Heat Transfer Conferences, Inter-
national Heat Transfer Conference, 4th, Versailles, France, August
31-September 5, 1970, Preprints. Volume 3 - Forced convection
(Sessions FC 6-FC 9); Radiation (Sessions R 1, R 2).
Edited by Ulrich Grigull and Erich Hahne. Amsterdam,
Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970, p. FC 6.6.1-FC 6.6.12. 17 refs.
Study of heat transfer to the stagnation point in a blunt body
entering the earth's atmosphere in the velocity range 12-20 km/sec.
The equations of gasdynamics which describe the flowfield in the
vicinity of the critical streamline include the effects of viscosity, heat
conductivity, and relative energy transfer. The real spectrum of
heated air is considered. Values of conductive and radiative heat
fluxes toward the body are obtained in a wide range of flow
parameters. The radiative effects result in a set of new features of
heat transfer in the stagnation point. O.H.
A71-15493 Heat transfer to a transverse circular cylinder
at low Reynolds numbers including rarefaction effects. K. M. Krall
(LTV Research Center, Dallas, Tex.) and E. R. G. Eckert (Minnesota,
University, Minneapolis, Minn.). In: Heat transfer 1970; Assembly
for International Heat Transfer Conferences, International Heat
Transfer Conference, 4th, Versailles, France, August 31-September 5,
1970. Preprints. Volume 3 - Folced convection (Sessions FC 6-FC 9);
Radiation (Sessions R 1, R 2). Edited by Ulrich
Grigull and Erich Hahne. Amsterdam, Elsevier Publishing Co., 1970,
p. FC 7.5.1-FC 7.5.11. 15 refs.
An analytical investigation of the local heat transfer about a
circular cylinder is presented. The range of Reynolds numbers is 20
to 200. The steady, incompressible Navier-Stokes and energy
equations in cylindrical coordidates are solved numerically. An
iterative finite difference approach utilizing the ccncept of donor cell
differencing for the convective terms was adapted. Heat transfer
results for both uniform wall temperature and uniform heat flux
conditions are presented for Reynolds numbers of 20, 50, 100, and
200, the latter displaying a 20-30 per cent increase on the average.
The influence of rarefaction is investigated for a Mach number of
0.25, employing the first order slip conditions on both velocity and
temperature. Slip decreases the heat transfer by up to 6 per cent.
(Author)
A71-15553 // Asymptotic behavior with respect to kappa
approaches 1 in the problem of hypersonic flow past blunt bodies
(Asimptotika po kappa approaches 1 v zadache giperzvukovogo
obtekaniia zatuplennykh tel). R. G. Barantsev, V. P. Petrov, and I. M.
Tsitelov. Leningradskii Universitet, Vestnik, Matematika, Mekhanika,
Astronomiia, vol. 25, July 1970, p. 83-91. 11 refs. In Russian.
Solution of the direct problem of steady two-dimensional (plane
or axisymmetric) ideal gas flow past a blunt body at an incident
Mach number of infinity. An attempt is made to obtain rigorous
asymptotic expansions of the gasdynamic variables as kappa
approaches infinity in the entire domain of definition of these
variables. The main terms of the asymptotic forms of all the
unknown functions are presented for the case of a body with a finite
radius of curvature of the nose. A.B.K.
Mugalev. In: Turbulent flows; Ali-Uni0n Symposium on Problems of
Turbulent Flows, Including Geophysical Applications, Kiev,
Ukrainian SSR, June 16-21, 1967, Transactions (Turbulentnyi
techeniia; Vsesoiuznyi Simpozium po Problemam Turbulentnykh
Techenii, Vkliuchaia Geofizicheskie Prilozheniia. Kiev, Ukrainian
SSR, June 16-21, 1967, Trudy). Edited by lu. G.
Gurevich. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1970, p. 87-92. 7 refs. In
Russian.
Review of wind tunnel experiments _ which the thermo-
dynamic behavior of boundary layers was studied in airflows during
air, helium, or CO2 injection into the main flow through porous
nozzles. Special attention is given to heat transfer intensification
during injection, showing that the roughness of the porous surfaces
used and the Joule-Thomson effect have no bearing on the
intensification. V.Z.
A71-15622 # Experimental study of the mixing of iso-
thermal and nonisothermal turbulent slipstreams in nozzles
(Eksperimentarnoe issledovanie smesheniia izotermicheskikh i
neizotermicheskikh turbulentnykh sputnykh strui v soplakh). V. L.
Zimont. In: Turbulent flows; All-Union Symposium on Problems of
Turbulent Flows, Including Geophysical Applications, Kiev,
Ukrainian SSR, June 16 21, 1967, Transactions (Turbulenmye
techeniia; Vsesoiuznyi Simpozium po Problemam Turbulenmykh
Techenii, Vkliuchaia Geofizicheskie Prilozheniia, Kiev, Ukrainian
SSR, June 16-21, 1967, Trudy). Edited by lu. G.
Gurevich. Moscow, Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1970, p. 138-144. 5 refs. In
Russian.
Description of experiments in which a dispersion criterion
referred to the radius of a cylindrical combustion chamber was used
to describe the mixing process occurring when a hot stream
consisting of air-diluted gasoline combustion products was partially
mixed with a slipstream of cold air and then was admitted into a
tapering nozzle. Expressions are given for the criterion and for a
characteristic of the mixing process. Conditions for the intensifica-
tion of the mixing process when the flow in the nozzle is
nonisothermal and the initial turbulence level is low are also studied.
Various diagrams characterizing the mixing process are plotted. V.Z.
A71-15626 # Application of turbulent jet theory to an
analysis of separation flow between two bodies (Primenenie teorii
turbulentnykh strui k analizu otryvnogo techeniia mezhdu dvumia
telami). A. la. Cherkez, lu. L. Karpov, V. N. Kudriavtsev, N. F.
Ovchinnikova, lu. P. Semenkevich, and V. A. Shilov. In: Turbulent
flows; All-Union Symposium on Problems of Turbulent Flows,
Including Geophysical Applications, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR, June
16-21, 1967, Transactions (Turbulentnye techeniia; Vsesoiuznyi
Simpozium po Problemam Turbulentnykh Techenii, Vkliuchaia
Geofizicheskie Prilozheniia, Kiev, Ukrainian SSR, June 16-21,1967,
Trudy). Edite_ by lu. G. Gurevich. Moscow,
Izdatel'stvo Nauka, 1970, p. 163-168. In Russian.
Consideration of the problem of supersonic flow past a notch in
the lateral surface of a body or between two closely lying coaxial
bodies. On the basis of turbulent jet theory a method of determining
the flow parameters within the separation zone in the notch or
between the bodies is developed. It is shown that the flow
parameters depend on the relative distance between the bodies, the
ratio between the diameters, and the relative velocity of the bodies.
The results of a calculation are compared with experimental results.
The results of aeroballistic experiments with composite models
which come apart in free flight are cited. A.B.K.
A71-15615 // Some problems concerning the effect of
injection on a turbulent boundary layer (Nekotorye voprosy
vozdeistviia vduvaniia na turbulentnvi pogranichnyi sloi). V. P.
A71-15646 The equations of air collisions. Victor
Attwooll (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants.,
England). New Scientist, vol. 48, Dec. 10, 1970, p. 444-446.
Discussion of approaches to meet the air-traffic control require-
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ments of the future giving attention to an analysis using collision risk
equations. The chances of collision between two aircraft flying in a
roughly parallel direction, but deviating from their intended paths
because of various kinds of error are investigated making use of
equations which give the expected number of collisions for each
mode of collision. The application of this analysis to the North
Atlantic traffic system and to Britain's airspace is discussed, it is
pointed out that an air traffic system in which all aircraft follow the
most direct course is not feasible at present because of the
complexity of the work which the computer would have to perform.
The merits of an airborne collision avoidance system developed in
the U.S. are critically examined. G.R.
A71-15669 # Stress analysis of the McDonnell Douglas
DC-10 nose landing gear unit. D. S. Gullick and B. D. Birch (Dowry
Rotol, Ltd., Gloucester, Glos., England). Aircraft Engineering, vol.
42, Dec. 1970, p. 6-9, 27.
Account of the use of a photoelastic coating technique to
deter_nine the streSs distribution and maximum stress areas over the
external surface of the nose undercarriage assembly of the
McDonnell Douglas DC-10. The results are compared with the results
of measurements by strain gauges, using a data logger system for
recording. Principal direct and shear strains and stresses, equivalent
uniaxial stresses, and angles of the principal X axis are calculated in
the process. Causes of discrepancies between the results of the two
measurement series are discussed. V.Z.
A71-15670 # High temperature turbine design considera-
tions. S. N. Suciu (General Electric Co., Aircraft Engine Group, West
Lynn, Mass.). Aircraft Engineering, vol. 42, Dec. 1970, p. 10, 12-17.
14 refs.
Discussion of major technological developments which resulted
in the advent of aircraft gas turbine engine designs with elevated gas
inlet temperatures. The topics include manufacturing processes,
material properties, cooling techniques, mixing and aerodynamic
losses, mechanical designs, mechanical and thermal life, metallurgical
stability, and coating interactions. A manifold evolutionary process
rather than individual dramatic breakthroughs are shown to facilitate
the progressive evolvement of these turbine engine designs. V.Z.
high-speed, takeoff, and on-stand thrust losses on the Berlin test
bench in the S2ch and S2ma ONERA wind tunnels; and measure-
ments of noise from the jet engine while in high speed motion on the
Berlin No. 2 air-cushion (aerotrain) vehicle. M.V.E.
A71-15873 The reliability of the VC 10 ILS equipment.
H. Sargeant (Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough, Hants.,
England). Microelectronics and Reliability, vol. 9, Nov. 1970, p.
469-490.
Field reliability study of the instrument landing system (ILS)
electronics equipment fitted in the B.O.A.C. VC 10 aircraft. The
equipment investigated included the Type 6401 Navigation/
Communication Receiver, the Type 6402 Navigation Unit, the Type
6403 Marker Receiver, the Type 6404 Glide Slope Receiver, and the
Type 6414 Controller. G.R.
A71-15901 You have been warned. W. Lawrence. Flight
International, vol. 98, Dec. 17, 1970, p. 943-946.
Discussion of sophisticated methods of detecting faults in
aircraft systems. For efficient operation, a fault identification panel
which indicates where the fault has occurred is required, as well as a
crew alert system and the detailed warning lights and other
indications on the panel. Attention is given to master warning
systems, which are sometimes used to provide warning of events
other than failures of aircraft equipmeQt. There is a trend to change
the sound of traditional audio warnings and remedy a lack of
standardization of audio warnings between different aircraft types.
F.R.L.
A71-15674 # Design and construction of Sprite. L.
Jenkinson and P. Sharman (Loughborough University of Technology,
Loughborough, Leics., England). Aircraft Engineering, vol. 42, Dec.
1970, p. 24-27.
Account of design considerations and construction procedures
for a light Sprite aircraft to be built at home by nonprofessionals.
The initial design specifications of the aircraft are given as a.wing
span of 24 ft, an overall length of 20 ft, a constant wing chord of 4
ft, a gross wing area of 96 sq ft, and a 48 in. wide cockpit with a
one-piece sliding canopy. The engine installation and cowling lines of
the aircraft are designed to accommodate various types of engine
without major changes in the aircraft structure. At least 40 aircraft
are currently in construction, and the first individually built one is
expected to be airborne next fall. V.Z.
A71-15819 Tests of silencers for jet aircraft (Essais des
silencieux de jet pour avions & rdaction). Georges Bruner (Centre de
Documentation de I'Armement, Paris, France). L'A_ronautique et
I'Astronautique, no. 24, 1970, p. 47-55. In French.
Description of the techniques and facilities used in the develop-
ment tests of a new Brdguet jet noise suppressor. The various model
tests described include: those performed at the hydrodynamic
ONERA wind tunnel for verifying the effectiveness of the functional
principle involved; the perceived noise measurements in the sound-
proof chamber of the Propulsor Test Center; determination of the
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STAR ENTRIES
N71-12201 Kansas Univ. Lawrence.
WIND TUNNEL INVESTIGATIONS OF VORTEX
BREAKDOWN ON SLENDER SHARP-EDGED WINGS
William Henry Wentz. Jr. (Ph.D. Thesis) 1969 121 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms: HC $6.00/ Microfilm $3.00 Order No,
69-21593
Systematic wind tunnel investigations of vortex breakdown
on sharp-edged delta and modified delta wings with sweep angles
from 45 deg to 85 dog at Reynolds numbers of about 1 million,
utilizing a schlieren system for flow visualization are discussed
Vortex breakdown positions are presented as a function of angle of
attack and sweep. Results agree well with the limited amount of
previously published data For the very slender wings (75 deg to
85 deg sweep), initial breakdown was nearly independent of
sweep, a result not anticipated by extrapolation of previous data.
Dissert. Abstr
N71-12202# Stanford Univ., Calif. Thermosciences Div
THE EFFECTS OF ROTATION ON BOUNDARY LAYERS IN
TURBOMACHINE ROTORS
J.P. Johnston May 1970 64 p refs
(Grants NSF GK-2533: NSF GK-671)
(P8-192316: MD-24) Avail: NTIS CSCL IOA
The boundary layers in turbomachine rotors are subject
to Coriolis forges which can (1) contribute directly to the
development of secondary flows, and (2) indirectly influence the
behavior of boundary layers by augmentation and/or suppression of
turbulence production in the boundary layers on blades. Both
these rotation-induced phenomena are particularly important in the
development of understanding of flow and loss mechanisms in
contrifugal and mixed flow machines. Author (USGRDR)
N71-12203# West Virginia Univ., Morgantown. Dept. of
Aerospace Engineering.
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF ROTOR FORCES
AND FLOW FIELD IN THE VICINITY OF A STEP GROUND
PLANE
Ojars Skujins Jul. 1970 102 p refs
(Contract NOOO14-68-A-0512; Proj Themis)
(AD-711955: TR-24) Avail: NTIS CSCL 1/1
The rotor force parameters considered were thrust, torque.
pitching moment, and normal force, for the simulated flight
conditions of hover, takeoff, and landing. The flow parameters
investigated included tip vortex trajectories and streamline patterns
Additional studies were made to consider the effects of rotor
blade mismatching upon thrust and power requirements of a rotor
system Author (TAB)
N71-12204# Aerospace Research Labs., Wright-Patterson AFB.
Ohio
VISCOUS INTERACTIONS AND FLIGHT AT HIGH MACH
NUMBERS Final Report
Robert H Korkegi Jul 1970 64 p refs
(AD-712075; ARL-70-0124) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20/4
Viscous interactions which arise in regions of high compression
on high Mach number vehicles, can result in severely high local
heating and flow degradation Regions where such strong
interactions may occur on a cruise vehicle are discussed. In relation
to these regions, a brief review is given of advances in the
understanding of two-dimensional shock wave-boundary layer
interaction and separation in compression corners, and such
three-dimensional interaction problems as a blunt fin on a surface.
flow in an axial corner, and shock impingement. It is concluded
that much progress has been made in analytical prediction of
_wo-dimensional laminar interactions and a promising approach
advanced for the turbulent case; knowledge of departures from
two-dimensional flow and three-dimensional interactions is still
largely empirical and dominantly qualitative, and even the inviscid
flow field is not well know for many configurations of practical
importance. Author (TAB)
N71-12205# Naval Ordnance Lab.. White Oak. Md
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF FLEXIBLE
TRAILING WIRE ON A HYPERVELOClTY CONE
Norman W. Sheetz. Jr and Maigonis V Krumins 11 Mar 1970
61 p
(AD-712509; NOLTR-70-49) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/4
A program to investigate the effect of a flexible trailing
wire on the aerr',dynamic characteristms of a cone at very high Mach
numbers is described The experimental program was conducted in
a 1000-foot hyperballistics range The development of the technique
for launching a conical configuration which has a small-diameter
flexible wire attached to its base is described in detail. The effect
of this appendage on the drag coefficient and the stability of the
cone is presented. Also. the radar cross section of a cone with and
without the trailing wire is compared. Author (TAB)
N71-12206# Naval Ship Research and Development Center.
Washington. D.C.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF REYNOLDS
NUMBER ON VELOCITY SURVEYS CONDUCTED IN THE
SUBSONIC WIND TUNNEL
Albert L. Boyle Sep. 1970 22 p ref
(AD-712527; NSRDC-3408) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/4
Results are presented of an investigation of the effect of
Reynolds number on velocity surveys conducted in a subsonic wind
tunnel A series of velocity surveys was conducted over a wide
range of wind velocities. The surveys were made behind two
configurations--an axisymmetrical body with appendages and a
three-cycle wake screen. The shape of the velocity distribution
curves was related to changes in wind velocity; the mean values
of the distributions were also related to velocity. Author (TAB)
N71-12207_ New York Univ., N.Y. Dept. of Aeronautics and
Astronautics.
THE STABILITY OF SMOOTH TWO-DIMENSIONAL
TRANSONIC FLOWS Final Report
Morris P. Isom and Kwang Shu Wu Jun. 1970 29 p refs
(Grant AF-AFOSR- 1578-68)
(AD-712702: NYU-AA-70-14: AFOSR-70-1787TR) Avail: NTIS
CSCL 20/4
The stability of smooth (shock-free) two-dimensional transonic
flows to acoustic disturbances is discussed. The problem is
considered in the context of transonic flow over airfoil sections,
with weak waves moving upstream into the region of embedded
supersonic flow. In particular. Spees work on stability criteria for
such flows is reviewed, and the problem is reformulated within the
framework of geometrical acoustics. It is shown that the
assumptions appropriate for a linearized theory appear to fail when
acoustic waves become tangent to characteristics of the undisturbed
flow field. The assumptions of linear theory are implicit in Spees
work. The results presented here indicate that stability theory
must be based on a more careful and detailed analysis of wave
propagation through the supersonic region. Author (TAB)
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N71-12208"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio
OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF 6-INCH RADIAL-BLADED
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR WITH VARIOUS DIFFUSER
VANE SETTING ANGLES
Calvin L Ball, Carl Weigel, Jr., and Edward R. Tysl Washington
Nov. 1970 20 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2107; E-5681 ) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20D
Overall compressOr performance is presented as a function
of equivalent weight flow for five different diffuser vane setting
angles, For design speed, the weight flow corresponding to the peak
efficiency was varied from 100 percent of design flow to 65
percent by operating the compressor with the five different diffuser
vane angles. Over the range of diffuser vane setting angles tested.
the peak efficiency of the compressor remained essentially constant
at 78 percent Author
N71-12209"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
OVERALL PERFORMANCE IN ARGON OF 4.25-INCH
SWEPTBACK-BLADED CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR
Carl Weigel. Jr., Edward R. Tysl. and Calvin L, Ball Washington
Nov. 1970 19 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2129; E-5582) Avail: NTIS CSCL20O
Overall compressor performance is presented as a function
of equivalent weight flow. At the design equivalent weight flow of
0,581 Ib/sec (0263 kg/sec) and the design equivalent tip speed
of 949 ft/sec (289 m/sec), the compressor produced an overall
total-pressure ratio of 1.92.and an adiabatic efficiency of 0.795.
The peak efficiency at design speed was 0.819 and occurred at
an equivalent weight flow of 0.508 Ib/sec (0.230 kg/sec).
Author
N71-12210"# Lockheed Missiles and Space Co, Sunnyvale, Calif
Aero-Thermodynamics.
ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED
AERODYNAMIC NOISE ENVIRONMENT FOR THREE
NOSE-CYLINDER CONFIGURATIONS
J. Peter Reding and Roll A Guenther Oct 1969 53 p refs
(Contracts NAS8-21459: F04701-68-C-0061)
(NASA-CR- 102933; N-3C-69-2) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20D
Aerodynamic noise measurements were obtained on three
nose-cylinder configurations, a 15 de9 cone-cylinder, a biconic
nose-cylinder, and a biconic nose-corrugated cylinder. The
measurements were intended to assess the effects of the biconic
nose and corrugated skin on the aerodynamic noise environment.
However, an analysis of the data revealed that the model skin may
have been vibrating. The resultant accelerations experienced by the
microphones and perturbations of the flow preclude valid noise
measurements except directly under the terminal normal shock
where the very high aerodynamic noise dominates the microphone
response. The biconic nose with smooth afterbody produced lesser
shock-induced sound pressure levels (SPL's) than the
aerodynamically cleaner single cone-cylinder configuration. This was
due primarily to the reduced flow turning at the nose-cylinder
shoulder aft of the preseparation and reattachment at the upstream
cusp. The biconic-corrugated configuration produced the most
severe noise environment due to local effects at the corrugation
leading edges, including the vorticity shed along the corrugation
edges. Author
N71-12211 *# North American Rockwell Corp, Los Angeles, Calif
DYNAMIC DISTORTION AT THE EXIT OF A SUBSONIC
DIFFUSER OF A MIXED COMPRESSION INLET
Arnold W Martin, Leonard C Kostin, and Sidney D Millstone
Washington NASA Dec 1970 349 p refs
(Contract NAS2-4667)
(NASA-CR-1644) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
Dynamic distortion characteristics at the engine face station
of a 20 in. diameter axisymmetric inlet were investigated at M - 2.6
and 3.0. Inlet operation modes included: (1) stationary geometry
and tunnel conditions, (2) sinusoidal exit area disturbances, (3)
simulated engine transients, (4) sinusoidal external fic_wdisturbances.
and (5) simulated clear air turbulence. Inlet-induced turbulence is
composed of random and nonrandom pressure oscillations. The
basic turbulence generating mechanism appears to be boundary
layer/shock interaction. Regions of maximum turbulence correspond
with regions of maximum pressure recovery. Instantaneous (msec)
spatial distortions appreciably exceed steady state distortions during
highly supercritical inlet operation. Author
N71-12212 Northwestern Univ.. Evanston, III.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF
MAGNETOAERODYNAMIC FLOW AROUND BLUNT BODIES
Stanley Charles Kranc (Ph,D. Thesis) 1969 166 p
Avail: Univ Microfilms: HC $7.80/Microfilm $3.00 Order No.
70-94
The drag forces on a body with a self-contained electro-magnet
are measured when the body is placed in a low density argon
plasma stream. Tests are conducted in a steady flow of plasma
produced in a direct current arc and expanded to supersonic speeds.
Measurements are restricted to one flow condition where the
influence of viscosity and the Hall effect are both important. The
flow field around the body is investigated spectroscopically, and the
predicted increase in shock stand-off distance is observed
photographically. An unexpected visible color change which occurs
when the magnetic field is applied is also investigated.
Spectroscopic measurements show that the electrons in the plasma
are out of thermal equilibrium in the plasma and the flow is
essentially non reacting. The influence of these facts on other
experimental measurements is considered. Dissert. Abstr.
N71-12213"# National Aeronautics and Space Administrat¢on.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio,
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND MEASUREMENT OF
SINGLE-PHASE PRESSURE LOSSES AND HEATTRANSFER
FOR HELICAL FLOW IN A TUBE
Martin U Gutstein. George L Converse(GE. Cincinnati), and Jerry
R. Peterson (GE, Cincinnati) Washington Nov. 1970 58 p
refs
(NASA-TN-D-609; E-5743) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20D
An analysis of flow inside a tube containing a helical-vane
insert was conducted based on solid-body rotation. Equations were
derived for the momentum and frictional pressure losses for fully
developed flow in these inserts. Modified plain-tube expressions for
friction factor and Stanton-Prandtl modulus, obtained from the
analysis, were used to predict the performance of tubes with
helical-vane inserts. Experimentally determined friction factors and
Stanton-Prandtl moduli, obtained with four different inserts over a
Reynolds number range of 30,000 to 300,000, were found to
deviate from the predictions by about + or - 20 and + or - 15
percent, respectively, suggesting the analysis to be largely correct.
A similar approach for other swirl-generating inserts yielded
reasonable agreement of experimental data with predictions.
Author
N71-12214# Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough (England).
FLIGHT ASSESSMENT OF A DOUGLAS TRAILING-CONE
STATIC-PRESSURE PROBE AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS
C.S. Barnes Jul. 1969 26 p refs
(RAD-TR-69139) Avail: NTIS
Pressure error e'valuation tests were made, using the tower
fly-by technique at speeds up to 350 kt (M 0.53), with
promising results. The cone, which was trailed from the fuselage tail
cone of a Meteor aircraft, had a pressure error at sea level
equivalent to less than + or - 10 feet error in altitude for trail
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lengths greater than 50 feet and for most aircraft configurations.
This error was significantly increased by aircraft flap deflection
which caused cone unsteadiness, probably due to rotation of the
cone w_thin the flap vortex h is believed that this behavior would
not occur _f the cone were trailed from the fin tip of the test
aircraft The results suggest that there might be slight interference
from the jet wakes of the wing mounted engines of the Meteor.
but this could not be confirmed Author
N71-12215"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE SHOCK WAVE DUE TO
A BLUNT LEADING EDGE IN THE HYPERSONIC
MERGED-FLOW REGIME
Roger M Winebarger Washington Dec, 1970 19 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6017; L-7019) Avail: NTIS CSCL01A
An experimental investigation of low-density flow over
two-dimensional blunt bodies was conducted in the Langley 1-foot
(0 305-meter) hypersonic arc tunnel. Pitot-pressure surveys were
obtained over a range of tunnel test conditions with Mach number
varymg from 11 6 to 13 7. total enthalpy varying from 2.41 MJ/kg
to 398 MJ/kg, and free-stream Reynolds number varying from
46.900 to 103,000 per meter, The models were cylinders having
diameters between 005 mm and 11 1 mm and a 1.6-ram-thick
flat plate with a leading-edge radius of 0.8 mm Transverse impact
pressure surveys were made from 2 to 55 diameters downstream
of the leading edge All data were obtained in the merged-flow
regime and the test data show that even at the highest Reynolds
numbers, significant departures from Rankine-Hugoniot shock
relations are oresent The data indicate, in terms of Mach number
and Reynolds number, the leading-edge radius at which a body
may be considered sharp: that is the test conditions are defined
where the leading edge was sufficiently small so that a measurable
shock was not produced. This condition occurred when the cylinder
radius was approximately equal to one mean-free-path length.
Author
N71-12216 Cincinnati Univ , Ohio
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL INVESTIGATION OF
THE NEAR WAKE BEHIND A REARWARD FACING STEP
IN SUPERSONIC FLOW
Howard Edwin Smith(Ph D. Thesis) 1969 130 p
Avail: Univ Microfilms. HC $620/Microfilm $300 Order No
70-4275
The experimentally measured heat transfer distribution along
the reattachment surface downstream of the step is also presented
An extension experimental program was conducted using a
water-cooled model in a 40 inch • 40 inch contmuous-run
wind tunnel facility, thus permitting steady state conditions to be
obtained for each model configuration and flow condition. The test
model was 9 inches wide and was constructed so that the step
height could be adjusted to 00 (flat plate condition). 0.443 and
0 750 inches. The model was instrumented with surface pressure
orifices and steady state heat transfer gauges Specially designed
probes were used to measure the properties of the flow. Tests
were conducted at free stream Mach numbers of 2 5, 3.5 and 5.0
over a range of Reynolds numbers based on length of surface
upstream of separation from approximately 250,000 to 1,800,000
Several representative flow fields are presented, along with analyses
of the various regions of these fields Dissert. Abstr
N71-12217"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Flight Research Center, Edwards. Calif
LIFTING BODY Patent Application
WilliamT Holmes, inventor (to NASA) Filed4 Feb 1970 3 p
(NASA-Case-FRC-lO063: US-Patent-Appl-SN-21263) Avail: NTIS
CSCL 01C
Design drawings depict a delta shaped lifting body with
thickened, almost conical center and flat triangular side wings.
Shown are top and bottom plans, side and elevational views, and
also a perspective view of the new design. NASA
N71-12218"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.,
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF A SUPERSONIC FAN
A W. Goldstein, F W. Glaser, and J. W. Coats [1970] 17 p
refs Presented at the 9th Aerospace Sci. Meeting. New York,
25- 27 Jan. 1971 ; sponsored by AIAA
(NASA-TM-X-52937) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
The acoustic properties of a supersonic fan of short blade length
are discussed. Measurements were obtained with and without
stator blades to provide control of wake-chopping and other blade
row interference effects. Both internal and external measurements
show a relation between the internal shock wave configuration and
the intensity of the radiated sound Substantial variations in the
flow conditions at each blade of a homogeneous blade row provide
an obvious source of the observed pure tone system based on
multiples of the rotational speed of the shaft Author
N71-12219"# Scientific Translation Service, Santa Barbara. Calif.
COMPUTATION OF THE PRESSURE FIELD INDUCED BY
THE OSCILLATION OF A CONTROL SURFACE IN
SUBSONIC FLOW [CALCU DU CHAMP DE PRESSlON
INDUIT PAR L'OSClLLATION D'UNE GOUVERNE EN
ECOULEMENT SUBSONIQUE]
R Oat eL al Washington NASA Nov. 1970 i7 p refs Transi
into ENGLISH from Rech Aerospatiale (Paris), no. 2. Mar.-Apr
1970 p !21 - 126
(Contract NASw-2035)
(NASA-TT-F-13385) Avail: NTIS CSCL01A
The computation of pressure induced by control surface
oscillation is discussed The method is based on the analysis of
the matrix solution to the lifting surface problem and on the
expression of pressure distribution in the vicinity of lines of singularity
Application to the rectangular airfoil has given satisfactory results
in the sense that convergence is good as a function of the number
of components retained in the pressure expansion Author
N71-12221# Institut Franco Altemand de Recherches, St Louis
(France)
APPLICATION OF THE SCHLIEREN PROCESS TO THE
DENSITY MEASUREMENT ON HYPERSONIC WAKES IN THE
FREE FLIGHT TUNNEL [METHODES STRIOSCOPIQUES
DE MESURE DES MASSES VOLUMIQUES DANS LES
SILl-AGES HYPERSONIQUES EN TUNNEL DE TIRI
P Smigielski, L Oudin, A Kalt. F Albe. M Devaud et a] 5 Mar
1969 29 p refs In FRENCH
(ISL-T-12/69) Avail: NTIS
Geometrical and physical parameter effects of an optical
schlieren system with double fringes and double penetration on
phase observations in the wake of a hypervetocity projectile traveling
through the atmosphere at low pressure, are studied. Optimization of
instruments for measuring tight diffraction considers photographic
emulsion sensitivity Obtained hght diffraction values are used to
caIcuate the distribution of diffractive indices by a linearization
method if the step-wise continuing distribution has a symmetrical
rotation axis; an example calculation is included (entropy wake)
The application of holography in free flight tunnels is outlined
Author
N71-12223# Instilut Franco-Allemand de Recherches, St Louis
(France)
OPTICAL METHODS APPLIED IN THE FREE FLIGHT
"fUNNEL ILES METHODES OPTIQUES APPLIQUEES AU
TUNNEL DE TIn1
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P Smigie)ski, H Royer, and F Albe 1 Oct 1969 30 p refs
In FRENCH
(ISL-T-39/69) Avail: NTIS
Classical holographic methods are briefly described and
the experimental evaluation of the following optical holographic
methods are outlined: (1) hologram analysis by laser schlieren
photography with phase plate defocusing (this gives a phase shift
of 180 deg in a half plane); and (2) flow visualization of
hyperveloeity sphere wakes by differential interferometry with
polarized light and laser schlieren method with amplitude
substraction Author
differed by and were identified by the axial position of the jet slot
The slot was located at approximately 38 percent of the axial
chord for the number 1 blade and at about 57 percent for the
number 2 blade The tangential jet blade SUrface contours were
identical to the plain blade, except in the aft Suction surface region
which was modified to accommodate the jet slots Three let slot
sizes of 0 020, 0 030, and 0 040 inch with three secondary flow
rates for each slot were investigated for both number 1 and 2
blades Secondary flow rates of up to nearly 7.5 percent of the
pnmary flow were investigated All configurations were tested at the
design values of inlet gas angle and Mach number. Author
N71-12224¢# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Electronics Research Center, Cambridge. Mass
THE USE OF AUTOMATIC CONTROL THEORY AND A
PILOT MATH MODEL IN HELICOPTER MANUAL CONTROL
SYSTEM SYNTHESIS
Paul S Rampfer, Lloyd Stevenson, and Oenms Colhns Oct ]968
18 p
iNASA TM-X 66492: PM 64) Avail NTiS CSCLO1A
An investigation into the use of automatic control theory
with a simple pilot model for synthesizing helicopter landing
approach fhght director control laws was made The synthesis
techmque was successful and was subsequently used to define flight
director control laws for the Langley Research Center CH 46C
tandem rotor heficoptel Authol
N71-12225'::# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Electronics Research Center Cambridge Mass
TWO SETS OF LINEARIZED AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS OF
MOTION FOR CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS
PauIS Rempferand Lloyd Stew_nson Aug 1968 20 p refs
(NASA TM-X 66493; PM 56) Avail NTIS CSCLO1A
In developn_g a mathematical model fo_ a tandem foto_
helicopter to use m the analysis of an automahc approach and
)andtng system, hneaftzed equations not normal}y used in aircraft
along with those normatfy used Author
N71-12230# School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Tex.
NOISE ASSOCIATED WITH OPERATION OF AIR FORCE
OV-10AAIRCRAFT Final Report, Apr May 1970
Donald C Gasaway Aug 1970 20 p refs
(AD-712667: SAM TR 70-51) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/1
Noise measurements are described for near-field positions
during engine starting and pre-takeoff phases of the OV-10A
aircraft The internal noise environment during various phases of
ground and airborne operations is described and illustrated. Features
of aeromedicaf importance are emphasized Author (TAB)
N71-12231# Aeronautical Systems Div., Wright-Patterson
AFB. Ohio.
LANDING GEAR SYSTEM ANALYSIS
David BruceTremblay Mar 1970 87p
(AD-712661;ASD-TR-69-113) Avail: NTIS
This report utilizes a matrix format to conduct an analysis
of the basic functions of the landing gear system The interplays
of components are identified and the contribution which each
component makes in the completion of the function is defined. The
analysis ts further expanded into a detailed component analysis
identifying the modes of failure and physical characteristics brought
into play in the completion of each function These observations
are then collated and trends are noted Potentlat improvements and
needs are defind for future development methods Author (TAB)
N71-12226# Carleton Univ . Ottawa (Ontario) Dw of
Aerothermodynamlcs
A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS AND
DESIGN OF THE FLOW IN TURBOMACHINERY. PART B:
LOSS AND DEVIATION CORRELATIONS
W R Davis Jul 1970 113 p refs
(ME/A-70-1) Avad NTIS
A computer program is described which calctHates design
(or minimum loss) and off-design total pressure loss coefficient and
deviation angle for a given blade geometry and tnlet air angle A
number of ophons are provided for the user regarding the method
used to make the calculattons, and the partlculals of the various
options are included A test case w_th sample input a_d output and
the FORTRAN listings are provided Author
N71-1222T:# General MotorsColp.lndlanapohs.]nd
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION IN AN ANNULAR
CASCADE SECTOR OF HIGHLY LOADED TURBINE STATOR
BLADING. 5: PERFORMANCE OF TWO TANGENTIAL JET
BLADES
James L Betmer Washington NASA Nov 1970 167 p _eis
(Cormact NAS3 9404)
INASA CR 1675: EDR 5315) Avail NTIS CSCL21E
Two low reachon tan_jerltlal let ttllbnle statol tHadt]
configurations weft! tested in a six blade annular cascade A plain
blade, designed to the sam{? aerodynanllc legtulcnlents, WaS tested
for performance conlpanson The two tangenhal let corlftgurations
N71-12232# Georgia Univ,Athens Dept of Zoology
RADAR TECHNIQUES FOR AIR FORCE APPLICATIONS IN
AVOIDANCE .OF BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS AND
IMPROVEMENT OF FLIGHT SAFETY Final Report
S.A Gauthreaux, Jr 1 Aug 1970 7 p refs
(Grant AF-AFOSR-1879-70)
(AD-712720;AFOSR-70-2487TR) Avail: NTIS CSCL6/3
The report describes the results of a study using United
States Weather Bureau WSR-57 radar on the density and timing
of migratory flights of birds in and through the southern United
States, the orientation of migratory flights and the effects of
various weather factors on the orientation process, and the role of
bird migration in weather forecasting The area of investigation
provided needed data on migratory movement of birds in an effort
to reduce the potential hazards posed to military aircraft by these
migrations. The simultaneous weather data gathered during the
study were correlated with the migratory movements in an attempt
to understand the influence of meterological factors on bird migra-
tion. These data are being analyzed for publication. Author (TAB)
N71-12233# National Aeronautical Establishment, Ottawa
(Ontario)
A NOTE ON THE LOADS IMPOSED ON FIXED-WING LIGHT
AIRCRAFT DURING AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS
RichardSewetl 31 Aug 1970 30 p refs
(LTR-ST.422) Avail: NTIS
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The available published information on the flight and ground
loads to which fixed-wing light aircraft are subjected during
agricultural operations is summarized. Mathematical formulas are
developed which may be used to obtain estimates of the total
fatigue damage resulting from any combinations of mean stress,
stress increment per g. number of flight hours, and frequency of
ground-air-ground cycles per flight hour. It is shown that the fatigue
damage resulting from the loads imposed during taxying on rough
surfaces may be two orders of magnitude greater than that
resulting from the average-case flight loads experience. Author
N71-12234"_ Scientific Translation Service, Santa Barbara. Calif.
ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION AND REFLECTION IN SONIC
BOOMS [REFRACTION ATMOSPHERIQUE ET REFLEXlON
AU SOLDES BANGS]
C Thery Washington NASA Dec. 1970 22 p refs Transl.
into ENGLISH of AGARD Proceedings on Aircraft Engine Noise
and Sonic Boom. no, 42, May 1969
(Contract NASw-2035)
(NASA:TT-F-13409) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20A
A new analytical method is applied to the atmospheric
refraction of weak intensity repeater shock waves. The results are
in excellent agreement with the flight analysis of Jericho.
Experimental shock tube studies reported here are considered less
conclusive. Author
N71-12235*_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va.
A COMPARISON OF AIRCRAFT AND GROUND VEHICLE
STOPPING PERFORMANCE ON DRY. WET, FLOODED.
SLUSH-, SNOW-, AND ICE-COVERED RUNWAYS Final Report
Thomas J. Yager. W. Pelham Phillips. Walter B. Home. and
Howard C. Sparks (Aeron. Systems Div.) Washington Nov. 1970
197 p refs Sponsored in part by USAF
(NASA-TN-D-6098: L-7565) Avail: NTIS CSCL 01B
A joint USAF-NASA research program has studied the stopping
performance of an instrumented C-141A four-engine jet transport
and several instrumented ground vehicles on 50 runways in the
United States and Europe under dry. wet. flooded, slush, snow. and
ice conditions. It is shown that measurement of the stopping
distance of a diagonal-braked ground vehicle provides a meaningful
measure of the slipperiness of a wet runway, and permits accurate
prediction of the stopping distance of an aircraft under varied
runway slipperiness conditions as well as a means for realistic
calculation of crosswind limitations. It is also shown that aircraft
stopping performance on a wet runway can be considerably m_proved
either by grooving the runway or by use of a porous surface
course, Author
N71-12236# Boeing Co., Philadelphia. Pa. Vertol Div.
EVALUATION OF GEARED FLAP CONTROL SYSTEM FOR
TILTWING V/STOL AIRCRAFT
G. 8. Churchill 11 Aug. 1970 109 p refs
(AD-712645; D8-2076) Avail: NTIS CSCL 1/3 .
The geared flap control system provides a means for controlling
a tiltwing V/STOL aircraft in hover and transition flight without the
use of auxiliary systems such as cyclic propeller pitch or tail
jets/rotors, The system is based on using the flap as an aerodynamic
servo to pos=tion the wing relative to the fuselage. Although the
system is mechanically simple, the control characteristics are
difficult to visualize because of the coupled body dynamics involved.
Therefore. a comprehensive analytical and model testing program
was performed to evaluate the system, Author (TAB)
N71-12237 Northwestern Univ. Evanston. III.
A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF V/STOL AIR
TRANSPORTATION IN THE APPALACHIAN REGION: A
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
Everett Chadie Carter (Ph.D, Thesis) 1969 293 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms: HC $13.30/Microfilm $3.80 Order No.
70-23
The feasibility of a major transportation innovation in a
region was studied. The attempt was to study the factors involved
in an air transportation system and to develop an approach to the
systems study of a regional air transportation system; and to use
the methodology developed to study the feasibility of introducing
vertical or short take off and landing (V/STOL) air transport in the
Appalachian region. By developing a decision diagram for
transportation in the Appalachian Region. it was determined that the
objective of this research in studying the feasibility of V/STOL was
within the regional goals of improving the economy of the region.
In order to keep the study manageable. West Virginia was chosen
as representative of the region. A study of existing and projected
technology led to the selection of short take-off and landing (STOL)
vehicles for detailed study, Two types of systems were formulated
as realistic for West Virginia; they both included a jet airport at
Chadeston and feeder airports at other cities. The first type of
system would have the feeder airports served by STOL aircraft and
the second type would use conventional take-off and landing
(CTOL) aircraft to serve the feeder airports. Dissert. Abstr.
N71-12238# Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke G.mbH.. Bremen
(West Germany).
AIRCRAFTWESERFLUG Bf163D-IUCY
{VERBINDUNGSFLUGZEUG WESERFLUG Bf 163 D-lUCY]
Hans Justus Meier 1970 53 p refs In GERMAN Its
Flugzeug-Monografie Nr. 3
Avail: NTIS
The history of the Weserflug Bf 163 aircraft is described,
Details are given on the reconstruction of a model of this light
liaison aircraft. ESRO
N71-12239"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langley Station. Va.
WIND*TUNNEL INVESTIGATION OF A FOUR-ENGINE
EXTERNALLY SLOWING JET-FLAP STOL AIRPLANE
MODEL
Raymond D. Vogler Washington Dec. 1970 86 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-7034; L-7546) Avail: NTIS CSCL01A
The low speed longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
a model of a four engine externally blowing jet-flap STOL aircraft
are discussed. Data were obtained at low speeds over a moving
ground plane through a model angle of attack range, various model
heights, flap deflections, and momentum coefficients for high wing
and low wing configurations. Results over the moving and the fixed
ground plane show few differences for the high wing configuration
except for small increments of forces and moments at the higher
blowing momentum coefficients. Author
N71-12240_ Boeing Scientific Research Labs.. Seattle. Wash.
JET NOISE SUPPRESSION BY AN IMPEDANCE SHROUD
lan S. FJones Jun 1970 26 p refs
(AD-712406; DI-82-0984) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20/1
Jet noise can be attenuated by shielding the observer from
the noise sources with a sheet of fluid having a different acoustic
impedance to the undisturbed atmosphere. The attenuation due to
a heated sheet of gas lying on an arc centered on the axis of a
subsonic jet was measured. The maximum noise reduction in certain
frequency bands in this experiment was 10 dB. Author (TAB)
N71-12241# Federal Aviation Administration, Washington. D,C,
Flight Standards Service
PILOTS WEIGHT AND BALANCE HANDBOOK
1969 74 p
(FAA-AC-91-23) Avail: SOD$0,70; NTIS
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The importance of weight and balance control as it relates
to aircraft safety is discussed. An instruction manual for computing
and solving weight and balance problems for various types of
aircraft is presented. Pertinent FAA regulations, publications, and
advisory circulars which have an impact upon weight and balance
procedures are considered in the development of the text.
Author
N71-12242# Oak Ridge National Lab., Tenn.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF A STABILIZED
BALLOON GONDOLA FOR AN ASTRONOMICAL GAMMA
RAY SPECTROMETER
T.J. Golson Aug. 1970 47 p
(Contract W-7405-E NG-26)
(ORNL-TM-2882) Avail: NTIS
A stabilized balloon gondola was designed to lift a 1500-1b
gamma ray spectrometer to an altitude of 100,000 ft and orient
it to measure gamma rays from outer space. An overhead bearing
assembly was designed to uncouple the gondola from the rotation
of the balloon, and a gas jet reaction system was used to orient
the gondola with respect to the target to be tracked. Preflight tests
were conducted on individual components of the gondola and on the
gondola as a unit. The tracking accuracy and functional capability
of the unit were tested in actual flight and it was determined that
the gondola can be successfully launched and recovered with a
minimum of damage. Author
N71-12243" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va.
SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT Patent
Augustine W. Robins, Roy V. Harris, Jr., Harry W. Carlson, Francis
E. McLean, and Wilbur D. Middleton, inventors (to NASA) Issued
21 Mar. 1967 (Filed21 May 1965) 7 p CI.244-45
(NASA-Case-XLA-04451: US-Patent-3,310,262;
US-Patent Appl-SN-457876) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL01C
The design is described of a supersonic aircraft having fixed
substantially arrow-wing planform configurations and considered to be
particularly useful for application to civilian and military transport
or military surveillance and bombardment aircraft The stated
benefits of the proposed aircraft design include: (1) provides a new
and improved fixed, swept-wing planform; (2) utilizes wing areas
of receding slope to provide maximum utilization of the inherent
nacelle-wing airflow interference; (3) provides an improved planform
in which a twisted and cambered wing is utilized for maximizing
supersonic flight efficiency; and (4) provides a novel aircraft
configuration in which the wing fuselage-nacelle combination is
self-trimming and the drag-due-to-lift is considerably lower than that
of a low-sweep flat wing configuration of conventional aircraft
D.L,G
N71-12245"# Translation Consultants, Ltd., Arlington, Va.
THE INFLUENCE OF POROSITY ON THE PERFORMANCE
AND PROPERTIES OF PARACHUTES [DER EINFLUSS
DER POROSITAET AUF LEISTUNG U ND EIGENSCHAFTEN
VON FALLSCHIRMEN}
H.-D. Melzig Washington NASA Sept. 1969 21 p refs Transl.
into ENGLISH from German Aero- and Astron., Lectures at the
DFVLR Inst. of Aerodynamics at the DGLR-DFVLR-AGARD Syrup
on Parachutes and Rescue Systems (Braunschweig), 15-19 Sep.
1969
(Contract NASw-2038)
(NASA-TT-F-13431) Avail: NTIS CSCL 11E
The definitions for air permeability and porosity are explained.
Results of air permeability measurements for a variety of cloth at
differential pressures from 0 to 500 mm H20 are reported. An
empirical formula for the calculation of air permeability at any
differential pressure in this range is given. The influence of porosity
of the parachute canopy on canopy shape and filling on opening
forces, filling time, and stability is reported. The influence of air
density on porosity is discussed. Author
N71-12246# Institut Franco-Allemand de Recherches, St. Louis
(France)
INTERACTION BETWEEN AIRCRAFT BOOM AND
OBSTACLES, PART 2: STUDY OF THE REFLECTION OF AN
AIRCRAFT BOOM IN A VALLEY BASIN [INTERACTION
ENTRE BANGS ET OBSTACLES. 2EME PARTIE: ETUDE DE
LA REFLEXlON D'UN BANG DANS UN FOND DE VALLEEI
C. Thery, A. Peter, and M Pfister 10 Mar 1970 64 p refs
In FRENCH
(ISL-T-9/70) Avail: NTIS
N-wave reflection from the walls of a deep valley basin
is analyzed by representing the reflecting plane schematically as
the segment of a circular cylinder Studied is the reflection from
an infinite semicircular cylindrical plane (two-dimensional analysis)
by applying shadow photography and interferograms to determine
wave structure in the vicinity of the caustic surface as well as the
geometrically limited development of high overpressure in the
vicinity of the triple point in the developed Y Evaluation of the
pressure field provides the U-shape of the reflected pressure signature
and the important amplitudes of the pressure points in the vicinity
of the focus A three-dimensional reflection study in a valley basin
having walls of infinite heights provides that at a small (or
high) incidence angle wave reflection corresponds to results from
two-dimensional calculations At incidence angle of about 30deg,
focusmg is only obtained when the valley basin is so deep that
three-dimensional effects develop immediately after passage of
reflecting wave fronts with only brief pressure peak developments
tt is assumed that limiting shock front development times and
Irregular shape of natural topography level pressure peaks of aircraft
booms Transl by GG
N71-12244"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Electronics Research Center. Cambridge, Mass.
ERC V/STOL PROGRAM FLIGHT TEST PLAN. H-19
FLIGHT PROGRAM PHASES 1A AND 1B, WALLOPS
STATION, VIRGINIA
May1968 77 p
(NASA-TM-X-66494; PM-51) Avail: NTIS CSCLO1A
The general flight test plan for the first two phases of
the H-19 flight test program is presented The test program is
described and guidelines are established for the detailed plans which
will be documented in the procedures and operations manuals The
major flight test objective is to obtain experimental data on an
aided inertial system for terminal guidance and navigation of a
helicopter for use in designing a V/STOL avionics system This plan
defines: detailed objecttves, success criteria, testing approach,
system and instrumentation descriptions, flight profiles, test
descriptions, facifdies, data recovery, post-flight analysis, and
schedules. Author
N71-12247# Institut Franco-AIlemand de Recherches, St Louis
(France).
INTERACTION BETWEEN AIRCRAFT BOOMS AND
OBSTACLES. PART 1: RESEARCH TECHNIQUES AND THEIR
APPLICATION TO THE INVESTIGATION OF THE
ENEVELOPE OF A STRUCTURE [INTERACTIONS ENTRE
BANGS ET OBSTACLES. 1ERE PARTIE: TECHNIQUES
D'ETUDE ET APPLICATION A L'ETUDE DE
L'ENVELOPPEMENT D'UNE CONSTRUCTIONI
C. Thery, A Peter. and M. Pfister 11 Feb. 1970 85 p refs
In FRENCH
(ISL-T-2/70) Avail: NTIS
The performance of N-wave generator, based on the functional
principle of a variable cross section shock tube, is considered for
application in labo'ratory model studies on interactions between
airplane booms and obstacles. Investigated are the effects of sonic
boom at various angles of incidence on the shell of a building. Shell
108
N71-12426
phases are described qualitatively, and if possible quantitatively.
Results are compared with measurements obtained at various
building sides Finally. the overall effective load for the structure is
determined; shadow photographs and interferometers of the process
are shown. Author
N71-12248# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Paris (France) Flight Mechanics Panel.
V STOL HANDLING QUALITIES CRITERIA. 1: CRITERIA
AND DISCUSSION
Dec. 1970 50 p refs Revised
(AGARD-R-577-70) Avail: NTIS
Criteria on handling qualities for VTOL and STOL aircraft
are presented Included with each criterion is a discussion pointing
out the pilot's reasons for including a particular handling quality
feature The criteria are based on results of tests using piloted
ground-based simulators, variable stability aircraft, particular models
of VTOL and STOL aircraft, and variable stability helicopters
Author
N71-12386# National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center.
Atlantic City. N..f.
EXPERIMENTATION SUPPORT FOR DEVELOPMENT OF
LOW COST TV RADAR REMOTING SYSTEM Final Report,
Jul. 1968-Feb. 1970
Max Greenberg Dec. 1970 82 p refs
(FAA-NA-70-52; FAA-RD-70-74) Avail: NTIS
Test and experimentation were conducted on an engineering
model microwave relay remoting system to obtain data to finalize
the system design requirements. Measurements and calculations
for received signal levels, fade margins, signal plus noise-to-noise
ratio, noise figure and others were obtained. Measured values of
the signal levels for a dish-to-dish antenna configuration were in
agreement with the theoretical values, whereas the measured
values for the periscope antenna configuration used showed a 5 dB
discrepancy to the predicted values. An analysis of this discrepancy
is covered in the report. In general, the microwave receiver and
transmitter characteristics met the equipment procurement
specifications. Author
N71-12400# National Academy of Sciences-National Research
Council. Washil'gton, D.C. Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics.
and Biomechanics.
SONAR DETECTION OF SUBMARINES BY HELICOPTER
Aug. 1970 11 p
(Contract Nonr-2300(05))
(AD-711910) Avait: NTIS CSCL20/1
The report advises the military services concerning means
for improving the efficiency of the search technique of sonar
operators and crew members involved in searching for submarines
by means of helicopter-borne equipment. Measures are also
suggested for protecting the hearing of the sonar operator and the
crew of the helicopter. Author (TAB)
N71-12416"# Translation Consultants. Ltd.. Arlington. Va.
THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ROCKETS AND THE
PURPOSE AND LIMITS OF TECHNOLOGY IDlE
GESCHICHTE DER RAKETENENI"VVICKLUNG UND UEBER
SlNN UND GRENZEN ALLERTECHNIK}
Fritz yon Opel Washington NASA Dec. 1970 34 p Transl
into ENGLISH from German Rept. Presented at the German
Museum, Munich, 3 Apr. 1968
(Contract NASw-2038)
(NASA-TT-F-13436) Avail: NTIS CSCL 19G
The earliest development of rockets and their use in both the
ancient East and West are discussed. The decline and subsequent
revival of rocket research is considered, with emphasis given to the
work of the author. The limits of all technology are examined and
future trends in its future development are given. R.B
N71-12421"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE OF A MODULAR
TURBOJET COMBUSTOR BURNING NATURAL GAS FUEL
Nicholas R. Marchionna and Arthur M Trout Washington Dec.
1970 25 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-7020; E-5740) Avail: NTIS CSCL 21E
A swirl-can modular combustor was tested with natural
gas fuel. The rectangular combustor array simulated a 90 deg
sector of a turbojet engine combustor The combustor was tested
at an inlet air pressure of 45 psia (31 N/sq cm). inlet air
temperatures of 600 and 1200 F (589 and 922 K), and inlet Mach
numbers of 0.24 and 0.31. Combustion efficiency was close to
100 percent at an average exit temperature of 2200 F (1480 K)
Exit temperature distribution was excellent. At an inlet Mach
number of 0.24. the pattern factor was 0.15 for a nominal inlet
temperature 600 F (589 K) and 0.11 for a nominal inlet temperature
of 1200 F (922 K) Total pressure loss was approximately 63
percent for an inlet Mach number of 0.30 and temperature ratio of
1.7. Author
N71-12422"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio
EFFECT OF SHORTENING TRANSITION LINER TO
DECREASE OVERALL LENGTH OF A RAM INDUCTION
COMBUSTOR
Donald F, Schultz, Porter J. Perkins. and Jerrold D. Wear
Washington Dec. 1970 20 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-7021: E-5691) Avail: NTIS CSCL21E
The change in performance of a 40-inch (102-cm) diameter
turbojet combustor, originally 30 inches (76 cm) long. was
determined when it was shortened 5.0 inches (12.7 cm) at the
discharge end. Design was for Mach 3.0 cruise inlet-air conditions
of 90-psia (62-N/sq cm) total pressure and 1150 F (839 K)
inlet-air temperature with an airflow rate of 108.6 Ib/sec (49.3
kg/sec). The reduced length caused pattern factors to double
(0 22 to 0.40). exit average circumferential temperature profiles to
deteriorate, and efficiency to decrease slightly from 100 percent.
Total pressure loss. exit average radial temperature profile, and
smoke were not affected. Author
N71-12425"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Electronics Research Center Cambridge, Mass
APPLICATION OF LASER TECHNOLOGY TO GEODETIC
MEASUREMENTS AND MAPPING Technical Summary Report
Janis Bebris Apr. 1968 22 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-66489; PM-46) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20E
Available background information on laser altimeter-rangefinder
techniques was updated. The commercially available laser
rangefinder-altimeter systems, systems presently under development.
and some advanced concepts and techniques are described
Author
N71-12426# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Paris (France).
AIRCRAFT LANDING SYSTEMS
Cornelius T. Leondes, ed Sep 1970 299 p refs Presented at
Syrup of the Guidance and Contro_ Panel of AGARD. Cambridge,
Mass, 20 - 23 May 1969
(AGARD-CP-59-70) Avail: NTIS
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Conference papers are presented on needs end requirements.
system details, flight experience, and technical hardware of ILS and
automatic tanding systems for conventional and V/STOL aircraft.
N71-12427# Board of Trade, London (England).
ALL WEATHER LANDING
O. B. St. John In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep, 1970
6p
Avail: NTIS
Problems encountered in low visibility landings by flight
crews and with automatic landing systems are discussed. Several
solutions are proposed and include: replacing the ILS system with
a new system, supplementing ILS with an independent monitor,
and using an inertial crutch. The reliability problems of automatic
landings are also discussed. A landing measurement system was
developed as an aid in solving the problems, E.H.W.
N71-12429# Instrument Pilot Instructor School (ATC), Randolph
AFB, Tex.
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND PROCEDURAL ASPECTS RELATED
TO ILS APPROACHES AND LANDINGS IN VISIBILITIES
LESS THAN 1200 FEET
Edwin W. Johnson, Donald L. Carmack, and Larry M. Hadley In
AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep. 1970 10 p
Avail: NTIS
The pilot control-display factors program was conducted
to define the pilot's flight control-display requirements and to
demonstrate solutions for flying on instruments from letdown through
approach and landing. The procedural and psychological adjustments
of pilots in different operational environments are discussed.
E.H.W.
N71-12430# Litchford Systems, Northport. NY
NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN LANDING SYSTEMS
G. Litchford In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep 1970
5 p refs
Avail: NTIS
The system synthesis approach to developing new landing
systems is described, emphasizing communication equipment Both
military and civil aviation are considered. Changes and requirements
of a landing system to meet the needs of high performance of
modern aircraft are proposed and include: (1) operational
requirements, (2) flight dynamic requirements. (3) selection of radio
frequency. (4) bandwidths, (5) data rates, and (6) modulation
characteristics. E.H.W
N71-12431"# Massachusetts Inst of Tech., Cambridge
Instrumentation Lab
AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION USING
INERTIAL NAVIGATION DATA AND MODERN CONTROL
THEORY
Duncan MacKinnon In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep
1970 16 p refs
(Contract NAS12-602)
(NASA-CR-111575) Avail: NTIS CSCL 17G
Conventional automatic landing systems utilize information
provided by the Instrument Landing System (ILS) as the primary
position reference during the acquisition and approach phases The
ILS position data is characterized by high noise level due to
irregularities in the ILS signal structure as a result of reflections
from objects on the ground illuminated by the IL_5 transm=tteJ
antennas. The high noise level filters required to reduce it to an
acceptable level, stability and saturation constraints place significant
limitations on the ability of the conventional landing system to resist
the effects of environmental disturbances Improved performance
may be achieved by combining data from the ILS and an onboard
inertial navigator. The resultant position, velocity, and lagged
acceleration information is essentially free from noise. As a result
a new control system configuration featuring improved accuracy and
resistance to disturbances may be constructed and its performance
compared to that of a conventional system. Author
N71-12432# Sperry Rand Corp,, Phoenix, Ariz. Flight Systems
Div.
IMPORTANCE OF SPEED CONTROL RELATIVE TO
LONGITUDINAL TOUCHDOWN DISPERSION
R, G. Loome In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep. 1970
12 p_
Avail: NTIS
The effects of radio altimeter errors, aircraft position errors,
and wind on the flare initiation point, rate of descent at
touchdown and longitudinal dispersion using e fixed parameter, and
exponential flare trajectory are illustrated. These same effects are
illustrated simultaneously with changes in reference airspeed and
changes in glade slope beam angles. The effect of changing
parameters of the flare control law is discussed. The data presented
demonstrate that the effect of reference airspeed changes on
touchdown and flare initiation altitude dispersions can be reduced
by varying the touchdown rate-of-descent parameter in the flare
control law as a function of reference airspeed. It is further
demonstrated that variation of the flare control law as a function
of reference air speed and flight path angle (with respect to the
air mass) can eliminate dispersion resulting from reference airspeed
and glide slope beam angle changes, and minimize dispersion
resulting from wind conditions. The use of reference airspeed and
flight path angle parameter control would depend upon rigid speed
and path control while tracking the glide slope beam and minimum
interaction between the speed and path control subsystems. This
can best be accomplished with the consistency of automatic
systems. Author
N71-12433# Federal Aviation Administration. Washington. D.C.
NEW GUIDANCE DEVELOPMENTS FOR ALL WEATHER
LANDING
David J. Sheftel In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep
1970 9 p
Avail: NTIS
Feasibility developments to satisfy current and anticipated needs
of civil and military airports are discussed. These developments
include fixes for current landing systems as well as totally new
techniques to replace and/or supplement current equipment To fully
evaluate what alternatives are most responsive to need. there is
a joint concerted effort by civil government, military, and aircraft
operator groups to define operational requirements and to determine
what maximum degree of commonality can be achieved toward e
standard modular system for common use, Author
N71-12434# Smiths Industries, Ltd, Cheltenham (England)
Aviation Div.
DEVELOPMENT OF AIRBORNE HARDWARE FOR
AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEMS
R. I. Bishop In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep 1970
13 p refs/
Avail: NTIS
The design, manufacture, and tests of an autopilot system
are discussed Redundancy forms for fail-operational and fail-soft
capabilities of the system, and modifications to improve autopilot
performance are described, E.H.W
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N71-12435# Airborne Instruments Lab.. Deer Park. NY,
POST-1970 SCANNING BEAM APPROACH AND LANDING
Joseph E Woodward /n AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep
1970 13 p refs
Avail: NTIS
A brief review covering the system design and flight test
programs of the scanning beam is given The FAA system is used
to illustrate the basic concepts and their application to a full
scale system The systems developed for different applications are
described, and flight test results are given. Author
N71-1243_ Royal Aircraft Establishment. Famborough (England).
LANDING VTOL AIRCRAFT IN ADVERSE CONDITIONS
AND SOME POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
D J Waiters /n AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep 1970
10p
Avail: NTIS
Flight trials were carried out on an unstabilized P-1127
vectored thrust aircraft flown into a restricted site by night to give
first hand experience to the pilot under adverse conditions. It was
determined that the pilot needs a fairly accurate knowledge of
position relative to landing site to get the best operational advantage
The tracking method proposed for obtaining angular information is
based on the interferometer principle and a solid state microwave
power source The flight maneuvers, and the airborne and ground
equipment are discussed. N.EN.
N71-12437# Centre d Essais en Vol. Bretigny-Sur-Orge (France)
EXPERIENCE OF THE FRENCH FLIGHT TEST CENTER IN
THE AREA OF ALL WEATHER LANDING [EXPERIENCE
DU CENTRE D'ESSAIS EN VOL FRANCAIS DANS LE
DOMAINE DE L'ATTERRISSAGE TOUT TEMPS}
Y. Michot /n AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep. 1970 4 p
In FRENCH
Avail: NTIS
Results of flight tests of the all-weather landing system
are presented Tests were made on the M.S. 760. Nord 262. and
Caravelle aircraft The results verify the importance of certain
altitudes: 100 feet. 60 feet, 15 feet. and touchdown. It was found
that it is not necessary to double systematE, ally the automatic pilots
to have a safe approach and landing in Category 3A conditions.
It is also felt that the safety is always guaranteed by the capability
of the pilot to take over control manually. Transl. by E.H.W.
N71-12438# Naval Material Command. Washington. D.C.
AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEMS ARE HERE
John L Loeb /n AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep 1970
19 p
Avail: NTIS
An automatic landing system was developed for operational use
on aircraft carriers and for training ashore. The system enhances
all-weather capability and increases flight safety. The system
development, problems and solutions, fail-safe and safety features,
and hardware and software interfaces are discussed. Author
N71-12439"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Electronics Research Center, Cambridge. Mass.
AIDED INERTIAL FLIGHT TEST EXPERIMENTS
Ronald J. Madigan and Edmund J. Koenke In AGARD Aircraft
Landing Systems Sep. 1970 16 p
(NASA-TM-X-66490) Avail: NTIS CSCL 17G
The flight program is described which is designed to test
navigation, guidance and control system concepts, requirements,
flight hardware and software which can make all weather V/STOL
N71-12443
operations technically feasible. The availability of the Gemini
space vehicle guidance and communication systems along with the
supporting ground systems equipment allowed the opportunity to
test. with hardware, those guiclance and control concepts which had
been studied in relationship to aided inertial systems for aircraft
applications, The flight testing was contrived to establish navigation
and guidance system performance using radar position data for
up-dating in the on-board computer, It is concluded that an
improved total navigation capability can be achieved with available
technology and that with equipment which is ten years old it is
possible to predict the aircraft touchdown point to within a ten foot
cross section on the runway. Author
N71-12440_ Smiths Industries. Ltd., Cheltenham (England)
Aviation Div.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AUTOMATIC LANDING FOR BEA
OPERATION
J L Weston In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep 1970
22 p
Avail: NTIS
The in-flight experience of the autopilot system is discussed.
and the important stages of the flight trials through to certification
demonstrations are traced. Experiences in operating the system
installed in commercial planes are also examined. Some of the
problems revealed by the trials are exa_mined in detail. Controlling
interference on the ILS radio beams is considered to be the major
problem requiring solution. A continuing program of pilot training
is maintained. Author
N71-12441# Elliott Bros., Ltd., London (England). Transport
Aircraft Controls Div.
EXPERIENCE GAINED BY BAC AND ELLIOTT IN THE
DEVELOPMENT AND SERVICE USE OF AUTOMATIC
LANDING SYSTEMS
M F. Moulton In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep. 1970
19 p
Avail: NTIS
The development of the VC-10 autopilot landing system
is discussed. The basic fail-operative configuration, basic integrity
and development of in-line monitoring, improved self-monitoring
techniques, and pilot displays are described. The flight test program
and the problems areas are also considered. It is felt that it is
necessary to carry out quite elaborate on-aircraft testing using
aerodynamic simulators and dynamic response test equipment to
ensure a repeatable standard of performance during flight test,
NEN
N71-12442# Lockheed-Georgia Co.. Marietta.
THE AUTOPILOT FOR THE C-141 ALL WEATHER
LANDING SYSTEM
Thomas L, Cronley and Robert E, Glacken (Bendix Corp.. Teterboro.
N J,) In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep. 1970 20 p
Avail: NTIS
The basic configuration and operation of the autopilot are
discussed. The Autoland system provides tight tracking of the
Iocalizer and glide slope beams, wind-shear capability, flare computt
computation, and beam gain desensitizing as a function of radar
altitude. Redundancy and monitoring, together with a means of
testing the approach functions en route, are incorporated in the
system. The system condition for a monitored Category 2 approach
is determined by the preland test and en route test. Problem areas
identified during the flight test program, and resulting modifications
to the system are also described. NEN.
N71-12443_ Air Force Systems Command. Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Flight Dynamics Lab.
DIRECT BFT CONTROL FOR APPROACH AND LANDING
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Robert C. Lorenzetti In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep.
1970 17 p refsi
Avail: NTIS
Direct lift control (DLC) is a system which produces lift
forces in the direction the pilot desires to move the airplane
without significant pitching moment. The DLC enhances precision
longitudinal maneuvering capability by providing a change in altitude
or rate of climb without a change in pitch attitude and without
the initial acceleration reversal, delay in lift build-up, and excessive
pitch rate overshoot associated with conventional elevator control.
This is accomplished by moving an auxiliary lift surface(s) such as
biased spoilers, symmetrically operated ailerons, flaps, or canards
in addition to the elevator The DLC systems can be either blended
(responding to normal longitudinal stick movements) or separate
(activated by a thumb-wheel or other auxiliary lever). They can be
open loop (with fixed ratio interconnect between the elevator and
DLC surface) or closed loop (with feedbacks of pitch angle, pitch
rate, pitch acceleration, and/or normal acceleration). In general,
blended closed loop systems give the best performance but are
the most expensive Additional DLC benefits include reduction in
normal acceleration of the aircraft center of gravity, improved
handling in turbulence, and reduction in pilot workload. Author
N71-12444# Societe Francaise d Equipments pour la Navigation
Aerienne, Neuilly-Sur-Siene (France).
THE AUTOMATIC PILOT, TAPIR [LE PILOTE
AUTOMATIQUE, TAPI R]
M. Pagnard In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep. 1970
8 p In FRENCH
Avail: NTIS
The developmental problems of the automatic pilot TAPIR,
are discussed. The pilot_ built for category 1 type aircraft, can, with
simple material extensions, be utilized for category 2 and 3 type
aircraft, The performance capabilities of the automatic pilot are
given. Transl. by E.H.W.
N71-1244B# Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke GmbH., Bremen
(West Germany),
FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS WITH RESPECT TO V/STOL
AUTOMATIC LANDING
H. G Schumann and R. Staufenbiel In AGARD Aircraft Landing
Systems Sep. 1970 19 p
Avail: NTIS
Preliminary investigations were carried out for establishing
the specification of ground and airborne equipment for instrument
and automatic VTOL landings. The problems of optimizing landing
profiles, pilot handling, and display systems are discussed, as well
as the influences of flight control and automatic flight control
systems. The development status of hardware for in-flight simulations
of instrument and automatic landings with the hovering test rig are
described. Author
N71-12446# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Paris (France),
THE LANDING SYSTEM OF THE THOMSON/CSF: LS 371,
SATRAM, SYDAC/ILS [SYSTEMES D'ATTERI_ISSAGE DE
THOMSON/CSF: LS371,SATRAM, SYDAC/ILS]
P. Dautrement In its Aircraft Landing Systems Sep 1970 15 p
In FRENCH ,
Avail: NTIS
The equipment and operation problems of the automatic land-
mg systems LS371. STRAM. and SYDAC/ILS of the Thomson/
CSF are discussed Performance, applications, and limitations of the
_ystem are given. The systems are used for all-weather landing in
civil and military aviahon Transl. E.H.W.
N71-12447# Royal Aircraft Establishment, Farnborough (England).
EVOLUTIONARY EXTENSION OF ILS
J. Benjamin In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep. 1970
17 p refs
Avail: NTIS
Recent VHF ILS research and development and projected future
evolution are outlined. The research and development activities
include instrumental accuracy, test gear for in-line servicing,
operational integrity, weather effects, reliability, airborne antennas,
beam calibration, and monitoring. The problem of higher integrity
was pursued by four approaches: ground based monitoring and
equipment, application of the independent sideband detection
technique of the airborne receiver, raising the Iocalizer integrity by
special designing, and microwave correlation protected ILS.
Hyperbolic correlation is discussed with respect to three areas of
future application: integrity of a microwave correlation system
providing time and velocity discrimination, low cost ILS with high
accuracy and reliability, and terminal area traffic handling. N.E.N.
N71-124481_ Sud-Aviation, Blagnac (France).
THE AUTOMATIC LANDING SYSTEM OF THE CONCORDE
[LE SYSTEME D'ATTERRISSAGE AUTOMAIQUE DE
CONCORDE]
R. Deque In AGARD Aircraft Landing Systems Sep. 1970
18 p InFRENCH
Avail: NTIS
After reviewing objectives for the supersonic transport
Concorde. the means by which the automatic and general landing
systems function in low visibility are examined. Transl. by EH.W.
N71-12489# Sandia Corp. AIbuquerque, NMex
SPLAT: COMPUTER CODE FOR PREDICTION OF
HYDROMETEOR IMPACT EROSION ON HIGH-SPEED
SPHERE-CONE VEHICLES
James K Coleand MoilyA Ellis Aug 1970 71 p refs
(SC-DR 70-373) Avad: NTIS
SPLAT is a FORTRAN 4 computer code that calculates
local surface recessions occurring at the stagnation point and at
two arbitrary locations on the afterbody of a sphere-cone vehicle as
the result of ice and liquid hydrometeor impacts The shock-layer
effects of deceleratioH and deflection of liquid and ice hydrometeors
and of breakup of Liquid hydrometeors are included in the
formulation Operation of the code and the mathematical models
employed are described Author
N71-12533'::# General Electric Co, Binghamton, N Y Avionic
Controls Dept
BRUSHLESSdcMOTOR Interim Report
B H Hertzendorf Nov 1970 31 p refs
(Contract NAS8-26213)
NASA CR 102942) Avail: NTIS CSCL09C
The motors have split windings which can be connected
in either a full-winding or a 1/4-windingconfiguration The motors
provide up to 50 ft-lbs output torque at speeds up to 435 rpm with
the full-winding With the 1/4-winding the motors will operate at
1.25 ft-lbs and at speeds up to 1740 rpm. The motor design was
optimized for operation m the 1/4 winding condition A summary
of the brushless dc motor specifications, along with the actual test
results are presented The test results shown are the average
values for the two motors Test data for each motor are also given
Author
N71-12541 *# Scientific Translation Service, Santa Barbara, Calif.
STUDY OF A SUPERSONIC COMPRESSOR FOR A
CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSOR [ETUDE DU DIFFUSEUR
SUPERSONIQUE D'UN COMPRESSEUR CENTRIFUGE]
112
A Papon et al Washington NASA Dec 1970 40 p refs
Transl into ENGLISH of French Report Presented at the Assoc
Franc des Ingr et Technimens de rAeron et de rSpace. 6th
Colloq d'Aerodynamique Appl. Toulouse, 12 - 14 Nov 1969
(Contract NASw-2035)
(NASA-TT-F-13428) Avail NTIS CSCL 13G
The possibility is studLed of tmprowng the design of a vane
diffuser for a radial flow refrigerator compressor so as to make the
diffuser more capable of accepting the high outputs of the
compressor wheel The design of a circular blade cascade in which
recompress_on and flow can take place progressively and with a
minimum of losses, regardless of the cascade stagger is discussed.
The results of a preliminary investigation using hydraulic analogy
to estimate the improvements Dossibte in the diffuser design are
presented tt is shown that the improvement of the diffuser
performance depends on the reduction of the separation region.
which can be achieved by greatly decreasing the angle of opening
of the diffuser channels in the downstream direction, by increasing
the rate of slow down in the recovery section, and by making the
flow in the diffuser neck uniform Author
N71-12594# Eurocontrol Agency, Brussels (Belgium).
OPERATIONAL, TECHNICAL, AND ECONOMIC ASPECTS
OF AN AERONAUTICAL SATELLITE SYSTEM FOR CIVIL
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL IBETRtEBLICHE, TECHNISCHE
UND WlRTSCHAFTLICHE ASPEKTE EINES
AERONAUTISCHEN SATELLITENSYSTEMS FUER DIE
ZlVILE FLUGSICHERUNG]
R H. G. Martin and O L Geigner Duesseldorf Deut Ges fuer
Ortung und Navigation 1969 45 p In GERMAN Pre.sented
at the Intern Navigat_onMeeting, Hamburg. 28 .30Oct. 1969
Avail: NTIS
The economic and operationa! probIa,ms connucied with
the introduction of a navigation satellite system are discussed. The
questions arising in air traffic control and flight path assignment
over the North Atlantic are discussed. It as concluded that subsonic
traffic, using inertial navigation, will not necessitate the installation
of navigational satellite systems This will. however, become
necessary for supersonic air transport tO improve ground-air
communications ESRO
N71-12601# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Paris (France)
THE APPLICATION OF DIGITAL COMPUTERS TO
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
G. Alan Whitfield, ed. Nov 1970 277 p refs Presented at
10th Meeting of the Guidance and Control Panel of AGARD,
London, 2 4 Jun. 1970
tAGARD-CP-GB-70) Avail: NTIS
The use of integrated circuits and medium size integrated
devices in designing digital computers for aerospace vehicles is
considered The manner=n which digital computers are being or can
be used to improve the navigation and control of aerospace vehicles
and the design of the computers themselves are emphasized.
N71-12604# Teldix Luftfahrt-Ausruestungs Gmb H, Heidelberg
(West Germany)
SYSTEMS TASKS FOR THE DATA PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT OF ADVANCED AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS
F. G Unger and R. S Sindlinger In AGARD The Appl of Digital
Computers to Guidance and Control Nov 1970 15 p
Avail NTIS
The tasks of the data processing equipment in advanced
navigation systems for aircraft are vastly increased as compared
N71-12610
to conventional systems m use today Major tasks.are processing
of different sensor information, solution of navigation equations,
optima_ use of redundant data by filtering and estimation, automatic
mode control and malfunction detection and isolation These
tasks are described in detail and possible hardware solutions are
discussed Author
N71-12608# Elliott Flight Automation, Lid, Rochester (England)
Airport Works
THE CASE FOR SPECIALISED SYSTEM PROCESSORS iN
AIRBORNE INSTALLATIONS
P. A. Hearne In AGARD The Appl of Digit_ Computers to
Guidance and Control Nov 1970 15 p
Avail: NTIS
The favourable changes made possible in avionic systems by
the ready avmlability of low-cost, single or limited task processors
are examined. The system requirements of airborne data processors
in the areas of navigation, weapon delivery, flight control, engine
control, air data and displays are also considered From this
examination, three different generic types of processor are derived
One of these generic types, a small control processor, is examined
in detail and the various analyses and tradeoff studies carried out
to determine its structure are summarized The hardware
implementation of this machine is then discussed Finally. a
comparison between a 'distributed computer' avionics system using
a number of these machines on a large, centralized multiprocessor
system is made From this comparison, it is shown that the
distributed system has a number of important advantages and is a
more flexible and cost-effective solution for avionics systems
Author
N71-!2E09_ Fe_rahb, L_d., Edinburgh [Scot{and/ Inertial Systems
Dept
ECONOMIES OF INTERFACING WITH SMALL SENSOR
COMPUTERS
K R Brown In AGARD The Appl. of Digital Computers to
Guidance and Control Nov 1970 10 p
Avail: NTIS
The newer generation o{ d!gita! processors indicates that
the interface between computer and sensor is the maior part of the
complete system Th_s is particularly true in the aircraft nawgation
field where the trend is toward self-contained systems which
include a small d_gitat processor, the sensor computer To make
such setf contained systems economical, it is necessary to restrict
the size and cost of the _nterface coupling the computer to the
sensors and to the remaimng systems Certain techniques which
reduce the cost of storage within the interface and permit the
sharing of expensive high accuracy parts of the c_rcuitry are described
Certain basic design principles and rules are stated, and the use
of these rules is illustrated by two examples: the interface with an
inertial platform and a synchro/resolver interface umt. Author
N71-12610"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif
FLIGHT RESEARCH EXPERIENCE WITH GUIDANCE AND
CONTROL COMPUTERS RELATED TO GENERAL
APPLICATIONS
Melvin E Burke In AGARD The Appl of Digital Computers to
Guidance and Control Nov 1970 12 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-66491) Avail: NTIS CSCL 17G
Severa{ guidance and contro_ research programs involving
the X-15 and F-lO4 airplanes are discussed, w_th the discussion
onented toward airborne digital computer utilization An analog and a
digital systems mechanization are compared, and the performance
advantages of the digital system are pointed out The flexibility of the
digital computer as a research tool is indicated, as are advantages
of decentralized computers Application of a general purpose
computer to the solution of strapdown system equations was
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successful in the laboratory in preparation for a flight program The
effects of input output mechamzations on software complexity are
discussed The utility of a general purpose digital computer is
shown by its flexibility in being used for various research tasks This
utility is degraded, however, by the effort required to write programs
in machine language for real-time applications Autho
N71-12611# Royal Aircraft Establishment. Farnborough
(England) AvionicsDept
DIGITAL COMPUTING ASPECTS OF THE JAGUAR
NAV/ATTACK SYSTEM
D. E Humphries In AGARD The AppI of Digital Computers to
Guidance and Control Nov 1970 10 p ref
Copyright. Avail NTIS
The Jaguar navigatLon/attack system performs approximately
the same task as that in the Harrier aircraft, which is wholly
analog, but does the job using a digital computer for roughly the
same cost Despite the similarity of Harrier system requirements.
every endeavour has been made to prevent the system from
becoming a digital copy of analog ideas, but to approach each
requirement from a digital viewpoint The lessons that have been
learned and the techniques that have been evolved during its
development up to its present stage of aircraft flight trials are
described. A brief description of the units which comprise the
system and the facilities which it provides is gLven, with particular
emphasis on those areas where the change to a digital computer has
allowed much greater design freedom and operational flexibility
Author
N71-12612# IndustrieanlagenBetriebsgesellschaft mb H,
Ottobrunn (West Germany)
THE EFFECT OF DIGITAL COMPUTER LIMITATIONS AND
SENSOR ERRORS ON THE ACCURACY OF AN AUTOMATIC
BOMB RELEASE
Gerhard Schroeter It" AGARD The Appi of Digital Computers to
Guidance and Control Nov 1970 7 p
Avail NTIS
Onboard computer and attitude/air data sensor errors cause
delivery errors uf automatically released bombs. For a retarded
bomb. it is shown by numerical evaluation that with a uniform
distribution of release conditions the computing error is approximately
normally distributed with mean value zero and standard deviation
sigma, svgma being dependent on the degree of the polynomial and
the width of the admissible interval of relpase conditions Formulas
are also derived for estimating the influence of the inaccuracy of
weapon computer input data on the impact point These formulas
can be applied to derive the requirements which attitude/air data
sensors should satisfy to provide for sufficiently accurate bombmg
An example is given Author
N71-12613_ A_r Folce System Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohlo Avionics Lab
RECENT ADVANCES IN SELF ORGANIZING AND
LEARNING CONTROLLERS FOR AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS
Cecil _.N Gwmn and Ro._]e_ L Bur_on {Adaptronlcs. Inc. McLean.
Va) /n AGARD r-he Appt of DH]ital Computers to Guidance and
Control Nov 1970 15 p refs
Avad NTIS
The development of va_lous types of /earmng and
self oigiilriZln!} machines IS discussed, with emphasis on a probability
state vallahle machine A self or.L}anlzlng contfollel based on the
proi)al/dlty state vat,able machine Is investigated, including some
results of fh!]ht t_stmcj of aH elementa W version of the controller
and ceJtaur uspecls of lbe deslgll foI a self Orgarl_zmg control
system for on lille ophmtzation of thrust specific fuel consumption
Ill turt)oplopulsIon systems RB
N71-12614# Smiths Industries. Ltd. Cheltenham (England)
Aviation Div
HIGH INTEGRITY DIGITAL FLIGHT CONTROL
J. F Meredith and K A Helps In AGARD The Appl of Digital
Computers to Guidance and Control Nov 1970 7 p
Avail NTIS
The development of high integrity Cl_gitaJ flight control is
discussed with respect to the vanatlon in performance of nominally
identical pieces of equipment In a multiplex system each
analog subchannel has a certain design transfer function which Is
approximately achieved in practice by the use of one or more
_ampllfiers of finite gain together with various smoothing and
stabilizing filters Discrepancies between subchannels arise because of
the legitimate variation of component values within their tolerance
band The discrepancies in transfer function may affect the signals
which are being processed m a way which is indistinguishable from
certain fault conditions As a result, the level of the threshold of
signal discrepancy above which the system detects a fault must
be made higher than the level which may legitimately be caused
by component value variations The use of high integrity digital
flight control is considered as a way to overcome such problems
Author
N71-12615# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development. Paris (France)
REALIZATION OF NONLINEAR CONTROL METHODS
WITH DIGITAL CONTROL UNITS
W Sobotta and H J Berger /n its The Appl of DigLtal Computers
to Guidance and Control Nov "1970 16 p
Avail NTIS
Some characteristic disadvantages of lineal control methods
used In conventional control units for attitude stablhzation of VTOL
aircraft are discussed A special nonlinear stabdity augmentation
system was tested on the flvmq bedstead SG 1262 of VFW.
Blemen. in order to obtain infolmatiqn on the improvement of
handhng qualities m VTOL aircraft The tests show that it is
advantageous when the respons_ time is about proportional to the
pilot commands A digital control unR was developed, which, at
given samphng time and given maximum control power, yields a
response time proportional to the command The control algorithms
were combined in such a manner that both the commands and
the disturbances are optimized The control units are distinguished
by a relatively simple setup with few digital computer elements
Author
N71-12616# Elliott FIK_ht Automation. Ltd. Rochester (England)
Airport Works
DIGITAL DATA PROCESSING IN AUTOMATIC FLIGHT
CONTROL SYSTEMS
R W Howard /n AGARD The App] of Digital Computers to
Guidance and Control Nov. 1970 15 p
Avail: NTIS
Digital data processing Is examined as another technique
for the designer of automatic flight control systems It is discussed
in relation to three general aspects of all AFCS. those of inner loop.
outer IceD and executive functions Various types of modern
aircraft system are compared m assessing the impact of digital
techniques and it is concluded that although ft fs not cost effective
for all computing requirements at present, it will progressively
replace analog flight control computing in the future A warnmg is
given against adoptmg central computmg techniques as a means
of speeding this process Author
N71-12674# Natlorral Physical Lab. Teddmg[on (Errgland_
Aerodynamics Div
TEST CASES FOR NUMERICAL METHODS IN
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TWO-DI MENSIONAL TRANSONIC FLOWS
R C Lock. comp Paris AGARD Nov 1970 25 p refs
(AGARD-R-575-70) Avail: NTIS
In order to prov_le test cases for the development of numerical
methods for the computation of two-dimensional transonic flows
round airfoils, six airfoil shapes were selected for which accurate
solutions are available These include both symmetrical and
cambered profiles, non-lifting and lifting, in subcritical and
supercritical (shock-free) flow. Author
N71-12680_ Weather Squadron (24th), Detachment 10. Randolph
AFB, Tex.
TERMINAL FORECAST REFERENCE FILE, RANDOLPH AIR
FORCE BASE, TEXAS Final Report
Sep. 1970 61 p
(AD-712681 ) Avail: NTIS CSCL 4/2
The reference file discusses factors affecting the weather
at Randolph AFB. TX. Included are location and topography.
weather controls, climatic aids. local forecast study, special synoptic
studies, and rules of thumb Author (TAB)
N71-12728"# Bowles Fluidics Corp., Silver Spring, Md
FLUIDIC WIND SENSOR RESEARCH LEADING TO A
FLIGHT TEST MODEL Final Report
V. F Neradka Dec. 1970 64 p refs
(Contract NAS12-2257)
(NASA-CR-111808; R-11-13-70) Avail: NTIS CSCL 14B
Three tasks leading to the delivery of a flyable fluidic low
speed wind sensor are discussed. These include a flow visualization
study of the flow internal and external to the sensor with regard
to velocity threshold and angular resolving capability. Based on the
research, a flight-worthy model of a single axis sensor was
fabricated and wind tunnel tested over the velocity range
- 160 <V < 160 ft/sec. Of particular interest is the linearity of the
sensor for V<20 ft/sec. Wind tunnel tests in a contaminated
atmosphere were conducted and the unit continued to operate after
several days in severe environments. A configuration for a
model which measures air speed and direction over total spherical
coordinates is presented. Author
N71-12736"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station, Va.
LUNAR FLYING PLATFORM SIMULATOR
David F. Thomas, Jr. and Paul R. Hill Washington Dec 1970
21 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6001; L-6829) Avail: NTIS CSCL 14B
The construction and operation of a body-motion-controlled
five-degree-of-freedom simulation of a j_-supported lunar flying
platform is described. Results from a number of short investigations
performed with this simulator are presented. "In addition, a
comparison is made of the equations of motion of a flying platform
and this device; this comparison indicates that this device may be
used to provide, in earth gravity, a reasonably accurate
five-degree-of-freedom simulation of a jet-supported lunar flying
platform. Author
N71-12756# European Space Research Organization. Paris
(France). Directorate of Programmes and Planning
AERONAUTtCAL SATE LLITES
D. Lennertz Jun 1970 23 p refs
(ESRO-SP-61) Avail: NTfS
After a brief description of the historical background of
aeronautical satellites, the present and future nonsateltite means of
N71-12939
air traffic control and their limitations are discussed. The services.
the economic and technical aspects of an aeronautical satellite
system are considered, resulting in the call for carrying out the
envisaged ESRO/NASA aeronautical satellite program, which is also
briefly described Author (ESRO)
N71-12760# TRW Systems. Redondo Beach, Calif.
SUPPORTING STUDIES FOR HSGT SYSTEM REPORTS
Final Report
Jun. 1970 522 p refs
(Contract DOT-353-66)
(PB-193144; TRW-06816-6041-RO-O0) Avail: NTIS CSCL 13F
The development and characteristics of high speed ground
transportation systems are discussed Appendices covering various
detailed analyses on a high speed rail system, tracked air cushion
vehicle systems, multimodal systems, and automated highway
systems are presented Author
N71-12776*f_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif.
HOLOGRAPHIC INSTRUMENTATION APPLICATIONS
Boris Ragent and Richard M. Brown, eds. Washington 1970
249 p refs Conf. held at Moffett Field, Calif, 13- 14 Jan. 1970
(NASA-SP-248) Avail: NTIS CSCL 14E
Selected papers are presented on application of holographic
instrumentation to nondestructive testing, optical memory and data
processing, measurement of small linear and angular d_placements.
study of fluid heat transfer phenomena, and wind tunnel flow
visualization.
N71-12795"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif
A HOLOGRAPHIC FLOW VISUALIZATION SYSTEM
Richard M. Brown In its Holographic Instrumentation Appl. 1970
p 213-219 refs
Avail: NTIS CSCL 14E
There have been many attempts to apply holographic
interferometry to the examination of fluid flow fields. To investigate
the application of holography to airflow studies, a system is
considered that can be used to make holograms in an extremely
noisy wind tunnel environment. Details and features of the system
are examined; for example, the advantages and disadvantages of
diffusers ere discussed A variable ratio beamsplitter that makes
efficient use of the laser light is described Author
N71-12939"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PERFORMANCE OF NOISE SUPPRESSORS FOR A
FULL-SCALE FAN FOR TURBOFAN ENGINES
Edward J. Rice [1970] 13 p refs Presented at the 9th
Aerospace Sci. Meeting, New York. 25-27 Jan. 197 I; Sponsored
by AIAA
(NASA-TM-X-52941 ) Avail: NTIS CSCL 21E
Performance tests of inlet and exhaust noise suppressors
for a six foot diameter fan for a high by-pass ratio turbofan engine
are discussed. The perforated plate on honeycomb suppressors
provided a much broader band noise attenuation than was predicted
The theory used for the design of the suppressors is discussed. The
theory predicts the frequency for peak attenuation but underpredicts
the peak attenuation amplitude. For frequencies above and below
peak. the observed attenuations are more than predicted.
Degradations of the-aerodynamic performance due to the noise
suppressors were smaller than the experimental errors which were
estimated to be two percent. Author
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N71-12985# Institut Franco-Allemand de Recherches, St. Louis
(France).
STUDY OF SOME METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF
HOLOGRAMS OF PHASE OBJECTS, PRINCIPALLY FOR THE
PURPOSE OF APPLICATIONS TO HYPERSONIC
AERODYNAMICS IN THE FREE-FLIGHT TUNNEL [ETUDE DE
QUELQUES METHODES D'ANALYSE DES HOLOGRAMMES
D'OBJETS DE PHASE, PRINCIPALEMENT DANS LE BUT
D'APPLICATIONS A L'AERODYNAMIQUE HYPERSONIQUE
EN TUNNEL DE TIR[
P Smigielski 15 Dec. 1969 57 p refs In FRENCH
(ISL-T-49/69) Avail: NTIS
The reflected wave hologram of a gaseous flow is analized
by polarized light differential interferometry as well as by Schlieren
method with defocussed phase filter, Application of both methods
to the same hologram for measuring shifts of one or more
strips makes it possible to determine the optical path differences
between two neighboring light beams in the object, or the mass
value equivalent to the optical path gradient: Strip orientation and
adjustment of the focussing error determines the sensitivity. Results
from a single hologram establish the advantages of this method in
aerial flight systems; a white light visible holographic interferogram
is obrained by using a Wollaston-prisma in the object beam and
the reference beam as analyzer. Intensity distribution evaluations
of pictures obtained by Schlieren technique with phase plates of
different forms indicate that pictures from two semiplanes with
phase shifts can be equivalent The advantage of plates situated
outside the focal point, as used in short time photography,
constitute avoidance of possible damage by tire ruby laser beams.
Transl. by G.G.
N71-12997# Air Weather Service, ScottAFB, III
AIR WEATHER SERVICE WEATHER-MODIFICATION
PROGRAM (F¥ 1970) Annual Survey Report
Herbert S Appleman, Everett D Figgins, and Laurence D
Mendenhall Aug. 1970 18 p
(AD-712392; AWS-TR-236; AR-3) Avail: NTIS CSCL4/2
The report describes briefly the weather-modification (fog
dissipation) projects undertaken by the Air Weather Service during
FY 1970 The techniques employed, equipment used, and the
project results are covered This report rs not intended to provide the
technical details important to the weather-modification specialist
but only to inform the AWS community of the current capabilities
AWS possesses in weather modification Author (TAB)
N71-13023"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va.
INTEGRATING-MATRIX METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE
NATURAL VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF
PROPELLER BLADES
William F Hunter (M.S. Thesis--Va Polytech. Inst) Washington
Dec. 1970 73 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6064; L-5539) Avail: NTIS CSCL20K
A numerical method is presented for determining the natural
lateral vibration characteristics of a rotating twisted propeller blade
having a nonuniform, unsymmetrical cross section and cantilever
boundary conditions Two coupled fourth order differential equations
of motion are derived which cantilever the motion of such a beam
having displacements in two directions A development of the
integrating matrix, which is the basis of the method of solution, is
given By expressing the equat=ons of motion in matrix notation.
utilizing the integrating matrix as an operator, and applying the
boundary conditions, the differential equations are integrated and
formulated into a e=genvalue problem whose solutions may be
determined by various methods Numerical examples are presented
and the computed results are compared with experimental data
and exact solutions. Author
N71-13024_'# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Calif.
INVESTIGATION OF A MIXED-COMPRESSION
AXlSYMMETRIC INLET SYSTEM AT MACH NUMBERS 0,6
TO 3.5
Donald B. Smeltzer and Norman E. Sorenson Washington Nov.
t970 245 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6078; A-3516) Avail: NTIS CSCL 21A
A 20-inch (50.8 cm) capture diameter model of a
mixed-compression axisymmetric inlet system was tested. The design
Mach number was 3.5 and off-design performance was obtained
by translation of the cowl. The inlet system was 1.4 capture
diameters long, measured from the cowlip to the engine face. Vortex
generators were installed just downstream of the throat to reduce
the total pressure distortion at the engine face A boundary-layer
removal system was provided on both the cowl and centerbody
surfaces of the subsonic and supersonic diffuser. An engine airflow
bypass system was located on the cowl surface just upstream of
the engine face. The major performance parameters of bleed
mass-flow ratio,total-pressure recovery, and total-pressure distortion
were determined as a function of bypass mass-flow ratio. Other
results obtained were transonic additive drag, inlet tolerance to
change in angle of attack, boundary-layer profiles, and
surface-pressure distributions. At Mach number 3.5 and zero bypass,
total-pressure recovery ranged from 84.5 to 89.5 percent at the
engine face with a bleed mass-flow ratio of 14 to 21 percent, The
total-pressure distortion level was about 5 percent. Author
N71-13060# North Carolina State Univ., Raleigh. Dept. of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
PREDICTED AND MEASURED PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
ON TWO AIRFOILS ATMACH NO. 1 Annual Report
Frederick O, Smetanaand Donald P, Knepper 1970 32 p
(Grant DA-ARO(D)-31-124-70-G95)
(AD-712397;AROD-813Q1-E) Avail: NTIS CSCL20/4
The report describes the initial efforts of a study to provide
fundamental understanding of transonic flow It contains a partial
description of apparatus and models used for the study including
a continuous flow transonic wind tunnel and a comparison of the
experimental results with the available viscous transonic theory on
two experimental airfoils The report also contains a discussion of
future work. Author (TAB)
N71-13070# Army Mobility Equipment Research and
Development Center, Fort Belvoir, Va. Fuels Handling Equipment
Div.
EFFECTS OF CORROSION INHIBITORS ON THE WATER
COALESCING CHARACTERISTICS OF MILITARY
STANDARD FILTER/COALESCER ELEMENTS Interim Report
ShirleyR Boulware Sep 1970 19 p
(AD-712999; USAMERDC-1986) Avail: NTIS CSCL21/4
The report covers a study of the effects of seven corrosion
inhibitors on the coalescing characteristics of the POD-type
filter/coalescer elements used to decontaminate liquid hydrocarbon
fuels. These corrosion inhibitors are specified for use in military jet
fuels, Specification MIL-I-25017, Inhibitors, Corrosion, Fuel Soluble
The report concludes that: The corrosion inhibitors did not produce
any adverse effects on the ability of military standard filter/coalescer
elements to remove 1-percent water from JP-5 fuel that had been
treated with fullers earth: The free-water content of the fuel passed
through the filter/coalescer elements during the 1-percent water
injection tests ranged from 0 to 2,0 parts per million (ppm) which
is within specification limits; The WSIMs of the inhibited JP-5 fuel
during the tests were between 16 and 70; The low, free-water
content did not correlate directly with the relatively low WSIMs: and
The WSIM cannot be used solely to determine the ability of a
military standard filter/coalescer element to decontaminate inhibited
JP-5 after it has been treated with fullers earth However, the
WSIM does give an indication of the ability of a fdter/coalescer
element to decontaminate uninhibited JP-5. Author (TAB)
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N71-13080"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland, Ohio.
COUPLED SUPERSONIC INLET=ENGINE CONTROL USING
OVERBOARD BYPASS DOORS AND ENGINE SPEED TO
CONTROL NORMAL SHOCK POSITION
Gary L. Cole. George H. Neiner, and Robert E. Wallhagen
Washington Dec. 1970 36 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-6019; E-5499) Avail: NTIS CSCL21A
An inlet normal shock control was investigated which usea
the inlet's high response bypass doors as the primary manipulated
variable and engine speed as a slow-acting reset control. One
advantage of this control concept over separate inlet and engine
controls is that it allows the inlet's overboard bypass system to be
operated at the most efficient position. Another advantage is that
this control can correct for shock displacements in the aft
direction when the bypass doors are initially closed, which is not
accomplished by a separate inlet control. Experimental results show
that the control operates satisfactorily, returning the inlet quickly
to design conditions, when subjected to disturbances in diffuser
exit corrected airflow. Author
N71-13082# National Research Council of Canada. Ottawa
(Ontario) Div of Mechanical Engineenng
OBSERVATIONS OF TUNNEL FLOW SEPARATION
INDUCED BY AN IMPINGING JET
R. A. Tyler and R G. Wdliamson Apr. 1970 22 p refs
(NRC-11617; LR-537) Avail: NTIS
Single jets were directed towards, and perpendicular to.
the boundary of the 10-ft × 20-ft test section of the NRC V/STOL
Propulsion Tunnel. The position of tunnel flow separation, arising
from jet impingement and forward penetration, was determined
from wool tuft observations for various conditions of jet geometry.
jet velocity, and tunnel speed, relevant to V/STOL models involving
discrete jets, The results indicated the separation position to be a
simple function of the product of effective mainstream/jet velocity
ratio and nozzle height/diameter ratio. A value of this product
greater than 1.5 was found to be necessary to ensure tunnel flow
separation downstream of the jet nozzle. An approximate extension
to inclined jets, based on limited test data, is included. Author
N71-13083_ Tokyo Univ. (Japan). Inst. of Space and
Aeronautical Science.
DETAILED MEASUREMENTS IN THE TRANSITION REGION
OF A TWO-DIMENSIONAL WAKE, VOLUME 453, NO. 11
Hiroshi Sato and Yoshio Onda Aug. 1970 60 p refs
(ISAS-453-Vol-35-No-11 ) Avail: NTIS
Detailed measurements were made on the laminar-turbulent
transition of a two-dimensional wake with three kinds of imposed
disturbances: the natural disturbance in a wind tunnel, a sound of
single frequency, and a sound of two frequencies from outside. In
all cases, the transition to turbulence is gradual. When a sound
of single frequency is introduced into the wake, the induced
velocity fluctuation is regular and periodic and it persists, resulting
in a transition delay. When a sound of two frequencies f sub 1
and f sub 2 is introduced, two velocity fluctuations are induced. They
grow independently while amplitudes are small. When amplitudes
exceed certain values, two fluctuations interact and both amplitudes
are reduced. The behavior of a slow. irregular fluctuation found in the
natural transition resembles that of f sub 1-f sub 2 component
in many respects. Both fluctuations must be generated by the
same process. The amplification of randomness in the transition
process may be accomplished by the mutual suppression of
amplitudes and by the generation of low-frequency components
from high-frequency components. Author
N71-13126# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Paris (France).
SYMPOSIUM ON STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION
Oct. 1970 397 p refs Conf. held at Istanbul. 8-10 Oct. 1969
(AGARD-CP-36-70) Avail: NTIS
CONTENTS:
1. STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS OF
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES L. A. Schmit.
Jr. (Case Western Reserve Univ,, Cleveland, Ohio) 30 p refs
2. FEASIBLE DIRECTION METHODS _J. Kowalik (Boeing
Co.. Seattle. Wash.) 20 p refs
3. THE APPLICATION OF LINEAR PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES IN THE DESIGN OF OPTIMUM STRUCTURES G.G.
PolJe (RAE. Farnborough, England) 20 p refs
4. DESIGN OF SHIP STRUCTURES BY MEANS OF
NON-UNEAR PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES J. Moe (Technical
Univ. of Norway. Trondheim) 30 p refs
5. OPTIMIZATION UNDER AEROELASTIC CONSTRAINTS
W. H. Weatherill, H. Ashley, and S. C. Mc Intosh. Jr. (Stanford
Univ., Calif.) 30 p refs
6. AUTOMATED ANALYSIS AND EFFICIENT DESIGN
OF REAL STRUCTURES I. C. Taig (British Aircraft Corp., Preston.
England) 25 p refs
7. CONVERGENCE IN FULLY-STRESSED DESIGNING
R. J. Melosh (Philco-Ford Corp,. Palo Alto. Calif.) 17 p refs
6. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT
METHODS IN THE DESIGN OF STRUCTURES M. Flemming
(Dornier-Werke G.m.b.H., Friedrichshafen. West Germany) 27 p
refs
9. THE ROLE OF OPTIMIZATION IN THE DESIGN OF
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES R.A. Gellatly (Bell Aerosystems Co..
Buffalo. N.Y.) 18 p refs
10. ON THE MINIMUM MASS LAYOUT OF TRUSSES
P. Pedersen (Technical Univ., Copenhagen. Denmark) 19 p refs
11. STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION OF A SUPERSONIC
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER J. R. Johnson (AFSC. Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio) and D. S. Warren (Douglas Aircraft CO., Santa Monica,
Calif.) 19 p refs
12. OPTIMUM THERMDSTRUCTURAL DESIGN OF THIN
CIRCULAR CYLINDERS E. Vallerani (FIAT S. P-A. Turin. Italy)
28 p refs
13. APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS IN
STRUCTURAL DESIGN W.J. Batdorf (Lockheed-Georgia Co..
Marietta) 24 p refs
14. MAN-MACHINE INTERACTIVE STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
AS A PRELIMINARY-DESIGN AID G.A. Butlin (Leicester Univ..
England) 26 p refs
15. DESIGNING DISC PROFILES FOR A GAS TURBINE
ENGINE USING AN INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE
M. A. Bayfield (Rolls-Royce, Ltd,, Derby. England) 13 p refs
16. OPTIMIZATION OF STRUCTURES WITH RELIABILITY
CONSTRAINTS F. Moses (Case Western Reserve Univ., Cleveland.
Ohio) 21 p refs
17. THE OPTIMUM DESIGN OF SHELL STRUCTURE FOR
STATIC STRENGTH, STIFFNESS. FATIGUE AND DAMAGE
TOLERANCE STRENGTHS W. J. Crichlow (Lockheed-California Co..
Burbank) 32 p refs
N71-13131_ Stanford Univ.. Calif. Dept. of Aeronautics and
Astronautics.
OPTIMIZATION UNDER AEROELASTIC CONSTRAINTS
Warren H. Weatherill (Boeing Co, Seattle), Holt Ashley, and S. C.
Mc tntosh, Jr In AGARD Symp on Structural Optimization Oct
1970 30 p refs
Avail: NTIS
Limitations are placed on some dynamic or aeroelastic
eigenvalue of an aeronautical structure of prescribed shape, topology
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and Overall dimensions. It is then attempted to minimize the
rigidity-determining mass or some other related figure of merit. A fairly
comprehensive literature survey is included. The cases analyzed to
date have fallen into two rather idealized categories. With few
exceptions, these examples have involved a single constraint, such
as fixed fundamental frequency of vibration, speed of torsional
divergence or speed of flutter. On the one hand, situations have
been treated involving a one-dimensional structure (bar, beam, rod)
governed by a simple ordinary differential equation. On the other,
finite-element or modal idealizations of more elaborate
configurations have led to optimal solutions on nonlinear algebraic
or transcendental systems. Both approaches are capable of
generalization, e.g., by the addition of other simultaneous constraints.
But the finite-element approach shows greater promise for practical
applications. Author
N71-13132# British Aircraft Corp., Preston (England).
AUTOMATED ANALYSIS AND EFFICIENT DESIGN OF
REAL STRUCTURES
I, C. Taig In AGARD Syrnp. on Structura I Optimization Oct.
1970 25 p refs
Avail: NTIS
The development of computer facilities to aid the efficient
design of aircraft structures is considered. Practical aspects of an
automated design system not normally covered in analytical
treatments of the subject are discussed. Particular attention is given
to the need to make vital decisions early in the design period, to
the kind of information which will contribute to sound decisions
and to the most profitable developments in computing facilities to
meet these needs. Described is a particular system for automated
analysis and design which aims to meet these requirements by
progressive improvement of procedures already in use in a design
office, The main developments are an engineering communication
language, its application to problem specification and optimum
structural design and the integration of analysis and design by
automated idealisation. In a brief review of the present level of
development and application to design it is concluded that the most
urgent improvements needed are the full integration of the system,
the addition of graphic imput facilities and the study of the criteria
used to assess structure merit.- Author
N71-13134# Dornier-Werke G.m.b.H, Friedrichshafen (West
Germany).
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF FINITE ELEMENT
METHODS IN THE DESIGN OF STRUCTURES
M. Fleming In AGARD Syrup. on Structural Optimization Oct.
1970 27 p refs
Avail: NTIS
A comparison between test- and theoretical results using
the finite element method is given and the numerical stability of this
method is considered. Results of static and dynamic calculations are
shown. Structural problems which occured in the VTOL-technique
and their solution with the displacement method are explained.
Author
N71-13135_ Bell Aerosystems Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Structural
Systems Dept.
THE ROLE OF OPTIMIZATION IN THE DESIGN OF
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Ronald A. Gellatly In AGARD Syrup. on Structural Optimization
Oct. 1970 18 p refs
Avail: NTIS
The long term goal in structural research is the development
Of integrated design procedures whereby the engineer-analyst and
the computer perform complementary interactive roles in the total
design process. As a first major step tOward this goal the
methodology of structural optimization has been evolved. Although
developed principally to perform the automatic design of optimum
structures, these procedures have been extended into all aspects
of preliminary structural design.With these computational tools, the
designer is now enabled to make analytically based quantitative
end qualitative judgments on the relative merits of various candidate
configurations necessary to satisfy overall performance requirements.
Parametric studies of the influence of major structural characteristics
on total system performance can be carried out rapidly using ideal
optimized structures as bases of comparison. In the subsequent
design of the selected configuration, the same principles of
optimization can be utilized by the designer to achieve the optimum
distribution of structural material at primary and detail design
levels. Author
N71-13137# Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson
AFB, Ohio. Flight Dynamics Lab.
STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION OF A SUPERSONIC
HORIZONTAL STABILIZER
J, R. Johnson and D. S. Warren In AGARD Syrup. on Structural
Optimization Oct. 1970 19 p refs Prepared in cooperation with
Douglas Aircraft Co,, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.
Avail: NTIS
An existing computer program for structural optimization
by gradient search techniques was modified to include an
approximate constraint for flutter. The modified program was used
to design a horizontal stabilizer for a supersonic aircraft. The idea
of the flutter constraint was general_'zed to provide a family of
criteria to account for flutter, divergence, and elastic stability in
structural optimization. The criteria are function of displacements
and therefore can be easily implemented, are economical to apply,
and allow simultaneous optimization for strength and aeroelastic
criteria. The stabilizer was first designed for strength using a fully
stressed design criteria. The stabilizer was then redesigned with
active strength and flutter constraints using the steepest descent
and side step modes of the program. The results show a ten percent
increase in weight to accommodate the flutter constraint, and local
stiffening of the structure to increase the torsional frequency,
Author
N71-13141# Rolls-Royce. Ltd., Derby (England). Aero Engine
Div.
DESIGNING DISC PROFILES FOR A GAS TURBINE ENGINE
USING AN INTERACTIVE GRAPHIC DISPLAY DEVICE
M. A Bayfield and R. D McKenzie In AGARD Syrup. on
Structural Optimization Oct. 1970 13 p refs
Avail: NTIS
Described is the early use of a program which an aero
engine designer may use to draw a two-dimensional mesh pattern
over the profile shape of a rotating disc. The program allows the
designer to construct this mesh on the screen of a graphics
terminal, at which he may modify the design of both the mesh and
the original disc profile, When he is entirely satisfied with each of
these he is able to transfer all relevant information about the mesh,
together with data describing nodal loads, displacements, pressures
and stalking properties to a computer file. A batch program that
can be run at a later time will read this filed data and with it carry
out a stress analysis of the disc using finite element techniques,
Experience has shown that this method of entering data to the
computer is very easy to use but, most important, design times can
be reduced. Author
N71-13143# Lockheed-California Co,, Burbank
THE OPTIMUM DESIGN OF SHELL STRUCTURE FOR
STATIC STRENGTH, STIFFNESS, FATIGUE AND DAMAGE
TOLERANCE STRENGTHS
Walter J. Crichlow In AGARD Syrup. on Structural Optimization
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OCt. 1970 32 p refs ,
Avail: NTIS
Modern airframe structural design now involves accountability
for: (I) static strength and stiffness of undamaged structure; (2)
time to initiate fatigue cracks or the fatigue life of undamaged
structure; (3) fracture toughness or residual static strength of damage
structure; and (4) rate of crack propagation or the fatigue life of the
damaged structure. The imposition of fatigue, fracture mechanics,
and rate of crack propagation as new material characteristics, all
highly sensitive to many environmental factors has extended the
materia!s engineer's task of providing optimized materials and
processing treatments and the structures engineer's task of designing
for these phenomena. A systems approach to the design of airframe
structure is described utilizing all of these material characteristics
to achieve the level of structural integrity demanded of modern
aircraft. Author
N71-13194_ Naval Air Engineering Center, Philadelphia, Pa
Engineering Dept.
COMPARATIVE STUDY OF PROPOSED SIGNAL
ACQUISITION METHODS FOR PLAT CROSSHAIR
STABI U ZATI ON
David R Flanders 15 Sep. 1970 103 p
(AD-712511; NAEC-ENG-7669) Avail: NTIS CSCL 17/7
The report presents a comparative study of two proposed
stabilization systems in an attempt to determine the most reliable
interim measure providing a stabilization signal to the PLAT (Pilot
- LS.O. Landing Aid Television) mirror. In addition, a brief
summary of the work presently accomplished in the area of PLAT
stabilization is undertaken. Author (TAB)
N71-13236# Von Karman Inst. for Fluid Dynamics, Rhode
Saint-Genese (Belgium).
FLAT PLATE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION AND HEAT
TRANSFER IN A CONICAL HYPERSONIC FLOW
F. R Bailey Jun 1969 59 p refs
(VKI-TN-56) Avail: NTIS
A theory is presented for predicting the weak pressure
interaction and heat transfer distribution on a flat plate with a
laminar boundary layer in a conical hypersonic flow Good agreement
was obtained with measurements made in a Iongshot free-piston
hypersonic wind tunnel usMg a nominal Mach number 15 conical
nozzle of 6 deg half-angle It was found that the surface pressure
predicted using the present theory agreed better with experiment
than the Lees and Probstein method using the local values of
viscous interaction parameter x This indicates that the effect of
pressure gradient on the rate of boundary layer growth must be
accounted for in hypersonic conical flows The present theory _'as
also used to study the effects of nitrogen condensation on flat
plate surface pressure and heat transfer The onset of nitrogen
condensation in the'longshot was found to occur under conditions
similar to those found in other intermittent facilities.
Author (ESRO)
N71-13237# Imperial Coil of Science and Technology, London
(England) Dept. of Aeronautics.
WIND TUNNELS AND TEST RIGS OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF AERONAUTICS, IMPERIAL COLLEGE
P. Bradshaw Apr. 1970 6 p
(IC-AER0-REPT-70-01) Avail: NTIS
Details and dimensions of 14 test rigs used for teaching
and research, ranging from a water channel to a Mach 25 nitrogen
tunnel, are tabulated Author (ESRO)
N71-13281# Technische Hochschule Stuttgart (West Germany)
Inst fuer Mechanik
BEHAVIOR OF A GYROCOMPASS AND A GYRO HORIZON
N71-13402
WHILST LOOPING [VERHALTEN VON KURSKREISEL
UND KREISELHORIZONT BEIM LOOPING]
Joerg-Ulrich Steinwand (PhD. Thesis) 1970 103 p refs In
GERMAN
Avail: NTIS
The behavior of attitude gyros with stops on the inner
frame is investigated during a looping flight The stops limit the
freedom of rotation of the inner frame to approximately + or -
80 to _- or - 85 deg and may be fixed or flexible. It is checked,
under which conditions the inner frame is stopped and how hard
the flexible stops have to be. to prevent blocking the frame. A
precession takes place due to a moment working on the gyro as
the inner frame is on one of its stops. At the end of the looping
this results in an indication error, which is investigated. ESRO
N71-13364_ National Aerospace Lab.. Amsterdam (Netherlands).
ELECTRON FRACTOGRAPHY OF FATIGUE IN A HIGH
STRENGTH STEEL
D, Broek and W. J. van der Vet Mar. 1969 34 p refs
Sponsored by Roy. Neth. Air Force
(NLR-TR-69043-U) Avail: NTIS
An extensive electron fractographical investigation was carried
out of a series of fatigue failures in a 4340 type steel. Low
tempering temperatures and low stresses promote intergranular
fatigue fractures. High stresses and high tempering temperatures
promote the formation of striations. Author (ESRO)
N71-13401# Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique.
Meudon (France). Lab. d'Aerothermique.
INCIDENCE AND BLUNTNESS EFFECTS ON THE
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A FLAT PLATE IN A
STRONG INTERACTION REGIME [EFFECTS D'INCIDENCE
ET D'EMOUSSEMENT SUR LES CARACTERISTIQUES
AERODYNAMIQUES D'UNE PLAQUE PLANE EN REGIME
DE FORTE INTERACTION]
Jean Allegre and Georges Herpe May 1970 53 p refs In
FRENCH; ENGUSH summary Sponsored by Direc. des Rech. et
Moyens d'Essais
(Rept-70-4: Publ-372) Avail: NTIS
After discussing incidence and leading edge bluntness effects,
wall pressure and heat transfer distributions along flat plates are
compared with strong interaction regime theory. Components of
aerodynamic forces due to the wall pressure only were compared
with total aerodynamic force values to obtain the skin friction
effect for various fiat plate configurations. Data were obtained in e
Mach 8 rarefied hypersonic flow with a flee-stream Reynolds
number of 2200 per cm; viscous interaction parameters along the
plates varied between 4 and 15. Author (ESRO)
N71-13402_ Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Aerospatiales. Paris (France).
PRECISE CALCULATION OF UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC
PRESSURES IN SUBSONIC FLOW [CALCUL PRECIS DES
PRESSIONS AERODYNAMIQUES INSTATIONNAIRES EN
SUBSONIQUE]
Pierre Salaun 1970 34 p refs In FRENCH; ENGUSH summary
(0NERA-NT-163) Avail: NTIS
The aerodynamic pressures on a rectangular wing vibrating
in subsonic flow were calculated by the integral equation method,
in which the pressure and the right hand member were developed
in limited series of orthogonal polynomials thus replacing the
integral equation by a system of linear equations. Aerodynamic
coefficient matrices are presented for aspect ratios 1 and 3,
Mach numbers 0.5 and 07. and reduced frequencies 0.5 and 2.
Author (ESRO)
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N71-13403# Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique,
Meudon (France). Lab. d'Aerothermique.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE WAKES OF CYLINDERS
AND SPHERES IN LOW DENSITY HYPERSONIC FLOWS
[ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DU SILLAGE DE CYLINDRES
ET DE SPHERES EN ECOULEMENT HYPERSONIQUE DE
GAZ RAREFIE]
Henri Coudeville and Michel Raffin Dec. 1969 98 p refs In
FRENCH; ENGLISH summary Sponsored in part by DRME
(Rept-69-7; Publ-369) Avail: NTIS
Sphere and cylinder wakes were studied in low density
supersonic and hypersonic flows, The Knudsen numbers, based on
the diameters, ranged from 0.01 to 10 for Mach numbers of 4,
8 and 20. Wake structure was characterized by the bow shock
wave intensity and thickness, and also by the existence or absence
of a trailing shock wave. Comparison of the wake configurations
of cylinders and spheres provided a reference length for accurate
definition of the Knudsen number. Author (ESRO)
N71-13404"# Nielsen Engineering and Research, inc., Mountain
View, Galif.
AN EXPLORATORY AERODYNAMIC AND STRUCTURAL
INVESTIGATION OF ALL-FLEXIBLE PARAWlNGS
J. N. Nielson, S. B. Spangler, S. S. Stahara, and A. L Lee
Washington NASA Dec. 1970 160 p refs
(Contract NAS1-8477)
(NASA-CR-1674; NEAR-TR-20) Avail: NTIS CSCL 01C
A theoretical investigation was made of the aerodynamic
and structural aspects of all-flexible parawings. These wings are
characterized by large amounts of spanwise camber. An aerodynamic
method was developed through the use of slender-body theory to
account for the principal nonplanar effects. The method considers
sections in the plane normal to the root chord to be circular arcs
which may translate and dilate with distance along the root chord.
The method yields spanwise and chordwise distributions of loading,
the distribution of suction along the leading edge and the induced
drag. Various static equilibrium models were examined for the
purpose of determining the canopy tension distribution and" rigging
line loads. The methods were applied to a single- and a twin-keel
parawing for which data on inflated shape, overall aerodynamic
loads, and line loads were obtained. Comparisons with these load
data were made using the measured canopy shapes, Author
N71-13405"# Princeton Univ.. N.J. Dept. of Aerospace and
Mechanical Sciences.
AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF PANEL
DIVERGENCE AT SUBSONIC SPEEDS
ThorsteinnGislason, Jr. Jul. 1970 57 p refs
(Grant NGR-31-001-146)
(NASA-CR-111821;AMS-921) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
Panel flutter and panel divergence were investigated as
structural aeroelastic problems which lead to fatigue failure The
boundary conditions ahd thickness of a clamped aluminum panel
with a chord to span ratio of 2 in a low Mach number flow regime
were studied with the temperature effects, aerodynamic loading
and divergence, The conclusions are: (1) A technique has been
developed to determine divergence behavior (2) Post-divergence
strain response is essentia)ly as predicted by the _inearized potential
theory, (3) Divergence occurs at the dynamic pressure that linearized
potential theory and a one mode Galerkin solution idicates (4) Sag
and the corresponding curvature of panels greatly increases the
post-divergence strain response of thin panels F.O.S,
N71-13406# National Physical Lab,, Teddington (England) Fluid
Motion Subcommittee.
THE BEHAVIOUR OF THE LEADING-EDGE VORTICES
OVER A DELTA WING FOLLOWING A SUDDEN CHANGE
OF INCIDENCE
N, C. Lambourne, D. W. Bryer, and J, F, M. Maybrey Mar. 1970
57 p refs
(NPL-AERO-1294) Copyright. Avaih NTIS
The transient behavior of leading-edge vortices over a delta
wing subject to a sudden change of incidence is studied to
understand the wing Ioadings that can occur in unsteady conditions
of flight. In the experiments reported, changes of incidence have
been imposed on delta-shaped plates by application of a
constant-velocity i_unging motion for a limited time; other related
unsteady motions are also discussed. Results indicate that after the
start of the plunge an effectively steady vortex system established
over the plate in a time approximately equal to that required for
one chord length of relative forward travel. Where comparisons can
be made, Dore's theoretical calculations of the manner in which
the vortices move show fair agreement with the experiment.
Effects of the transient movements of the vortices on lift distribution
are disucssed and the inference is drawn that the changes in the
distribution of wing loading occurring for an increase of incidence are
not simply reversed when the incidence is decreased. Author
N71-13407# Weapons Research Establishment. Salisbury
(Australia).
THE USE OF RATE GYROSCOPES IN THE FREE FLIGHT
MEASUREMENT OF AERODYNAMIC LATERAL FORCE AND
MOMENT COEFFICIENTS
N, E. Gilbert Mar. 1970 38 p refs
(WRE-TN-HSA-164) Avail: NTIS
Suitable flight data regions were selected for the free flight
measurement of aerodynamic force and moment coefficients on
two bombs, each with four fins. The bombs carried an incidence
meter, three rate gyroscopes, and four linear aceelerometers, The
flight data is fitted to a mathematical model of the force and
moment system developed by Maple and Synge. Pitch and yaw
rates and pitch end yaw accelerations derived using rate gyroscope
measurements are compared with those derived using other sources
and the agreement was found to be very good. Static coefficients
are found to be equally well obtained using any of the various
combinations of rate gyroscope and linear accelerometer
measurements. Results are given at a Mach number of 0.6 and very
good agreement is obtained between free flight and wind
tunnel measurements of the static forces and moments. However.
satisfactory free flight measurements of Magnus coefficients and
damping coefficient derivatives were not obtained. Because of
inadequate instrumentation and uncertainties in rate gyroscope
measurement of roll rate. no data were obtained on axial forces and
moments. Author
N71-13408# Oxford Univ. (England). Engineering Lab.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY
LAYER TRANSITION
John. E. LaGraff (Ph.D. Thesis) May 1970 281 p refs
Sponsored by Min. of Technol.
(Rept-1104/70) Avail: NTIS
The design, instrumentation, and calibration of the Oxford
hypersonic gun tunnel and measurements of boundary layer
transition on the outside surface of a hollow cylinder model using
shadowgraph and surface pitot techniques are described. Transition
experiments on the model in various European wind tunnels are
compared and a correlation based on nozzle watt boundary layer
aerodynamic noise radiation is discussed. Heat transfer
measurements on the surface of a 10 deg total angle sharp cone and
a flat plate were made and compared with theoretical predictions.
Strong flat plate' fluctuation intensities, due to large turbulent
eddies generated near the model leading edge and initially located
in the boundary layer, were found within the boundary layer
upstream of the region where transition began, Author (ESRO)
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N71-13409_ National Physical Lab.. Teddington (England).
Aerodynamics Div.
AN INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECTS OF UNIT
REYNOLDS NUMBER AND INCIDENCE ON
BOUNDARY-LAYER TRANSITION IN THE NPL 6 INCH BY
6 INCH SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL
P, G. Pugh and D. F. Bedder 16 Sap. 1969 24 p refs
(NPL-AERO-1301 ; ARC-31382) Copyright. Avail: NTIS
Tests made in the NPL 6 in x 6 in tunnel at M = 3.0
to determine the effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence
on boundary layer transition on a right-circular cone model are
reported. The importance of residual steady-state convective heat
transfer is highlighted. A simple prediction method is outl_ped and
shown to account for the quantitative effects of incidence.
Author
N71-13410" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va.
MINIMUM INDUCED DRAG AIRFOILBODY Patent
Clarence D. Cone. Jr.. inventor (to NASA) Issued 6 Sep, 1966
(Filed 26 Dec. 1962) 8 p CI. 244-35
(NASA-Case-X LA-00755; US-Patent-3.270,988;
U S-Patent-AppI-SN-247423) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL 01A
An electric analog apparatus for measuring the induced
drag of a wing form is described for studying means of reducing
the induced drag of conventional wings. The analog of the fluid
flow pattern is provided by setting up an electric field in a
conductive sheet and forming a nonconductive void in the sheet
shaped like the wing form. Measurements of potential differences
between points on opposite sides of the void are taken. Applications
of the electric analog to the analysis of nonplanar wing
configurations are given. NEN.
N71-13411" National Aeronautics and Spac e Administration.
Langley Research Station. Langley Station, Va.
MINIMUM INDUCED DRAG AIRFOIL BODY Patent
Clarence D Cone, Jr.. inventor (to NASA) Issued 10 Mar. 1970
(Filed 30 Sep. 1965) 9 p Cl. 235-61.6; Int. CI. GO6k15/O0
Continuation-in-part of US Patent Appl. SN-247423. filed 26 Dec,
1962
( NASA-Case-XLA-05828; US-Patent-3.500,020;
US-Patent-AppI-SN-509460) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL 01A
Additional claims are presented for the electric analog
These claims cu._.n the efficacy of the device in predetermining
the specific nonplanarlwin_configuration having_minimum induced
drag. N.EN
ROOMS THROUGH OPEN WINDOWS. PART 3:
EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND GENERAL DISCUSSION
P. GVaidya [1970] 2 p refs
Avail: NTIS
Results of some full scale experiments, carried out by using
simulated sonic booms, are presented. These results were compared
with the predictions obtained previously. A general theoretical
description of the buildup of the acoustic field inside a room due
to a transient incident onto an open window was developed in
detail. Possible extensions of the theoretical analysis are indicated
in the Appendix. Author
N71-13414t_ National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa
(Ontario).
FUELS AND LUBRICANTS SECTION. AIRCRAFT CARBU-
RETOR ICING STUDIES
L Gardner and G. Moon Jul. 1970 41 p refs
(LR-536) Avail: NTIS
A study was made of the effect of gasoline icing inhibitors on
aircraft carburetor icing. An engine test was developed and used
to evaluate various types of inhibitor. The results obtained showed
that aircraft carburetor icing can be prevented by the inclusion
of additives in the gasoline. The use of a teflon-coated throttle
plate to prevent ice adhesion was studied and found to virtually
eliminate any ice formation on the plate. The use of ethylene glycol
monomethyl ether at 0.10 - O. 15% by volume in the gasoline and
teflon-coated plate was shown to prevent both carburetor and fuel
system icing. Author
N71-13415_ Cranfield Inst. of Technology(England).
AIRCRAFT DESIGN STUDIES: COUNTER INSURGENCY
AIRCRAFT WITH SUCTION BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
D. Howe Apr 1970 40 p refs
(Aero-1) Avail: NTIS
A design study of a counter insurgency aimraft with a
suction boundary layer controlled wing to give high lift was
undertaken. The aircraft has a gross weight of 9800 lb. and was
designed to carry a variety of payloads of up to 2000 lb. at a
maximum speed of 380 mph. The flight usable lift coefficient of five
is achieved at an incidence of approximately 30 deg. which
introduces particular layout and undercarriage problems. A twin
boom configuration with a variable geometry undercarriage was
adopted. It is concluded that the use of a suction boundary layer
control system will confer significant performance benefits, but the
aircraft might well be handicapped by climatic operational
limitations. The variable goemetry undercarriage is complex and an
alternative layout using a tilt wing is recommended. Author
N71-13412*_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, D.C
RECENT WORKS ON AIRCRAFT-PRIMARY CONTROL AT
THE DFL INSTITUTE FOR AIRCRAFT GUIDANCE {NEURE
ARSEITEN ZUR FLUGZEUG-PR|MAERSTEUERUNG AM
INSTITUT FUER FLUGFUEHRUNG DER DFL]
W. Metzdorff Dec. 1969 20 p Transl. into ENGLISH from
German report DFL-8 p 393-404
(NASA-TT-F-12709; DFL-8) Avail: NTIS CSCL01C
Research was conducted at the DFL Institute for Aircraft
Guidance in order to study the characteristics and applicability of
digital electrohydraulic systems in flight control. Author
N71-13413_ Southhampton Univ. (England). Inst. of Sound
and Vibration Research.
THE TRANSMISSION OF SONIC BOOMS SIGNALS INTO
N71-13416_ National Transportation Safety Board. Washington,
D.C.
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT: LEHIGH ACRES
DEVELOPMENT, INCORPORATED, MARTIN 404. N40412,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, 30 MAY 1970
30 Sep 1970 17 p refs Its File No. 3-0757
(NTSB-AAR-70-25) Avail: NTIS
Results from an investigation of the Martin 404. N40412
are given. It was determined that probable cause of the accident
was loss of effective engine power due to improper fuel being
placed in the tanks A contributing factor was that the flight crew
did not detect the error, It was recommended that a more accurate
color coding system for tank fuels be used; refueling nozzles be
marked: parts of safety rules 23.25. 27. and 29 be modified; and
existing aircraft be required to be painted within a year after
publication of the changes. EH.W.
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N71-13417_ National Transportation Safety Board. Washington.
D.C
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT REPORT: SEABOARD WORLD
AIRLINES, INCORPORATED, DOUGLAS DC-8-63F, N8634,
STOCKTON METROPOLITAN AIRPORT, STOCKTON,
CALIFORNIA, 16 OCTOBER 1969
30Sep, 1970 28 p refs Its File No. 1-0058
(NTSB-AAR-70-24) Avail: NTIS
Results from an investigation of the Douglas DC-S-63F,
N8634 crash are given. It was determined that probable cause of
the accident was a false ground spoiler position indication during
the takeoff portion of a touch-and-go landing that induced the
captain to discontinue the takeoff at a point too far down the
runway to permit him to stop the aircraft on the runway. It was
recommended that the Federal Aviation Administration take the
required action to insure that an apporate warning be included in
all DC-8 operations manuals which states that: The ground spoiler
selector lever shall be manually positioned to the spewer extend
setting on all rejected takeoffs, regardless of ground spoiler light
indications. Author
N71-13418# Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D.C.
Information and Statistics Div.
MILITARY AIR TRAFFIC ACTIVITY REPORT: CALENDAR
YEAR 1969
ViolaW. Patterson Jun. 1970 52 p refs
(Rept-70-10) Avail: Issuing Activity
Air traffic activity for calendar year 1969 is reported by
U,S. Air Force Bases. Army Airfields. and Naval Aeronautical
Facilities in the United States and Overseas. In addition, data on Naval
instrument operations, VFR operations, and instrument approaches
are presented. Author
N71-13419"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif,
VALIDATION OF THE GAS GENERATOR METHOD OF
CALCULATING JET-ENGINE THRUST AND EVALUATION
OF XB-70-1 AIRPLANE "ENGINE PERFORMANCE AT
GROUND STATIC CONDITIONS
Henry H, Arnaiz and William G. Schweikhard Washington Dec.
1970 45 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-7028: H-596) Avail: NTIS CSCL01A
Deficiencies in established techniques of measuring aircraft
thrust in flight led to the application of the gas generator method
of calculating engine thrust to the XB-70-1 airplane, A series of
tests on a ground static-thrust stand was performed on the
airplane to establish at ground static conditions the accuracy of this
method, to measure the installed thrust of the YJ93-GE-3 engine, and
to determine the effect of instrumentation errors and nonuniform
flows at the engine compressor face on the thrust calculation,
Tests with an aerodynamically choked inlet, an opened inlet-bypass
system, and varying combinations of operating engines were also
conducted. Results showed that the accuracy of the gas generator
method was + or - 2 percent for the normal operation of the
XB-70-1 airplane at ground static conditions and for the upper 70
percent of the engine's throttle range. They also showed that the
effect of individual instrument errors on the thrust calculation was
reduced because of the large number of measurements and that
abnormatly high inlet flow distortion affects the thrust calculation.
When corrected for inlet losses, the installed thrust of the
YJ93-GE-3 engine agreed favorably with the engine manufacturer's
uninstalled estimated thrust for all power settings except those at
the low end. Author
N71-13420# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ame3 Research Center. Moffett Field, Calif
REINGESTION CHARACTERISTICS AND INLET FLOW
DISTORTION OF V/STOL LIFT-ENGINE FIGHTER
CONFIGURATIONS
Jerry V, Kirk and Jerry P. Barrack Washington Dec. 1970 44 p
refs
(NASA-TN-D-7014; A-2996) Avail: NTIS CSCLO1A
Reingestion of exhaust gas into engine inlets during hover,
and inlet flow distortion with the associated loss in total-pressure
recovery during transition were studied using a large-scale
generalized lift-engine fighter model powered by J-85 engines.
Exhaust gas reingestion during hover was studied on a static test
facility, and inlet flow distortion and total-pressure recovery loss
were studied in the 40° by 80-foot wind tunnel. Two lift-engine
arrangements were studied, the swiveling, retractable and the
internally fixed, Both arrangements were subject to excessive thrust
loss and compressor stalls due to reingestion when the engine
exhaust was vectored nearly vertical. Vectoring the exhaust
approximately 20 deg from vertical essentially eliminated reingestion
problems. Vectoring the lift-engine exhaust forward and the
lift-cruise engine exhaust aft to balance the aircraft and minimize
reingestion appears to be a feasible means of _illowing VTOL
operation. Inlet flow distortion and total-pressure recovery were
within acceptable limits for the swiveling, retractable lift-engine
configuration. With the inlet guide vane installed to help turn the
flow into the engine, the vertically mounted lift engines of the
internally fixed configuration with an inlet radius to diameter ratio
of 0.19 produced acceptable inlet flow distortion and total-pressure
recovery results. Without the guide vane the nominal acceptable
distortion level of 10 percent was exceeded at the higher velocity
ratios. Author
N71-13421" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif.
ENERGY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM FOR GLIDER TYPE
VEHICLE Patent
Roger L. Winblade and John P. Smith, inventors (to NASA) Issued
28Jun. 1966 (Filed 24 Jun. 1962) 14 p C1.235-150.22
(NASA-Case-XFR-00756; U S- Patent-3,258,582;
US-Patent-AppI-SN-212173) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL01B
A data processing and display system is described for use
as terminal guidance or energy management apparatus on X-15
or DynaSoar vehicles. Real time in-flight total range capability of
the vehicle is presented in a graphical display which continuously
outlines the possible landing area. The method is based on the
empirical fact that the landing area on an assumed flat earth as
seen from above is a modified cardioid ahead of the aircraft, with
the cardioid valley closest to the aircraft. The area is a function
of the vehicle's location, heading, velocity, and altitude, and
these data are fed to a special purpose computer. The computer
generates voltages applied to an oscilloscope which in turn displays
the size and position of the cardioid relative to the map overlay.
N.E.N.
N71-13422" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langley Station, Va.
MECHANICAL STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM
Patent
John F. Garren, Jr. and James R. Kelley, inventors (to NASA)
Issued 20 Oct, 1970 (Filed 24 Feb. 1969) 5 p Cl. 244-76; Int.
CI, B64c 13//18
(NASA-Case-X LA-06339 ; US-Patent-3,534,930;
US-Patent-AppI-SN-801336) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL 01B
A mechanical stabilization system for VTOL aircraft is described
The system includes methanical means for modifying a pilot's
control signal to obtain a desired rate signal, The desired rate signal
is compared with the actual rate signal and an error signal is
generated. The error signal is then compared with a modified lead
signal and used to control a surface actuator, The system has a
high level of damping for external disturbances and a low level of
damping for pilot maneuver control signals, N.E.N
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N71-13474"_ Martin Marietta Corp., Denver, Colo.
PCM TELEMETRY FOR EARTH RESOURCES AIRCRAFT.
END ITEM TEST REPORT. CONTRACT ITEM NO.1
Duane L. Starner Jun. 1969 76 p
(Contract NA $9-8146)
(NASA-CR-108700; MCR-69-286) Avail: NTIS CSCL 09F
Electrical and environmental qualification tests performed
on the first PCM production system, and the acceptance testing
of other system elements. Author
N71-13576_ Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Paris (France).
BALUSTIC RANGE TECHNOLOGY
Thomas N. Canning, Alvin Seiff, and Carlton S. James, eds. (NASA.
Ames Res. Center) Aug. 1970 463 p refs Prepared by NASA.
Ames Res. Center and the Defence Res. Estab,. Valcartier, Quebec
(AGARDograph-138; AGARD-AG-138-70) Avail: NTIS
CONTENTS:
1. MODERN BALLISTIC RANGES AND THEIR USES
T. N. Canning and A. Seiff (NASA. Ames Res. Center, Moffett
Field. Calif.) p 1-8 ,
2. THE LIGHT-GAS-GUN MODEL LAUNCHER R.E.
Berggren and R.M. Reynolds (NASA. Ames Res. Center, Moffett
Field, Calif.) p 9-96 refs
3. MODEL AND SABOT DESIGN AND LAUNCHING
TECHNIQUES C. E. De Rose and P. F. Intrieri (NASA. Ames Res.
Center, Moffett Field. Calif.) p 97-154 refs
4. TERMINAL BALLISTICS J. L Summers and B. P. Denardo
(NASA. Ames Res. Center. Moffett Field. Calif.) p 155-166
refs
5. COUNTERFLOW FACIUTIES R.J. Cerros and C.
E. De Rose (NASA, Ames Res, Center, Moffett Field, Calif.)
p 167-196 refs
6. SYSTEMS FOR MEASUREMENT OF MODEL POSITION.
ATTITUDE, AND VELOCITY C S. James, R. J. Carros. A. G.
Boissevain. R. I. Sammonds. and M. E. Wilkins (NASA, Ames Res,
Center. Moffett Field. Celif) p 197-266 refs
7. AERODYNAMICS OF BODIES FROM MOTION ANALYSIS
G T. Chapman. D. B. Kirk, and G, N. Malcolm (NASA. Ames Res.
Center. Moffett Field. Calif.) p 267-348 refs
8 SHADOW, SCHLIEREN, AND INTERFEROMETER
PHOTOGRAPHS AND THEIR USE IN BALLISTIC RANGES A.
Seiff (NASA, Ames Res. Center. Moffett Field. Calif.) p 349-398
refs
9. TECHNIQUES FOR OPTICAL RADIATION STUDIES
IN THE BALLISTIC RANGE W.A. Page (NASA. Ames Res,
Center, Moffett Field. Calif.) p 399-424 refs
10. MICROWAVE STUDIES M. Gravel. D, Hackman.
and R. Tremblay (CARDE) p 425-466 refs
11. POINT MEASUREMENT IN THE wAKE L Tardif.
C. La Haye, D. Hackman. D. Ellington. and J. G. G. Dionne
(CARDE) D 467-486 refs
12. CONVECTIVE HEATING MEASUREMENTS G.T.
Chapman. L Yea. D. L Compton. and M. E. Wilkins (NASA. Ames Res.
Center, Moffett Field. Calif.) p 487-508 refs
N71-13583"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Ames Research Center, M0ffett Field. Calif.
AERODYNAMICS OF BODIES FROM MOTION ANALYSIS
Gary T. Chapman. Donn B. Kirk. and Gerald N Malcolm In
AGARD Ballistic Range Technol. Aug. 1970 p 267-348 refs
(See N71-13576 04-11)
(NASA-TM-X-66536) Avail: NTIS CSCL20D
Several techniques for determining the aerodynamic
characteristics of bodies in free flight in a ballistic range are
examined. Since the measurements from which the aerodynamics
are to be deduced usually consist of angular and linear position
data from photographic records of a model in flight, discussion is
restricted to the analysis of angular and linear position data as
functions of either time or distance traveled. Following a discussion
of the different coordinate systems used in analyzing free flight
data, the differential equations of motion ere derived by considering
several ways of writing the equations for flight dynamics and
combining these with appropriate expressions for the applied forces
and moments. The various techniques for deducing drag. static and
dynamic stability, lift, and rolling moment coefficients from the
measured data are discussed and examples are presented. Also
included is a section on error analysis and an appendix treating the
method of least squares using differential corrections. A.L
N71-13610 University of Southern Calif., Los Angeles.
THE FLUTTER OF A TRIANGULAR PANEL
Edward Arthur Wais (Ph.D. Thesis) 1969 233 p
Avail: Univ. Microfilms: HC $10.60/ Microfilm $3.05 Order No.
70o371
The use and application of the finite element method to
general problems in continuum mechanics and particularly to the
investigation of the flutter of thin panels is discussed. Panel
flutter refers to the unstable oscillations of thin plates, shells, or
membranes in a fluid flow caused by the aerodynamic loading. The
finite element method, a variation of the Ritz method in the
calculus of variations, is used to generate stiffness and mass matrmes
which respectively represent the elastic and inertia characteristics
of the continuum. A slight variation of the finite element
method is used to generate an aero matrix which represents the
aerodynamic loading in the panel flutter problem. The use of the
finite element method allows continua problems to be reformulated
as problems of assemblages of discrete elements which are then
solved by the use of matrix methods. Dissert. Abstr.
N71-13695"_ East-West Gateway Coordinating Council. East St.
Louis, III.
AN ANALYSIS OF AIRPORT TRAVEL DEMANDS.
LAMBERT-ST. LOUIS MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
Oct. 1969 78 p Prepared in part by Voorhees (Alan M.) and
Assoc.. Inc.. and Crawford. Bunte. Roden, Inc.
(PB-192057) Avail: NTIS CSCL 15E
A study is reported of the impact that 1990 air travel
demands will have on vehicular traffic in the St. Louis Bi-Stata
Metropolitan Area. Two surveys were conducted at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport. One evaluated present aidine passenger
characteristics and the other dealt with the air cargo industqf. The
survey data provided a base for projecting future aidine travel.
Author (USGRDR)
N71-13763"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Ames Research Center. Moffett Field. Calif.
A COMPARISON OF SPHERICAL AND TRIANGULAR
BOUNDARY-LAYER TRIPS ON A FLAT PLATE AT
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
Raymond M. Hicks and William R. Harper. Jr. Washington Dec.
1970 39 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2146: A-3722) Avail: NTIS CSCL 2OD
An experimental investigation was conducted in the Ames
1- by 3-foot supersonic wind tunnel using spherical and triangular
protuberances to promote artificial boundary layer transition from
laminar to turbulent flow on a flat plate. The location of the trips
varied from 0.08 in to 1.0 in from the leading edge. The free
stream Mach numbers of the test were 1.58, 2.17. and 2.91. At
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Mach numbers of 1.59 and 2.17, the spherical trips had a nominal
diameter of 0.01 in while the triangular trips had a height of
0.0073 in. At a Mach number of 2.91, 0.015 in (nora.) diameter
spheres and 0.0146 in high triangles were used. The relative effect
of the spherica_ and triangular trips was studied by varying unit
Reynolds number over a range at each Mach number. The
sublimation technique was used exclusively in the investigation to
determine the location of transition. Author
Air transportation system-wide alternatives available and the
major areas of airspace conflict are identified. The recommended
plan provides for the overall system of airports as well as identi_ing
the role of each airport in the overall system. New airports are
recommended as reliever airports and to serve areas now remote
from air service. The critical aircraft and airport development
necessary to provide sufficient capacity for the expanded demand
along with general funding requirements are indicated for each
airport through 1995. Author (USGRDR)
N71-13777_ Federal Aviation Administration, Washington, D. C,
Eastern Region Airport Development Task Force.
AIRPORT DEVELOPMENT TASK FORCE Progress Report
Sap. 1970 59 p
(PR-3) Avail: NTIS
The activities of the Eastern Region Airport Development
Task Force are reported, A complete analysis of the demands on
the New York metropolitan airport system, the expected growth
factors for the area as related to national forecasts, and an appraisal
of the capacities of the existing airport facilities, as well as the
application of any theoretical improvements to these facilities that
could be considered are presented. Specific findings which may be
technically feasible to implement, and which are compatible
with community need and designed to meet forecast growth are
discussed. Author
N71-13800_ Boeing Scientific Research Labs., Seattle, Wash.
Flight Sciences Lab.
RESULTS OF TRAILING VORTEX STUDIES IN A TOWING
TANK
John H Olsen Sep 1970 24 p refs
(D1-82-1004) Avail: NTIS
Flow visualization studies were performed in a towing tank
using an electrochemically activated dye, Although test Reynolds
numbers were far below flight Reynolds numbers (10 to the 4th
versus 10 to the 7th power), the results were strikingly similar to
flight test data. Two types of instability were observed in the tank.
An instability associated with the axial flow within the core was
observed to destroy the flow in the neighborhood of the core
without destroying the motion far from the core. A second instability
involving the mutual interaction of the two vortices was observed
but somewhat masked by the first instability. Author
N71-13826# Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development, Paris (France).
DATA HANDLING DEVICES
Irving Gabelman, ed, Nov, 1970 368 p refs Presented at the
AGARDAvionicsPaneITech. Symp.,Istanbul, 1 4Jun. 1970
(AGARD-CP-67) Avail NTIS
Papers are presented on the design and development of
equipment for data storage, recording, processing, display, and
communications systems
N71-13836# Sperry Gyroscope Co., Ltd., Bracknell (England).
AN AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
INCORPORATING A RECYCLING METAL TAPE FLIGHT
DATA RECORDER
A T MacDonald In AGARD Data Handling Devices Nov. 1970
24 p
Avail: NTIS
Changes in crash recorder legislation have allowed the
introduction of a recycling recorder, in an airborne data acquisition
system, The electronic unit accepted a wide variety of analog
signals multiplexes and digitized them. The output is a serial pulse
code modulated data stream, of 64 words per second for each of
16 bits. The recorder uses 05 inch wide 0.0005 inch thick metal
tape and operates in a reciprocating mode with a parking density
of one thousand bits per inch. Data recovery is accomplished at
six times record speed; the output can be analog trace or digital.
The method of system integrity checking is described using special
purpose test equipment. An appendix derives the dynamic response
of the recording process and indicates how playback compensation
is used to increase recording density. Author
N71-13803# South Alabama Regional Planning Commission.
Mobile.
UPPER GULF COAST REGIONAL AIR TRANSPORTATION
STUDY, VOLUME 1
Apr 1970 186 p refs Prepared in cooperation with Speas (R.
Dixon) Associates, Inc, Atlanta
(PB-194339) Avail: NTIS CSCL01B
Existing facilities inventory and analysis, capacity analyses
of existing facilities, airspace end air traffic inventory and analysis.
and forecasts of air carrier and general aviation activity in five year
increments through the year 1995 are presented. Also included in
the report are results of an air carrier passenger local trip origin
survey. Author (USGRDR)
N71-13804_ South Alabama Regional Planning Commission,
Mobile.
UPPER GULF COAST REGIONAL AIR TRANSPORTATION
STUDY, VOLUME 2
Jul. 1970 230 p Prepared in cooperation with Speas (R. Dixon)
Associates, Inc. Atlanta
(PB-194340) Avail: NTIS CSCL01B
N71-13840# Forschungsinstitut fuer Funk und Mathematik,
Werthoven (West Germany).
DIGITAL RADAR DATA TRANSMISSION
E. Hanle In AGARD Data Handling Devices Nov, 1970 13 p
refs
Avail: NTIS
Two radar systems with digital extractors and a data
transmission unit to combine the data from both systems in one
computer are used for studying tracking problems. For optimum
synchronization special information interlaced to the radar information
is fed to the modems. These synchronization blocks with the same
length as the target blocks have pseudonoise characteristics and
are produced in a feedback shift register, which also serves for the
time control of the whole data transmission process. It is shown.
that simple parity information added to every block in combination
with the synchronization blocks gives enough security against
errors in transmission of radar information. Author
N71-13913# Compagnie Generale deTelegraphie sans Fit Paris
(France.)
OPTIMIZATION BY COMPUTER OF AIRPORT RADOMES
[OPTIMISATION SUR ORDINATEUR DES RADOMES
AEROPORTES]
124
R Pierrot In AGARD Advanced Radar Systems Nov. 1970 9 p
ref In FRENCH
Avail: NTIS
The described computer program calculates antenna beam
projection from radomes. Evaluations of axial deviation, transmission
fading and remounting of secondary sidelobes are used to obtain
optimal parametric combinations for considered problems (general
radome form. permissible wall thickness), the theoretic radio
electrical performance, and the importance of perturbation effects on
radome realization and of temperature variations during flight.
Transl. by G.G.
N71-13926# Plessey Radar. Ltd.. Cowes(England).
THE PLESSEY DIGITAL MTI SYSTEM
P. Bradsell /n AGARD Advanced Radar Systems Nov. 1970
10p
Avail: NTIS
The Plessey Digital moving target system was designed
from the start as part of an air traffic control radar system. The
cabinet contains the coherent receivers and digitizer, the canceller
frame, the digivideo (signal processing) frame and all clock and
timing circuits, It takes in interference signals and lock pulse and
normal video from the transmitter receivers and gives out video to
the displays. The transmitter is triggered from the moving target
indicator rack either at interJ_ally generated pulse rate frequency or
in synchronism with an external lock pulse. The system was
completely developed in one year and is now in production.
Author
N71-13935# Forschungsinstitut fuer Funk und Mathematik.
Werthoven (West Germany).
SOME STATISTICAL RESULTS COMPARING DIFFERENT
TRACKING LOGICS
W. A. Both and H. Fleckner In AGARD Advanced Radar Systems
Nov. 1970 15 p refs
Avail: NTIS
The idea of a radar-digital extractor-computer controlled
air space resulted until now in a variety of track operators, which
all have the common objective to approximate the real air traffic
situation by an adequate track net. In the sequel two sensible
functions are given which in a certain sense measure the quality
of a track-operator's approximation of a real net. Futhermore,
some knowledge about real- and false track processes concerning
a special track operator is gained. As an example the functions are
applied to some track operators based on primary radar information.
Author
N71-13936# Aeg-Telefunken. Ulm (West Germany).
DIGITAL RADAR PLOT EXTRACTOR: A SYSTEM MODULE
OF AN AUTOMATIC AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM
H. Ebert and U. Siegenthaler In AGARD Advanced Radar
Systems Nov. 1970 17 p
Avail: NTIS
Described are the computer system's functions in target
tracking and presentation of processed data. Tracking, i.e. automatic
recognition of aircraft movements, is done in a first digital computer
based on the transmitted information of several radar installations
whose coverage areas overlap (multiradar tracking). A second
computer is used for processing the information that is presented at
the individual controller displays. The radar plot extractor consists
of two parts, the plot detector and the plot processing unit. The
plot detector is a system specifically designed for automatic target
recognition and determination of target coordinates. For further
processing of target information again a digital computer is used.
Author
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N71-13938# Electronique Marcel Dassault, St, Cloud (France),
HELICOPTER RADAR FOR OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
[RADAR D'EVITEMENT D'OBSTACLES PoUR
HELOCOPTERE]
Gerard Collot In AGARD Advanced Radar Systems Nov. 1970
16p In FRENCH
Avail: NTIS
The described radar is mounted on the helicopter nose
and its operation permits helicopter flight during all seasons at very
low altitudes. The equipment consist mainly of the radar unit that
scans during overflight the surrounding space and an indicator
installed in the cockpit on whose surface images all obstacles. The
radar adapts particular well to helicopter flight conditions and its
reflections make it possible to avoid vertical as well as horizontal
obstacles. Obtained flight test results employing natural as well as
artificial obstacles, such as towers and high power cables, confirmed
theoretical evaluations. Transl. by G.G.
N71-13939# Ministry of Defence. London (England).
A COST EFFECTIVENESS STUDY OF THE AIRBORNE
EARLY WARNING AIRCRAFT AS AN INTEGRATED PART
OF AIR DEFENCE SYSTEMS
T. H. Kerr In AGARD Advanced Radar Systems Nov. 1970
13p
Avail: NTIS
Advances in radar technology now make it possible to
detect low flying targets against the ground clutter. Using this type
of radar (pulse Doppler) installed in Airborne Early Warning (AEW)
aircraft as part of a mix with fighters and Surface-to-Air Missile
(SAM) systems, it is possible to obtain an all-altitude defence in
depth and, in particular, considerably improve the effectiveness of
the defences against attack by low flying aircraft. The effectiveness
of a constant cost mix of fighters with AEW as compared with
that of fighters alone and the improvement in effectiveness is
shown. In addition, the variation of overall effectiveness of the
defences of a task force with AEW radar range is examined. Using
a mathematical model to simulate the operation of AEW aircraft
and radar systems, the number of aircraft required to man one
station is presented as a function of the aircraft and radar size.
power etc. and the probability of being on patrol. Author
N71-13958" National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Goddard Space Flight Center. Greenbelt. Md.
POSITION LOCATION SYSTEM AND METHOD Patent
Charles R. Laughlin and Roger C. Hollenbaugh, inventors (to
NASA) Issued 10 Feb. 1970 (Filed 30 Jan. 1968) 22 p CI.
343-112; Int, CI. G01sS/12
(NASA-Case- G SC- 10087-2; US-Patent-3.495.260;
US-Patent;Appl-SN-701744) Avail: US Patent Office CSCL 17G
A system for determining the position of moving objects.
deriving centralized air traffic control data, and communicating via
voice and digital signals is examined. The system operates between
remote aircraft supersonic transports, and central and peripheral
ground -_tations through a synchronous satellite relay station.
Drawings illustrate examples for working the relay system, E,H.W.
N71-14019"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio.
PERFORMANCE OF A 10 DEG CONICAL PLUG NOZZLE
WITH VARIOUS PRIMARY FLAP AND NACELLE
CONFIGURATIONS AT MACH NUMBERS FROM 0 TO 1.97
Douglas E. Harrington Washington Dec 1970 49 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-2086;E-5698) Avail: NTIS CSCL21H
A plug nozzle with a ratio of throat area to nacelle area
of 0.23 was tested with full-length plug and several truncated
N71-14045
plugs and at several secondary flow ratios. Internal expansion was
varied by translation of a cylindrical secondary shroud. A nozzle
gross thrust coefficient of 1.02 was obtained at Mach 1.97 at a
supersonic cruise pressure ratio of 27 with a secondary weight-flow
ratio of 4 percent, At subsonic cruise, nozzle gross thrust coefficient
was sensitive to the design of the nacelle and primary nozzle flap.
Author
N71-14045"# AiResearch Mfg. Co.. Los Angeles. Calif.
HYPERSONIC RESEARCH ENGINE PROJECT, PHASE 2.
CATEGORY 1 TEST REPORT ON STRUT THERMAL
PERFORMANCE AND THERMAL CYCLE TESTING
R.C. Chansler. ed. 3Oct. 1969 107p refs
(Contract NAS1-6666)
(NASA-CR-111812;AP-69-5547) Avail: NTIS CSCL21E
Outlined are the procedures and results of tests conducted
on full-scale struts of the Hypersonic Research Engine (HRE) The
tests were designed to determine: (1) thermal performance and
thermal fatigue resistance of the strut; (2) thermal performance and
thermal fatigue resistance of the support panels which simulate the
engine structural shells in the vicinity of the struts; and (3) coolant
flow distribution. Author
N71-14073# Boeing Scientific Research Labs., Seattle. Wash.
Flight Sciences Lab.
A SEQUENCE OF TRANSIENT ACOUSTICAL SOURCES IN
AN IDEALIZED JET
E.W. Graham Sep. 1970 21 p refs
(DI-82-1002) Avail: NTIS
A sequence of transient acoustical point sources is considered
as a noise generator in an idealized two-dimensional jet. Each
transient source starts at the same position relative to the stationary
nozzle (or external air), drifts downstream with the local fluid for
a given time, then disappears. As each source disappears a new
one appears at the initial position. The far field mean-square
pressures are obtained from a previous analysis of the effects of
permanent sources, and are converted from a coordinate system
fixed in the source to retarded coordinates fixed in the external air
(or stationary nozzle). In the examples, two jet velocity profiles are
studied, first a jet composed of linear velocity profile shear layers
meeting at the center, and second a uniform jet bounded by
velocity discontinuities. As found previously for the permanent
source, large differences in far field mean-square pressures appear for
these two jet velocity profiles. However, the greatest magnitudes
of mean-square pressure are now rotated into the downstream
field. Author
N71-14055"# Techtran Corp., Glen Burnie, Md
KINEMATICS OF INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
M. I. Zakharin et al Washington NASA Dec. 1970 236 p
refs Transl. into ENGLISH of the book 'Kinematika Inertsialnykh
Sistem Navigatsii' Moscow. Mashinostr.. 1968 p 1 234
(Contract NASw-1695)
(NASA-TT-F-614) Avail: NTIS CSCL 17G
In the problem of automatic flight control, an important
place is occupied by the determination of the instantaneous values
of the kinematic parameters of the motion of an aircraft with
respect to a chosen system of calculation. In order to solve this
problem navigational systems may be employed in which operation
is based on various physical principles. Methods are examined for
determining the instantaneous values of the parameters of aircraft
by means of inertial navigation systems, based on the independent
measurements of absolute acceleration of movement with
subsequent consideration for the gravitational field in which the
flight is being accomplished. Author
N71-14056"# National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center. Langely Station, Va.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL VIBRATION AND
BUCKLING RESULTS FOR BLUNT TRUNCATED CONICAL
SHELLS WITH RING-SUPPORTED EDGES
Sidney C. Dixon, Robert Miserentino. and M, Latrelle Hudson
Washington Dec. 1970 33 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-7003; L-7061) Avail: NTIS CSCL 13M
Theoretical results indicate that rings designed to provide
edge restraint between simple and clamped support on the basis
of buckling calculations do not provide the equivalent support on the
basis of vibration calculations for modes having few circumferential
waves The natural frequencies for these modes were considerably
below the minimum frequencies for shells with simply supported
or clamped edges For such cases, studies indicate that substantial
increases in ring size and mass are required to effect a significant
increase in the minimum frequency of ring-supported shells.
Experimental buckling and vibration results were obtained for four
blunt truncated conical shells essentially clamped at the small end
and ring supported at the large end. Buckling was induced by
aerodynamic loading in wind tunnel tests Theoretical results for the
same shells are in good qualitative agreement with the experimental
results, but the quantitative agreement is only fair Author
N71-14086"# Aeronautical Research Associates of Princeton. Inc..
N,J.
A STUDY OF PANEL FLUTTER WITH THE EXACT METHOD
OF ZEYDEL
J.E Yates Washington NASA Dec, 1970 98 p refs
(Contract NAS8-24390)
(NASA-CR-1721:ARAP-145) Avail: NTIS CSCL13M
The exact method of Zeydel for calculating flutter boundaries
and estimating stresses in an infinite spanwise array of panels is
presented. The theory is based on the exact linearized inviscid
aerodynamic theory A general analysis of orthotropic panels is
presented that accounts for different edoe conditions, elastic
foundation, membrane stresses, and viscous and structural damping.
Various asymptotic results are presented for very long panels. Two
limits of the exact theory are discussed that correspond to the
simple static aerodynamic theory approximation and the
traveling-wave theory, respectively A further result for the mode
shape of a semi-infinite panel is presented that shows how a
traveling wave is amplified and reflected by the trailing edge
Extensive numerical calculations are presented for the special case
of pinned edge panels, isotropic panel material, zero viscous
damping, and no elastic foundation, Comparisons are made with
previous results that verify the computational procedure, Design
flutter boundaries of mass ratio versus length-to-width ratio for
different materials and altitude are presented. Typical mode shapes
are also given The effect of structural damping at different Mach
numbers and length-to-width ratios is discussed. Example
calculations of the stress level in a panel are made. Design flutter
boundaries are presented for aluminum panels on a typical Saturn
5 trajectory. Flutter is indicated for certain panels on the forward
skirt of the S-4B stage, in agreement with in-flight data, Because
of the relatively short duration of flutter, it is concluded that failure
is not likely to occur. Author
N71-14087# National Physical Lab. Teddington (England)
Aerodynamics Div,
AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A FAST, MECHANICALLY
OPERATED MODEL INJECTION SYSTEM
M J. Larcombe. K A. Dolman. and P. A. Taylor 16 Sep 1969
15 p refs
(NPL-AERO-1300) Copyright Avail: NTIS
A description is given of a fast. mechanically operated,
model-injection system for heat-transfer measurements using the
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thin-wall technique. The system is designed to produce a controlled
accleration profile in order to minimise oscillations of the model
following the injection. Results obtained show that the model
oscillations have decayed to an acceptable level after 0.07 seconds
from the initiation of injection. Author
N71-14138"_ National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Langley Research Center, Langley Station. Va.
ABLATION PERFORMANCE OF GLASSLIKE CARBONS.
PYROLYTIC GRAPHITE, AND ARTIFICIAL GRAPHITE IN
THE STAGNATION PRESSURE RANGE 0.035 TO 15
ATMOSPHERES
Howard G, Maahs Washington Dec. 1970 34 p refs
(NASA-TN-D-7005; L-7290) Avail: NTIS CSCL 11B
The ablation performance of two glasslike carbons, one pyrolytic
graphite, and one artificial graphite (AT J) has been determined in
air in five different test environments. The stagnation pressures of
these environments ranged from 0.035 arm to 15 atm, and the
total enthalpies ranged from 2 MJ/kg to 35 MJ/kg. Surface
temperatures ranged from 1600 K to 3450 K. tn the higher
pressure environments, the mass-loss rates of the glasslike carbons
and the pyrolytic graphite were significantly lower than that of the
ATJ graphite; however, the pyrolytic graphite tended to delaminate
unpredictably The glasslike carbons tended to develop small pits or
craters in their stagnation regions, and wavelike rings, suggestive of
surface melting, sometimes formed about their stagnation regions.
The observed mass-loss rates of the several materials studied do not
agree well with the diffusion-limited rates predicted by commonly
accepted graphite ablation models even though, on the basis of
surface temperature and stagnation pressure, the ablation rates
should be diffusion limited. In addition, the mass-loss rates of the
several materials differ considerably from one another. These facts
suggest that the mass-loss rate of carbor, is not. at the present
test conditions, diffusion limited. Empirical correlations relating
mass-loss rate to surface temperature and stagnation pressure were
developed for the several materials studied. Author
N71-14144# Joint Publications Research Service. Washington,
DC
VIBRATION STABILITY
I Ananyev et al 10 Dec 1970 3 p Transl. into ENGLISH from
Aviats i Kosmonaut (Moscow). no 11. 1970 p 20-23
(JPRS-51966) Avail: NTIS
Vibrational loads of basic airplane (helicopter) structures
in various modes of operation are carefully analyzed for the
purposes of protecting the structures from vibrations and ensuring
flight safety, Also. the frequency of variable, loads are determined.
the possible causes of vibrations are established, and measures are
taken to eliminate vibrations and-to reduce the levels of resulting
variable stresses in the structure. In so doing, even low level
vibrations are taken into account, since after sufficiently prolonged
operation fatigue failure may occur in the structure, Author
N71-14163# Texas Univ., Austin. Engineering Mechanics
Research Lab,
THE EFFECT OF AIRDROP IMPACT ON COMPLEX
STRUCTURES Final Report. Aug. 1967-Dec. 1969
Song Fong Jan and E A. Ripperger Dec, 1969 50 p refs
(Contract DAAG17-67-C-0189)
(AD-711555; TR-70-55-AD) Avail: NTIS CSCL 15//7
The accelerations and displacements in a complex structure
subjected to an impact loading are computed by treating the
structure as a lumped parameter system. A mathematical model of the
system consists basically of discrete masses linked by weightless.
elastic beams with the appropriate stiffnesses, areas, and moment
of inertia properties. By specifying a proper set of independent
N71-14199
coordinates through which the motion of these lumped masses are
uniquely described, and by writing equations of motion in terms
of these coordinates, a set of equations is derived which represents
the motion of any part of the model during impact. Using the
Runge-Kutta numerical method, and a digital computer, these
equations are solved. A physical model of the lumped parameter
system was built and cushioned with paper honeycomb.
Displacements and accelerations at some points in this model were
measured and compared with computed results. Agreement is
satisfactory. Author (TAB)
N71-14171"# Virginia Polytechnic Inst., Blacksburg.
MEASUREMENT OF THE GROUND WIND STRUCTURE
Semiannual Status Repo_
Dec. 1970 31 p
(G rant N G L-47-O04-067)
(NASA-CR-115772) Avail: NTIS CSCLO4B
Progress is reported in an aircraft vortex study as a major
effect of the ground wind measurement research program. The two
part study consists of the following: (1) An experimental vortex
investigation Was initiated to better understand the basic nature of
an aircraft wing-tip vortex. Preparations were made for wind tunnel
calibration and evaluation tests on a three dimensional hot-wire
anemometer system being developed in the project. (2) A theoretical
vortex investigation was begun in an effort to obtain a numerical
solution to the Navier-Stokes eouations for the trailing vortex as
a whole. The proposed method for solution consists of treating the
problem essentially as an incompressible boundary layer problem,
D.L.G.
N71-14188"# Translation Consultants. Ltd.. Arlington. Va.
NEW MATERIALS AND NEW DESIGNS FOR AIRCRAFT
TURBINE ENGINES [NOWE MATERIALY I NOWE FORMY
KONSTRUKCYJNE LOTNICZA I AUSTRONAUTYCZNA]
J. Czapliski. et al Washington NASA Dec, 1970 15 p refs Transl.
into ENGLISH from Tech. Lotnicza i Austronautyczna (Warsaw).
v 25, Jan, 1970 p 13-18
(Contract NASw-2038)
(NASA-TT-F- 13398) Avail: NTIS CSCL 21E
Descript_n of new trends in the development of new structural
materials, and new concepts in the desK:jn of aircraft turbine engines.
Special attention is given to thee fiber-reinforced materials with
metallic or resin matrices, and oxide dispersion hardened alloys. New
design concepts involving the integral structures, fiber-reinforced
composites and honeycomb structures are described. Author
N71-14199_ Applied Physics Lab.. Johns Hopkins Univ., Silver
Spring. Md.
RAMJET TECHNOLOGY. CHAPTER 11: HYPERSONIC
RAMJETS
G. L, Dugger and F. S. Billig Mar. 1970 148 p refs
(Contract NOw-63-0604-c)
(PB- 193911 ; APL-TG-610-11) Avail: NTIS CSCL 21E
The special problems associated with ramjets flying at
hypersonic speeds are addressed, and the potentialities of ramjets
using subsonic and supersonic ducted burning and external burning
for the hypersonic flight regime are discussed and compared.
Included are: theoretical approaches for treating boundary-layer,
non-uniform-flow, and_non-equilibrium effects; inlet efficiency
parameters; leading edge problems (ablation. forced cooling, and
drag considerations); performance of hypersonic inlets; theoretical
analysis and experimental results on external burning for drag
reduction and side-force production; theoretical descriptions of
supersonic heat addition and a few experimental results; summaries
of hypersonic airplane studies based on subsonic burning ramjets
and turboramjets; and theoretical overall performance of supersonic
combustion ramjet engines. Author (USGRDR)
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N71-14307
N71-14307"# National Aerona_ics and Space Administration,
Washington. D.C.
ACOUSTICS TECHNOLOGY A Survey
Skipwith W. Athey 1970 138 p refs
(NASA-SP-5093) Avail: SOD $0.65; NTIS CSCL20A
This survey re_lects the continuing contributions of NASA
in the problems of sound and acoustics, particularly those involving
noise reduction. As an atmospheric pollutant, the effects and
damages of noise are treated from struct_Jral damage to aircraft
and spacecraft to the physical and psychological disturbance and
annoyance incident to the noise generated. Special technical
contributions include determining what mechanism generates the
noise from high-speed gas jets, and the study of noise propagated
by spacecraft boosters in the atmosphere. Predicting the conditions
under which anomalous propagation will occur will permit launching
or tests to be scheduled when the atmospheric conditions are
favorable. Another area of concentration is investigating the origin
of the compressor noise generated in s turbojet aircraft engine. The
greatest long-range nonaerospace value, however, has been
determining and evaluating the actual subjective effects of noise on
human beings. The development of a more valid measurement of
the subjective effects of noise has proved the most useful tool in
this direction. E.M.C.
N71-14363"# Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. East Hartford, Conn.
SINGLE-STAGE EVALUATION OF HIGHLY-LOADED
HIGH-MACH-NUMBER COMPRESSOR STAGES. 3: DATA
AND PERFORMANCE TANDEM ROTOR
G.D. BurgerandM.J. Keenan Jan. 1971 193 p refs
(Contract NAS3-10482)
(NASA-CR-12772: PWA-3954) Avail: NTIS CSCL21E
A single-stage compressor with a 0.5 hub/tip ratio tandem
rotor was designed to produce a pressure ratio of 1,938 at an
efficiency of 84.2 percent. Rotor-tip speed was 1600 fps and flow
rate was 187.1 Ibs/sec The design pressure ratio was obtained
at design speed, with an efficiency of 83 1 percent and a flow of
177.8 Ibs/sec With radial inlet distortion, peak stage efficiency at
design speed was 177.8 percent at a pressure ratio of 1.821 and
a flow of 174.0 Ibs/sec, With circumferentially distorted inlet flow,
the peak stage efficiency was 74.4 percent at a flow of 165.7
Ibs/sec and a pressure ratio of 1.766. Author
N71-14430"# American Airlines, Inc.. New York.
AIR TRANSPORTATION
Richard F. Lambert In NASA. Electron. Res. Center Future Fields
of ControlAppl. Aug. 1969 p 39-53
Avail: NTIS
Control problems in airline operations are identified, with
emphasis on airfreight handling, and examples of solutions to these
problems are mentioned. Problem areas covered include: navigation
systems, airport construction, smoke and noise reduction, jumbo
size jet passenger traffic and cargo handling, and applications of
computers in maintenance operations. E.C
N71-14494# East Central Florida Regional Planning Council.
Titusville.
GENERAL AVIATION AIRPORT SYSTEM
Feb. 1970 78 p refs Prepared by Orange-Seminole-Osceola
Planning Comm. for East Central Fla, Regional Planning Councit
(PB-191239) Avail: NTIS CSCL05A
An inventory of existing airports in Orange, Seminole, and
Osceola is presented, Data on aviation activity trends, land use
patterns, highway access, aircraft owners, finance, organization and
tourism are shown. Standards for general aviation airport planning
are developed and used for system analysis and evaluation.
Recommendations are presented concerning a plan for general
aviation airports, staged construction, organization and finance, and
proposed land use near three airports. Author (USGRDR)
N71-14410# Commissariat a rEnergie Atomique; Saclay (France).
Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF A GAS FLOW NEAR A FLAT
SURFACE FITTED WITH FINS INCLINED WITH RESPECT
TO THE DIRECTION OF GAS FLOW [ETUDE
EXPERIMENTALE D'UN ECOULEMENT DE GAZ VOISlNAGE
D'UNE PAROIS PLANE MUNIE D'AILETTES INCLINEES
PAR RAPPORT A LA DIRECTION DE L'ECOULEMENT]
NicoleJuignet Aug. 1970 108 p refs In FRENCH
(CEA-N-1329) Avail: AEC Depository Libraries
In nuclear gas-graphite power reactors, the heat exchange
between fuel elements and cooling gas was improved by use of
cylindrical cans fitted with cooling fins in a herring-bone pattern.
An experimental study was made of the gas flow by analyzing the
distribution of velocity vectors between the fins and the main gas
flow; this was done on a full-scale model of a section of the can
These aerodynamic study and heat transfer tests showed the
origins of the thermal anomalies observed on these surfaces and
their distribution law along a set of cartridges. A study was also
made of the influence of the size of the slot between the can
sectors and of the channel diameter on both the thermal anomalies
and on the average exchange coefficient level. Author (NSA)
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A
ABLATION
Xblation performance of qlasslike carbons,
nyrolytic graphite, and artificial qraphite in
staqaation pressure range 0°035 to 15 arm
rNASA-TH-D-7005] H71-14138
ABSORBERS (MATERIALS}
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOD type filter/coalescer
elements
[AD-712999] N71-13070
ACCELERATIOR {PEYSICS)
Finite supercavitating vinqs numerical calculation
usinu acceleration potential method
A71-15210
ACCIDENT PREYENTION
On-site aviation accidents investigation and
prevention, noting National Transportation
Safety Board procedures
A71-12963
Aircraft accident bearings for discovering facts,
causes and preventive measures
A71-1296q
Aircraft flight aerodynamics froi accident
prevention viewpoint, discussing angle of
attack, turbulence effects, weather factors, etc
A71-13017
Aircraft accident trends and preventive practices,
considering fatal landing statistics
A71-14995
Military helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/lachine combat
survivability and operational accidents
reduction
A71-15_47
ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE
Free wa_e reflection measurements of normal
acoustic impedance of qround surfaces in
relation to shock waves from large supersonic
commercial aircraft
A71-13278
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMEITS
Fan/compressor noise research coverinq vane/blade
ratio and qeometry effects on transmission
through blade rows
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-12] A71-1_120
UH-1B helicopter flight test noise measurements
data reduction and analysis, presenting sound
pressure vs frequency and time plots
A71-15405
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operatiaq
parameters
A71-15_06
Measurement of noise levels durin_ 0V-10 aircraft
operations
[AD-712667] N71-32230
ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES
Acoustic properties of supersonic fan with short
blade span
[RASA-TM-X-52937] N71-12218
ACOUSTIC SIMULATION
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through
open windows
_71-13U13
ACOUSTICS
Survey oh acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
[_ASA-SP-5093] N71-1_307
ACROBATICS
Acrostar acrobatic aircraft desiqn and performance
A71-13016
AERODYN&MIC _RAKES
Dynamic decelerators usiaq nylon tricot knit
fabric and hidh elongation suspension lines for
reduced peak force parachute deployment
[AIAA PAPER 70-1185] A71-1g273
AERODIRARIC CHARACTERISTICS
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unstead¥ supersonic flow by a_a!ou
electrical method, includinu wing-fuselage
interactions
A71-13130
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat
delta and caret wing models at hiqh incidence
anqles for space shuttles
A71-1uqu5
Aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio
win_ in bounded inviscid fluid flow, considerinq
planform relation to lifting force derivative
and angle of attack
A71-I_589
Linear airfoil theory applicability for wings
aerodynamic characteristics, considerinq high
lift, qround effect, angle of attack and aspect
ratio
A71-14593
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections of
hypervelocit7 cone
[AD-712509] N71-12205
Testinq low reaction jet turbine starer blades in
six-blade annular cascade
[NASA-CP-1675] R71-122_7
Investiqatinq effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of parachutes
[HASA-TT-F-13431] N71-122_5
Performance and handlinq qualities criteria for
V/STOL aircraft
FAG_RD-R-577-70] N71-12248
Aerodynamic characteristics of free flight bodies
in ballistic ranges
FNASA-TM-X-66536] N71-13583
Calculatinq flutter boundaries and estimating
stresses in infinite spanmise array of panels
using exact method of Zeydel
[RASA-CR-1721] N71-1_086
AERODTN&MIC COEFFICIERTS
Nonlinear aerodynamic moments for arbitrar_
motions of bodies of revolution in free flight
FAIAA PAPER 70-205] A71-13q35
Ballistic data reduction for drag coefficient of
spherical projectiles, _sin_ time distance
relation for constant coefficient
A71-13467
Lift of slender aircraft math rectanaular cross
section fuselage and high wing
A-1
&ERODTWABICCONFIGURATIOWS SUBJECT INDEX
A71-13737
Slender deformable airfoil in bounded fluid flow,
determininq lift coefficient by one dimensional
inteqrodifferential equation for elastic larqe
aspect ratio wing
A71-14590
Trailinq vortex qeneration behind jet flapped winq
at hiqh winq lift coefficients
A71-15413
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients
of rectangular wings in subsonic flow usinq
linear equations
[ONEEA-NT-163] N71-13402
AERODTNANIC CONFIGURATIONS
Winq representation by lifting line lattice as
computation method for complex confiqurations
unsteady aerodynamic forces, presenting
numerical program for winqs in two parallel
planes
[ONERA-TP-891] A71-15356
Air flow turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
A71-15483
Experimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-CR-102933] N71-12210
History of Weserfluq Bf 163 aircraft and
configuration modifications
N71-12238
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-D_-70-373] N71-12_89
AERODYNAMIC DRAG
Sectional drag relationships in linearized winu
theory, examining lifting and thickness problems
for various planforms
A71-14240
V/STOL aircraft winq-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
A71-14988
AERODYNAMIC FORCES
Turbomachine blades torsional-bendinq vibrations
aerodynamic dampinq, noting natural frequency
shift
A71-13141
_nqine turbine blades aerodynamic oscillation
damping calculation procedure
A71-13416
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating winq
A71-1q347
Wind tunnel tests for measurinq aerodynamic
interaction forces between two tandem lifting
surfaces
[ONERA-TP-890] A71-15354
External stores separation induced aerodynamic
interactions, using hiqh speed cinematographic
recording of drop trajectories and/or store
loads weighin_ in aircraft flow field
[ONERA-TP-849] A71-15357
Free fliqht measurement of aerodvnamic force and
moment coefficients of finned bombs
[W_E-TN-HSA-16q] R71-13407
AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
Local heat transfer to transverse circular
c¥1inder at low Reynolds numbers, usinq
iterative finite difference approach
A71-15493
AEEODYNAHIC LOADS
Axial flow compressor design emphasizing component
efficiencv
A71-13825
AERODYNANIC NOISE
Sound ueneration b¥ rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, usinq
acceleration potential and wake technique
A71-19277
Fan/compressor noiq_ research covering vane/blade
ratio and geometry effects on transmission
throuqh blade rows
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-12] A71-14120
Control valves aerodynamically uenerated sound
oressure level prediction, using empirical
method
[ASME PAPER 70~RA/FE-28] A71-1q136
A-2
Experimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
configurations
[ NASA-CR- 102933 ] E71-12210
AERODYNAEIC STABILITY
Plane and wedge shaped airfoil profiles of
variable thickness, deriving stability in
bilateral supersonic air flow
A71-14365
AERODYNAMICS
Aircraft flight aerodynamics from accident
prevention viewpoint, discussing angle of
attack, turbulence effects, weather factors, etc
A71-13017
Internal aerodynamics /turbomachinery/ -
Conference, Cambridqe University, England, July
1967
A71-13823
Manned space vehicle unsteady aerodynamics,
considerinq flow separation, vortex
interference, shock and stall flatter nroblems
in space shuttle design
A71-15337
Aerodynamic and structural aspects of all-flexible
parawings
[ NASA-CR- 1674 ] N71-13404
AEEOELASTICITY
Dynamic aeroelastic calculations for aircraft,
usinq qround vibration test data
A71-13134
Application of aeroelastic constraints in
structural optimization of aircraft design
N71-13131
Panel flutter and divergence as structural
aeroelastic problems leading to fatigue failure
[ NASA-CR-111821 ] N71-13405
Characteristics of flutter in thin plates, shel3s,
or membranes due to aerodynamic loading
N71-13610
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Papers on aeronautical sciences, Volume 10,
covering thermoelasticity, boundary layers with
injection, supersonic wings and aircraft
aerodynamics, tunnel ionization in wakes and
flaidics
A71-13126
_aritime and aeronautical technology - _onference,
Paris, May 1970
A71-15204
Historical development, limits, and future trends
in rocket technology
[ NASA-TT-F-13_36 ] N71-12416
Panel flutter and diverqence as structural
aeroelastic problems leading to fatique failure
[ NASA-CR- 111821 ] N71-13405
AEROSPACE SCIENCES
Papers on aerospace sciences covering dynamic
aeroelasticity, turbulence and shock wave
interaction
A71-13133
Papers on aerospace R and D covering wind tunnels,
film cooling, blast waves, flow acoustics, fog
dissipation, compound ceramics, eec
A71-1qa76
AEROSPACE VEHICLES
Strapdown inertial guidance and software
technologies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and ground transport
A71- 15301
AFTERBODIES
Turbulent base pressure on conical afterbodies in
supersonic axisymmetric flow, including initial
direction effect
[ AIAA PAPER 70-555] A71-14_50
AGRICULTURE
Total fatigue damaqe estimates from around and
flight loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to aqricultural operations
[ LTR- ST. 422 ] N71 - 12233
AIR BREATHING ENGINES
Wind tunnel tests of mixed compression
axisymmetric inlet system at _ach numbers 0.6 to
3.5
[ NASA-TN-D-6078 ] N71 - 13024
Flap and nacelle geometry effects on conical plug
nozzle performance at subsonic and supersonic
velocities
[ NASA-T_-X-2086 ] N71-1_019
SUBJECT IJDEX AIRBORNE EQUIPHEBT
lie CARGO
Airdrop impact load effect on complex structures
[&D-711555] N71-14163
Control problems in airline operations
particularly air cargo handling
R71-1_q30
IIR COOLING
High temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
transniration air cooled blades, discussinq
blade desiqn, fabrication, ductility and
oxidation resistance
[ASNE PIPER 70-WA/GT-1] A71-1q115
KIn DUCTS
Influence coefficients for aircraft engine gas/air
ducts parameter deviations, using statistical
analysis
A71-I_257
AIR FILTERS
VTOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and engine
design
A71-15433
IIR FLOW
Flow separation and reattachment in confined Jet
mixing of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASME PAPER 70-FE-B] A71-13703
Hypersonic viscous air flew past blunt bodies eith
radiation, obtainina solution for Mavier-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
A71-I_062
Plane and wedge shaded airfoil profiles of
variable thickness, derivino stability in
bilateral supersonic air flou
A71-I_365
&in flew turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
A71-15q83
Investigating air floe in noisy wind tunnels using
holoaraphic floe visualization system
N71-12795
aIR |aVIGaTIOR
Area navigation in commuter/air taxi operations
concerning airborne equipment, airport
utilization and CTOL, STOL and VTOL aircraft
A71-1q650
Soviet book on aviation automation covering
automatic control systems in piston, turbojet
and turboprop engines, navigation, air
temperature and pressure
A71-15223
Navigation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and Y-ports
a71-15_29
aIR PIRAC!
Hijacking and acts of violence against civil
aircraft, concerning draft convention by legal
comsittee of International Civil Aviation
Organization
A71-1q997
aIR TRAFFIC
¥/STOL services integration into UK air traffic
system
A71-13567
Air transport development, examining capital
investment, traffic volume and facilities
a71-1q246
Analysis of airport travel demands at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
[PB-192057] N71-13695
aIR TRAFFIC CO|TROL
Intercity V/STOL aircraft transport system,
solving congestion problems through all weather
superiority, low noise level and separate ATC
A71-13571
Short haul STOL concepts including stolport
potentials, osboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic conqestion
A71-13620
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
Systems
A71-1U393
Statistical connection strategies for automatic
multiradar air traffic surveillance usinq track
computer
a71-1q395
Navigation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent makes, approach profiles and V-ports
A71-35429
Air traffic control using collision risk
equations, noting data handlina automation,
airborne collision avoidance devices and
geostationary satellites
A71-356q6
Feasibility of satellite naviuation system for
subsonic and supersonic air traffic control over
North Atlantic Ocean
N71-1259q
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space program
involving navigation and communicatioL
satellites for civil air traffic control
[ESRO-SP-61] _71-12756
Military air traffic report for calendar year 1969
in United States and overseas
INEPT-70-10] N71-13_18
Analysis of New York air transportation system and
recommended improvements
[PR-3] N71-13777
Digital radar data transmission system _or use in
air traffic control
W71-138_0
IIR TRANSPORTATION
Intercity V/STOL aircraft transport system,
solving congestion problems through all weather
superiority, low noise level and separate ATC
A71-13571
VTOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system
capacity profitability and efficiency increases
A71-13575
V/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation,
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
A71-13576
Short haul STOL aircraft transport system,
discussinq neighborhood stolport ownership,
technical feasibility and econosic, emotional,
ecological and sociological viability
A71-13618
Compound and VTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown V-ports for short haul air
transportation improvement and expansion
A71-13619
Air transport development, examining capital
investment, traffic volume and facilities
A71-142Q6
Economic trends of international air transport in
1970s
A71-14o91
German uonoqraph on socioeconomic evaluation of
air transportation systems for deve]opinu
nations, using cost-benefit analysis
A71-15125
Strapdown inertial quidance and software
technoloqies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and around transport
A71-15301
Air transportation systems ride vibration
environuents in relation to human comfort
A71-15_21
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
A71-15q42
Conceptual framework and example analysi s to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air
transportation system in Appalachian region
H71-12237
Analysis of New Tork air transportation system and
recommended improvements
[PH-3] N71-13777
Analysis of air transportation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of US - Vol. I
[PE-194339] N?l-13R03
analysis of civil aviation facilities in Gull
Coast reqion of US - Vol. 2
[PB-19_340] N71-1380_
aIRBORnE EQUIPNENT
Short haul STOL concepts including stolport
potentials, onboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic congestion
A71-13620
A-3
AIRBORME/SPACEBORNECOMPUTERS SUBJECTINDEX
Airborne radar as helicopter approach aid
A71-15425
Automatic pilot and associated airborne equipment
developments for automatic landing systems
N71-12_34
Flight maneuvers and airborne and around equipment
for landing VTOL aircraft in adverse conditions
N71-12_36
Investiqatinq system requirements of airborne data
processors
N71-12608
Investiqatina small digital processors as
interface between computer and sensor in
airborne systems
N71-12609
Describimq diqital computer used in naviqation and
attack system of Jaguar aircraft
N71-12611
Data handlinq equipment for aerospace and ground
support applications - conference
[AGARD-CP-671 N71-13826
Airborne data acquisition svstem incorDoratinq
recyclinq metal tape fliqht data recorder
N71-13836
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
N71-13938
AIRBORNE/SPACEBORME COMPUTERS
Fliqht test evaluation of onboard automatic
computer controlled jet engine monitoring system
with reduced fault detection time
A71-13080
Digital computers in aviation electronics,
discussinq automatic control loop in automatic
pilot
A71-13687
AIRCRAFT
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analoq
electrical method, imcludinq winq-fuselaqe
interactions
A71-13130
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
Air accident investigation and litigation -
Conference, Dallas, March 1970
A71-12961
On-site aviation accidents investiqation and
prevention, noting National Transportation
Safety Board procedures
A71-12963
Aircraft accident hearings for discoverinq facts,
causes and preventive measures
A71-1296_
Air carrier accident investiqation, noting
procedures, individual and qroup functions,
notifications and company field organization
A71-12965
Aviation accident lonq interrogatories for
analyzinq man, machine and environmental
factors, notinq leqal aspects and preparation
A71-12967
Aircraft accident reconstruction by lawyers usinq
expert testimony and admissible evidence
A71-12969
Aircraft accident damaqes recovery trial
procedure, discussinq pleadinqs, settlements,
depositions and jury summation
A71-12970
Aircraft accident report of Martin _04 N40_12
[NTSB-AAR-70-25] N71-13_16
Aircraft accident report for Douglas DC-8-63F
[NTSB-AAR-70-24] N71-13417
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
Aviation accidents liability limitation by treaty
and statute for passengers personal injury or
death, discussinq Warsaw Convention revisions
A71-12966
Air crash litigation liability limitations, noting
international ineguality
A71-12968
Aircraft fliqht aerodynamics from accident
prevention viewpoint, discussing angle of
attack, turbulence effects, weather factors, etc
A71-13017
civil aircraft accident and maintenance recording
requlations and systems, discussinq airborne
equipment
A71-13735
Aircraft accident trends and preventive practices,
considerinq fatal landinq statistics
A71-1_995
Air traffic control using collision risk
equations, notinq data handlinq automation,
airborne collision avoidance devices and
Geostationary satellites
A71-156_6
AIRCRAFT CARRIERS
Development of signal acquisition methods for
television aided aircraft carrier landinq
operations
[AD-712511] N71-1319_
AIRCRAFT COMMUNICATION
Technical synthesis and development of advanced
communication systems for aircraft landing s
N71-12430
aIRCRAFT COMPARTMENTS
Helicopter design for cabin noise level reduction
A71-15_23
aIRCRAFT CONFIGURATIONS
Short haul STOL concepts includinu stolport
potentials, onboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic conqestion
A71-13620
Reliability and maintenance problems of U.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate
design and test criteria during development
A71-15_02
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, discussing ground
proximity effects ou blade bending moments and
flying qualities
A71-15404
AIRCR&FT CONTROL
Trailing edge flap automatic control for alider
performance improvement
A71-13020
Heavy supersonic aircraft con_rollability, noting
irreversible boost control system and stability
A71-13195
Aircraft longitudinal motion decouplinq through
direct lift control, investiqatinq flight
control for landing
A71-13339
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussing control deflections
effects on phuqoid motion, lateral stability
derivatives and error estimation
A71-13341
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
A71-1G393
Wing upper surface air suction influence on
aircraft longitudinal controllability,
considering control stick forces for deflected
flaps and angle of attack
A71-14594
Reliability of aircraft primary control
[NASA-TT-F-12709] N71-13412
AIRCRAFT DESIGN
Acrostar acrobatic aircraft desiqn and performance
A71-13016
Environmental effects on VTOL design - Conference,
Arlinqton, Texas, November 1970
A71-15_01
Direct lift V/STOL transport aircraft design,
discussinq environmental factors in relation to
noise, air pollution, jet interference and
safety
A71-15403
Army rolorcraft hot day standard desiqn hover
criterion, developinq analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatolou7 and
environmental features
A71-15,31
Light sprite aircraft design and construction for
building at home by nonprofessionals
A71-1567_
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept winq planform
[NASA-CASE-XLA-0_51] N71-12243
Feasibility study of counter insurqency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[AERO-I] N71-13_15
AIRCRAFT ENGINES
Twin jet aircraft enqine installation effects and
exhaust nozzle integration, notinq closely
SUBJECT INDEX IIRCRAFT NOISE
spaced inlet interference
[IC&S PAPER 70-_7] A71-131_8
Thzustmeter for direct in-flight measurement of
aircraft engine Jet thrust
171-13332
Soviet papers on working processes in aircraft
engines covering gas flow, liquid injectiont
nozzles, gas turbines and supersonic flow
A71-1q251
Influence coefficients for aircraft engine gas/air
ducts parameter deviations, using statistical
analysis
A71-1q257
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and turbofan engines in terms of
thrust to weight ratio, specific fuel
consumption and propulsive efficiency
A71-1q977
Soviet book on aviation automation covering
automatic control systems in piston, turbojet
and turboprop engines, navigation, air
temperature and pressure
A71-15223
VTOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and engine
design A71-15q33
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine engine
assembly covering organization, specified
accuracy, automatic systems, mechanization
problems, quality control, etc
A71-15_q9
Aircraft turbine engines with elevated gas inlet
temperatures
A71-15670
Design and materials engineering for aircraft
turbine engines
[NASA-TT-F-13398] N71-14188
AIRCR&FT EQUIPMENT
Aircraft DC to AC converters frequency
stabilization systeus, describing circuit
diagrams and operation principles
A71-1q247
IFR design requirements for STOL navigation
equipment from flight tests
k71-1542q
Aircraft equipment failures detection and warning
systems
A71-15901
AIRCRAFT FUEL S_STEMS
Gasoline icing inhibitors for aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LR-536] E71-13q14
AIRCRAFT FUELS
Book on aviation fuels covering gasoline and
turbine fuel properties, handling problems and
future fuels
A71-1q298
AIRCRAFT GUID_RCE
Guidance developments for all-weather landino
N71-12q33
Post-1970 scanning beam guidance for approach and
landing
N71-12435
Investigating tasks of data processing equipment
in advanced navigation systems for aircraft
R71-1260q
AIRCRAFT HIZARDS
Atmospheric turbulence at cruise altitudes of
supersonic transport aircraft, considering gusts
probability, thunderstorms and mountain naves
A71-13137
AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS
Aircraft information display simulation and flight
tests of experimental display systems,
discussing man machine communication systems
development
A71-133q_
Clear air turbulence due to large amplitude
Kelwin-_elmholtz billows, noting simultaneous
measurements byinstrumented aircraft and radar
A71-15043
Real time missile radio telemetry data
transmission to ground station, using
instrumented aircraft
A71-15321
AIRCRAFT L&EDIEG
Aircraft longitudinal motion decouplinq through
direct lift control, investigating flight
control for landing
A71-13339
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals,
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise
and pollution control, performance,
airworthiness regulations and licensinq
k71-13572
Terminal area operations of V/STOL aircraft,
considering approaches, approach speeds, wind
and velocity effects and noise
&71-13573
Optimum VTOL aircraft landinq maneuverability,
using short range three dimensional surveillance
system and ground computer
A71-1357q
STOL and boundary layer control aircraft takeoff
and landing distance, considering jet suction
action influence on lift and drag coefficients
A71-14595
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle
stopping performance under varying runway
conditions
[NASA-TN-D-6098] N71-12235
kdvanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[AGARD-CP-59-70] N71-12_26
All-weather automatic'landing systems and problem
areas
R71-12427
Technical synthesis and development of advanced
communication systems for aircraft landings
N71-12_30
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
lonqitudinal touchdoun dispersion
E71-12q32
Guidance developments for all-weather landing
N71-12q33
Automatic pilot and associated airborne eguinment
developments for automatic landinq systems
N71-12434
Post-1970 scanning beam guidance for approach and
landing N71-12q35
Flight maneuvers and airborne and ground equinnent
for landing VTOL aircraft in adverse conditions
_71-12_36
Flight tests of all-weather landing systems
N71-12437
All-weather automatic landing systems for use On
aircraft carriers and training ashore
N71-12438
Automatic pilot system for lan@inq commercial
aircraft
N71-12qq0
All weather landing systems of Thouson/CSF
N71-12q46
Development of signal acquisition methods for
television aided aircraft carrier landing
operations
[AD-712511] N71-1319_
aIRCRAFT R_INTERI_CE
civil aircraft accident and maintenance recor_inq
regulations and systems, discussin_ airborne
equipment
_71-13735
Technical resources poolin_ among airlines for
investment and maintenance cost cut of aircraft
fleets A71-1_992
Reliability and maintenance problems of U.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate
desiun and test criteria during development
A71-15q02
_IRCRAFT NOISE
V/STOL aircraft operations, considerin_ terminals,
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise
and pollution control, performance,
airworthiness regulations and licensinq
A71-13572
Aircraft fuselage internal noise and structural
frequency response due to random excitation,
using transfer matrix analysis
[ASME PAPER 70-W_/DE-9] A71-I_143
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
A71-15q06
Relicopter wake impulsive noise calculation based
on rotor tip vortex interaction
A-5
AIRCRAFTPARTS SUBJECT INDEX
A71-15407
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection,
etc
A71-15408
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements during simulated Jungle
rescue mission
A71-15Q09
Helicopter design for cabin noise level reduction
A71-15_23
AIRCRAFT PARTS
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft
parts
[NLR-TE-69043-U] N71-13364
AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE
Acrostar acrobatic aircraft design and performance
A71-13016
Standard-Cirrus glider flight test performance,
noting cockpit design and instrumentation
A71-13019
Trailing edqe flap automatic control for glider
performance improvement
A71-13020
STOL future performance and safety level.
considering current Jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation.
airworthiness and operational considerations
A71-13568
DC-10 aircraft test program effectiveness.
discussing performance, operational envelope.
airworthiness, noise measurements, etc
[SAE PAPER 700830] A71-13726
Ground and airborne aircraft flight simulation
methods, discussing simulator layouts and
application to Concorde project
k71-15206
VTOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFR
qualifications, taking into account pilot
abilities
A71-15_27
APplication of weight and balance principles for
aircraft operation
[FAA-AC-91-23] N71-122ql
Performance and handling qualities criteria for
¥/STOi aircraft
[AGARD-R-577-70] N71-122.B
Automatic pilot TAPIR
N71-12q4_
AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
Light Sprite aircraft design and construction for
building at home by nonprofessionals
A71-1567_
AIRCRAFT RELIABILITY
Aviation products liability and warranty law,
noting reliability trends and quality control
methods
A71-12971
DC-10 aircraft test prooram effectiveness.
discussing performance, operational envelope.
airworthiness, noise measurements, etc
[SAE PAPER 700830] A71-13726
Airworthiness and Air Registration Board.
discussing aims. obiectives, technical changes
and national and international control
A71-13734
Reliabilitv and maintenance probless of U.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate
design and test criteria during development
171-15.02
VTOL aircraft IFR airworthiness, noting necessity
of higher safety levels for metropolitan air
transit systems
A71-15426
AIRCRAFT SAFETY
STOL future performance and safety levels
conside[inq curre_t Jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation.
airworthiness and operational considerations
171-13568
V/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation.
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
A71-1_76
Civil aviation safety - Conference. Beirut.
September-October 1970
A71-14990
Helicopters safe antitorgue control, describing
Fenestron ducted fan design
A71-15417
VTOL aircraft IFR airworthiness, noting necessity
of higher safety levels for metropolitan air
transit systems
A71-15426
Aircraft equipment failures detection and warning
systems
A71-15901
Radar observations of bird migrations to reduce
risk of bird-aircraft collisions
[AD-712720] N71-12232
Application of weight and balance principles for
aircraft operation
[FAA-AC-91-23] N71-122,1
AIRCRAFT SPECIFICATIONS
STOL aircraft for tactical support, discussing
USAF intertheater requirements
A71-15024
AIRCRAFT STABILITY
Statistical prediction of atsospheric turbulence
effects on aeronautical systems
A71-13135
Clear air turbulence effects on flight and
structural response of aircraft, using oust
loads model
A71-13136
Heavy supersonic aircraft controllability, noting
irreversible boost control system and stability
A71-13195
Application of weight and balance principles for
aircraft operation
[FAA-AC-91-23] N71-122_I
Mechanical stabilization system for VTOL aircraft
[_ASA-CASE-XLA-06339] _71-13.22
Vibration stability of basic airplane structures
[JPRS-51966] N71-141_q
AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Dynamic aeroelastic calculations for aircraft.
using ground vibration test data
A71-1313,
Soviet book on aircraft construction technology
covering parts fabrication, protective coatings.
production automation, etc
A71-14399
Assembling accuracy of three dimensional Joints
using assembly holes in aircraft construction
A71-19609
Automatic excitation forces generation for
aircraft structure ground vibration tests usinu
digital computer
[ONERA-TP-870] A73-15352
Application of aeroelastic constraints in
structural optimization of aircraft design
W71-13131
Computer systes for optimal design of aircraft
structures
N71-13132
_atrix methods in computer-aided design
optimization of aircraft structures
N71-13135
Vibration stability of basic airplane structures
[JPRS-51966] N71-I_I_,
AIRCRAFT WAKES
Flow visualization of trailing vortex wakes in
towing tank
[D1-82-100.] N71-13800
AIRFOIL PROFILES
Cascade flow test data. considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial
flow compressors
A71-13829
Plane and wedge shaped airfoil profiles of
variable thickness, deriving stability in
bilateral supersonic air flow
A71-14365
Gas flow past straight a_rfoil, analyzing damped
natural oscillations
A71-I"561
Symmetric airfoil profiles with sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid uas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flow. solving by nonlinear
approximation
A71-19591
Airfoil profiles with flaps at medium Reynolds
numbers, determining performance characteristics
in wind tunnel tests
A71-15025
_-6
SUBJECT INDEX APPROACH COWTROL
Helicopter fuselage design for crashworthiness
nnder specific conditions
A71-15416
IIRFOILS
Sound radiation from finite span airfoil in three
dimensional turbulent flow, considering lift
function effect
A71-13280
Optimal firing temperature schedule during gas
turbine loading for minimal thermal fatigue of
hot gas path components, considering hollow
stationary airfoils
[ASME PAPEB 70-Wk/GT-2] A71-1q116
Linear airfoil theory applicability for wings
aerodynamic characteristics, considering high
lift. ground effect, angle of attack and aspect
ratio
A71-1q593
Test cases for numerical analysis of airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
[AGARD-R-575-70] N71-1267U
Transonic pressure distribution on airfoils
[AD-712397] W71-13060
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[W&SA-CASE-XLA-00755] N71-13_I0
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[WASA-CASE-XLA-05828] N71-13q11
AIRFRAME MATERIALS
Static strength, stiffness, fatigue, and damage
resistance of materials in design optimization
for shell structure
W71-131_3
AIRLIWM OPERATIONS
Air carrier accident investigation, noting
procedures, individual and group functions,
notifications and company field organization
&71-12965
V/STOL short haul transport systems, discussing
interurban applications, all-weather operation,
operatina costs, noise and atmospheric pollution
A71-13565
V/STOL services integration into UK air traffic
system
A71-13567
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals.
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise
and pollution control, performance,
airworthiness regulations and licensing
A71-13572
Terminal area operations of V/STOL aircraft,
considering approaches, approach speeds, wind
and velocity effects and noise
A71-13573
¥TOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications foe system
capacity profitability and efficiency increases
A71-13575
Technical resources pooling asong airlines for
investment and maintenance cost cut of aircraft
fleets
A71-14992
Control problems in airline operations
particularly air cargo handling
N71-1q430
AIRPORT PLANW_NG
Airport planning by uanagement systems approach.
considering airspace, taximays, runways,
terB_nals, parking lots and roadways
A71-12962
Terminal area operations of ¥/STOL aircraft,
considering approaches, approach speeds, wind
and velocity effects and noise
A71-13573
Compound and VTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown V-ports for short haul air
transportation improwesen% and expansion
A71-13619
Cost efficiency, managesent and econouics of
airport operation, considering facilities
relationship to airline operations
A71-14993
Airport planning and terminal facilities operation
in 1970s, considering impact on developing
countries
A71-1q99_
Helicopters. heliports and helistops, discussing
need for public facilities
A_I-15,G0
¥TOL and STOL port federal design criteria,
oatlining planning and construction
A71-154_I
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
A71-15_2
Optimum flight paths for V/STgL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
A71-15_3
General aviation airport planning for east central
Florida
[PB-191239] W71-I_494
AIRPORTS
Airport runway mechanical fog dispersal, using
trailer mounted rotating wire mesh sieves
A71-I_983
Analysis of airport travel demands at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
[PB-192057] _I-13695
Computerized optimization of airport radom4 design
N71-13913
ALL-WEATHER AIR WAVIGATIOW
All-weather automatic landing systems and problem
areas
W71-12427
Guidance developments for all-weather landing
R71-12,33
Flight tests of all-weather landing systems
_71-12_37
All-weather automatic landing systems for use on
aircraft carriers and training ashore
W71-12_38
Aided inertial flight test exneriaents for all
weather V/STOL operations
[NASA-T_-X-66_90] W71-12439
Autopilot for C-141 all-weather landing system
N71-12_42
All weather landing systems of Thoason/CSF
_71-12_q6
ALTIMETERS
Laser altimeter-range finder techniques applied to
geodetic measurements and mapping
[N_SA-TM-X-66_89] N71-12_25
ANALOG SIMUL&TIOW
Analog and digital methods for interactions
between aircraft liftinu eleeents in steady or
unsteady supersonic flow
[ONERA-TP-850] _71-15358
A_GLE OF ATTACK
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on
nhugoid motion, examining angle of attack and
flight path variations with resulting
instability
A71-133_0
AWWULAR FLOW
Three dimensional cascade flow, discussing
potential flow, shear flow, flow disturbances
and flow approximations for annular cascades
A71-13827
Axial compressor flow characteristics by
computerized calculation methods, considering
annular duct swirling flow model
A71-13828
A|TIICI|G &DDITIVES
Gasoline icing inhihitors for aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LR-536] N _I-13_14
A|TISUBMARIWE _ARFAHE AIRCRAFT
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearing
[AD-711910] N_1-12400
APPROACH CONTROL
Using automatic control theory with simple pilot
model for synthesizing helicopter landin_
approach flight director control laws
[WASA-TM-X-66G92] N71-1222_
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less
than 1200 feet
N71-12q29
Direct lift control system for producing lift
without pitching moments during aircraft
approach and landing
N71-12443
k-7
APPROACR INDICATORS SUBJECT INDEX
APPEOACB INDICATORS
Post-1970 scanning bean guidance for approach and
landing
N71-12_35
ARGON
Sweptback-bladed centrifuqa! compressor overall
performance in argon
[NASA-TM-X-2129] N71-12209
ASSEMBLIES
Assemblinq accuracy of three dimensional joints
usinq assembly holes in aircraft construction
A71-14609
ASSEMBLING
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine engine
assembly covering organization, specified
accuracy, automatic systems, mechanization
problems, quality control, etc
A71-154,9
ATLANTIC OCEAN
Feasibility of satellite navigation system for
subsonic and supersonic air traffic control over
North Atlantic Ocean
N71-1259_
ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY
Gas ionizatioD in supersonic wake at throat,
transition and breakthrough points in
hyperballisfic firing tunnel for atnospheric
reentry study
A71-13131
ATNOSPEEEIC REFRACTION
Atmospheric refraction and reflection in sonic
booms
rNASA-TT-F-13_09] N71-1223_
ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
Statistical prediction of atmospheric turb111ence
effects on aeronautical systems
A71-13135
Atmospheric turbulence at cruise altitudes of
supersonic transport aircraft, considering musts
probability, thunderstorms and mountain waves
A71-13137
ATTITUDE GYROS
Behavior of attitude qyro and qyro horizon durinq
looping fliuht
N71-13281
ATTITUDE STABILITI
Investigating nonlinear digital control methods
for attitude stabilization of VTOL aircraft
N71-12615
AURORAS
Auroral oval continuity durina winter /1969-1970/
from jet aircraft ionospheric instrumentation,
showing band distribution along geomagnetic pole
A71-I_526
AUTOGYEOS
Stowable aircrew vehicle escape rotoseat autogyro,
providing controllable flight for pilot after
ejection
A71-15418
&UTOEATA T_EORT
Developing self-organizing control systems for
application in aeronautics
N71-12613
AUTONATIC CONTROL
Trailing edqe flap automatic control for glider
performance improvement
A71-13020
Automatic antisurae control of axial compressor
using partial qas recycling bypass nethod
A71-13370
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
A71-14393
Soviet book on aviation automation covering
automatic control systems in piston, turbojet
and turboprop engines, navigation, air
temperature and pressure
A71-15223
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
automatic air traffic control
N71-13936
Control problems in airline operations
particularly air cargo handling
N71-14430
AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
Considering design of digital computers for
guidance and control of aerospace vehicles
[AGARD-CP-68-70] N71-12601
Investigating tasks of data processing equipment
in advanced navigation systems for aircraft
N71-1260_
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
quidance and control of X-15 and F-10_ aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-66491] N71-12610
Developinq high inteurity digital flight control
of variations in performance of complex systems
R71-12614
Digital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
N71-12616
AUTONATIC LARDING CONTROL
Using automatic control theory with sinple pilot
model for synthesizinq helicopter landing
approach flight director control laws
[NASA-TM-X-66492] N71-12224
Developing mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach
and landing system
[N_SA-T_-X-66_93] N71-12225
Advanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[AGARD-CP-59-70] N71-12426
All-weather automatic landing systems and problem
areas
N71-12427
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
N71-12_32
All-weather automatic landing systems for use on
aircraft carriers and training ashore
N71-12438
Automatic pilot system for landing commercial
aircraft
N71-12440
Autopilot landing system for VC-10 aircraft
N71-12441
Direct lift control system for producing lift
without pitching moments during aircraft
approach and landing
N71-12_3
Flight control systems for VTOL automatic landing
N71-12_45
Automatic landing system of Concorde
N71-124_8
AUTONATIC PILOTS
Digital computers in aviation electronics,
discussing automatic control loop in automatic
pilot
A71-13687
Automatic pilot and associated airborne equipment
developments for automatic landing systems
N71-12434
Automatic pilot system for landing commercial
aircraft
N71-12_a0
Autopilot landing system for VC-10 aircraft
N71-12441
Autopilot for C-141 all-weather landing system
N71-12442
Automatic pilot TAPIR
N71-12444
&UTONATIC TEST EQUIPNENT
Multiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considerinu software design
A71-13077
Automatic RF and microwave test equipment for
communication, navigation, radar and tactical
systems
A71-13083
Automatic digital test unit for avionics systems
A71-13085
Software cost estinates for automatic test
equipment for avionic support analysis
A71-13086
User requirements of Versatile Avionic Shop Test
/VAST/ computer controlled automatic test
equipment, including documentation,
compatibility, assurance plan, etc
A71-13087
Long range goals for avionics automatic test
equipment /ATE/ involving complex computer
A71-13088
Automatic excitation forces generation for
aircraft structure ground vibration tests using
digital computer
[ONERA-TP-870] A71-15352
A-8
SUBJECT I|DRX BODIES OF REVOLUTIO|
&UIILSAET POWER SOURCES
Electric power source requirements of USAF
aircraft, missile and spacecraft electrical
systems
A71-13036
L-1011 aircraft auxiliary power unit with
liqhtweight free turbine engine, giving fuel
economy and lower pneumatic pressures
[SAE PAPER 70081q] A71-13725
AVIOEICS
Aeronautical electronic equipment, discussing
static transformer, radiotelephone sets, angle
of approach meter, etc
A71-13018
multiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considering softgare design
A71-13077
Versatile avionic Shop Test /VAST/ qeneral purpose
digital tester, discussing hardware and softuare
A71-1308_
automatic digital test unit for avionics systems
a71-13085
Software cost estimates for autouatlc test
eauipmen% for avionic suppmrt analysis
a71-13086
User requirements of Versatile Avioaic Shop Test
/VAST/ computer controlled automatic test
equipment, including documentation,
compatibility, assurance plan, etc
A71-13087
LOng ranee goals for avionics automatic test
equipment /ATE/ involving complex computer
a71-13088
Digital computers in aviation electronics.
discussing automatic control loop in automatic
pilot
a71-13687
Army avionics technology transfer to civil
aviation, discussing conmunicatioa systems.
fliqht control and landinq aids
a71-15017
Considering @esiqn of digital cououters for
guidance and control of aerospace vehicles
[aGARD-CP-68-70] N71-12601
Investigating system requiremeuts of airborne data
processors
N71-12608
Investigating small digital Processors as
interface between commuter and sensor in
airborne systems
R71-12609
Developing self-orqanizinq control systems for
apnlication in aeronautics
R71-12613
Data handling equipment for aerosnace and ground
support applications - conference
[AGARD-CP-67] N71-13826
aXiaL FLOg TURBIRRS
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turbosachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
A71-131_3
Axial turbomachines boundary layer flow.
describing two dimensional cascade calculation
methods
A71-131_6
aIISTRRETRIC FLO_
Axisymmetric supersonic overexpanded ideal gas Jet
calculation, using finite difference me%hod
based on buildup principle
a71-1q573
Started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
A71-15_89
Reasurinu distortion characteristics at engine
face station of axisymme_ric inlet
[NASA-CR-16q4] N71-12211
B
BALLISTIC RANGES
Conference on ballistic range fechniuues and
eouipment
[aGARDOGRAPH-138] R71-13576
Aerodynawic characteristics of free flight bodies
in ballistic ranges
[RASA-T_-X-66536] N71-13583
BALLISTICS
Ballistic data reduction for drag coefficient of
spherical projectiles, using time distance
relation for constant coefficient
A71-13q67
BALLO0|S
Design and testing of stabilized balloon gondola
for astronomical gamma ray spectrometer
[ORHL-TR-2882] N_1-122_2
BaSE PRESSURE
Turbulent base pressure on conical afferbodies in
supersonic axisymmetric flow. including initial
direction effect
[aIaA PAPER 70-555] a71-1q_50
BEARS (SUPPORTS}
_oalinear partial differential equation solution
for natural free-free vibrations of bean
structures
[aSHE PAPER 70-ga/aPR-55] A71-1_172
BENDIR_ VIBBATIOg
Turbomachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
aerodynamic damping, notinu natural frequency
shift
A71-13141
BINARY FLUIDS
Inviscid binary gas mixture steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, takinq into
acconnt spontaneous condensation
a71-14559
BIIART SIITURES
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure Dear blent body. investigating
diffusive effects on recovery temperature
dependence .
A71-15_88
BIONICS
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
Systems
A_I-I_393
BIRDS
Radar observations of bird miarations to reduce
risk of bird-aircraft collisions
[AD-712720] _71-12232
BLADE TIPS
Helicopter downwash velocities, noise and
airloads, examining rotor tip modification
effects
A71-15_I0
BLUNT BODIES
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at !eadinq edge of f_at plate co,Dared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[aIa_ PAPER 69-7_7] A71-13_3a
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blunt bodies with
radiation, obtainin_ solution for Mauler-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
A71-I_062
Blnnt body problem with detached shock.
considerinq methods of lines and inteqral
relations aqreement for wide range of Bach
numbers
A71-1qq_9
Binary gas mixture raref_e_ _ypersonic flow
structure near blunt body. investigating
diffusive effects on recovery temperature
dependence
a71-15_88
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow. describiuo qas dynamic
equations flow field viscosity and conductivit_
A71-15090
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow Dust blunt
body at incident infinite _ach nnaher, obtainisq
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
A_I-15553
Characteristics of aaqnetoaerodynamic flow around
blunt bodies
_71-12212
Reasurinq low-density flow over two-dimensional
blunt bodies in hypersonic arc tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-6017] N71-12215
_ODIES OF REYOLUTIOE
Nonlinear aerodynamic moments for arbitrary
motions of bodies of revolution in free fliqht
[AIAA PAPER 70-205] A71-13_35
Laminar boundary layer on spinninu bo_ies of
revolution in oncominq stream, usinq implicit
finite difference technique
[AIAA PAPER 70-1377] a71-1366C
A-9
BODY-WING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS SUBJECT INDEX
BODT-NING AND TAIL CONFIGURATIONS
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high wing
A71-13737
BOEING 7_7 AIRCRAFT
Boeing 7_7 flight loads measurements, describing
aircraft instrumentation with strain gages and
pressure pickups
A71-13766
BONBS (ORDNANCE)
Free flight measurement of aerodynamic force and
moment coefficients of finned bombs
[WRE-TN-BSA-164] N71-13407
BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
STOL and boundary layer control aircraft takeoff
and landing distance, considering Jet suction
action influence on lift and drag coefficients
A71-14595
Feasibility study of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[AERO-I] N71-13415
BOUNDARY LATER FLOW
Flow characteristics in turbomachine "blade
cascades with transonic regime, emphasizing
shock- boundary layer interaction phenomena
A71-_31_0
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turbomachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
A71-13143
Axial turhomachines boundary laver flow,
describing two dimensional cascade calculation
methods
A71-13146
Turbulent boundary layer structure and prediction,
considerin_ various turbulence onset theories
A71-131_7
Air flow turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary laver growth around flat plate,
aerodvnamic profile and cylinder
A71-15_83
Effects of rotation on boundary layers in
turbomachine rotors
[PB-Ig2116] N71-12202
HOUNDART LAYER SEPARATION
Leading edge bluntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[AIA_ PAPER 68-68] A71-13_37
Investigating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
transfer distribution along reattachment surface
downstream of step
N71-12216
HOUNDARI LAYER STABILITY
Discrete vortex formation above perforated flat
plate in wind tunnel, examining unsteady
boundary layer
A71-14568
BOUNDARY LATER TRANSITION
Byperso_ic boundary layer transition and
hypersonic heat transfer on cylindrical shells,
cones and flat plates
[NEPT-110_/70] N71-1340_
Effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic wind
tunnels
[NPL-AER0-1301] N71-13409
Comparison of spherical and triangular boundary
layer trims on flat plate at supersonic speed
[NASA-TM-X-2146] N71-13763
BOUNDARY LAYERS
Casing /en_ wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial fl0w compressors, discussinu velocity
distributions
k71-131q4
BUCKLING
Theoretical and experimental vibration and
buckling results for blunt truncated conical
shells with ring supported edges
[NASA-TN-D-7003] N71-14056
BUILDINGS
Shadowgraph photography and differential
interfer0metry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70] N71-12247
RTPASSHS
Automatic antisurge control of axial compressor
using partial gas recycling bypass method
A71-13370
C
C-lql AIRCRAFT
Autopilot for C-141 all-weather landing system
N71-12,q2
CARBON
Ablation .performance of glasslike carbons,
pyrolytic graphite, and artificial graphite in
stagnation pressure range 0.035 to 15 arm
[NASA-TR-D-7005] N71-14138
CARBURETORS
Gasoline icing inhibitors for .aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LR-536] N7_-_3_I_
CARET WINGS
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat
delta and caret wing models at high incidence
angles for space shuttles
A71-1_4_5
CASCADE PLOW
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade
cascades with transonic regime, emphasizing
shock- boundary layer interaction phenomena
A71-131_0
Axial turbomachines boundary layer flow,
describing two dimensional cascade calculation
methods
A71-13146
Two dimensional cascade flow, discussing methods
of flow field idealization, nonviscous
incompressible flow theoretical methods,
compressibility and viscosity effects
A71-13826
Three dimensional cascade flow. discussin_
potential flow, shear flow, flow disturbances
and flow approximations for annular cascades
A71-13827
Cascade flow test data, considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial
flow compressors
A71-1382g
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[ASME PAPER 70-NA/GT-10] A71-I_118
Testing low reaction jet turbine stator blades in
six-blade annular cascade
[NASA-CR-1675] N71-12227
CASING
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussing velocity
distributions
CAVITATION CORROSION
Petals erosion by cavitation and liguid
impingement, discussing test methods and
resistance prediction
A71-14174
CENTRIFUGAL CONPRHSSORS
Centrifugal compressor impeller exit flow velocity
distribution distortion based on eguations of
motion involving entropy _radient terms
A71-13831
Overall performance of 6-inch radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffuser
vane setting angles
[NASA-T_-X-2107] N71-12208
Sweptback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
performance in argon
[_ASA-TE-X-2129] N71-12209
Flow distribution and performance of supersonic
vane diffusers for centrifugal compressors
[NASA-TT-F-13_28] N71-12541
CERTIFICATION
Airworthiness and Air Pegistration Board,
discussing aims, objectives, technical changes
and national and international control
A71-1373_
CH-_6 HELICOPTER
Using automatic control theory with simple pilot
model for synthesizing helicopter landing
approach flight director control laws
[NASA-TE-X-66492] N71-12_2_
CHANNEL PLOW
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
A-IO
SUBJECT I|DEI comPUTER PROGBJ[HRIRG
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
A71-1_201
CIRCULAR CYLIRDRRS
Local heat transfer to transverse circular
cylinder at low Reynolds numbers, using
iterative finite difference approach
A71-15493
CIVIL AVIATIO|
V/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation,
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
A71-13576
Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirut,
September-October 1970
A71-1q990
Hijacking and acts of violence against civil
aircraft, concerning draft convention by legal
committee of International Civil _viation
Oraanization
A71-1_997
Amy avionics technoloqy transfer to civil
aviation, discnssinu conmanication systems,
flight control and landinq aids
A71-15017
Analysis of gee York air transportation system and
recommended improvements
[PR-3] N71-13777
Analysis of air transpontation facilities in Gulf
Coast reqion of US - Wol. I
[PB-194339] W71-13803
Analysis of civil aviation facilities in Gulf
Coast reqion of US - Vol. 2
[PB-19_340] N71-1380q
CLEAR AIR TURBULEgCE
Clear air turbulence effects on flight and
structural response of aircraft, using qust
loads model
A71-13136
Clear air turbulence due to large amplitude
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows, noting simultaneous
measurements by instrumented aircraft and radar
A71-150q3
COALESCING
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOn type filter/coalescer
elements
[AD-712999] N71-13070
COAXIAL FLOW
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas jets mast sphere
A71-14562
Supersonic flow past notch in lateral body surface
or in two closely lying coaxial bodies, applying
turbulent Jet theory to separation zone
A71-15626
COLLISION AVOIDABCE
Air traffic control usinq collision risk
equations, noting data handling automation,
airborne collision avoidance devices and
geostationary satellites
A71-156_6
Radar observations of bird aiqrations to reduce
risk of bird-aircraft collisions
[AD-712720] N71-12232
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
N71-13938
COLLISION PARARETERS
Helicopter fuselage design for crashworthiness
under specific conditions
A71-15416
COHBAT
8ilitary helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/machine combat
survivability and operational accidents
redaction
A71-15447
COMBUSTION CHARMERS
Supersonic and subsonic combustion modes in
constant area ramjet coabustors, deriving
dimensionless parameter for varying flow ratios
as combustion stability criterion
[ASNE PAPER 70-WA/AV-4] _71-I_1_8
Swirl-can modular turbojet combustor burning
natural qas fuel
[NAS&-TN-D-7020] N71-12_21
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction combustor
[NASA-TN-D-7021] R71-12422
CONRUSTIOR STABILITY
Supersonic and subsonic coabnstion nodes in
constant area ramjet combustors, deriwinu
dimensionless parameter for varyinq flow ratios
as colbustion stability criterion
[ASNE PAPER 70-_I/AV-4] A71-1_148
CONFORT
Helicopter pilot and passenger cowfort/vibration
tolerance criteria
A71-15_20
_ir transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to human com_ort
A71-15_2_
CONBRRCIAL AIRCRAFT
_aviqation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transnort aircraft, discussin_ noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and V-ports
A71-15_29
lutoaatic pilot system for landiau commercial
aircraft
g71-12_0
COHMUMICATIO| SATELLITES
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space Program
involving naviuation and communication
satellites for civil air traffic control
[ESRO-SP-61] N71-12756
COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Developinq high integrity digital flight control
of variations in performance of complex systems
g71-1261_
COHPONEWT RELIABILITY
VC-10 aircraft ILS electronic euuipme_t
reliability tests
A71-15873
COMPOSITE mATERIALS
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for liuht weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
A71-15207
Design and materials enqineerinu for aircraft
tarbine engines
[R_SA-TT-F-13398] _71-1_188
COSPOUWD HELICOPTERS
Co_pound and VTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown V-Doris for short haul air
transportation improvement and exDansio_
_71-13619
AR-56_ Cheyenne compound helicopter icin_ snray
rig tests, discussing ice protection systems
design and operatina performance
A71-15q38
COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LATER
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin
friction measurements on adiabatic flat nlate,
discussing drag balance calibration
[ASSE PAPER 70-_A/FE-26] A71-1_13_
COMPRESSIBLE FLOE
Compressible flow similarity parameters,
establishing dimensionless relations foe radial
tuzbonachines desian
A71-13830
C0_PRESSOR BLADES
Axial flow compressors radiated sound reduction by
segmented orator blades
A71-13283
Cascade flow test data, considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial
flow compressors
_71-13829
SweDtback-bladed centrifuual compressor overall
performance in arqon
[_SA-TR-X-2129] N71-12209
C0_PRESSOR EFFICIENCY
Axial flow compressor design e_phas_zina component
efficiency
A71-13825
CONPRESSOR ROTORS
Effects of rotation on boundary layers in
turbomachine rotors
[PB-192316] g71-12202
COHPUTRR GRAPHICS
Coaputer graphics terminal for disc profile desiun
of gas turbine engine
_71-131_1
C0NPOTRR PROGR_NNING
_ultiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considerinq software design
A71-13077
I&-11
COMPUTER PROGRAMS SUBJECT INDEX
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Versatile Avionic Shod Test /VAST/ general purpose
digital tester, discmssinu hardware and software
A71-13084
Software cost estimates for automatic test
equipment for avionic support analysis
A71-13086
User requirements of Versatile Avionic Sho D Test
/VAST/ computer controlled automatic test
equipment, including documentation,
compatibility, assurance plan, etc
A71-13087
Long range goals for avionics automatic test
eguiement /ATE/ involving complex computer
A71-13088
Axial compressor flow characteristics by
computerized calculation methods, considering
annular duct swirling flow model
A71-13828
Strapdown inertial guidance and software
technoloqies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and ground transport
A71-15301
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-DR-70-373] N71-12489
COMPUTERIZED DESIGN
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[A_ARD-CP-36-70] N71-13126
Computer system for optimal design of aircraft
structures
N71-13132
Matrix methods in computer-aided design
optimization of aircraft structures
N71-13135
Computer proaram for structural desiqn
optimization of horizontal stabilizer of
supersonic aircraft
N71-13137
Computer graphics terminal for disc profile design
of gas turbine engine
N71-131_I
Computerized Optimization of airport radome design
N71-13913
COMPUTERIZED SIMUEATIOM
Using automatic cont£ol theory with simple pilot
model for synthesizing helicopter landing
approach flight director control laws
[NASA-T_-X-66992] N71-12224
COMCORDE AIRCRAFT
Ground and airborne aircraft flight simulation
methods, discussing simulator layouts and
application to Concorde project
A71-15206
Aatomatic landing system of Concorde
N71-12448
CONDENSATION
Inviscid binary Gas mixtmre steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, takinq into
account spontaneous condensation
A71-14559
CONDUCTING FLUIDS
Varyiaq electrical resistivity incompressible
fluid flow with Hall effect in presence of thin
airfoil
A71-13903
CONES
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and
hypersonic heat transfer on cylindrical shells,
cones and flat plates
[REPT-1104/70] N71-13408
CONFERENCES
Air accident investigation and litigation -
Conference, Dallas, March 1970
A71-12961
Flow research on bladinq - Conference, Baden,
Switzerland, March 1969
A71-13139
Internal aerodynamics /turbomachinery/ -
Conference, Cambridge University, Enqland, July
1967
A71-13823
Civil aviation safety - Conference, Beirat,
September-October 1970
A71-1q990
Maritime and aeronautical technology - Conference,
Paris, May 1970
A71-1520_
Environmental effects on V_OL design - Conference,
Arlington, Texas, November 1970
A71-15q01
Advanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[AGARD-CP-59-70] N71-12_26
Considering design of digital computers for
guidance and control of aerospace vehicles
rAGARD-CP-68-70] N71-12601
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic techniques tn aerospace
technology
[NAS_-SP-248] N71-12776
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[AGARD-CP-36-70] N71-13126
Conference on ballistic range techniques and
equipment
[AGARDOGRAPH-138] N71-13576
Data handling equipment for aerospace and ground
support applications - conference
[AGARD-CP-67] N71-13826
CONICAL BODIES
Turbulent base pressure on conical after'bodies in
supersonic axisymmetric flow, inclading initial
direction effect
[AIAA PAPER 70-555] A71-14q50
Hypersonic flow past freely vibrating hemisphere-
cylinder-cone, noting Reynolds and Mach numbers
dependence and conical stabilizer aperture angle
A71-1q571
Conical body laminar boundary layer heat trans{er
problem in supersonic flow, using quasi-
linearization and impl_cit f_nite difference
method
A71-15987
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections o_
hypervelocity cone
[AD-712509] N71-12205
FliGht assessment of trailing-cone static pressure
probe at subsonic speeds
[RAE-TR-69139] N71-1221_
COMICAL FLOW
HyPersonic comical flow with attached shock waves
over delta wings
A71-14243
Flat plate pressure distribution and heat t_an_fer
in conical hypersonic flow
[VKI-TN-56] N71-13236
CONICAL SHELLS
Theoretical and experimental vibration and
buckling results for blunt truncated conical
shells with ring supported edges
[NASA-TN-D-7003] N71-1q056
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication an_ application to
hypersonic research vehicles
A71-15207
CONTROL SURFACES
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating win_
A71-1_3q7
Wings with control surfaces in ansteady sabsonic
flow, applvinq liftinq surface theory
[ONERA-TP-889] A71-15355
Computation of pressure induced by control surface
oscillation in subsonic flow
[NASA-TT-F-13385] N71-12219
Feasibility study of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[AERO-I] N71-13415
CONTROL YALYES
Control valves aerodynamically generated sound
pressare level prediction, using empirical
method
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/FE-28] A71-14136
CUNTBOLLABILITT
Heavy supersonic aircraft controllability, noting
irreversible boost control system and stability
A71-13195
Wing upper surface air suction influence on
aircraft longitudinal controllability,
considerinq control stick forces for deflected
A-12
SUBJECT INDEX DC 10 AIRCRAFT
flaps and angle of attack
A71-14594
VTOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFR
qualifications, taking into account pilot
abilities
A71-15q27
COOPER&TIOW
Technical resources pooling among airlines for
investwent and maintenance cost cut of aircraft
fleets
A71-14992
CORIOLIS EFFECT
Effects of rotation on boundary layers in
turbonachime rotors
[PB-192316] W71-12202
CORHERS
Inviscid binary gas mixture steady supersonic teo
dimensional flow past convex corner, taking into
account spontaneous condensation
A71-1q559
CORRELATIOI
Third order correlations in grid turbulence,
investigating high pass filtering effect at
small cut-off frequencies
A71-15027
CORROSIOg PREVEETION
Jet fuel soluble corrosion inhibitors evaluation
by potentiostatic polarization methods
A71-1q323
Corrosion inhibitor effects on eater coalescing
characteristics of POD type filter/coalescer
elements
[AD-712999] W71-13070
COSmiC RATS
Radioloqical risks of cosmic radiation during high
altitude supersonic flights, considering
galactic, solar and incident particles in
aircraft atmosphere
A71-13099
COST ARALTSIS
Cost analysis of Joint EASA-European space program
involving navigation and communication
satellites for civil air traffic control
[ESRO-SP-61] N71-12756
COST EFFECTIVEEESS
Cost efficiency, management and economics of
airport operation, considering facilities
relationship to airline operations
A71-14993
German monograph on socioeconomic evaluation of
air transportation systems for developing
nations, using cost-benefit analysis
A71-15125
Cost effectiveness of pulse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of early warning system
H71-13939
COST ESTIHATES
Software cost estimates for automatic test
equipment for avionic support analysis
A71-13086
COST EEDUCTIOE
Technical resources pooling among airlines for
investeent and maintenance cost cut of aircraft
fleets
A71-1q992
CRACKING (FRACTURIEG)
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thereal
fatigue cracks repair by plasma arc fusion
method
A71-13257
CRASH LANDING
Aircraft accident trends and preventive practices,
considering fatal landing statistics
A71-14995
CROSS SECTIONS
Nozzle system elements size relation to passage
cross section in full size two cascade and
miniaturized gas tarbine engine power plant
A71-14258
Gas turbine engines nozzles floe passage cross
sections area measurement, usinq qas floemeter#
pipes system and vacuum pump
A71-18260
CYCLIC LO&DS
Central hole effect on flat metal sheet fatigue
under tension-compression load cycles, notinu
application to aircraft materials
A71-15389
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
Experimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-CR-102933] N71-12210
Knudsen flow and Each number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres .
[REPT-69-7] N71-13_03
CTLINDRICAL SHELLS
Sypersonic boundary layer transition and
hypersonic heat transfer on cylindrical shells,
cones and flat plates
[REPT-II0a/70] _71-13408
D
DATA ACQUISITION
Airborne data acquisition system incorporating
recycling metal tape flight data recorder
R_I-13836
DATI PROCESSING
Investigatinq system requirements of airborne data
processors
R71-12608
Digital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
W71-12616
Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of X-15 aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XFR-00756] R71-13q21
Statistical comparison of computer logics for
Controlled radar tracking of air traffic
W71-13935
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
automatic air traffic control
H71-13936
DAT& PROCESSING EQUIPEENT
Investigating tasks of data processing equioment
in advanced navigation systems for aircraft
H71-1260q
Investigating small digital processors as
interface between computer and sensor in
airborne systems
W71-12609
DATA RECORDERS
Airborne data acquisition system incorporating
recycling metal tape flight data recorder
R71-13836
DATA REDUCTION
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussing control deflections
effects on phuqoid motion, lateral stability
derivatives and error estimation
A71-13341
Ballistic data reduction for drag coefficient of
spherical projectiles, usinq time distance
relation for constant coefficient
A71-13q67
UH-IB helicopter flight test noise measurements
data reduction and analysis, presenting sound
pressure vs frequency and time plots
A71-15405
DATA STSTERS
Air traffic control using collision risk
e_uations, noting data handling automation,
airborne collision avoidance devices and
geostationary satellites
A71-!56_6
Data handling equipsent for aerospace and qround
support apnlications - conference
[AGARD-CP-67] H71-13826
DATA TR&WSBISSION
Real time wissile radio telemetry data
transmission to ground station, using
instrumented aircraft
A71-15321
Digital radar data transmission system for use in
air traffic control
N71-13840
DC 10 AIRCR&FT
Laboratory facilities for DC-10 structural test
program usinq fatioue test machines and computer
controlled servo loading systems
[SAE PAPER 700829] _71-13724
DC-10 aircraft test program effectiveness,
discussing performance, operational envelope,
aireorthiness, noise measurements, etc
[SAB PAPER 700830] A71-13726
_-13
DECOUPLING SUBJECT INDEX
Stress analysis of" DC 10 nose landing gear unit,
using photoelastic coating technique
A71-15669
DRCOUPLIWG
Aircraft longitudinal motion decoupling through
direct lift control, investigating flight
control for landing
A71-13339
DELT_ WINGS
Hypersonic conical flow with attached shock waves
over delta wings
A71-14243
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat
delta and curet wing models at high incidence
angles for space shuttles
A71-I_445
Transient behavior of leadinq-edge vortices over
delta wing subject to sudden change of incidence
[NPL-AERO-1294] N71-13406
DIFFERENTIAL INTERFEROMETRY
Schlieren photography and differential
interferometry for free flight tunnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] N71-12223
Shadowgraph photography and different{al
interferometry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70] N71-12247
DIFFUSION THEORT
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-gasoline
combustion products in nozzles
A71-15622
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Digital computers in aviation electronics,
discussing automatic control loop in automatic
pilot
A71-13687
Automatic excitation forces generation for
aircraft structure ground vibration tests using
digital computer
[ONERA-TP-870] A71-15352
Calculating delivery errors of automaticallv
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
N71-12612
DIGITAL D&T_
Digital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
N71-12616
Digital radar data transmission system for use in
air traffic control
H71-13840
DIGITAL FILTERS
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
H71-13926
DIGIT&L RADAR STSTEMS
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
automatic air traffic control
H71-13936
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
Versatile Avionic Shop Test /VAST/ general purpose
digital tester, discussing hardware and software
A71-13084
Automatic digital test unit for avionics systems
A71-13085
Analog and digital methods for interactions
between aircraft lifting elements in steady or
unsteady supersonic flow
[ONERA-TP-850] A71-15358
Considering design of digital computers for
guidance and control of aerospace vehicles
[AGARD-CP-68-70] N71-12601
Investigating system requirements of airborne data
processors
N71-12608
Investigating small digital processors as
interface between computer and sensor in
airborne systems
N71-12609
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
guidance and control of X-15 and F-10_ aircraft
[NASA-TM-X-66491] N71-12610
Describina digital computer used in navigation and
attack system of Jaguar aircraft
N71-12611
Developing high integrity digital flight control
of variations in performance of complex systems
N71-12614
Investigating nonlinear digital control methods
for attitude stabilization of VTOL aircraft
N71-12615
Statistical comparison of computer louics,for
controlled radar tracking of air traffic
N71-13935
DIRECT CURRENT
Hrushless dc uotor design and performance tests
[NASA-CR-102942] N71-12533
DIRECT LIFT CONTROLS
Aircraft longitudinal motion decoupling through
direct lift control, investigating flight
control for landing
A71-13339
DISKS (SHAPES)
Computer graphics terminal for disc profile design
of gas turbine engine
N71-13141
DISPLAT DEVICES
Aircraft inforuation display simulation and flight
tests of experimental display systems,
discussing man machine communication systems
development
A71-13344
V/STOL aircraft visual aids flight evaluation
concerning minimum landing area operations
A71-154_5
Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of X-15 aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XFR-00756] N71-13421
DOPPLER RADAR
Cost effectiveness of pulse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of earlv warning system
N71-13939
DOUGLAS &IRCRAFT
Aircraft accident report for Douglas DC-8-63F
[NTSB-AAR-70-24] N71-13417
DONNNASH
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements during simulated jungle
rescue mission
A71-15409
Helicopter downwash velocities, noise and
airloads, examining rotor tip modification
effects
A71-15410
DRAG
Ballistic data reduction for drag coefficient of
spherical projectiles, using time distance
relation for constant coefficient
A71-13467
Nozzle performance prediction inaccuracy due to
invalid drag laws, considering unresolved
problem of condensed phase particle size
A71-14453
DRAG HE&SUREMENT
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[NASA-CASE-XLA-00755] N71-13410
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
rNASA-CASE-XLA-05828] N71-13_11
DROP TESTS
External stores separation induced aerodynamic
interactions, using high speed cinematographic
recording of drop trajectories and/or store
loads weighing in aircraft flow field
[ONERA-TP-8_9] A71-15357
DUCTED FaNS
Helicopters safe antitorgue control, describing
Fenesfron ducted fan design
A71-15417
DUST
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter
flight controls and equipment service life,
discussing relief program
A71-15_30
DUST COLLECTORS
VTOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and engine
design A71-15_33
DYNAMIC STABILITY
Edge jet Hovercraft dynamic stability in heaving
motion, deriving two dimensional mathematical
model
[ASME PAPER 70-APH-QQQ] A71-13712
DTNAMIC STRUCTUR&L ANALYSIS
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
&-lq.
SUBJECT IEDEI ENGIRE NOISE
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[&GARD-CP-36-70] 171-13126
Finite element method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft desiqn
S71-1313q
E
EARLY NAREIIG SYSTEMS
Cost effectiveness of pulse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of early warninq system
S71-1393g
ECOEOMICS
Economic trends of international air transport in
1970s
A71-1q991
German monograph on socioeconomic evaluation of
air transportation systems for developing
nations, using cost-benefit analysis
A71-15125
EJECTIO| SEATS
StoRable aircrew vehicle escape rotoseat autogyro,
providinq controllable flight for pilot after
ejection
A71-15418
EJECTORS
High secondary/primary mass ratio nultinozzle jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
[AI_A PAPER 70-579] A71-1q452
ELASTIC WAVES
Sonic boom lave pressure history prediction on
arbitrarily oriented plane walls by explicit
fixed mesh time dependent numerical method
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/APM-9] A71-1q153
RLISTOPLASTICITT
Service life of pin jointed connections with
elastoplastic strains in bore walls
A71-1q606
RLECTRZC EQUIPMENT TESTS
Electrical and environmental tests on PCM
telemetry system for earth resources aircraft
[MASA-CE-108700] W71-13q7q
ELECTRIC FIELDS
Electric analog for measuring induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[IASK-CASE-XLA-O0755] R71-13_I0
Electric analog for measuriag induced drag on
nonplanar airfoils
[HASA-CASE-XLA-05828] W71-13q11
ELECTRIC HOTORS
Brushless dc motor design and performance tests
[HASA-CR-1029_2] N71-12533
ELECTRIC POWER
Electric power source reguirements of USAF
aircraft, missile and spacecraft electrical
systems
A71-13036
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
Varying electrical resistivity incompressible
fluid flow with Hall effect in presence of thin
airfoil
A71-13903
ELECTROH&G|ETS
Characteristics of magnetoaerodynamic flow around
blunt bodies
N71-12212
EL_:TRONIC COU|TEREERSURES
Electronic warfare technology, discussing airborne
platforms, battlefield surveillance, jamming
devicesr hoainq and warning systems
A71-15019
ELECTRONIC EQEIPNERT
Aeronautical electronic equipment, discussing
static transformer, radiotelephone sets, angle
of approach meter, etc
A71-13018
ELECTRONIC EQUIPREgT TESTS
Multiple dialect automatic test languaqe for
avionics industry, considering softuare design
A71-13077
Automatic RF and microwave test equipment for
communication, navigation, radar and tactical
systems
A71-13083
Versatile Avionic Shop Test /VAST/ general purpose
digital tester, discussing hardware and software
A71-1308q
Automatic digital test unit for avionics systems
&71-13085
Software cost estimates for automatic test
equipment for avionic snpnort analysis
A71-13086
User requirements of Versatile Avionic Shop Test
/VAST/ computer controlled automatic test
equipment, including documentation,
compatibility, assurance plan, etc
A71-13087
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instrulents test prourams, noting data recordinu
and flight operations
_71-13286
¥C-I0 aircraft ILS electronic equipment
reliability tests
A71-15873
EEOTIONAL FACTORS
Short haul STOL aircraft transport system,
discussing neighborhood stolport ownership,
technical feasibility and econosic, emotional,
ecological and sociological viability
A71-13618
RNEH_F DISSIPATION
Turbulence level effects on aerodyralic losses of
axial flow turbolachines, discussins boundary
layer of blades
A71-131q3
EHGI|E COWTROL
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control usinq
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to
control normal shock position
[RISA-TN-D-6019] N71-13080
EIGIEE DESIGR
Turbonachinery _ and D to improve components and
engine performance
A71-1382Q
Axial flow compressor desiqn emphasizing component
efficiency
A71-13B25
High bypass ratio Jet engine noise reduction in
relation to mission requirements
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-13] A31-1_121
Hiqh bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussinu acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ASME P_PER 70-_/GT-Iq] K71-14122
Composite propulsion systems including Turbo-
Ram-Scramjet, Ejector Ramjet, RyperJet and
Hi-liquid Ramjet Rocket
A71-15295
VTOL aircraft engine air particle separator
development, examining airframe and enqine
design
A71-15433
Helicopter turbine engine protection device desiun
quidelines
h7_-15q3_
E|GIWE IILETS
Twin Jet aircraft engine installation effects and
exhaust nozzle integration, noting closely
spaced inlet interference
[ICAS PAPER 70-47] _71-131_8
Inlet particle separators for enqine erosion
prevention, discussing tests of various models
for separation efficiency, clogqinq resistance,
pressure loss and flow distortion
A71-15q35
Measuring distortion characteristics at engine
face station of axisylmetric inlet
[RASA-CR-16QQ] W71-12211
Coupled supersonic inlet-enqine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed %0
control normal shock position
[WASA-TR-D-6019] N71-13080
E|GIEE EORITORI|G IWSTROEERT$
Flight test evaluation of onboard automatic
computer controlled jet engine nonitorinq system
with reduced fault detection time
A71-13080
Thrustneter for direct in-flight measurement of
aircraft engine jet thrust
_71-13332
ElaINE NOISE
High bypass ratio Jet engine noise reduction in
relation to mission requirements
[ASRE PAPER 70-W_/GT-13] A71-1_121
High bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussing acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
A-15
ENGINE PARTS SUBJECT INDEX
modulation tones
[AS_E PAPEr 70-WA/GT-14] A71-14122
ENGINE PARTS
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine engine
assembly coverin_ organization, specified
accuracy, automatic systems, mechanization
problems, quality control, etc
A71-15_9
ENGINE TESTS
High temperature tests of _as turbine engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing
blade design, fabrication, ductility and
oxidation resistance
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-I] A71-I_115
Two shaft turbojet engine parameter plot
techniques effectiveness, varyina low pressure
cascade rpm or nozzle system passage cross
sections
A71-14259
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
Graphic illustration of lifting body design
rN_SA-CASE-FRC-10063] N71-12217
ENTROPY
Centrifugal compressor impeller exit flow velocitv
distribution distortion based on equations of
motion involving entropy gradient terms
A71-13831
ENVIRONMENT POLLUTION
Direct lift V/STOL transport aircraft design,
discussing environmental factors in relation to
noise, air nollution, jet interference and
safety
A71-15g03
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Reliability and maintenance problems of U°S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate
design and test criteria during development
A71-15_02
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter
flight controls and equipment service life,
discussing relief program
A71-15430
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
AH-56A Cheyenne compound helicopter icing spray
rig tests, discussing ice protection svstems
design and operating performance
A71-15_38
Environmental development and testing of OH-58A
light observation helicopter for close ground
support, noting particle separator and inJestion
seals
A71-15_39
Electrical and environmental tests on PCM
telemetry system for earth resoarces aircraft
[NASA-CR-I08700] N71-1347_
EQUATIONS OF MOTION
Developing mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach
and landing system
[NASA-TM-X-66493] N71-12225
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
IFR design requirements for STOL navigation
equinment from flight tests
A71-15_24
EROSION
Inlet particle separators for engine erosion
prevention, discussing tests of various models
for separation efficiency, clogoing resistance,
pressure loss and flow distortion
A71-15435
Sand and dust erosion on small VTOL gas turbine
engines, discussing effects on inlets,
compressor housing and blades
A71-15_36
ERROR DETECTION CODES
Calculating delivery errors of automatically
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
N71-12612
Developing high integrity digital flight control
of variations in performance of complex systems
N71-12614
ESCAPE CAPSULES
Stowable aircrew vehicle escape rotoseat autogyro,
nroviding controllable flight for pilot after
ejection
A71-15418
EUROPEAN SPACE PROGRAMS
Cost analysis of Joint NASA-European space program
involving navigation and communication
satellites for civil air traffic control
[ESRO-SP-61] N71-12756
EXHAUST GASES
Reingestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortion of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
engine
[NASA-TN-D-7014] N71-13420
EIRAUST NOZZLES
Twin Jet aircraft engine installation effects and
exhaust nozzle integration, noting closely
spaced inlet interference
[ICAS PAPER 70-47] A71-13148
EXTERNAL STORES
External stores separation induced aerodynamic
interactions, using high speed cinematographic
recording of drop trajectories and/or store
loads weighing in aircraft flow field
[ONEPA-TP-849] A71-15357
F
F-I04 AIRCRAFT
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
guidance and control of X-15 and F-IO_ aircraft
[RASA-TM-X-66491] N71-12610
FABRICATION
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discassing fabrication and application to
hvpersonic research vehicles
A71-15207
FANS
Large low-speed fan for low noise production,
testing performance on suppression effects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust Jet noise
[ASME PAPER 70-NA/GT-15] A71-14123
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
Total fatigue damage estimates from ground and
flight loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTR-ST.422] N71-12233
Panel flutter and divergence as structural
aeroelastic problems leading to fatigue failure
[NASA-CR-111821] N71-13405
FATIGUE LIFE
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft
parts
[NLR-TR-69043-U] R71-1336_
FATIGUE TESTS
Laboratory facilities for DC-10 structural test
program using fatigue test machines and computer
controlled servoloading systems
[SAE PAPER 700829] A71-1372_
FEEDBACK CONTROL
InvestiQating nonlinear digital control methods
for attitude stabilization of VTOL aircraft
N71-12615
FILM COOLING
Gas to qas film cooling, describing physical
processes and performance prediction method
based on heat and mass transfer analogy
A71-14978
Pressure gradients and slot Reynolds number
effects on impervious wail film cooling
effectiveness in constant density flow
A71-15_74
FINITE DIFFERENCE TEEORY
Laminar boundary layer on spinning bodies of
revolution in oncoming stream, using implicit
finite difference technique
[AIAA PAPER 70-1377] A71-13660
Conical body laminar boundary layer heat transfer
problem in snpersonic flow, using quasi-
linearization and implicit finite difference
method
A71-15487
Local heat transfer to transverse circular
cylinder at low Reynolds numbers, usin_
iterative finite difference approach
A71-15493
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Finite element method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft design
N71-13134
FINNED BODIES
Free flight measurement of aerodynamic force and
moment coefficients of finned bombs
A-16
SOBJECT IEDEX FLIGHT TESTS
[WRE-TN-HSA-16g] N71-13407
FINS
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with fins in
herring bone pattern in nuclear gas-graphite
power reactors
[CEA-N-1329] N71-1_q10
FIRIEG (I61ITING)
Optiaal firing temperature schedule during gas
turbine loading for minimal thermal fatigue of
hot gas paih colponents, considering hollow
stationary airfoils
[ASRE PAPER 70-@A/GT-2] A71-1_116
FIIED WINGS
Design of supersonic aircraft with newel fixed.
swept wing planform
[NASA-CASE-ILA-04451] N71-12243
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES}
Airfoil profiles with flaps at medium Reynolds
nunbers, determining performance characteristics
in wind tunnel tests
A71-15025
Evaluation of geared flap control system for
til%winq _/STOL aircraft
[AD-712645] N71-12236
FLAT PLATES
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leading edge of flat plate compared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[AIA& PAPER 69-747] A71-13_34
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin
friction measurements on adiabatic flat plate,
discussing drag balance calibration
[ASME P_PER 70-WA/FE-26] A71-1413q
Discrete wortex formation above perforated flat
plate in wind tunnel, examining unsteady
boundar 7 layer
A71-1_568
Wall pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic
heat transfer for flat plates in low density
flow
[REPT-70-4] N71-13401
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and
hypersonic heat transfer on cylindrical shells,
cones and flat plates
[REPT-110_/70] _71-13_08
FLAT SURFACES
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with fins in
herring bone pattern in nuclear gas-graphite
power reactors
[CEA-E-1329] N71-14q10
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
Acrostar acrobatic aircraft design and performance
A71-13016
Clear air turbulence effects on fliqht and
structural response of aircraft, using oust
loads model
A71-13136
Airfoil profiles with flaps at medium Reynolds
numbers, determining performance characteristics
in wind tunnel tests
A71-15025
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, discussing ground
proxiaity effects on blade bending moments and
flying qualities
A71-1540q
Rotorcraft ideal height-velocity boundary and
critical decision point height prediction,
discussing pilots optimal control under
emergency conditions
A71-15q14
Air transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to huaan comfort
171-15421
FLIGHT CONTROL
Army avionics technology transfer to civil
aviation, discussing communication systems,
flight control and landinu aids
A71-15017
Reliability of aircraft primary control
[HAS_-TT-F-12709] H71-13812
Methods for determining instantaneous valaes of
aircraft parameters with inertial _aviqatien
systems
[NASA-TT-F-614] N71-14055
FLIGHT CREWS
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearing
[AD-711910] R71-12UO0
FLIGHT _&ZIHDS
Radiological risks of cosmic radiation during high
altitude supersonic flights, considering
qalactic, solar and incident particles in
aircraft atmosphere
A71-13099
Lightning hazards for helicopters, discussinq
components vulnerability and protective design
requirements
A71-15_12
FLIGHT IESTEUHENTS
Three axis flight director for precise helicopter
control, deflected slipstrean STOL or VTOL
attitude and power under low ceiling and
visibility landinq
A71-15_28
FLIGHT LORD RECORDERS
Boeinq 7q7 flight loads aeasureaents, describing
aircraft instrumentation with strain gates and
pressure pickups
A71-13766
Bonded and weldable strain ga_es for aircraft
flight loads measurements at high temperatnres,
discussing installation, calibration and
nerforaance tests
_71-13781
FLIGHT OPTIHIZATIOH
Optimum flight paths for ¥/STOL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
A71-154q3
FLIGHT PRTHS
_ircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on
phugeid motion, examining angle o_ attack and
flight path variations with resultinq
instability
BehaTior of attitude qyro and oyro horizon during
looping fliqht
N71-13281
FLIGHT RECORDERS
Civil aircraft accident and maintenance recording
regulations and systems, discussing airborne
equipment
A71-13735
FLIGHT SIBULATIOW
Ground ann airborne aircraft flight simulation
methods, discussing simulator layouts and
application to Concorde project
A71-_5206
Flight simulation of rotor forces an_ flow field
in vicinity of step ground plane
[AD-711955] _71-12203
Flow visualization of trailing vortex wakes in
towinq tank
[DI-82-I004] N71-13800
FLIGHT TESTS
Standard-Cirrus qlider flight test performance,
noting cockpit design and instrumentatio_
A_1-13019
FliGht test evaluation of onboard automatic
computer controlled jet engine monitoring system
with reduced fault detection time
_71-13080
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussing control deflections
effects on phu_oid motion, lateral stability
derivatives and error estimation
A71-133_1
DC-10 aircraft test program effectiveness,
discussinq performance, operational envelope,
airworthiness, noise measurements, etc
[SAE PAPER 700830] A_1-13726
UH-IB helicopter flight rest noise measurements
data redaction and ana]ysis, presentin, sound
pressure vs frequency and time plots
A71-15_05
Helicopter in-fliGht noise radiation pattern and
spectra aeasarements for various operating
parameters
A71-15_06
¥/STOL aircraft visual aids f!iqht evaluation
concernin_ minimum landing area operations
A71-15_5
Flight assessment of trailing-cone static pressure
nrobe at subsonic sneeds
[_AE-TR-69139] _71-1221_
Fli_ht test program to obtain data on aided
inertial system for terminal quidance and
navigation of helicopter in desiqnin. V/STOL
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FLOW CHARACTERISTICS SUBJECT INDEX
avionics system
[NASA-TM-X-6649_] N71-1224q
Flight tests of all-weather landing systems
N71-12437
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather Y/STOL operations
[NASA-TM-X-66490] N71-12439
FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade
cascades with transonic regime, emphasizing
shock- boundary layer interaction phenomena
A71-13140
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
lifting wing with nonzero trailing edge angle
A71-13738
Axial compressor flow characteristics by
computerized calculation methods, considering
annular duct swirling flow model
A71-13828
Hypersonic perfect qas flow past thin three
dimensional body with strong viscou_
interaction, obtaining aerodynamic
characteristics and drag and heat coefficients
A71-14563
Plane ideal incompressible fluid jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
A71-14592
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure near blunt body, investigating
diffusive effects on recovery temperature
dependence
A71-15488
Viscous interactions and flight at high Mach
numbers
[AD-712075] R71-1220_
FLOW COEFFICIENTS
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-10] A71-I_118
FLOW DEFLECTION
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
A71-14988
FLOW DISTORTION
CentrifuGal compressor impeller exit flow velocity
distribution distortion based on equations of
motion involving entropy gradient terms
A71-13831
Measuring distortion characteristics at engine
face station of axisymmetric inlet
[NASA-CR-164_] N71-12211
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
Two dimensional cascade flow, discussing methods
of flow field idealization, nonviscous
incompressible flow theoretical methods,
compressibility and viscosity effects
A71-13826
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow, describing gas dynamic
equations flow field viscosity and conductivity
A71-15490
Flight simulation of rotor forces and flow field
in vicinity of step ground plane
rAD-711955] N71-12203
Investigating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
transfer distribution along reattachment sarface
downstream of step
R71-12216
Flow distribution and performance of supersonic
vane diffusers for centrifugal compressors
[NASA-TT-F-13428] N71-12541
FLOW EQUATIONS
Computer proqrams to determine loss and deviation
correlations of flow in turbomachiner7
[ME/A-70-1] N71-12226
FLOW NEASUNENEWT
Computer programs to determine loss and deviation
correlations of flow in turbomachinerv
[ME/A-70-1] N71-12226
FLOW STABILITY
Stability theory for pair of trailing vortices,
investigating induced field convection, modes,
amplification, cut-off distance, etc
[AIAA pAPER 70-53] A71-13_36
Stability of smooth two dimensional transonic
flows
[AD-712702] R71-12207
FLOW THEORY
Flow research on blading - Conference, Baden,
Switzerland, March 1969
A71-13139
Two dimensional cascade flow, discussing methods
of flow .field idealization, nonviscous
incompressible flow theoretical methods,
compressibility and viscosity effects
A71-13826
Thin plane winqs with mixed leading edges,
applying linearized supersonic flow theory
A71-142_I
FLOW VELOCITY
Single stage axial flow turbocompressor with
trips, examining viscosity effects on flow
velocity profiles
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/FE-24] A71-14133
FLOW VISUALIZATIOR
Flow visualization study of flyable fluidic low
speed wind sensor
[NASA-CR-111808] N71-12728
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic techniques to aerospace
technology
[NASA-SP-2_8] N71-12776
Investigating air flow in noisy wind tunnels using
holoqraphic flow visualization system
N71-12795
Differential interferometry and sch!ieren
photoqraph7 for hypersonic aerodynamic holoqram
analysis
[ISL-T-_9/69] N71-12985
Flow visualization of trailinq vortex wakes in
towing tank
[DI-82-I004] N71-13800
FLUID DTNAHICS
Jet fluid dynamics under various boundary
conditions and velocity distributions
A71-13579
FLUID FLOW
Slender deformable airfoil in bounded fluid flow,
determining lift coefficient by one dimensional
integrodifferential equation for elastic large
aspect ratio wing
A71-14590
FLUID INJECTION
Gas flow parameter changes under partially
vaporized fluid injection, considering effects
on pressure, temperature and rate of resultant
mixture
A71-I_252
FLUTTER ANALYSIS
Characteristics of flutter in thin plates, shells,
or membranes due to aerodynamic loading
N71-13610
FLYING PLATFORMS
Construction and operation of body-motion
controlled five-degree-of-freedom simulation of
jet-supported lunar flying machine
[NASA-TN-D-6001] N71-12736
FOG
Airport runway mechanical fog dispersal, using
trailer mounted rotating wire mesh sieves
A71-I_983
Describing techniques and equipment ase@ by air
weather services for fog dissipation
[AD-712392] N71-12997
FORCE DISTRIBUTION
Lifting and side force distribution_ acting on
body in transonic flow
A71-I_232
FRACTOGRAPHY
Electron fractoqraphy for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft
parts
[_LR-TR-69043-U] N71-1336a
FR&CTUEE STRENGTH
Static strength, stiffness, fatique, and damage
resistance of materials in design optimization
for shell structare
N71-13143
FREE FLIGHT
Nonlinear aerodynamic moments for arbitrary
motions of bodies of revolution in free flight
[AIAA PAPER 70-205] A71-13435
A-18
SUBJECT I|DEX GAS TURBINE ERGIWES
Free flight measurement of aerodynamic force and
moment coefficients of finned bombs
[WRE°TE-BSA-16_] R71-13_07
Aerodynamic characteristics of free flight bodies
in ballistic ranges
[NASA-TM-X-66536] W71-13583
I_REE FLIGHT TEST APPARATUS
Schlieren photography and differential
interferometrv for free flight tunnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] N71-12223
Differential interferometry and schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
[ISL-T-q9/69] N71-12985
Conference on ballistic range techniques and
equipment
[AGARDOGRAPH-138] N71-13576
FREE VIBRATION
Monlinear partial differential equation solution
for natural free-free vibrations of beam
strnctares
[ASME PAPER 7D-WA/APM-55] R71-1_172
Gas flow past straight airfoil, analyzing damped
natural oscillations
A71-14561
FREQUEMCY COMYERTEHS
Aircraft DC to AC converters frequency
stabilization systeus, describing circuit
diagrams and operation principles
A71-142U7
FREQUE|CI RESPOWSE
Aircraft fuselage internal noise and structural
frequenc_ response due to random excitation,
using transfer matrix analysis
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/DE-g] A71-141a3
FREQUEWCY STABILITY
Aircraft DC to AC converters frequency
stabilization systems, describing circuit
diagrams and operation principles
A71-I_2_7
ERICTIOW MEASUREMENT
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin
friction measurements on adiabatic flat plate,
discussing drag balance calibration
[ASRE PAPER 70-WA/FE-26] A71-1_13_
FUEL COMBUSTIOE
Jet engine liquid fuel wall layer combustion
stimulation by repeated oxidizer injection into
supersonic section of nozzle
A71-1q256
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-gasoline
combustion products in nozzles
A71-15622
Swirl-can modular turbojet comhustor burning
natural gas fuel
[NASA-TN-D-7020] W71-12q21
I_SEL COISUMPTIOM
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and turbofan engines in terms of
thrust to weight ratio, specific fuel
consumption and propulsive efficiency
A71-1q977
F_EL CORROSIOn
Jet fuel soluble corrosion inhibitors evaluation
by potentiostatic polarization methods
A71-14323
FUnCTIOnAL &U&LYSIS
Functional analysis of landing gear systems
[ASD-TR-69-113] N71-12231
FUSELAGES
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high wing
A71-13737
Aircraft fuselage internal noise and structural
frequency reseonse due to random excitation,
using transfer matrix analysis
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/DE-9] A71-1qlq3
Aircraft fuselage vibration response to turbulent
boundary layers, measuring structural
uavelengths and phase velocities as functions of
frequency
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/DE-_0] A71-I_I_
Helicopter fuselage design for crashvorthiness
under specific conditions
A71-15416
G
GAMMA RATS
Design and testinu of stabilized balloon aondola
for astronomical gamma ray spectrometer
[ORUL-TE-2882] _71-122_2
GAS DI|AMICS
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow. describing gas dynamic
equations flow field viscosity and conductivity
A71-15_90
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow past blnnt
body at incident infinite Mach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa apnroaches infinity
A7!-15_59
GAS FLOW
Gas flow parameter changes under martially
vaporized fluid inbection, considering effects
on pressure, temperature and rate of resultant
mixture
A71-I_252
Sas flow past straight airfoil, analyzing damned
natural oscillations
A7_-_561
Hypersonic perfect gas flow past thin three
dimensional body with strong viscous
interaction, obtaining aerodynamic
characteristics and drag and heat coefficients
_71-I_563
S_saetric airfoil profiles with shard and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flow. so!vin_ by nonlinear
approximation
A71-1a591
Steady two dimensional ideal uas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Each number, obtaininu
gas dynamic variable asymptotic eIpansions as
kappa approaches infinity
A71-15553
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with 9ins in
herring bone pattern in naclear _as-qraphite
power reactors
[CEA-W-_329] _7_-1u_0
GAS GENERATOHS
Ialidatinq gas generator method of calculating jet
engine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 engine
performance at qroand static conditions
[NASA-TM-D-7028] N71-13_19
GAS IMJECTIOM
Heat exchange in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical point on permeable surface
with injection into laminar boundary layer
A71-137_8
Air. helium and carbon dioxide injection effect on
,_ turbulent boundary layer thermodynamic behavior
by wind tnnnel experiments
_71-15615
GAS IORIZATIOR
Gas ionization in supersonic wake at throat,
transition and breakthrough points in
hyoerballistic firing tnnnel for atmospheric
reentry stud_
A71-13131
GAS _ETS
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas jets wast sphere
R71-I_562
Axlsyunetric supersonic overexpanded ideal gas jet
calculation, asinq finite difference metho_
based on buildup principle
AWl-lq573
GAS MIXTURES
Inviscid binary gas mixture steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, taking into
account spontaneous condensation
A71-I_559
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structure near blnnt body, investigating
diffusive effects on recovery temperature
dependence
GAS TURBIHE rEGIMES
Automatic antisnrge control of axial compressor
using partial gas recycling bypass method
A71-13370
High temperature tests of gas turbine enqine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussinm
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GAS TURBINES SUBJECT INDEX
blade design, fabrication, ductility and
oxidation resistance
[ASMF PAPER 70-WA/GT-I] A71-14115
Nozzle system elements size relation to passage
cross section in full size two cascade and
miniaturized gas turbine engine power plant
A71-14258
Gas turbine enqines nozzles flow passaqe cross
sections area measurement, ssing gas flowmeter,
pipes system and vacuum pump
A71-I_260
Sand and dust erosion on small VTOL gas turbine
enqines, discussing effects on inlets,
compressor housing and blades
A71-15436
Soviet book on aircraft gas turbine engine
assembly covering organization, specified
accuracy, automatic systems, mechanization
problems, quality control, etc
A71-15449
Aircraft turbine engines with elevated gas inlet
temperatures
A71-15670
Computer graphics terminal for disc profile design
of gas turbine engine
N71-131_I
GAS TURBINES
Optimal firinq temperature schedule during gas
turbine loadinq for minimal thermal fatigue of
hot gas path components, considering hollow
stationary airfoils
[AS_E PAPER 7O-WA/GT-2] A71-1q116
GASOLIRE
Book on aviation fuels covering gasoline and
turbine fuel properties, handling problems and
future fuels
A71-14298
Gasoline icing inhibitors for aircraft carburetors
and fuel systems
[LR-536] N71-1341_
GEARS
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
usinq in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/DGP-I] A71-I_137
GENERAL AVIATION AIRCRAFT
Civil aircraft accident and maintenance recording
regulations and systems, discussing airborne
equipment
A71-13735
General aviation airport planning for east central
Florida
[PB-Ig1239] N71-14q9_
GEODETIC COORDINATES
Laser altimeter-range finder techniques applied to
geodetic measurements and mapping
[NASA-T_-X-66489] N71-12425
GERMANY
Historical development, limits, and future trends
in rocket technology
[NASA-TT-F-13436] N71-12_16
GLIDERS
Standard-Cirrus glider flight test performance,
notin0 cockpit design and instrumentation
A71-13019
Trailing edge flap automatic control for glider
Performance improvement
A71-13020
GRAPHITE
Ablation perfonmance of qlasslike carbons,
pyrolytic graphite, and artificial graphite in
stagnation pressure range 0.035 to 15 arm
[NASA-TN-D-7005] N71-14138
GRAVITT HAYES
Clear ain turbulence dme to large amblitude
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows, noting simultaneous
measurements by instrumented aircraft and radar
A71-15043
GROUND BASED CONTROL
Optimum VTOL aircraft landing maneuverability,
usinq short range three dimensional surveillance
system and ground comDater
A71-1357_
GROUND EFFECT
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, discussing ground
proximity effects on blade bending moments and
flying qualities
A71-15q0_
GROUND EFFECT MACHIUES
Edge Jet Hovercraft dynamic stability in heaving
motion, deriving two dimensional mathematical
model
[ASME PAPER 70-APM-QQQ] A71-13712
GROUBD SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Flight maneuvers and airborne and ground equipment
for landing VTOL aircraft in adverse conditions
N_I-12436
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL operations
[NASA-TM-X-66490] N71-12439
Data handling equipment for aerospace and ground
support apnlications - conference
rAGARD-CP-67] N71-13826
GROUND TESTS
Automatic excitation forces generation for
aircraft structure ground vibration tests using
digital computer
[ONERA-TP-870] A71-15352
GUIDE V&EES
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal
fatigue cracks repair by plasma arc f_sion
method
A71-13257
Overall performance of 6-inch radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffuser
vane setting anqles
?NASA-TM-X-2107] N73-12208
GUST LOADS
Clear air turbulence effects on fliqht and
structural response of aircraft, using gust
loads model
A71-13136
GYEO _ORIZONS
Behavior of attitude qyro and gyro horizon during
looping flight
N71-13281
H
B-19 BELICOPTER
Flight test program to obtain data on aided
inertial system for terminal Guidance and
navigation of helicopter in designing V/STOL
avionics system
[NASA-TM-X-66494] R71-122_4
H-56 EELICOPTEE
AH-56A Cheyenne compound helicopter icinq spray
rig tests, discussinq ice protection systems
design and operating performance
A71-15_38
HALL EFFECT
Varyinu electrical resistivity incompressible
fluid flow with Hall effect in presence of thin
airfoil
A71-13903
HEARING
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearing
[AD-711910] N71-12_00
BE_T FLUX
Heat exchange in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical Point on permeable surface
with injection into laminar boundary la¥er
A71-137_8
BEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal
fatigue cracks repair by plasma arc fusion
method
A71-13257
HEAT TRANSFER
Gas to gas film cooling, describing physical
processes and performance prediction method
based on heat and mass transfer analogy
A71-14978
Air flow turbulence effect on heat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
A71-15483
Started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
A71-15489
Theoretical analysis and measurement of
single-phase pressure losses and heat transfer
for helical flow in tube
[NASA-TN-D-6097] N71-12213
Investigating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
A-20
SUBJECT INDEX HOLOGRAPHY
transfer distribution along reattachment surface
downstream of step N71-122i6
Flat plate pressure distribution and heat transfer
in conical hypersonic flow
[VKI-TH-56] H71-13236
Using thin-wall technique for describing fast
mechanically operated model-injection system for
heat transfer measurements
[HPL-AERO-1300] R71-1q087
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
Lifting body leeward surface maximum heat transfer
coefficient in hypersonic flow, considering
Reynolds number, incidence and shape effects
A71-15q86
HEAVI|G
Edge jet Hovercraft dynamic stability in heaving
motion, deriving two dimensional mathematical
model
[ASHE PAPER 70-APB-QQQ] A71-13712
HELICAL FLOW
Theoretical analysis and measurement of
single-phase pressure losses and heat transfer
for helical flow in tube
[HASA-TW-D-6097] N71-12213
HELICOPTER CONTROL
Airborne radar as helicopter approach aid
A71-15Q25
Three axis flight director for precise helicopter
control, deflected slipstream STOL or VTOL
attitude and power under low ceiling and
visibility landing
A71-15_28
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter
flight controls and equipment service life,
discussing relief program
A71-15430
HELICOPTER DESIGN
NACA/HASA rotary wing aircraft research,
considering rotor loads and configurations,
ground resonance, blade flutter and flapping,
motion equations and VTOL
A71-15171
RG.13 Lynx battlefield helicopter design and
performance
A71-1539q
Helicopter downwash velocities, noise and
airloads, examining rotor tip sodification
effects
A71-15410
Lightning hazards for helicopters, discussing
components vulnerability and protective design
requirements
A71-15412
Helicopter fuselage design for crashworthiness
nnder specific conditions
A71-15416
Helicopters safe antitorque control, describing
Fenestron darted fan design
A71-15417
Helicopter design for cabin noise level reduction
A71-15_23
Helicopter structural damage due to icing,
discussing secondary effects on tail rotor,
horizontal tail and engine from ice shed by main
rotor
k71-15_32
Environmental development and testing of OH-58A
light observation helicopter for close groand
support, noting particle separator and injestion
seals
A71-15_39
Nilitary helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/machine combat
survivability and operational accidents
reduction
A71-15q47
HELICOPTER ENGINES
Helicopter turbine engine protection device design
guidelines
A71-15434
HELICOPTER PERPORHANCE
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discassing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection,
etc
A71-15408
Helicopter pilot and passenger comfort/vibration
tolerance criteria
A71-15420
HELICOPTER HAKES
Helicopter wake impulsive noise calculation based
on rotor tip vortex interaction
A71-15407
Relicopte[ and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements during simulated jungle
rescue mission
A71-15409
HELICOPTERS
VTOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system
capacity profitability and efficiency increases
A71-13575
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation nattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
A71-15406"
Helicopters. heliports and helistops, discussing
need for public facilities
A71-15_0
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landina facilities for city and
suburban traffic
A71-15442
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
_71-13938
HELIPORTS
Helicopters. heliports and helistops, discussing
need for pablic facilities
A71-154_0
HEHISPHERE CTLINDER BODIES
Hypersonic flow past freely vibrating hemisphere-
cylinder-cone, noting Beynolds and Each mashers
dependence and conical stabilizer aperture angle
A71-14571
HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIRONMENTS
Eadiological risks of cosmic radiation during high
altitude supersonic flights, considering
galactic, solar and incident particles in
aircraft atmosphere
A71-13099
HIGH ASPECT RATIO
Turbine blades with high aspect ratios,
calculating behavior at small Reynolds number
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-11] A71-I_119
HIGH PASS FILTERS
Third order correlations in grid turbulence,
investigating high pass filtering effect at
small cut-off frequencies
A71-150_7
HIGH SPEED
Development and characteristics of high speed
ground transportation system
[PB-193144] N71-12760
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
Electron fractography for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft
Darts
[RLR-TR-69043-U] N71-1336_
HIGH TEHPERATURE GASES
Aircraft turbine engines with elevated gas inlet
temperatures
A71-15670
HIGH TEHPERATURE TESTS
Bonded and weldable strain gages for aircraft
flight loads measurements at hiuh temneratares.
discassing installation, calibration and
performance tests
A71-13781
Hioh temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
trassniration air cooled blades, discussing
blade design, fabrication, ductility and
oxidation resistance
[AS_E PAPER 70-WA/GT-I] A71-1q115
HOLE DISTRIBUTIOR (HECHANICS)
Interaction between sapersonic flow and transverse
sonic or supersonic jet blown pernendicular to
main stream through circular hole in wall
A71-1_572
Assembling accuracy of three dimensional joints
using assembly holes in aircraft construction
A71-1q609
HOLOGRAPHY
Schlieren photography and differential
interferonetry for free flight tnnnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] _71-12223
A-21
HOVERING SUBJECT INDEX
InvestiQatinq possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic technigues to aerospace
technology
[NASA-SP-248] H71-12776
Investigating air flow in noisy wind tunnels using
holographic flow visualization system
N71-12795
Differential interferometry and schlieren
photoaraphy for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
[ISL-T-49/69] N71-12985
HOVERIEG
Army rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
A71-15431
HUMAN TOLERANCES
Helicopter pilot and passenger comfort/vibration
tolerance criteria
A71-15420
Air transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to human comfort
A71-15421
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
[NASA-SP-5093] N71-14307
HYDRAULIC TEST TUNNELS
LOW speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[IC-AERO-REPT-70-01] N71-13237
HTDROMETEOHOLOGT
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-DR-70-373] N71-12489
HYPERSONIC BOUBDARF LAYER
Hypersonic boundary layer transition and
hypersonic heat transfer on cylindrical shells,
cones and flat plates
[REPT-1104/70] N71-13_08
HYPERSONIC COMBUSTION
Hypersonic ramjet technology review
[PB-193911] N71-14199
HYPERSONIC FLIGHT
Viscous interactions and flight at high Mach
numbers
[AD-712075] N71-12204
Thermal performance of hypersonic engine struts
[NASA-CR-111812] N71-14045
HYPERSONIC FLOW
Leading edge bluntness and boundary laver
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[AIAA PAPER 68-681 A71-13437
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blunt bodies with
radiation, obtaining solution for Rapier-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
A71-14062
Hypersonic conical flow with attached shock waves
over delta winqs
A71-I_243
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat
delta and caret wing models at high incidence
angles for space shuttles
A71-144_5
Hypersonic perfect gas flow past thin three
dimensional body with strong viscous
interaction, obtaining aerodynamic
characteristics and drag and heat coefficients
A71-14563
HvPersonic flow past freely vibrating hemisphere-
cylinder-cone, noting Reynolds and Hach numbers
dependence and conical stabilizer aperture angle
A71-I_571
Lifting body leeward surface maximum heat transfer
coefficient in hypersonic flow, considering
Reynolds number, incidence and shape effects
A71-15486
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flow
structu[e near blunt body, investigating
diffusive effects on recovery temperature
dependence
R71-15488
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Mach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
A71-15553
Measuring low-density flow over two-dimensional
blant bodies in hypersonic arc tannel
[NASA-TN-D-6017] N71-12215
Differential iaterferometry and schlieren
photography for hypersonic aerodynamic hologram
analysis
[ISL-T-49/6g] N71-12985
Flat plate pressure distribation and heat transfer
in conical hypersonic flow
[VKI-TN-56] N71-13236
HYPERSONIC FORCES
Wall pressare, hypersonic forces and hypersonic
heat transfer for flat plates in low density
flow
[BEPT-70-4] N71-13_01
HYPERSONIC HEAT TRkNSFEE
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow, describing gas dynamic
equations flow field viscosity and conductivity
A71-15490
Wall pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic
heat transfer for flat plates in low density
flow
[REPT-70-_] N71-13401
Hypersonic boandary layer transition and
hypersonic heat transfer on cylindrical shells,
cones and flat plates
[REPT-1104/70] N71-13408
HYPERSONIC VEHICLES
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
A71-15207
Hypersonic ramjet technology review
[PB-193911] N71-1419g
HYPERSONIC BAKES
Schlieren method for measuring wake density behind
hypervelocity projectile
[ESL-T-12/69] N71-12221
Knudsen flow and Mach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[HEPT-69-7] N71-13403
HYPERVELOCITY PROJECTILES
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections of
hypervelocity cone
[AD-712509] N71-12205
Schlieren method for measuring wake density behind
hypervelocity projectile
[ISL-T-12/69] N71-12221
HYPEEVELOCITY RIND TUNNELS
Gas ionization in supersonic wake at throat,
transition and breakthrough points in
hyperballistic firing tunnel for atmospheric
reentry study
A71-13131
Measuring low-density flow over two-dimensional
blunt bodies in hypersonic arc tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-6017] N71-12215
I
ICE
Computer code for prediction of hydrometeor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[SC-DR-70-373] N71-1248g
ICE FORMATION
Helicopter structural damage due to icing,
discussing secondary effects on tail rotor,
horizontal tail and engine from ice shed by main
rotor
A71-15432
VTOL operation under snow and ice conditions,
discussing adhesion, radiation absorption and
electrical properties of ice
A71-15437
AH-56A Cheyenne compound helicopter icing spray
rig tests, discussing ice protection systems
design and operating performance
A71-15438
IDEAL GAS
Hypersonic perfect gas flow past thin three
dimensional body with strong viscous
interaction, obtaining aerodynamic
characteristics and drag and heat coefficients
A71-I_563
A-22
SUBJECT INDEI INVISCID FLOW
Axisymmetric supersonic overexpunded ideal gas jet
calculation, using finite difference method
based on buildup principle
A71-14573
IMPACT D&MIGE
Helicopter structural damage due to icing,
discussing secondary effects on tail rotor,
horizontal tail and engine from ice shed by main
rotor
A71-15_32
IMPACT LOADS
Airdrop impact load effect on complex structures
[AD-711555] N71-1q163
INP&CT PREDICTION
Computer code for prediction of hydroseteor impact
erosion on high speed sphere-cone vehicles
[5C-DR-70-373] N71-12qN9
IMPELLERS
Centrifugal compressor impeller exit flow velocity
distribution distortion based on equations of
motion involving entropy uradient terms
A71-13831
INPINGERENT
_etals erosion by cavitation and liquid
impingement, discussing test methods and
resistance prediction
A71-1417_
I|-FLIGET mONITORING
Flight test evaluation of onboard automatic
computer controlled Jet engine monitoring system
with reduced fault detection time
A71-13080
INCIDENCE
Effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic wind
tunnels
[NPL-AERO-1301] N71-13409
INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leading edge of flat plate coupared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[AIAA PAPER 69-7q7] A71-13434
Varying electrical resistivity incompressible
fluid flow with Hall effect in presence of thin
airfoil
A71-13903
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
A71-14201
INDEPENDENT ¥&RI&BLES
Two shaft turbojet enuine parameter plot
techniques effectiveness, varying low pressure
cascade run or nozzle system passage cross
sections
A71-I_259
INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Considerinq design of digital computers for
guidance and control of aerospace vehicles
[AGARD-CP-68-70] W71-12601
INERTIIL NAVIGATION
Automatic landing system optimization using
inertial navigation data and modern control
theory
[WASA-CR-111575] N71-12431
Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL operations
[NASA-TN-I-66490] N71-12_39
Hethods for determining instantaneous values of
aircraft parameters with inertial navigation
systems
[NAS&-TT-F-61_] N71-I_055
INERTIAL REFERENCE SYSTEMS
Rethods for determining instantaneous values of
aircraft parameters with inertial navigation
systems
[NASA-TT-F-614] N71-1q055
INFLUENCE COEFFICIEWT
Influence coefficients for aircraft engine gas/air
ducts paraueter deviations, using statistical
analysis
A71-I_257
INEIBI_RS
Jet fuel soluble corrosion inhibitors evaluation
by potentiostatic polarization iethods
A71-I_323
INLET FLOW
Reinqestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortion of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
enqine
[ WAS_-TN-D-7014 ] N71-13_20
INLET NOZZLES
&ircraft turbine enqines with elevated gas inlet
temperatures
A71-15670
IWSTWUBENT ERRORS
Noncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to Ditch, yaw and Each
number, testing performance
k_I-13730
Behavior of attitude qyro and gyro horizon during
ioopin_ flight
W71-13281
INSTNUHENT FLIGHT RULES
IFR design requirements for STOL navigation
equipment from flight tests
A'71-15tt 2v,
VTOL aircraft IFR airworthiness, notinq necessity
of higher safety levels for metropolitan air
transit systems
A71-15426
VTOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFR
qualifications, taking into account pilot
abilities
._71-15_27
INSTRUMENT LANDING STSTENS
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test programs, noting data recordino
and flight operations
_1-132_6
¥C-I0 aircraft IL$ electronic equipment
reliability tests
A71-15873
Advanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and ¥/STOL aircraft - conference
[ AGARD-CP-59-70 ] W71-12q26
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less
than 1200 feet
N71-12_29
Automatic landing system optimization using
inertial navigation data and modern control
theory
[ WASA-CR- 1115752 W71-12q31
Past and projected development of VHF ILS
W71-12_47
IITAKE STSTEHS
Inlet particle separators for enaine erosion
prevention, discussing tests of various models
for separation efficiency, clogging resistance,
pressure loss and flow distortion
A71-15435
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction combnstor
[ NASA-TN-D-7021 ] N71-12_22
Wind tunnel tests of mixed compression
azisymnetric inlet system at Bach numbers 0.6 to
3.5
[ NASA-TN-D-6078 ] N71-1302_
I_TENNATIONAL COOPERATION
Airmorthiness and Air Registration Board,
discussinu aims, objectives, technical changes
and national and international control
A71-1373_
Ecouowic trends of international air transport in
1970s
A71-I_991
INTERNATIONAL LAW
Aviation accidents liability limitation by treaty.
and statute for passengers personal injury or
death, discussin_ Warsaw Conveution revisions
.%71-12966
Air crash litigation liability limitations, notin_
iuternational inequality
A71-12968
Hijacking and acts of violence against civil
aircraft, concerning draft convenfion by legal
committee of International Civil Aviation
Organization
A_I - I_997
INYESTHENT
Air transport development, examining capital
investment, traffic volume and facilities
A71- I_?._6
INVISCID FLOW
Steady supercritical planar inviscid transonic
flows over lifting airfoils, generating unsteady
flow by impulsively imposing airfoil boundary
A-23
IONIZED GASES SUBJECT INDEX
condition
[AIAA PAPER 70-47] A71-13_33
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
A71-14201
Aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio
wing in bounded inviscid fluid flow. considering
Dlanform relation to lifting force derivative
and angle of attack
A71-14589
IONIZED GASES
Heat exchange in dissociating partly ionized qas
flow over critical point on permeable surface
with injection into laminar boundary laver
A71-13748
IONOSPHERIC SOUNDING
Auroral oval continuity during winter /1969-1970/
from Jet aircraft ionospheric instrumentation,
showinu band distribution along Geomagnetic Dole
A71-14526
ITERATIVE SOLUTION
Local heat transfer to transverse circular
cylinder at low Reynolds numbers, using
iterative finite difference approach
A71-15493
J
J-85 ENGINE
EeinGestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortion of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
engine
[MASA-TN-D-7019] N71-13420
JAGU&R AIRCRAFT
Describing digital computer used in navigation and
attack system of Jaguar aircraft
N71-12611
JET AIRCRAFT
Twin jet aircraft enqine installation effects and
exhaust nozzle integration, noting closely
spaced inlet interference
[ICAS PAPER 70-a7] A71-131_8
STOL future performance and safety level.
considering current Jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation.
airworthiness and operational considerations
A71-13568
JET AIRCRAFT NOISE
High bypass ratio jet engine noise reduction in
relation to mission requirements
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-13] A71-14121
Hiqh bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise.
discussing acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-14] A71-14122
Larqe low-speed fan for low noise production.
testing performance on suppression effects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust Jet noise
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-15] A71-14123
Jet noise suppressor development test techniques
and facilities, discussinq model tests at
hydrodynamic ONERA wind tunnel
A71-15819
Acoustic mroperties of supersonic fan with short
blade span
rNASA-T_-X-52937] N71-12218
Measurement of noise levels during OV-10 aircraft
operations
[AD-712667] N71-12230
Jet noise suppression by impedance shroud
[AD-712_06] N71-122_0
Performance of noise suppressors for turbofan
engines
[NASA-TM-X-529_1] N71-12939
JET ENGINE FUELS
Jet engine liquid fuel wall layer combustion
stimulation by repeated oxidizer injection into
supersonic section of nozzle
A71-14256
Jet fuel soluble corrosion inhibitors evaluation
by Dotentiostatic polarization methods
A71-14323
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of Don type filter/coalescer
elements
[AD-712999] N71-13070
JET ENGINES
Flight test evaluation of omboard automatic
A-24
computer controlled jet engine monitoring system
with reduced fault detection time
A71-13080
Validating gas generator method of calculating jet
engine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 enqine
performance at ground static conditions
[NASA-TN-D-7028] N71-13419
JET FLAPS
Trailing vortex generution behind jet flapped wing
at hiqh wing lift coefficients
A71-15413
JET PLOW
Jet fluid dynamics under various boundary
conditions and velocity distributions
A71-13579
Plane ideal incompressible fluid Jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
A71-14592
Determination of low speed longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of four engine
externally blowing Jet-flap STOL aircraft
[NASA-TN-D-703,] N71-12239
Considering sequence of transient acoustical point
sources as noise generator in two-dimensional
Jet
[DI-82-I002] N71-14073
JET IMPINGEMENT
Plane ideal incompressible fluid Jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
A71-1_592
Tunnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical takeoff aircraft
[NRC-11617] N71-13082
JET MIXING PLOW
Flow separation and reattachment in confined jet
mixing of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASME PAPER 70-FE-B] A71-13703
JET NOZZLES
High secondary/primary mass ratio multimozzle Jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
[AIAA PAPER 70-579] A71-I_452
JET PROPULSION
Comnosite propulsion systems including Turbo-
Ram-ScramJe%. Ejector Ramjet. HyperJet and
Bi-liquid Ramjet Rocket
A71-15285
JET PUMPS
NiGh secondary/primary mass ratio multinozzle Jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
[AIAA PAPER 70-579] A71-14452
JET THRUST
Thrustmeter for direct in-flight measurement of
aircraft engine jet thrust
A71-13332
Construction and operation of body-motion
controlled five-degree-of-freedom simulation of
jet-supported lunar flying machine
[NASA-TN-D-6001] N71-12736
K
KNUDSEN PLOW
Knudsen flow and Mach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
snheres
INEPT-69-7] N71-13403
L
L-1011 AIRCRAFT
L-1011 aircraft auxiliary power unit with
liqhtweiqht free turbine engine, qivinq fuel
economy and lower pnenmatic pressures
[SAE PAPER 700814] A71-13725
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
Leading edge bluntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in hiqh temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[AIAA PAPER 68-68] A71-13437
Laminar boundary layer on spinning bodies of
revolution in oncoming stream, using implicit
finite difference technique
[AIAA PAPER 70-1377] A71-13660
Neat exchange in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical point on permeable surface
with injection into laminar boundary layer
SUBJECT I|DEX LIGHTNING
&71-137q8
Conical body laminar boundary layer heat transfer
problem in supersonic flow, using quasi-
linearization and implicit finite difference
method
A71-15487
LINIR&R RAKES
Laminar-turbulent translfion measurements of two
dimensional wake with imposed disturbances
[ISKS-q53-VOL-35-NO-11] N71-13083
LANDING KIDS
Optimum ¥TOL aircraft landing maneuverability,
using short range three dimensional surveillance
system and ground computer
A71-1357q
V/STOL aircraft visual aids flight evaluation
concerning minimum landing area operations
A71-15q45
All-weather automatic landing systems and problem
areas
N71-12q27
Technical synthesis and development of advanced
communication systems for aircraft landings
N71-12q30
Guidance developments for all-weather landing
N71-12433
All weather landinq systems of Thoason/CSF
N71-12q_6
Development of siqnal acquisition methods for
television aided aircraft carrier landing
operations
[AD-712511] N71-1319q
LARDING GEAR
Stress analysis of DC 10 nose landing gear unit,
using photoelastic coating techniGue
A71-15669
Functional analysis of landing gear systems
[ASD-TR-69-113] N71-12231
LASERS
Laser altimeter-range finder techniques applied to
Geodefic measurements and mapping
[NASA-TB-X-66489] N71-12425
LAg (JURISPRUDENCE)
Air accident investigation and litigation -
Conference, Dallas, Rarch 1970
K71-12961
Aviation accident long interrogatories for
analyzing man, machine and environmental
factors, notinq legal aspects and preparation
A71-12967
LEADING EDGES
Leading edge bluntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and separated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[AIAA PAPER 68-68] A71-13437
Thin plane wings with nixed leading edges,
anplyinq linearized supersonic floe theory
A71-I_241
Symmetric airfoil profiles with sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic floe, solving by nonlinear
approximation
A71-1Q591
Transient behavior of leading-edge vortices over
delta wing subject to sudden change of incidence
[NPL-AERO-1294] N71-13q06
LEARNING BACHIRES
Developing self-organizing control systems for
application in aeronautics
R71-12613
LEGAL LIABILITY
Aviation accidents liability limitation by treaty
and statute for passengers personal injury or
deafh, discussing Warsaw Convention revisions
A71-12966
Air crash litigation liability limitations, notinu
international inequality
A71-12968
Aircraft accident damages recovery trial
procedure, discussing pleadings, settlements,
depositions and jury summation
A71-12970
Aviation nroducts liability and warranty law,
notinq reliability trends and quality control
methods
A71-12971
LIFT
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and high winq
A71-13737
Lifting and side force distributions actinq on
hod7 in transonic flow
A71-I_232
Sectional drag relationships in linearized wing
theory, examining lifting and thickness problems
for various planforms
A71-1Q240
Slender deformable airfoil in bounded fluid flow,
determining lift coefficient by one dimensional
integrodifferential equation for elastic large
aspect ratio wing
A71-14590
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
A71-14988
Wing representation by lifting line lattice as
computation method for complex configurations
unsteady aerodynamic forces, presentin_
numerical program for winqs in two parallel
planes
[ONERA-TP-891] A71-15356
Trailing vortex generation behind jet flapped wing
at high wing lift coefficients
A71-15Q13
Direct lift control" system for producing lift
without pitching moments during aircraft
approach and landing
N71-12443
LIFT &UGNERTATIOR
Determination of low speed longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of four engine
externally blowing jet-flap STOL aircraft
[RASA-TN-D-703Q] N71-12239
Feasibility stsdy of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer contr_l
[AERO-1] R71-13415
LIFT DEVICES
Analog and digital methods for interactions
between aircraft lifting elements in steady or
unsteady supersonic flow
[ONEEA-TP-850] A71-15358
LIFT DRAG RATIO
Low speed two dimensional axial floe compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[ASRE PAPER 70-WA/GT-10] A71-I_118
LIFTING BODIES
Steady supercritical planar inv_scid transonic
flows over liftin_ airfoils, qeneratinq unsteady
floe by impulsively imposing airfoil boundary
condition
[AIAA PAPER 70-47] A71-13433
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
liftinq einq with nonzero trailing edqe angle
A71-13738
Wind tunnel tests for measuring aerodynamic
interaction forces between two tandem liftinq
surfaces
[ORERA-TP-890] A71-1535U
Wings with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flow, applying liftinu surface theory
[ONERA-TP-889] A71-15355
Lifting body leeward surface maximum heat transfer
coefficient in hypersonic floe, considering
Reynolds number, incidence and shape effects
A71-15_86
Graphic illustration of lifting body design
[RASA-CASE-FRC-10063] N71-12217
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
Environmental development and testing o _ 9U-58A
light observation helicopter for close qroand
support, noting particle separator and injestion
seals
A71-15439
Light Sprite aircraft design and construction for
building at home by nonprofessionals
A71-1567Q
Total fatique damage estimates from ground and
flight loads on fixed-winq liqht aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTR-ST.422] R71-12233
LIGHTNING
Lightning hazards for helicopters, discussing
components vulnerability and protective desiqn
requirements
A71-15_12
A-25
LINEAR EQUITIONS SUBJECT INDEX
LINEAR EQUATIONS
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients
of rectangular wings in subsonic flow using
linear equations
[ONERA-NT-163] N71-13402
LININGS
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction combustor
[NASA-TN-D-7021] N71-12422
LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)
Tail assembly load distribution in stead7 uniform
flow for nonzero angles of attack, using slender
body theorv
A71-15367
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL
Wing upper surface air suction influence on
aircraft longitudinal controllability,
considering control stick forces for deflected
flaps and angle of attack
A71-14594
-Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
N71-12_32
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY
Aircraft longitudinal motion decoupling through
direct lift control, investigating flight
control for landing
A71-13339
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect On
phugoid motion, examining angle of attack and
flight path variations with resulting
instability
A71-13340
LOW ASPECT RATIO WINGS
Aerodynamic characteristics of low aspect ratio
wing in hounded inviscid fluid flow, considering
planform relation to lifting force derivative
and angle of attack
A71-14589
LOW DENSIT_ FLOW
Wall pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic
heat transfer for flat plates in low density
flow
[REPT-70-4] N71-13_01
LOW NOISE
Large low-speed fan for low noise production,
testing performance on suppression effects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust Jet noise
rASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-15] A71-14123
LOW SPEED WIND TUNNELS
Low speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
rIC-AERO-REPT-70-01] N71-13237
LOW VISIBILITY
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landings in visibilities less
than 1200 feet
N71-12_29
LUBRICATING OILS
High traction fluid effect on high speed roller
bearing cage skidding, comparing with militarv
specification oil
[ASME PAPER 70-LUB-E] A71-13707
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
A71-15_15
LUNAR GRAVITY SIMULATOR
Construction and operation of body-motion
controlled five-degree-of-freedom simulation of
Jet-supported lunar flying machine
[NASA-T_-D-6001_ R71-12736
M
MACE NUMBER
Blunt body problem with detached shock,
considering methods of lines and integral
relations aureement for wi@e range of Much
numbers
A71-I_449
Steady two dimensional ideal Gas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Much number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
A71-15553
Wind tunnel tests of mixed compression
axisvmmetric inlet system at Mach numbers 0.6 to
3.5
A-26
[NASA-TN-D-6078] N71-13024
Knudsen flow and Much number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[REPT-69-7] N71-13_03
MACHINE ORIENTED LANGUAGES
Multiple dialect automatic test language for
avionics industry, considering software design
A71-13077
MAGNETIC POLES
Auroral ogal continuity durinq winter /1969-1970/
from Jet aircraft ionospheric instrumentation,
showing band distribution along geomagnetic pole
A71-14526
MAGNBTOHTDRODTNAMIC FLOW
Characteristics of magnetoaerodynamic flow around
blunt bodies
N71-12212
MAN MACHINE SYSTEMS
Aircraft information display simulation and flight
tests of experimental display systems,
discussing man machine communication systems
development
A71-13344
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
A71-I_393
Eilitar_ helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/machine combat
survivability and operational accidents
reduction
A71-15447
MANAGEMENT PLANNING
Airport planning by nanaqement systems approach,
considering airspace, taxiways, runways,
terminals, parking lots and roadways
A71-12962
Cost efficiency, management and economics of
airport operation, considering facilities
relationship to airline operations
A71-1_9g3
MANEUVERABILITY
Optimum ¥TOL aircraft landing maneuverability,
using short range three dimensional surveillance
system and ground computer
A71-13574
MANNED SPACECRAFT
Manned space vehicle unsteady aerodynamics,
considering flow separation, vortex
interference, shock and stall flutter problems
in space shuttle design
A71-15337
MARIEE TECENOLOG¥
Maritime and aeronautical technology - Conference,
Paris, May 1970
A71-15204
MARTIN AIRCRAFT
Aircraft accident report of Martin _04 N40412
[NTSB-AAR-70-251 N71-13_16
MASS FLOW RITE
High secondary/primary mass ratio multinozzle Jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibility
[AIAA PAPER 70-579] A71-14452
MASS RATIOS
High secondary/primary mass ratio multinozzle Jet
pump /ejector/ operation feasibilitv
[_IAA PAPER 70-579] A71-1_52
MASS TRANSFER
Gas to gas film cooling, describing physical
processes and performance prediction method
based on heat and mass transfer analogy
A71-14978
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
Edge Jet Hovercraft dynamic stability in heavinu
motion, deriving two dimensional mathematical
model
[ASME PAPER 70-APM-QQQ] A71-13712
Wing representation by lifting line lattice as
computation method for complex configurations
unsteady aerodynamic forces, presenting
numerical program for wings in two parallel
planes
[ONERA-TP-891] A71-15356
Developing mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach
and landing system
[NASA-TM-X-66493] N71-12225
SUBJECTINDEX NAVIGATION AIDS
MATRIX METHODS
Integrating matrix method for determining natural
lateral vibration data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
[NASA-TW-D-6064] N71-13023
MECHANICAL DRIVES
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison witb calculated noise spectra
[ASME PAPER 7O-WA/DGP-I] i71-1q137
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
A71-15415
EETAL FATI6UE
Central bole effect on flat metal sbeet fatique
under tension-compression load cycles, notinq
application to aircraft materials
A71-15389
IETAL JOINTS
Service life of pin Jointed connections with
elastoplastic strains in bore walls
A71-14606
Assembling accuracy of three dimensional Joints
using assembly holes is aircraft construction
A71-14609
METAL PARTICLES
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
A71-15415
METAL SHEETS
Central hole effect on flat metal sheet fatigue
under tension-compression load cycles, noting
application to aircraft materials
A71-15389
METEOROLOGICAL P&HAMETEES
Terminal weatber forecast data for Randolpb AFB,
Texas
[AD-712681] N71-12680
METEOROLOGIC&L SERVICES
Describing techniques and equipment used by air
weather services for fog dissipation
[AD-712392] N71-12997
METBGDGLOGY
Blunt body problem with detached shock,
considering methods of lines and integral
relations agreement for wide range of Macb
nambers
A71-1_4_9
MICEONAVE K|TEN|AS
Performance of enqineering model microwave radio
relay system for remote radar display
[FAA-NA-70-52] N71-12386
MICROWAVE EQUIPMEET
STOL naviqation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test proqraas, noting data recordinq
and flight operations
A71-13286
MICROEAVE FREQUENCIES
Automatic RF and micromave test equipment for
communication, navigation, radar and tactical
systems
A71-13083
EICROWAVE TRANSMISSIOE
Past and projected development of VMF ILS
M71-12847
MILIT&RT &IR FACILITIES
Terminal weatber forecast data for Randolph AFB,
Texas
[AD-712681] M71-12680
Describinq tecbniques and equipment used by air
weatber services for fog dissipation
[AD-712392] N71-12997
Military air traffic report for calendar year 1969
in United States and overseas
INEPT-70-10] N71-13qIH
MILIT&HY AIRCR&FT
Electric power source requirements of USAF
aircraft, missile and spacecraft electrical
systems
A71-13036
STOL aircraft for tactical support, discussinq
USAF intertheater requirements
A71-15024
UG.13 Lynx battlefield helicopter desiqn and
performance
A71-1539_
Reliability and maintenance problems of U.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate
design and test criteria during development
A71-15q02
Army rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
A71-15_31
Cost effectiveness of palse Doppler radar in
airborne aircraft of early warninq system
N_I-13939
MILITARY HELICOPTERS
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter
fliqbt controls and equipment service life,
discussing relief proqram
A71-15430
Fnvironmental development and testing of 0_-58A
light observation belicopter for close ground
support, notinq particle separator and injestion
seals
A71-15_39
Military helicopter design and weaknesses
correction, considering man/machine combat
survivability and operational accidents
reduction
A71-154_7
MILITARY TECHBOLOGY
Army avionics technology transfer to civil
aviation, discassing communication systems,
fligbt control and landing aids
A71-15017
MISSILE SYSTEMS
Real time missile radio telemetry data
transmission to groand station, usinu
instrumented aircraft
A71-15321
MISSION PLANNING
High bypass ratio jet enuine noise reduction in
relation to mission requirements
[ASME PAPER 70-RA/GT-13] A71-1_121
MISSOURI
Analysis of airport travel demands at Lambert-St.
Louis Municipal Airport
[PB-192057] N71-13695
MODELS
Aerodynamic characteristics of free fliqht bodies
in ballistic ranges
[NASA-TM-X-66536] N71-13583
MONITORS
Transmission imDendinq failare detection via
lubricating oil monitorinq for metal particle
content
_71-15q15
ROVING T&RGET INDICATORS
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
N71-13926
N
|ASI PROGR&MS
NACA/W&SA rotary wing aircraft research,
considering rotor loads and confiqurations,
ground resonance, blade flutter and flappinq,
motion eqaations asd VTOL
_71-15171
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space program
involving naviqation and communication
satellites for civil air traffic control
[ESRO-SP-61] N71-12756
EAVIER-STOKES EQUATION
Turbine engine vibration dampers viscous
resistance calculation based on equations of
motion for incompressible and unbeated Wavier-
Stokes liquid
&71-13956
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blant bodies with
radiation, obtaining solation for Wavier-Stokes
eqaations by finite difference scheme
A71-I_062
MAWIGATIO| AIDS
IFR design requirements for STOL naviqation
equipment from flight tests
&71-15q2q
Advanced ILS and aatomatic landinq systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[AGARD-CP-59-70] N71-12426
1-27
NAVIGATIONIESTRUNEHTS SUBJECTINDEX
NAVIGATIONINSTRUMENTS
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test programs, noting data recording
and flight operations
A71-13286
Area navigation in commuter/air taxi operations
concerning airborne eguipment, airport
utilization and CTOL, STOL and VTOL aircraft
A71-14650
Describing digital computer used in navigation and
attack system of Jaguar aircraft
N71-12611
NAVIGATION SATELLITES
Cost analysis of joint NASA-European space proqram
involving navigation and communication
satellites for civil air traffic control
rESR0-SP-61] N71-12756
NOISE REDUCTION
Axial flow compressors radiated sound reduction by
segmented stator blades
A71-13283
High bypass ratio Jet engine noise reduction in
relation to mission requirements
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-13] A71-1_121
High bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussing acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/GT-14] A71-14122
Large low-speed fan for low noise production,
testing performance on suppressioneffects of
acoustic treatment and exhaust Jet noise
[ASNE PAPER 70-WA/GT-15] A71-14123
Helicopter noise minimization by various pilotina
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landing,
transition to forward flight, route selection,
etc
A71-15408
Helicopter design for cabin noise level reduction
A71-15423
Jet noise suppressor development test techniques
and facilities, discussing model tests at
hydrodynamic ONERA wind tunnel
A71-15819
Jet noise suppression by impedance shroud
[AD-712406] N71-122_0
Performance of noise suppressors for turbofan
engines
[NASA-TM-X-529_I] N71-12939
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
[NASA-SP-5093] N71-14307
NOISE SPECTRA
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
[ASNE PAPER 70-WA/DGP-I] A71-14137
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
A71-15406
NOISE TOLERANCE
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
rHASA-SP-5093] N71-14307
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holoqranhic techniques to aerospace
technology
[NASA-SP-2_8] N71-12776
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
Nonlinear partial differential equation solution
for natural free-free vibrations of beam
structures
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/APN-55] A71-14172
NONLINEAR STSTEHS
Investiqatinq nonlinear digital control methods
for attitude stabilization of VTOL aircraft
H71-12615
NONUNIFORM FLOW
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas Jets past sphere
A71-14562
NOSE CONES
ExPerimentally determined aerodynamic noise
environment analysis for three nose-cylinder
configurations
[NASA-CR-I02933] N71-12210
NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
Nozzle performance prediction inaccuracy due to
A-28
invalid drag laws, considering unresolved
problem of condensed phase particle size
A71-I0453
NOZZLE FLOW
Gas turbine engines nozzles flow passage cross
sections area measurement, using gas flowmeter,
pipes system and vacuum pump
A71-1_260
Dispersion model of turbulent mixinq of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-gasoline
combustion prodacts in nozzles
A71-15622
NOZZLE GEOMETRY
Nozzle system elements size relation to passaqe
cross section in full size two cascade and
Niniaturized gas turbine enqine power plant
A71-14258
Flap _nd nacelle geometry effects on conical plug
nozzle performance at subsonic and supersonic
velocities
[NASA-TM-X-2086] H71-14019
NUCLEAR REACTORS
Gas flow near flat surface fitted with fins in
herring bone pattern in nuclear gas-graphite
power reactors
[CEA-N-1329] N71-14410
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Wing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
A71-13129
Sonic boom wave pressure history prediction on
arbitrarily oriented plane walls by explicit
flied mesh time dependent numerical method
[ASNE PAPER 70-WA/AP8-9] A71-14153
Finite supercavitating wings numerical calculation
using acceleration potential method
A71-15210
Test cases for numerical analysis of airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
[AGARD-R-575-70] N71-12674
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
Integrating matrix method for determining natural
lateral vibration data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
[NASA-TN-D-6064] N71-13023
NYLON (TRADEMARK}
Dynamic decelerators using nylon tricot knit
fabric and hiah elouqation suspension lines for
reduced peak force parachute deployment
[AIAA PAPER 70-1185] A71-14273
0
ONBOARD RQUIPNENT
Investigating tasks of data processing equipment
in advanced navigation systems for aircraft
N71-1260_
Evaluating use of airborne digital computers for
guidance and control of X_15 and F-10_ aircraft
[NASA-TN-X-66491] H71-12610
Calculating delivery errors of automatically
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
N71-12612
OPERATIONAL PROBLENS
Reliability and maintenance problems of U.S. Army
operational environment, noting inadequate
design and test criteria during development
A71-15402
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter
flight controls and equipment service life,
discussing relief program
A71-15430
VTOL operation under snow and ice conditions,
discussing adhesion, radiation absorption and
electrical properties of ice
A71-15437
OPTICAL DATA PROCESSING
Investigating possibilities and limitations of
applying holographic techniques to aerospace
technology
[NASA-SP-248] N71-12776
OPTICAL DENSITY
Schlieren method for measurina wake density behind
hypervelocity projectile
[ISL-T-12/69] N71-122Z1
OPTIEAL CONTROL
Rotorcraft ideal height-velocity boundary and
SUBJECT INDEX PINS
critical decision point height prediction,
discussing pilots optimal control under
emergency conditions
&71-15q1_
OPTIEIZATIOI
Automatic landing system optimization using
inertial navigation data and modern control
theory
[MASA-CR-111575] M71-12431
Computer based methods in nan machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[AGARD-CP-36-70] W71-13126
Application of aeroelastic constraints in
structural optimization of aircraft design
W71-13131
Computer system for optimal design of aircraft
structures
R71-13132
Matrix methods in computer-aided desiqn
optimization of aircraft structures
N71-13135
Computer program for structural design
optimization of horizontal stabilizer of
supersonic aircraft
R71-13137
OSCILLATING CYLINDERS
Hypersonic flow past freely vibrating hemisphere-
cylinder-cone, noting Reynolds and Mach numbers
dependence and conical stabilizer aperture angle
A71-1q571
OSCILLATING FLOW
Gas flow past straight airfoil, analyzing damped
natural oscillations
A71-14561
Using thin-wall technique for describinq fast
mechanically operated model-injection system for
heat transfer measurements
[NPL-AERO-1300] N71-1_087
OSCILLATIONS
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on
phuqoid motion, examining angle of attack and
flight path variations with resulting
instability
A71-13340
OW-10 AIRCRAFT
Measurement of noise levels during OV-10 aircraft
operations
[AD-712667] N71-12230
OXIDIZERS
Jet engine liquid fuel wall layer combustion
stimulation by repeated oxidizer injection into
supersonic section of nozzle
A71-14256
P
PANEL FLUTTER
Panel flatter and divergence as strmctaral
aeroelastic problems leading to fatiuue failure
[MASA-CH-111821] N71-13_05
Calcnlating flmtter bonndaries and estimatin_
stresses in infinite spanwise array of panels
using exact method of Zeydel
[MASA-CR-1721] M71-14086
PARACHUTE FABRICS
Dynalic decelerators using nylon tricot knit
fabric and high elongation suspension lines for
reduced peak force parachnte deployment
[AIAA PAPER 70-1185] A71-14273
PARACHUTES
Investigating effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of parachutes
[NASA-TT-F-13431] N71-12245
PARANINGS
Aerodynamic and structural aspects of all-flexible
parawinGs
[WASA-CR-1674] N71-13q04
PARTIAL DIPFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Nonlinear partial differential equation solution
for natural free-free vibrations of beam
structares
[ASRE PAPER 70-WA/APM-55] A71-14172
PASSENGER AIRCRAFT
Aviation accidents liability limitation by treaty
and statute for passengers personal injury or
death, discussing Warsaw Convention revisions
A71-12966
PCff TELEMETRY
Electrical and environmental tests on PCR
telemetry system for earth resources aircraft
[NASA-CR-108700] N71-13q74
PERFORATED PLATES
Discrete vortex formation above perforated flat
plate in wind tunnel, examining unsteady
boundary layer
A71-14568
Central hole effect on flat metal sheet fatigue
nnder tension-compression load cycles, noting
application to aircraft materials
A71-15389
PERFORHANCE PREDICTION
STOL future performance and safety level,
considering current jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation,
airworthiness and operational considerations
A71-13568
Nozzle performance prediction inaccuracy due to
invalid dram laws, considering unresolved
problem of condensed phase particle Bize
A71-14_53
PERFOREAMCE TESTS
Noncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Mach
number# testing performance
A71-13730
Bonded and weldable strain gages for aircraft
flight _oads measurements at high temperatures,
discussing installation, calibration and
performance tests
A71-13781
Large low-speed fan for low noise prodnction,
testing performance on smppression effects of
aconstic treatment and exhaust jet noise
[AS_E PAPER 70-WA/GT-15] A71-14123
Overall performance of 6-inch radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffuser
vase setting angles
[NASA-TM-X-2107] N71-12208
SweDtback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
performance in argon
[NASA-TM-X-2129] N71-12209
Evalmation of geared flap control system for
tiltwinq Y/STOL aircraft
[AD-7126Q5] N71-12236
Brushless dc motor design and performance tests
[NASA-CP-102942] N71-12533
PERMEABILITY
Investigating effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of narachntes
[NASA-TT-F-13_31] N71-12245
PROTOELASTIC ANALISIS
Stress analysis of DC 10 nose landinu gear unit.
using photoelastic coating technique
A71-15669
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDING
Investiuating possibilities and limitations of
applying holouraphic technigues to aerosnace
technology
[WASA-SP-248] N71-12776
PILOT PEHPORHANCE
Helicopter noise minimization by various piloting
maneuvers, discussing takeoff and landinu,
transition to forward flight, route selection,
etc
A71-15q08
_otorcraft ideal height-velocity boundary and
critical decision point height nrediction,
discussinu pilots optimal control under
emergency conditions
A71-15_1q
YTOi handling gnalities criteria for civil I=_
qualifications, takinu into acconnt pilot
abilities
h71-15q27
V/STOL spray generation tests concerning pilot
visibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
A71-1544_
Psychological and procedural aspects to IL_
approaches and landings in visibilities less
than 1200 feet
N71-12_29
PINS
Service life of pin jointed connections with
elastoplastic strains in bore walls
A71-14606
A-29
PIPE FLOW SUBJECT INDEX
PIPE FLOW
Theoretical analysis and measurement of
single-phase pressure losses and heat transfer
for helical flow in tube
[NASA-TN-D-6097] N71-12213
PITCH (INCLINATION)
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on
phugoid motion, exaiining angle of attack and
fliqht path variations with resulting
instability
A71-133G0
PITCHING MOMENTS
Direct lift control system for producing lift
without pitchinq moments during aircraft
approach and landing
N71-12_43
PLASMA ARC WELDING
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal
fatigue cracks repair by plasma arc fusion
method
A71-13257
PLOTTING
Two shaft turbojet engine parameter plot
techniques effectiveness, varying low pressure
cascade rpm or nozzle system passage cross
sections
A71~14259
PLUG NOZZLES
Flap and nacelle qeometry effects on conical plug
nozzle performance at subsonic and supersonic
velocities
[NASA-TM-X-2086] N71-14019
POROSITY
Investigatinq effects of air permeability and
porosity on performance of parachutes
[NASA-TT-F-13_311 N71-12245
POROUS W_LLS
Heat exchanqe in dissociating partly ionized gas
flow over critical point on permeable surface
with injection into laminar boundary layer
A71-137_8
POSITION [LOCATION)
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital signals
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] N71-13958
POTENTIAL YIELDS
Finite supercavitatinq wings numerical calculation
using acceleration potential method
A71-15210
POWER TRANSMISSION
Power train systems qear induced noise analysis.
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/DGP-1] A71-I_137
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillatinq winq
A71-143q7
Computation of pressure induced by control surface
oscillation in subsonic flow
[NASA-TT-F-13385] N71-12219
Transonic pressure distribution on airfoils
[AD-712397] E71-13060
Flat plate pressure distribution and heat transfer
in conical hypersonic flow
[VKI-TN-56] N71-13236
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
Pressure gradients and slot Reynolds number
effects on impervioas wall film cooling
ef£ectiveness in constant density flow
A71-1547,
PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS
Noncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Mach
number, testinq performance
A71-13730
Boeing 747 flight loads measurements, describing
aircraft instramentation with strain qaqes and
pressure pickups
A71-13766
Theoretical analysis and measurement of
sinGle-phase pressure losses and heat transfer
for helical flow in tube
[NASA-TN-D-6097] N71-12213
PRESSURE SENSORS
Noncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Mach
number, testing performance
A71-13730
Flight assessient of trailing-cone static pressure
probe at subsonic speeds
[RAE-TR-69139] N71-12214
PROBLEM SOLVING
Control problems in airline operations
particularly air cargo handling
E71-1g_30
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
Turbomachinery E and D to improve components and
eagiae' performance
A71-1382,
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
Soviet book on aircraft construction technology
covering parts fabrication, protective coatings.
production automation, etc
A71-14399
PROPELLANT PROPERTIES
Book on aviation fuels covering gasoline and
turbine fuel properties, handling problems and
future fuels
A71-14298
PROPELLER BL&DES
Integrating matrix method for determininq natural
lateral vibration data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
[NASA-TN-D-6068] N71-13023
PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
A71-14988
PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
V/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation.
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
A71-13576
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet.
turboprop and turbofan engines in terms of
thrust to weiaht ratio, specific _uel
consumption and propulsive efficiency
A71-1_977
Composite propulsion systems including Turbo-
Ram-Scramjet. Ejector Ramjet. Hyperjet and
Bi-liguid Ramjet Rocket
A71-15285
PROPULSION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control usin_
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to
control normal shock position
[NASA-TN-D-6019] N71-13080
PROPULSIVE EFFICIENCY
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and turbofan engines in terms of
thrust to weight ratio, specific fuel
consumption and propulsive efficiency
A71-14977
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
Soviet book on aircraft construction technology
covering parts fabrication, protective coatinqs.
production automation, etc
A71-14399
PSYCEOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Psychological and procedural aspects to ILS
approaches and landinqs in visibilities less
than 1200 feet
N71-12_29
O
QUALITY CONTROL
Aviation products liability and warranty law.
noting reliabilitv trends and quality control
methods
A71-12971
R
R&DAR APPROACH CONTROL
Airborne radar as helicopter approach aid
A71-15_25
RAD&R CROSS SECTIONS
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections of
hypervelocitv cone
[AD-712509] N71-12205
RAD&R D&TA
Digital radar data transmission system for use in
air traffic control
A-3O
SUBJECT IRDEE ROLLER BEARINGS
N71-138_0
Statistical comparison of computer loaics for
controlled radar tracking of air traffic
H71-13935
Computerized radar plot extractor module for
automatic air traffic control
N71-13936
RADAR EQUIPEEET
Computerized optimization of airport radome design
N71-13913
RID&R BE&SUREMERT
Clear air turbulence due to large amplitude
Kelvin-Helmholtz billows, noting simultaneous
measurements by instrumented aircraft and radar
A71-15043
RADAR TRACKIi6
Statistical connection strateqies for automatic
=ultiradar air traffic surveillance using track
computer
A71-14395
RADARSCOPES
Performance of engineering model microwave radio
relay system for remote radar display
[FAA-WA-70-52] N71-12386
Design of digital movinq target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
W71-13926
RADIAL FLOW
Compressible floe similarity parameters,
establishing dimensionless relations for radial
tarbomachines design
A71-13830
Overall performance of 6-inch radial-bladed
centrifugal compressor with various diffuser
vane setting angles
[NASA-TH-X-2107] N71-12208
RADIATIOR DISTRIBUTIOH
Helicopter in-flight noise radiation pattern and
spectra measurements for various operating
parameters
A71-15q06
RADIATIOH HAZARDS
Radiological risks of cosmic radiation during biqh
altitude supersonic flights, considering
galactic, solar and incident particles in
aircraft atmosphere
&71-13099
R&DIO RELIY SYSTEMS
Performance of engineering model microwave radio
relay system for remote radar display
[FAA-NA-70-52] N71-12386
RADIO TELRNETRT
Real time missile radio telemetry data
transmission to ground station, using
instrumented aircraft
A71-15321
RADIOTELEPRORES
Aeronautical electronic equipment, discussing
static transformer, radiotelephone sets, angle
of approach meter_ etc
A71-13018
R&DONES
Computerized optimization of airport radome design
R71-13913
RABJRT ENGINES
Supersonic and subsonic combustion modes in
constant area ramjet coubustors# deriving
dimensionless parameter for varying flow ratios
as combustion stability criterion
[ASHE PAPER 70-WA/AV-q] A71-1_IQ8
Hypersonic ramjet tecbnoloqy review
[PB-193911] N71-14199
RARDOB VIBRATIOR
aircraft fuselaqe internal noise and structural
frequency response due to random excitation,
using transfer matrix analysis
[ASME PAPER 70-WE/DE-9] A71-1qlq3
R&HGE FIRDERS
Laser altimeter-range finder techniques applied to
geodetic measurements and mapping
[RASA-TH-X-66q89] N71-12_25
RAREFIED GAS DT|&HICS
Rarefied gas low speed slip flow over wedge,
solving for velocity profiles and skin friction
[ASHE PAPER 70-RA/APB-26] A71-14158
Binary gas mixture rarefied hypersonic flew
structure near blunt body, investigating
diffusive effects on recovery temperature
dependence
A71-15488
REAL TIRE OPERATION
Peal time missile radio telemetry data
transmission to ground station, using
instrumented aircraft
A71-15321
REATTACRED FLOW
Turbulent separation and reattachment a%
turboaachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussina various flog models
A71-131_2
Leading edge bluntness and boundary layer
displacement effects on attached and senarated
laminar boundary layers in high temperature
hypersonic flow over compression corner
[AIAA PAPER 68-68] A71-13437
Flow separation and reattachment i_ confined jet
wixinq of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASME PAPER 70-F_-B] A71-13703
RECTANGULAR WINGS
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients
of rectangular winus in subsonic flow usinu
linear equations
[ONEPA-NT-163] N71-13402
RELIABILITY
Peliability of aircraft primary control
[W&S_-TT-F-12709] R71-13412
RESCUE OPERATIONS
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements durina simulated jan_le
rescue uission
A71-15409
RESEARCH AiD DEVELOPBEIT
Historical development, limits, and future trends
in rocket technology
[NASA-TT-F-13436] N71-12416
RESEARCH PROJECTS
PACA/NASA rotary wing aircraft research,
cousidering rotor loads and configurations,
Ground resonance, blade flutter and flapping,
motion equations and WTOL
A71-15171
RESEARCH VEHICLES
Sandwich metal construction with welded Worsial
corrugated core for light weight and strength,
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
A71-15207
RESO|A|T FREQUENCIES
Turbomachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
aerodynamic damping, notinu natural frequency
shift
A71-131_1
RESOIART VIBRATIOI
Power train systems gear induced noise analysis,
using in-flight vibration and noise measurements
for comparison with calculated noise spectra
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/DGP-I ] A71-1q137
REYBOLDS lUBBER
Turbine blades with high aspect ratios,
calculating behavior at small Reynolds number
[ASME PAPER 70-HA/GT-11] A71-14119
Pressure gradients and slot Reynolds number
effects on impervious wall film cooling
effectiveness in constant density flow
_71-15q74
Local heat transfer to transverse circular
cylinder at log Reynolds numbers, using
iterative finite difference approach
171-15q93
Reynolds number effect on mind velocity
distribution at subsonic speed
[AD-712527] W71-12206
Effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic wind
tunnels
[NPL-AERO-1301] N71-13409
RIRG STRUCTURES
Theoretical and experimental vibration and
bucklinq results for blunt truncated conical
shells with ring supported edges
[HASA-TN-D-7U03] P71-I_056
ROCKET LAUNCHI|G
Historical development, limits, and future trends
in rocket technology
[NAS&-TT-F-13_36] N71-12_16
ROLLER BEARINGS
Piqh traction fluid effect on high speed roller
hearing cage skidding, comparing with military
A-31
ROOMS SUBJECT INDEX
specification oil
[ASME PAPER 70-LUE-E] A71-13707
ROOMS
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through
open windows
N71-13_13
ROTARY WING &IRCRAFT
NACA/NASA rotarv wing aircraft research.
considering rotor loads and configurations.
qround resonance, blade flutter and flapping.
motion euuations and VTOL
A71-15171
Army rotorcraft hot day standard desiqn hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost. climatology and
environmental features
A71-15431
ROTATING BODIES
Laminar boundary layer on spinning bodies of
revolution in oncoming stream, using implicit
finite difference technique
[AIAA PAPER 70-1377] A71-13660
ROTOR AERODYNAMICS
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turbomachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
A71-13143
Sound generation by rotor-sfator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technique
A71-13277
Flight simulation of rotor forces and flow field
in vicinity of step ground plane
[AD-711955] N71-12203
ROTOR BLADES (TURBOMACEINERV)
Flow research on blading - Conference. Baden.
switzerland. March 1969
A71-13139
Characteristics of highly-loaded, high Mach
number, single stage compressor
rNASA-CE-72772] N71-I_363
ROTOR SPEED
Characteristics of highly-loaded, high Mach
number, single stage compressor
[NASA-CE-72772] N71-I_363
ROTORCBAFT AIRCRAFT
Rotorcraft ideal height-velocity boundary and
critical decision point heiqht prediction.
discussing pilots optimal control under
emergency conditions
A71-15414
RUNWAY CONDITIONS
Airport runway mechanical fog dispersal, using
trailer mounted rotating wire mesh sieves
A71-1q983
RUNWAYS
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle
stopping performance under varying runway
conditions
[NASA-TN-D-6098] N71-12235
5
SAFETY DEVICES
Helicopter turbine engine protection device design
guidelines
A71-15,34
SANDS
Sand and dust effects on military helicopter
flight controls and eguipment service life.
discussing relief program
A71-15430
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
Sandwich metal construction with welded Norsial
corruqated core for light weight and strength.
discussing fabrication and application to
hypersonic research vehicles
A71-15207
SATELLITE NAVIGATION SISTEMS
Feasibility of satellite naviuation system for
subsonic and supersonic air traffic control over
North Atlantic Ocean
N71-12594
SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHY
Schlieren method for measurinq wake density behind
hypervelocitv projectile
[ISL-T-12/69] N71-12221
Schlieren photography and differential
interferometry for free flight tunnel holography
[ISL-T-39/69] N71-12223
SECONDART FLOW
Flow separation and reattachment in confined jet
mixinq of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASME PAPER 70-FE-B] A71-13703
SELF ORGANIZING SYSTEMS
Developing self-organizing control systems for
application in aeronautics
N71-12613
SEPARATED FLOW
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
tnrbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
A71-13142
Flow separation and reattachment in confined Jet
mixing of air with secondary flow in duct
[ASME PAPER 70-FE-B] A71-13703
Supersonic flow past notch in lateral body surface
or in two closely lying coaxial bodies, applying
turbulent Jet theory to separation zone
A71-15626
Tunnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical takeoff aircraft
[RRC-11617] N71-13082
SEPARATORS
Inlet particle separators for engine erosion
prevention, discussinu tests of various models
for separation efficiency, clogging resistance.
pressure loss and flow distortion
A71-15_35
SERVICE LIFE
Service life of pin jointed connections with
elastoplastic strains in bore walls
A71-14606
SHADOWGRAPH PHOTOGRAPHY
Shadowgraph photography and differential
interferometry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70] N71-122_7
SHARP LEADING EDGES
Measurement of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
H71-12201
SHEAR FLOW
LOW speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[IC-AERO-REPT-70-01] N71-13237
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
Static strength, stiffness, fatigue, and damage
resistance of materials in desiqn optimization
for shell structure
R71-13143
SHOCK ABSORBERS
Functional analysis of landing gear systems
[ASD-TR-69-113] N71-12231
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to
control normal shock position
[NASA-TW-D-6019] N71-13080
SHOCK FRONTS
Measuring low-density flow over two-dimensional
blunt bodies in hypersonic arc tunnel
[NASA-TN-D-6017] N71-12215
SHOCK WAVE INTERACTION
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade
cascades with transonic regime, emphasizing
shock- boundary layer interaction phenomena
A71-131_0
Plane transonic flow with curved compression shock
wave between subsonic and supersonic regions
A71-14560
Strong blast wave interaction and transient
pressure on conical slender supersonic bodies
A71-14979
SHOCK WAVES
Free wave reflection measurements of normal
acoustic impedance of ground surfaces in
relation to shock waves from larqe supersonic
commercial aircraft
A71-13278
Hypersonic conical flow with attached shock waves
over delta wings
A71-14243
Blunt body problem with detached shock.
considering methods of lines and integral
relations agreement for wide range of Math
numbers
A71-144_9
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SNORT HAUL AIRCRAFT
F/STOL short haul transport systems, discussing
interurban applications, all-weather operation,
operating costs, noise and atmospheric pollution
171-13565
Intercity V/STOL air transportation system,
discussing traffic movements, cost and terminals
&71-13566
Intercity V/_TOL alrcraft transport system,
solving congestion problems through all weather
superiority, low noise leve] and separate ATC
_71-13571
VTOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing large helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system
capacity profitability and efficiency increases
171-13575
Short haul STOL aircraft transport system,
discussing neiqhborhoo_ stolport ownership.
technical feasibility and economic, emotional.
ecological and sociological viability
&71-13618
Compound and VTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown V-ports for short haul air
transportation improvement and expansion
A71-13619
Short haul STOL concepts including stolport
potentials, onboard avionics, vehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flyinq due %o traffic congestion
A71-13620
Area navigation in commuter/air taxi operations
concerning airborne equipment, airport
utilization and CTOL, STOL and VTOL aircraft
A71-14650
optimum flight paths for ¥/STOL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
A71-15_43
SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
STOL navigation equipment and microwave landing
instruments test programs, noting data recording
and flight operations
A71-13286
STOL future performance and safety level.
considering current jet aircraft fatal accident
record and proportional perpetuation.
airworthiness and operational considerations
_71-13568
Short haul STOL aircraft trapsport system.
discussing neighborhood stolport ownership.
technical feasibility and economic, emotional.
ecological and sociological viability
A71-13618
Short haul STOL concepts including stoloort
potentials, onboard avionics. ,ehicle
characteristics, tradeoffs and current
nonproductive flying due to traffic congestion
A71-13620
STOL and boundary layer control aircraft takeoff
and landiuq distance, considering Jet suction
action influence on lift and drag coefficients
A71-14595
STOL aircraft for tactical support, discussing
USAF intertheater requirements
A71-15024
IFR desiqn requirements for STOL navigation
eqaipmen% from flight tests
A71-15q2_
Three axis fliqht director for precise helicopter
control, deflected slipstream STOL or VTOL
attitude and power under low ceilinq and
visibility landing
A71-15428
YTOL and STOL port federal design criteria.
outlining planning and construction
A71-15441
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for ci%7 and
suburban traffic
K71-15_q2
Determination of low sneed longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of four enoine
externally blowinq jet-flap STOL aircraft
[N_SA-TN-D-7034] N71-12239
SHROUDS
Jet noise suppression by impedance shroud
[AD-712406] N71-122_0
SIGNAL DETECTION
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital siqnals
[RASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] W71-13958
SIMIL&RITT NUMBERS
Compressible flow similarity parameters.
establishing dimensionless relations for radial
turbomachines design
A71-13830
SKIN FRICTION
Compressible turbulent boundary layer skin
friction measurements on adiabatic flat plate.
discussing drag balance calibration
[KSME PAPER 70-WA/EE-26] K71-1413_
Rarefied gas low speed slid flow over wedge.
solving for velocity profiles and skin friction
[_SNE PAPER 70-BA/APR-26] _71-1Q158
SLENDER BODIES
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
section fuselage and hiqh wing
&71-13737
Tail assembly load distribution in steady uniform
flow for nonzero angles of attack, using slender
body theory
A71-15367
SLENDER CONES
Strong blast wave interaction and transient
pressure on conical slender supersonic bodies
A71-14979
SLENDER WINGS
Lift of slender aircraft with rectangular cross
sectio_ fuselage and high win_
A71-13737
Slender deformable airfoil in bounded fluid flow,
determininq lift coefficient by one dimensional
integrodifferential equation for elastic large
aspect ratio wing
A71-1_590
_easurement of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
N71-12201
SLIDING
High traction fluid effect on high speed roller
bearing caqe skidding, comparinq with military
specification oil
[ASME PAPER 70-LUB-E] A71-13707
SLIP FLOW
Rarefied gas low speed slid flow over wedge.
solving for velocity Drofi!es and skin friction
[ASME PAPER 70-_A/kPR-26] A71-1a158
SLIPSTREAMS
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-_asoline
combustion products in nozzles
A71-15622
SNON
¥TOL operation under snow and ice conditions.
disc_ssinu adhesion, radiation absorptio_ and
electrical properties of ice
A71-15437
SOCIAL P_CTORS
Short haul STOL aircraft transport system.
discussing neighborhood stolport ownershin.
technical feasibility and economic, emotional.
ecoloqical and socioloqical viability
A71-13618
German monograph on socioeconomic evaluation of
air transportation systems for developing
nations, asin_ cost-benefit analysis
A_I-15125
SO_N
Sonar detection of submarines by helicopter and
protection of flight crew hearinu
[AD-7119101 N71-12_00
SOniC ROOMS
Sonic boom wave pressure history _rediction on
arbitrarily oriented plane walls by expl_cit
fixed mesh time dependent numerical method
[ASME PAPE_ 70-WA/APM-9] _71-I_153
Atmospheric refraction and reflection in sonic
boons
[NASA-TT-£-13_09] N_1-1223_
ShadowqraDhic and interferometric study of
aircraft boom reflection from valley walls
[ISL-T-9/70] N71-12246
Shadowqraph photouranhy and differential
interferoaetry for studying aircraft boom effect
on building shell
[ISL-T-2/70] N71-12247
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through
open windows
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SOUNDGENERATORS SUBJECT INDEX
R71-13_13
SOUND GENERATORS
Sound generation by rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technique
A71-13277
Considering sequence of transient acoustical point
sources as noise generator in two-dimensional
jet
rDI-82-1002] N71-14073
SOUND INTENSITY
Control valves aerodynamically generated sound
pressure level prediction, using empirical
method
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/FE-28] A71-I_136
SOUND PRESSURE
Control valves aerodynamically generated sound
pressure level prediction, using empirical
method
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/FE-28] A71-14136
SOUND PROPAGATION
Sound radiation from finite span airfoil in three
dimensional turbulent flow, considering lift
function effect
A71-13280
SOUND TRANSMISSION
Transmission of sonic booms into rooms through
open windows
N71-13413
SPACE SHUTTLES
Hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics of flat
delta and caret wing models at high incidence
angles for space shuttles
A71-14445
Manned space vehicle unsteady aerodynamics,
considering flow separation, vortex
interference, shock and stall flutter problems
in space shuttle design
A71-15337
SPACEBORNE ASTRONOMY
DesiGn and testinq of stabilized balloon gondola
for astronomical gamma ray spectrometer
[O_NL-TM-2882] N71-122_2
SPACECRAFT CONTROL
Spacecraft and aircraft automatic control man
machine interface, bionics and traffic control
systems
A71-1q393
SPACECRAFT DESIGN
Manned space vehicle unsteady aerodynamics,
considering flow separation, vortex
interference, shock and stall flutter problems
in space shuttle design
A71-15337
SPACECRAFT POWER SUPPLIES
Electric power soerce requirements of USAF
aircraft, missile and spacecraft electrical
systems
A71-13036
SPECTROMETERS
Design and testing of stabilized balloon Gondola
for astronomical Gamma ray spectrometer
rORNL-TM-2882] E71-12242
SPEED CONTROL
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
N71-12432
SPHERES
Ballistic data reduction for drag coefficient of
spherical pro@ectiles, using time distance
relation for constant coefficient
A71-13467
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas Jets past sphere
A71-14562
Knudsen flow and Mach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[REPT-69-7] N71-13_03
Comparison of spherical and triangular boundary
laver trips on flat plate at supersonic speed
[NASA-T_-X-21_6] N71-13763
SPRAT CHARACTERISTICS
V/STOL spray generation tests concerning pilot
wisibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
A71-15444
STABILITY DERIVATIVES
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussinq control deflections
effects on phuqoid motion, lateral stability
derivatives and error estimation
A71-13341
Nonlinear aerodynamic moments for arbitrary
motions of bodies of revolution in free fliqht
[AIAA PAPER 70-205] A71-13435
STABILIZERS (FLUID DYNAMICS}
Computer program for structural design
optimi_ation of horizontal stabilizer of
supersonic aircraft
R71-13137
Mechanical stabilization system for VTOL aircraft
[NASA-CASE-XLA-06339] N71-13_22
STAGNATION POINT
Plane ideal incompressible fluid jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near stagnation point
A71-14592
Blunt body stagnation point heat transfer in
hypersonic flow, describing Gas dynamic
equations flow field viscosity and conductivity
A71-15490
ST&GNATION PRESSURE
Ablation performance of glasslike carbons,
pyrolytic graphite, and artificial graphite in
stagnation pressure range 0.035 to 15 arm
[NASA-TN-D-7005] N71-14138
STANDARDS
Army rotorcraft hot day standard design hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hovering aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
A71-15431
STATIC PRESSURE
Noncircular cross section static pressure probes
theoretically insensitive to pitch, yaw and Mach
number, testing performance
A71-13730
Started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
A71-15489
STATIC TESTS
Validating uas generator method of calculating Jet
engine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 engine
performance at ground static conditions
[NASA-TN-D-7028] N71-13_19
STATISTICAL AEALYSIS
Statistical prediction of atmospheric turbulence
effects on aeronautical systems
A71-13135
STATISTICAL CORRELATION
Statistical comparison of computer lo_ics for
controlled radar tracking of air traffic
M71-13935
STATISTICAL DECISION THEORE
Statistical connection strategies for automatic
multiradar air traffic surveillance usinq track
computer
A71-14395
ST&TOE BLADES
Axial flow compressors radiated sound reduction by
segmented stator blades
A71-13283
Testinq low reaction jet turbine stator blades in
six-blade annular cascade
[NASA-CR-1675] N71-12227
STEADY FLOW
Wing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
A71-13129
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analog
electrical method, including wing-fuselaGe
interactions
A71-13130
Steady supercritical planar inviscid transonic
flows over lifting airfoils, qenerating unsteady
flow by impulsively imposing airfoil boundary
condition
[AIAA PAPER 70-47] A71-13433
Analoq and diuital methods for interactions
between aircraft lifting elements in steady or
unsteady supersonic flow
[ONERA-TP-850] A71-15358
Tail assembly load distribution in steady uniform
flow for nonzero angles of attack, uslnq slender
body theory
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A71-15367
Steady two dimensional ideal gas floe past blunt
body at incident infinite Macb number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
A71-J5553
STOPPING
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle
stopping performance under varying runway
conditions
[WASA-TW-D-6098] R71-12235
STRAIN GAGES
Boeing 7q7 flight loads measurements, describing
aircraft instrumentation with strain gages and
pressure pickups
A71-13766
Bonded and weldable strain gages for aircraft
flight loads measurements at high femperatures,
discussing installation, calibration and
performance tests
A71-13781
STRAPDOWR INERTIAL GUIDANCE
Strapdown inertial guidance and software
technologies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and ground transport
A71-15301
STRATIFIED FLOW
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
A71-14201
STRATOSPHERE
Atmospheric turbulence at cruise altitudes of
supersonic transport aircraft, considering gusts
probability, thunderstorms and mountain waves
A71-13137
STRESS ARALTSIS
Stress analysis of DC 10 nose landing gear unit,
using photoelastic coating technique
A71-15669
Calculating flatter boundaries and estimating
stresses in infinite spanwise array of panels
using exact method of Zeydel
[RkSA-CR-1723] N71-I_086
STRESS CTCLES
Total fatigue damage estimates from ground and
flighf loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTR-ST.q22] N71-12233
STRESSED-SKIN STRUCTURES
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural wembers
[AGARD-CP-36-70'] N71-13126
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Airdrop impact load effect on complex structures
[AD-711555] N71-1q163
STRUCTURAL DESIGE
Graphic illustration of lifting body design
[NASA-CASE-FRC-10063] N71-12217
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[AGARD-CP-36-70] N71-13126
Application of aeroelastic constraints in
structural optimization of aircraft design
N71-13131
Computer system for optimal design of aircraft
structures
N71-13132
Finite element method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft design
N71-1313q
Static stre_qfh, stiffness, fatigue, and damage
resistance of materials in design optimization
for shell structure
R71-131q3
Design and materials engineering for aircraft
turbine engines
[NAS&-TT-F-13398] R71-14188
STRUCTURAL FAILURE
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil moniforinq for metal particle
content
A71-15_15
Electron fractoqraphy for high strength steel to
determine fatigue life of military aircraft
parts
[NLR-TR-690q3-U] R71-1336_
STROCTURAL RERBERS
Computer based methods in man machine interaction
for dynamic structural design optimization of
stressed-skin structures and structural members
[AGARD-CP-36-70] _71-13126
STRUCTURAL VIBRATION
lircraft fuselage vibration response to turbulent
bonndary layers, measuring structural
wavelengths and phase velocities as functions of
frequenc_
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/DE-10] _71-1_14q
Nonlinear partial differential equation so!utio_
for natural free-free vibrations of beam
structures
[ASME PAPE_ 70-RA/_PR-55] A71-1a172
STRUTS
Thermal performance of hypersonic engine struts
[RASA-CR-111812] N71-1Q0_5
SgBSOEIC FLOW
Sound generation by rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technique
A7_-13277
¥in_s with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flow, applying lifting surface theory
yOUERA-TP-889] _71-_5355
Computation of pressure induced by control surface
oscillation in subsonic flow
[NASA-TT-F-13385] N71-12219
Transient pressures and aerodyLasic coefficients
of rectangular wings in subsonic flow using
linear equations
[O_ERA-RT-163] R71-13402
SUBSONIC SPEED
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investigating pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating win_
A71-1_3q7
Reynolds number effect on wind velocity
distribution at subsonic speed
[ID-712527] N71-12206
SUCTIO|
Wing upper surface air suction influence on
aircraft longitudinal controllability,
considering control stick forces for deflected
flaps and angle of attack
A71-I_59_
Feasibility study of counter insurgency aircraft
with suction boundary layer control
[AERO-I] N71-13_15
SUPERCLVITATIWG FLOR
Finite supercavitatinq wings numerical calculation
using acceleration potential method
A71-15210
SUPERCRITICAL F_OR
Steady suoercritical planar inviscid transonic
flows over lifting airfoils, generating unsteady
flow by impulsively imposing airfoil boundary
condition
[AIAA PAPER 70-q7] A71-13_33
SUPRRSORIC AIRCRAFT
Weary supersonic aircraff controllability, notinq
irreversible boost control system and stability
A7!-13195
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept wing planform
[WASA-CASE-XLA-0_51] N71-122_9
Compufer Orc_ram for structural design
eptiuizatien of horizontal stabilizer of
supersonic aircraft
W71-13137
SUPERSORIC COMBUSTION
Supersonic and subsonic combustion sodes in
constant area ramjet combustors, deriving
dimensionless parameter for varying flow ratios
as combustion stability criterion
lASEr PAPER 70-WA/AV-U] A71-1_1_8
SUPERSORIC COMBUSTION RAMJET ENGINES
Composite propulsion systems including Turbo-
Raa-ScramJet, Ejector Ramjet, Ryperjet and
Bi-liguid Ramjet Rocket
A71-15285
SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
Free wave reflection measurements of normal
acoustic impedance of ground surfaces in
relation to shock waves from large supersonic
commercial aircraft
A71-13278
A-35
SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS SUBJECT INDEX
SUPERSONIC DIFFUSERS
Started supersonic axisymmetric parallel diffuser,
examining wall static pressure and heat transfer
A71-15489
Flow distribution and performance of supersonic
vane diffusers for centrifugal compressors
[NASA-TT-F-13428] N71-125_I
SUPERSONIC FLIGHT
Radioloqical risks of cosmic radiation during high
altitude supersonic flights, considerino
galactic, solar and incident particles in
aircraft atmosphere
A71-13099
SUPERSONIC FLOW
wing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
A71-13129
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analog
electrical method, including wing-fuselage
interactions
A71-13130
Thin plane wings with mixed leading edues,
applying linearized supersonic flow theory
A71-142_I
Soviet papers on working processes in aircraft
engines covering gas flow, liquid injection,
nozzles, gas turbines and supersonic flow
A71-14251
Plane and wedge shaped airfoil profiles of
variable thickness, deriving stability in
bilateral supersonic air flow
A71-14365
Turbulent base pressure on conical afterbodies in
supersonic axisymmetric flow, including initial
direction effect
[AIAA PAPER 70-555] A71-14450
Tnviscid binary gas mixture steady supersonic two
dimensional flow past convex corner, taking into
account spontaneous condensation
A71-14559
Interaction between supersonic flow and transverse
sonic or supersonic jet blown perpendicular to
main stream through circular hole in wall
A71-I_572
Analog and digital methods for interactions
between aircraft liftingelements in steady or
unsteady supersonic flow
[ONERA-TP-850] A71-15358
Supersonic flow past notch in lateral body surface
or in two closely lying coaxial bodies, applying
turbulent jet theory to separation zone
A71-15626
Investiqating flow field in near wake behind
rearward facing step in supersonic flow and heat
transfer distribution along reattachment surface
downstream of step
N71-12216
SUPERSONIC HE&T TRANSFER
Conical body laminar boundary layer heat transfer
problem in supersonic flow, using guasi-
linearization and implicit finite difference
method
A71-15487
SUPERSONIC INLETS
Coupled supersonic inlet-engine control using
overboard bypass doors and engine speed to
control normal shock position
[NASA-TN-D-6019] N71-13080
SUPERSONIC JET FLOW
Parallel nonuniform supersonic flow of two coaxial
gas jets past sphere
A71-14562
Interaction between supersonic flow and transverse
sonic or supersonic jet blown perpendicular to
main stream through circular hole in wall
A71-14572
Axisvmmetric supersonic overexpanded ideal gas jet
calculation, using finite difference method
based on buildup principle
A71-14573
SUPERSONIC NOZZLES
Jet engine liquid fuel wall layer combustion
stimulation by repeated oxidizer injection into
supersonic section of nozzle
A71-14256
SUPERSONIC SPEEDS
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
turbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
A71-131_2
Strong blast wave interaction and transient
pressure on conical slender supersonic bodies
A71-14979
Comparison of spherical and triangular boundary
layer trips on flat plate at supersonic speed
[NASA-TN-X-2146] N71-13763
SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS
Atmospheric turbulence at cruise altitudes of
supersonic transport aircraft, considering gusts
probability, thunderstorms and mountain waves
A71-13137
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital siunals
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] N71-13958
SUPERSONIC WAKES
Gas ionization in supersonic wake at throat,
transition and breakthrough points in
hyperballistic firing tunnel for atmospheric
reentry study
A71-13131
Knudsen flow and Nach number effects on hypersonic
and supersonic wakes of cylindrical bodies and
spheres
[REPT-69-7] N71-13_03
SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS
Low speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[IC-AERO-REPT-70-01] N71-13237
Effects of unit Reynolds number and incidence on
boundary layer transition in supersonic wind
tunnels
[NPL-AERO-1301] N71-13409
SURFACE PROPERTIES
Free wave reflection measurements of normal
acoustic impedance of ground surfaces in
relation to shock waves from large supersonic
commercial aircraft
A71-13278
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
Lifting body leeward surface maximum heat transfer
coefficient in hypersonic flow, considering
Reynolds number, incidence and shade effects
A71-15_86
SURFACE VEHICLES
Strapdown inertial guidance and software
technologies for cosmic speed aerospace vehicles
and low speed air, marine and uround transport
A71-15301
Comparison of aircraft and surface vehicle
stopping performance under varying runway
conditions
[NASA-TN-D-6098] N71-12235
Development and characteristics of high speed
qroand transportation system
[PB-193144] N71-12760
SURGES
Automatic antisurge control of axial compressor
using partial gas recycling bypass method
A71-13370
SURVEILLANCE RADAR
optimum YTOL aircraft landing maneuverability,
using short ranue three dimensional surveillance
system and ground compater
A71-13574
Statistical connection strategies for automatic
maltiradar air traffic surveillance usinu track
computer
A71-14395
Surveillance radar installed on helicopter for
obstacle avoidance
N71-13938
SWEAT COOLING
High temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing
blade design, fabrication, ductility and
oxidation resistance
[ASNE PAPER 70-WA/GT-I] A71-I_115
SWEPT WINGS
Design of supersonic aircraft with novel fixed,
swept wing planform
[NASA-CASE-XLA-04451] N71-12243
SYnaETRIC&L BODIES
Symmetric airfoil profiles with sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flow, solving by nonlinear
approximation
A-36
SUBJECT INDEX THREE DIRENSIORAL FLOE
A71-I_591
STMCHROEOUS SATELLITES
lir traffic control usinq collision risk
equations, noting data handling automation,
airborne collision avoidance devices and
qeostationary satellites
A71-156_6
Position locating System for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital signals
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] N71-13958
STSTEH FAILURES
Aircraft equipment failures detection and warning
Systems
A71-15901
STSTEBS &|&LYSIS
General awiation airport planning for east central
Florida
[PB-191239] R71-1q_9q
SYSTEHS EIGIIEERIIG
Conceptual frauemork and example analysis to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air
transporfation system in Appalachian region
N71-12237
Brushless dc motor design and performance tests
[RASA-CR-102942] N71-12533
Diqital data processing for designing automatic
flight control systems
N71-12616
1
TABLES (DATA)
LOW speed and supersonic wind tunnel and hydraulic
test tunnel tables
[TC-AERO-REPT-70-01] N71-13237
TAIL ASSEHBLIES
Tail assembly load distribution in steady uniform
flow for nonzero angles of attack, using slender
body theory
A71-15367
TAKEOFF RUNS
STOL and boundary layer control aircraft takeoff
and landing distance, considering Jet suction
action influence on lift and drag coefficients
A71-1q595
TANDEH ROTOR HELICOPTERS
Developinq mathematical model for tandem rotor
helicopter for analysis of automatic approach
and landing system
[NASA-TR-X-66493] N71-12225
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
Army avionics technology transfer to civil
aviation, discussinq communication sysfems,
flight control and landing aids
A71-15017
Survey on acoustics technology emphasizing noise
reduction and human tolerances
[NASA-SP-5093] N71-1q307
TELECO_BUNICATIOW
Army avionics technology transfer to civil
aviation, discussing cowmunication systems,
fliqht control and landing aids
A71-15017
TEMPER&TURE EFFECTS
Army rotorcraft hot day standard desiqn hover
criterion, developing analytical models for
hoverinq aircraft, cost, climatology and
environmental features
A71-15_31
Ablation performance of glasslike carbons,
nvrolytic graphite, and artificial graphite in
staqnation pressure range 0.035 to 15 arm
[NASA-TN-D-7005] N71-I_138
TERIIN&L F_CILITIES
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals,
landing and approach aids, air traffic, noise
and pollution control, performance,
airworthiness requlations and licensinq
A71-13572
Air transport development, examining capital
investment, traffic volume and facilities
A71-14246
Airport planninu and terminal facilities opera, ion
in 1970s, considerinq impact on developing
countries
A71-I_99_
Helicopters, heliports and helistops, discussinq
need for public facilities
A71-15q_0
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
A71_35Q42
Optimum flight pat_s for V/STOI aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
A71-15_3
Analysis of air transportation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of US - Wol. 1
[PB-194339] N_I-13803
Analysis of civil aviation facilities in Gulf
Coast region of _S - ¥oi. 2
[PB-194340] N71-13804
TERBIN&L GUIDANCE
Data processing and display system for terminal
guidance of X-15 aircraft
[NASA-CASE-X_R-00756] N71-13421
TEST EOUIPEEWT
Versatile Avionic Shop Test /V_ST/ general purpose
digital tester, discussinq hardware add software
A71-13084
TEST FACILITIES
_aborator¥ facilities for DC-10 structural test
program using fatigue test machines and computer
controlled servo loading systems
[SAE PAPER 7008291 A71_1372_
Ground and airborne aircraft flight simulation
methods, discussing simulator layouts and
application to Concorde project
&71-15206
Jet noise suppresser development test techniques
and facilities, discussing model tests at
hydrodynamic ONERA wind tunnel
_71-15819
TESTS
Cascade flow test data, considerinu blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial
flow compressors
A71-13829
TEXAS
Terminal weather forecast data for RandoiDh AFE,
Texas
[AD-712681] N71-12680
TRERH&L FATIGUE
Superal!oy turbine engine uuide vane thermal
fatigue cracks repair bv plasma arc fusion
method
A71-13257
Optimal firinq temperature schedule during gas
turbine loading for minimal _hermal _afiGue of
hot gas path components, considering hollow
stationary airfoils
[AS_ PAPER 70-NA/GT-2] A71-I_116
THERHAL STABILITY
Thermal performance of hypersonic enqine strats
[NAS_-CP-111812] R71-1q0_5
THERBOD_NABICS
Air, helium and carbon dioxide injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer thermodynamic behavior
by wind tunnel experiments
A71-15615
THIN AIRFOILS
Varying electrical resistivity incompressible
fluid flow with mall effect in nresence of thin
airfoil
A71-13Q03
THIN BODIES
Hypersonic perfect was flow past thin three
dimensional bod_ with strong viscous
interaction, obtaininq aerodynamic
characteristics and draq and heat coefficients
A71-I_563
THIN PLATES
Characteristics of flutter in thin Plates, shells,
or membranes due to aerodynamic loading
N71-13610
TaIN NALLS
Using thin-wall technique for describin_ fast
mechanically operated model-injection System for
heat transfer measurements
[MPL-AERO-1300] N71-I_087
THIR WINGS
Thin Diane wings with mixed leadin_ edges,
applying linearized supersonic flow theory
A71-1_2ql
TNREE DIMENSIONAL FLON
Sound radiation from finite span alrfoil in three
dimensional turbulent flow, considerin_ lift
function effect
A-37
THRUST SUBJECT INDEX
A71-13280
Three dimensional cascade flow, discussing
potential flow, shear flow, flow disturbances
and flow approximations for annular cascades
A71-13827
THRUST
Aircraft propulsive thrust moment effect on
phugoid motion, examining angle of attack and
flight path variations with resultinq
instability
A71-13340
THRUST HHASURERHWT
Thrustmeter for direct in-flight measurement of
aircraft engine Jet thrust
A71-13332
Validating gas generator method of calculatinq Jet
engine thrust, and evaluation of XB-70-1 enqine
performance at ground static conditions
[RASA-TN-D-7028] R71-13419
THRUST-WEIGHT RATIO
Aircraft propulsion, discussing piston, turbojet,
turboprop and turbofan engines in terms of
thrust to weight ratio, specific fuel
consumption and propulsive efficiency
A71-14977
TILT WING AIRCRAFT
Evaluation of geared flap control system for
tiltwing V/STOL aircraft
[AD-712645] N71-12236
TILTING ROTORS
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft design, discussing ground
proximity effects on blade bending moments and
flying qualities
A71-15G04
TIRE DEPENDEMCE
Sonic boom wave pressure history prediction on
arbitrarily oriented plane walls by explicit
fixed mesh time dependent numerical method
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/APH-9] A71-14153
Integral relation between boundary conditions and
aerodynamic loads on straight and inverted
winqs, usinq reversibility theory for arbitrary
time dependences
A71-I_566
TORQUE
Helicopters safe antitorgue control, describing
Fenestron ducted fan design
A71-15_17
TORSIORAL VIBRATION
Turhomachine blades torsional-bending vibrations
aerodynamic damping, noting natural freguency
shift
A71-131_I
TOUCHDOWN
Importance of aircraft speed control relative to
longitudinal touchdown dispersion
W71-12432
TOWED BODIES
Flight assessment of trailing-cone static pressure
probe at subsonic sneeds
[RAE-TR-69139] N71-12214
TRACTION
High traction flnid effect on high speed roller
bearing caue skiddinq, comparinq with military
specification oil
[ASME PAPER 70-LUB-E] A71-13707
TRAILING EDGES
Turbulent separation and reattachment at
turbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
k71-13142
Stability theory for pair of trailinu vortices,
investigating induced field convection, modes,
amplification, cut-off distance, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-53] A71-13436
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
lifting wing with nonzero trai]inq edqe angle
A71-13738
TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
Trailing edge flap automatic control for glider
performance improvement
A71-13020
TRAJECTORT MEASURENEWT
External stor_s separation induced aerodynamic
interactions, using hiuh speed cinematographic
recording of drop trajectories and/or store
loads weighing in aircraft flow field
[ONERA-TP-849] A71-15357
TRANSFORMERS
Aeronautical electronic equipment, discussing
static transformer, radiotelephone sets, angle
of approach meter, etc
A71-13018
TRANSIENT PRESSURES
Strong blast wave interaction and transient
pressure on conical slender supersonic bodies
A71-14979
Transient pressures and aerodynamic coefficients
of rectangular wings in subsonic flow usinq
linear equations
[ORERA-NT-163] N71-13402
TRANSMISSION
Transmission impending failure detection via
lubricating oil monitoring for metal particle
content
A71-15415
TRARSOWIC FLOW
Flow characteristics in turbomachine blade
cascades with transonic regime, emphasizing
shock- boundary layer interaction phenomena
k71-131_0
Steady supercritical planar inviscid transonic
flows over lifting airfoils, generating unsteady
flow by impulsively imposing airfoil boundary
condition
rAIAA PAPER 70-47] A71-13433
Lifting and side force distributions acting on
body in transonic flow
A71-14232
Plane transonic flow with curved compression shock
wave between subsonic and supersonic regions
A71-14560
Interaction between supersonic flow and transverse
sonic or sapersonic Jet blown perpendicular to
main stream through circular hole in wall
A71-14572
Symmetric airfoil profiles with sharp and rounded
leading edges in inviscid gas unbounded uniform
adiabatic transonic flow, solving by non]inear
approximation
A71-14591
Stability of smooth two dimensional transonic
flows
[AD-712702] N71-12207
Test cases for numerical analysis o_ airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
[AGARD-R-575-70] N71-12674
Transonic pressure distribution on airfoils
[AD-712397] H71-13060
TR&RSPORT AIRCR&FT
Direct lift V/STOL transport aircraft design,
discussing environmental factors in relation to
noise, air pollution, Jet interference and
safety
A71-15403
Navigation and traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and V-ports
A71-15_29
TRANSPORT&TIOR
Development and characteristics of high speed
qround transportation system
[PB-193144] E71-12760
TRIANGLES
Comparison of spherical and trianaular boundary
layer trips on flat plate at supersonic speed
[NASA-TN-X-2146] N71-13763
TURBINE BLADES
Enqine turbine blades aerodynamic oscillat_on
damping calculation procedure
A71-13_16
High temperature tests of gas turbine engine with
transpiration air cooled blades, discussing
blade design, fabrication, ductility and
oxidation resistance
[ASNE PAPER 70-WA/GT-I] A71-14115
Turbine blades with high aspect ratios,
calcnlating behavior at small Reynolds number
[ASNE PAPER 70-WA/GT-11] A71-14119
Testing low reaction Jet turbine stator blades in
six-blade annular cascade
rNASA-CR-1675] N71-12227
TURBINE ENGINES
Superalloy turbine engine guide vane thermal
fatigue cracks repair by plasma arc fusion
method
A71-13257
A-38
SUBJECT INDEX TURBULENT FLOW
L-1011 aircraft auxiliary power unit with
lightweight free turbine engine, givinq fuel
economy and lower pneumatic pressQres
[SAE PAPER 70081q] A71-13725
Turbine engine vibration dampers viscous
resistance calculation based on equations of
motion for incompressible and unheated Wavier-
Stokes liquid
A71-13956
VTOL aircraft turbine engine vibration criteria,
discussing measurement methods, engine desiqn,
bending frequency and dynamic characteristics
A71-15q19
Relicopter turbine engine protection device design
guidelines
A71-15_3_
Desian and materials engineering for aircraft
turbine engines
[NASA-TT-F-13398] N71-1q188
TURBOCOBPEESSORS
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussing velocity
distributions
A71-131qq
Sound generation by rotor-stator interaction in
subsonic axial flow compressors, using
acceleration potential and wake technique
A71-13277
Axial flow compressors radiated sound reduction by
segmented stator blades
A71-13283
Automatic antisurqe control of axial compressor
usinu partial qas recyclinu bypass method
&71-13370
Axial flow compressor desiqn emphasizinq component
efficiency
A71-13825
Axial COlDressor floe characteristics by
computerized calculation methods, considering
annular duct swirling flow model
A71-13828
Cascade flow test data, considering blade section
performance in transonic and supersonic axial
flow compressors
A71-13829
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[&SBE PAPER 70-WA/GT-1O] A71-14118
Fan/compressor noise research covering vane/blade
ratio and geometry effects on transmission
throuah blade rows
[ ASRE PAPER 70-WA/GT-12] A71-I_120
Single stage axial flow turbocompressor with
%riDs, examining viscosity effects on flom
velocity profiles
[ASRE PAPER 70-W&/FE-24] A71-14133
Characteristics of highly-loaded, hiqh Bach
number, single stage compressor
[RASA-CR-72772] W71-14363
TURBOF&M ENGINES
High bypass ratio fan engine design for low noise,
discussinq acoustic treatment, turbine noise and
modulation tones
[ASRE PAPER 70-BA/GT-14] &71-1_122
Performance of noise suppressors for turbofan
engines
[EAS&-Tn-X-529ql] N71-12939
TUEBOFiBS
Fan/compressor noise research covering vane/blade
ratio and geometry effects on transmission
throuqh blade rows
[ ASBE PAPER 70-WA/GT-12] A71-1q120
Acoustic properties of supersonic fan with short
blade span
[NASA-T_-X-52937] N71-12218
TURBOJET ENGINES
Two shaft turbojet enqine parameter plot
techniques effectiveness, varying low pressure
cascade rpm Or uozzle systeu passage cross
sections
A71-I_259
Swirl-can modular turbojet combustor burning
natural qas fuel
[NASA-TN-D-7020] N71-12q21
Shortening transition liner to decrease overall
length of ram induction combustor
[NASA-TW-D-7021] N71-12q22
TURBOBACBINE BL&DES
F10w characteristics in turbomachine blade
cascades with transonic reqime, emDhasizinq
shock- boundary layer interaction phenomena
A71-131_0
Turbomachine blades torsional-bending vibraticns
aerodynamic damping, notinu natural freauency
shift
A71-131ql
Turbalent separation and reattachuent at
turbomachine blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussing various flow models
A_1-131_2
TURBORACHIIERT
Internal aerodynamics /turbomachinery/ -
Conference, Cambridge University, Enqland, July
1967
&71-13823
Turbomachinery R and D to improve components and
enqine performance
A71-1382_
C0mDressible flow similarity parameters,
establishing dimensionless relations for radial
turboaachines desiun
A71-13830
Computer programs to deteruine loss and deviation
correlatioss of flow in turbouachinery.
[BE/A-70-1] W71-12226
TURBULENCE EFFECTS
Statistical prediction of atmospheric turbulence
effects on aeronautical systems
A71-13135
Clear air turbulence effects on fliqht and
structural response of aircraft, usin_ ansi
loads model
A_I-13136
Turbulence level effects on aerodynamic losses of
axial flow turbomachines, discussing boundary
layer of blades
A71-131Q3
Air flow turbulence effect on beat transfer and
boundary layer growth around flat plate,
aerodynamic profile and cylinder
A71-15q83
TURBULENT BOUND&BT LATER
Turbulent boundary layer structure and prediction,
considering various turbulence onset theories
A71-13147
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leadinq edge of flat plate compared
with mathematical model by Oseen liuearization
[klAA PAPER 69-747 l A71-13q3_
Compressible turbulent boundary la_er skin
friction measurements on adiabatic flat old%e,
discussinq drag balance calibration
[ASBE PAPER 70-RA/FE-26] A71-1_13_
Aircraft fuselage vibration response to turbulent
boundary layers, measuring structural
wavelengths and phase velocities as functions of
frequency
[ASBE PAPER 70-RA_E-10] A"1-1_1_q
_ir, helium and carbon dioxide injection effect on
turbulent boundary layer thermodynamic behavior
by wind tunnel experiments
A71-15615
TURBULENT DIFFUSION
_easurinq distortion characteristics at engine
face station of axisymmetric inlet
[RASA-CR-161q] B71-12211
TURBULEIT FLOI
Turbulent separation and rear%achiest at
turbomachise blade trailing edge at supersonic
speeds, discussinq various flow models
A71-131_2
Sonnd radiation from finite span airfoil in three
dimensional turbulent flow, considering lift
function effect
171-13280
Turbulent base pressure on conical afterbodies is
supersonic axisyuaetric flow, including initial
directiou effect
[AIkA PAPER 70-555] A71 _1_50
Third order correlations in qrid turbulence,
investigating hiqh pass filterinu effect at
small cut-off frequencies
A71-15027
_easurewent of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
R71-12201
A-39
TURBULENT JETS SUBJECT INDEX
TURBULENT JETS
Supersonic flow past notch in lateral body surface
or in two closely lying coaxial bodies, applying
turbulent jet theory to separation zone
A71-15626
TURBULENT MIXING
Dispersion model of turbulent mixing of isothermal
and nonisothermal slipstreams of air-qasoline
combustion products in nozzles
A71-15622
TURBULENT WAKES
Three dimensional incompressible wake behind blunt
obstacle at leading edge of flat plate compared
with mathematical model by Oseen linearization
[AIAA PAPER 69-747] A71-13q3_
Laminar-turbulent transition measurements of two
dimensional wake with imposed disturbances
[ISAS-_53-VOL-35-NO-11] N71-13083
TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Axial turbomachines boundary layer flow.
describing two dimensional cascade calculation
methods
A71-13146
Two dimensional cascade flow, discussing methods
of flow field idealization, nonvisceus
incompressible flow theoretical methods,
compressibility and viscosity effects
A71-13826
Low speed two dimensional axial flow compressor
cascade data, considering lift drag ratio and
minimum loss coefficient
[AZME PAPEP 70-WA/GT-10] A71-1q118
Incompressible two dimensional inviscid stably
stratified fluid flow over vertical step in
channel bounded by rigid horizontal lid
A71-1q201
Plane transonic flow with curved compression shock
wave between subsonic and supersonic regions
A71-14560
Steady two dimensional ideal gas flow past blunt
body at incident infinite Mach number, obtaining
gas dynamic variable asymptotic expansions as
kappa approaches infinity
A71-15553
Stability of smooth two dimensional transonic
flows
[AD-712702] N71-12207
Test cases for numerical analysis of airfoil two
dimensional transonic flow
[AGAED-R-575-70] N71-1267q
Laminar-turbulent transition measurements of two
dimensional wake with imposed d_sturbances
[ISAS-_53-VOL-35-NO-11] N71-13083
Considering sequence of transient acoustical point
sources as noise generator in two-dimensional
Jet
[DI-82-I002] N71-I_073
TWO DIMENSIONAL JETS
Plane ideal incompressible fluid Jet impact on
curvilinear surface, considering flow
characteristics near staunation point
A71-14592
U
UH-I HELICOPTER
UH-IB helicopter flight test noise measurements
data reduction and analysis, presenting somnd
pressure vs frequency and time plots
A71-15q05
UNSTEADY FLOW
Wing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
A71-13129
Aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft in steady
and unsteady supersonic flow by analog
electrical method, including wing-fuselage
interactions
A71-13130
Wings with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flow. applying lifting surface theory
[ONFRA-TP-889] A71-15355
Analog and digital methods for interactions
between aircraft lifting elements in steady or
unsteady supersonic flow
[CNEPA-TP-850] A71-15358
URBAN TRANSPORTATION
V/STOL short haul transport systems, discussing
interurban applications, al]-weather operation,
operating costs, noise and atmospheric pollution
A71-13565
Intercity V/STOL air transportation system,
discussing traffic movements, cost and terminals
A71-13566
VTOL aircraft IFR airworthiness, sotJnu necessity
of higher safety levels for metropolitan air
transit systems
A71-15_26
Public-use ground level and rooftop helicopter and
STOL aircraft landing facilities for city and
suburban traffic
A71-15_42
Optimum flight paths for V/STOL aircraft operatinu
in short haul transportation near city centers
A71-15qq3
UTILITY AIRCRAFT
Total fatigue damaqe estimates from ground and
flight loads on fixed-wing light aircraft
subjected to agricultural operations
[LTR-ST.422] N71-12233
V
V/STOL AIRCRAFT
V/STOL short haul transport systems, discussing
interurban applications, all-weather operation,
operating costs, noise and atmospheric pollution
A71-13565
Intercity V/STOL air transportation system,
discussing traffic movements, cost and terminals
A71-13566
V/STOL services integration into UK air traffic
system
A71-13567
Intercit¥ V/STOL aircraft transport system,
solving congestion problems through all weather
superiority, low noise level and separate ATC
A71-13571
V/STOL aircraft operations, considering terminals,
landing and approach a_ds, air traffic, noise
and pollution control, performance.
airworthiness regulations and licensinq
A71-13572
Terminal area operations of V/STOL aircraft,
considering approaches, approach speeds, wind
and velocity effects and noise
A71-13573
Y/STOL aircraft in civil air transportation,
discussing safety, reliability, maintainability
and propulsion system concepts
A71-13576
V/STOL aircraft wing-propeller interaction, using
mean flow deflection angle in lift and drag
characteristics prediction
A71-14988
Direct lift V/STOL transport aircraft design,
discussing environmental factors in relation to
noise, air pollution, Jet interference and
safety
A71-15_03
Helicopter and V/STOL aircraft external noise and
downwash measurements during simulated jungle
rescue mission
A71-15,09
Optimum flight paths for V/STOL aircraft operating
in short haul transportation near city centers
A71-15_q3
V/STOL spray aeneration tests concerning pilot
visibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
A71-154q4
V/STOL aircraft visual aids fliaht evaluation
concerning minimum landing area operations
A71-15_45
Evaluation of geared flap control system for
tiltwing V/STOL aircraft
[AD-7126q5] N71-12236
Conceptual framework and example analysis to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air
transportation system in Appalachian region
N71-12237
Performance and handling qualities criteria for
V/STOL aircraft
[AGARD-R-577-70] N71-122q8
Advanced ILS and automatic landing systems for
conventional and V/STOL aircraft - conference
[AGARD-CP-59-70] N71-12426
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Aided inertial flight test experiments for all
weather V/STOL operations
[NASA-TM-X-66_90] N71-12q39
VILLEYS
Shadowgraphic and interferouetric study of
aircraft boom reflection from valley malls
[ISL-T-9/70] B71-122_6
VAPORIZIWG
Gas flow parameter changes under partially
vaporized fluid injection, considering effects
on pressure, temperature and rate of resultant
mixture
A71-1_252
TC-10 AIRCRIFT
VC-10 aircraft ILS electronic egnipment
reliability tests
&71-15873
Autopilot landing system for VC-10 aircraft
N71-12_I
VECTOR &IALYSTS
Time vector method for aircraft flight test data
evaluation, discussing control deflections
effects on phuqoid motion, lateral stability
derivatives and error estimation
A71-133#I
VEHICLE WHEELS
Functional analysis of landi_q gear systeas
[ASD-TR-69-113] W71-12231
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussinq yelocity
distributions
A71-19144
Jet fluid dynamics under warious boundary
conditions and velocity distributions
A71-1357g
Centrifuqal compressor impeller exit flow yelocity
distribution distortion based on equations of
motion involving entropy gradient terms
A71-13831
Single stage axial flow turbocoepressor with
trfps, examining viscosity effects on flow
velocity profiles
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/FE-24] A71-1q133
Rarefied gas low speed slip flow over wedge,
solving for velocity profiles and skin friction
[AS_E PAPER 70-WA/APM-26] _71-1_158
Reynolds number effect on wind velocity
distriSution at subsonic speed
[AD-712527] W71-12206
VERTICAL TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT
Optimum VTOL aircraft landing maneuverability,
using short ranue three dimensional surveillance
system and ground computer
A71-1357Q
VTOL systems for commercial short haul air
transportation, discussing larqe helicopters and
compound aircraft applications for system
capacity profitability and efficiency increases
A71-13575
Compound and VTOL aircraft and prototype compact
downtown Y-ports for short haul air
transportation improvement and expansioa
k71-13619
Environmental effects on VTOL design - Conference,
Arlington, Texas. November 1970
A71-15401
Tilt-rotor VTOL aircraft desiqn, discussing ground
proximity effects on blade bendiuq moments and
flying qualities
A71-15_0_
VTOL aircraft turbine engine vibration criteria,
discussing measurement methods, engine desi_,
bending freguency and dynamic characteristics
A71-15q19
VTOL aircraft IFR airworthiness, noting necessity
of higher safety levels for metropolitan air
transit systems
A71-15426
VTOL handling qualities criteria for civil IFR
gnalificatioas, taking into account pilot
abilities
A71-15_27
Three axis flight director for precise helicopter
control, deflected slipstream STOL or VTOL
attitude and power under low ceiling and
visibility landing
A71-15428
_aviqation add traffic control of VTOL commercial
transport aircraft, discussing noise, G forces,
turbulent wakes, approach profiles and Y-ports
A71-15q29
VTOL'nircraft engine air particle separator
development, examininq airframe and engine
design
A71-35q33
Sand and'dust erosion on small VTOL qas turbine
engines, discussing effects on inlets,
compressor housing and blades
A71-15G36
VTOL operation nnder snow and ice conditions,
discussing adhesion, radiation absorption and
electrical properties of ice
A71-15q37
¥TOL end STOL port federal desiqn criteria,
outlining planning and construction
A71-15_41
Flight test prouras to obtain data on aided
inertial system for terminal guidance and
naviqation of helicopter in designinq V/STOL
avionics system
[NASA-TM-X-6649_] N71-122q4
Flight maneuvers and airborne and ground equipment
for landing VTOL aircraft in adverse conditions
N71-12Q36
Flight control systems for VTOL automatic landing
N71-12_q5
Investigating nonlinear digital control methods
for attitude stabilization of ¥TOL aircraft
N71-12615
T_nnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical takeoff aircraft
[NRC-11617] N71-13082
Finite element method for dynamic structural
analysis in vertical takeoff aircraft design
N71-13134
Beinqestion characteristics and inlet flow
distortiou of V/STOL fighter powered by J-85
engine
[NASA-TN-D-7Olq] N71-13_20
_echanical stabilization system for VTOL aircraft
[gASA-CASE-XLA-06339] N71-13q22
VER_ HIGH F_EOUENCIES
Past and projected development of ¥RF ILS
N71-12_7
VIBR&TIOW
Theoretical and experimental vibration and
bucklinq results for blunt truncated conical
shells with ring supported edges
[NASA-TN-D-7003] R71-1q056
VIBRATION DABPING
Turbomachine blades torsional-bendinq vibrations
aerodynamic _awping, noting natural fregueucy
shift
A71-13181
Engine turbine blades aerodynamic oscillation
dawpino calculation procedure
_71-13_16
Turbine engine _ibration dampers viscous
resistance calculation based on eguations of
motion for incompressible and _nheated _avier-
Stokes liquid
A71-13956
Gas flow past straight airfoil, analyzing damped
natural oscillations
&71-I_561
YIBR_TION ISOLATORS
Turbine engine vibration dampers viscous
resistance calculation based on equations of
motion for iacompressible and unheated _avler-
Stokes liwuid
k71-13956
¥IBR_TIOW ME&SURE_EWT
Aircraft fuselaue vibration response to turbulent
boundary layers, measuring structural
wavelengths and phase velocities as functions of
frequency
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/DE-10] _71-1_Iqq
VTOL aircraft turbine engine vibration criteria,
discussing measurement methods, engine design,
bending frequency a_d dynamic characteristics
A71-15_19
Air transportation systems ride vibration
environments in relation to human comfort
_71-15Q21
VIBRATION MODE
I_teqrati_q matrix method for determining natural
A-q1
VIBRATION TESTS SUBJECT IMDEX
lateral vibratiDn data on rotating twisted
propeller blade
[NASA-TN-D-6064] N71-13023
VIBRATION TESTS
Dynamic aeroelastic calculations for aircraft,
usinq ground vibration test data
A71-13134
Automatic excitation forces generation for
aircraft structure qround vibration tests using
digital computer
[ONBRA-TP-870] A71-15352
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
Helicopter pilot and passenger comfort/vibration
tolerance criteria
A71-15_20
VIBRATORY LOADS
Vibration stability of basic airplane structures
[JPRS-51966] N71-14144
VIDEO DATA
Design of digital moving target indicator for air
traffic control radar system
N71-13926
VISCOUS DAMPING
Turbine engine vibration dampers viscous
resistance calculation based on equations of
motion for incompressible and unheated Wavier-
Stokes liquid
A71-13956
Calculating flutter boundaries and estimatinq
stresses in infinite spanwise array of panels
using exact method of Zeydel
[NASA-CR-1721] N71-1q086
VISCOUS FLOW
Hypersonic viscous air flow past blunt bodies with
radiation, obtaining solution for Wavier-Stokes
equations by finite difference scheme
A71-14062
Single stage axial flow %urbocompressor with
trips, examininq viscosity effects on flow
velocity profiles
[ASME PAPER 70-WA/FE-24] &71-14133
Viscous interactions and flight at high Much
numbers
[AD-712075] N71-1220_
VISUAL TASKS
V/STOL spray generation tests concerning pilot
visibility impairment in low altitude overwater
hover
A71-15444
VOICE COMMUNICATION
Position locating system for remote aircraft using
voice communication and digital signals
[NASA-CASE-GSC-10087-2] N71-13958
VORTEX BREAKDOWN
Measurement of vortex breakdown on slender
sharp-edged wings
N71-12201
VORTEX GENERATORS
Discrete vortex formation above perforated flat
plate in wind tunnel, examining unsteady
boundary layer
A71-14568
Trailing vortex generation hehind jet flapped wing
at high winq lift coefficients
A71-15_13
VORTICES
Stability theory for pair of trailing vortices,
investiqating induced field convection, modes,
amplification, cut-off distance, etc
[AIAA PAPER 70-53] A71-13436
Vortex sheet behavior in inviscid subsonic flow of
liftinq wing with nonzero trailing edge angle
A71-13738
Transient behavior of leadinq-edqe vortices over
delta wing subject to sudden change of incidence
[NPL-AERO-129_] N71-13_06
Flow visualization of trailing vortex wakes in
towinq tank
[DI-82-I00_ ] N71-_3800
Aircraft wing-tip vortex analysis for ground wind
measurement program
[NASA-CR-115772] N71-1q171
VULNERABILITY
Liqhtninq hazards for helicopters, discussinq
components vulnerability and protective design
requirements
A71-15_12
W
WALL FLOW
Casing /end wall/ boundary layers in multistage
axial flow compressors, discussing velocity
distributions
A71-1314q
R_LL PRESSURE
Started supersonic axisymwetric parallel diffuser,
examining wail static pressure and heat transfer
A71-15q89
Wall pressure, hypersonic forces and hypersonic
heat transfer for flat plates in low density
flow
[REPT-70-4] W71-13_01
HALL TEMPERATURE
Pressure gradients and slot Reynolds number
effects on impervious wall film cooling
effectiveness in constant density flow
A71-15474
WALLS
Shadowgraphic and interferometric study of
aircraft boom reflection from valley walls
[ISL-T-9/70] W71-12246
WARFARE
Electronic warfare technology, discussing airborne
platforms, battlefield surveillance, jamming
devices, hosing and warninu systems
A71-15019
RARRIHG SYSTEMS
Aircraft eguipment failures detection and warning
systems
A71-15901
RATER
Corrosion inhibitor effects on water coalescing
characteristics of DOD type filter/coalescer
elements
[kD-712999] N71-13070
WATER EROSION
Metals erosion by cavitation and liquid
impingement, discussing test methods and
resistance prediction
A71-14174
WAVE RBFLECTIOH
Free wave reflection measurements of nqnmal
acoustic impedance of ground surfaces in
relation to shock waves from large supersonic
commercial aircraft
A71-13278
Atmospheric refraction and reflection in sonic
booms
[NASK-TT-F-13409] N71-1223_
Shadowgraphic and interferometric study of
aircraft boos reflection from valley walls
[ISL-T-9/70] N71-12246
WEAPOE STSTEMS
Calculating delivery errors of automatically
released bombs caused by onboard computer and
attitude/air data sensor errors
R71-12612
WEATHER FORECASTING
Terminal weather forecast data for Randolph kFB,
Texas
[AD-7_2681] R71-12680
REATHER MODIFICATION
Describing techniques and equipment used by air
weather services for fog dissipation
[AD-712392] N71-12997
WEDGE FLOW
Rarefied gas low speed slip flow over wedqe,
solving for velocity profiles and skin friction
[ASRE PAPER 70-_K/AFM-26] A71-14158
WEIGHT (BASS)
Swegtback-bladed centrifugal compressor overall
perforuauce in argos
[NASA-TM-X-2129] R71-12209
RESER AIRCRAFT
History of qeserflug Bf 163 aircraft and
configuration modifications
W71-12238
NEST VIRGINIA
ConcePtual framework and example analysis to
determine feasibility of V/STOL air
transportation system in Appalachian region
N71-12237
NIRD REASUREMEHT
Flow visualization study of flyable fluidic low
speed wind sensor
A-42
SUBJECT INDEX 1-15 IIRCRIFT
?NAS&-CR-111808] N71-12728
_ircraft wing-tip vortex analysis for ground wind
measurement program
[NISK-CR-115772] R71-1q171
WIlD TUMMEL CKLIBR&TIOM
Flow visualization study of flyable fluidic low
speed wind sensor
[RASA-CR-111808] N71-12728
WIMD TUWEEL BODELS
Determination of low speed longitudinal
aerodynamic characteristics of four engine
externally blowing jet-flap STOL aircraft
[MASA-TN-D-703q] N71-12239
Wind tunnel tests of nixed compression
axisymmetric inlet system at Such numbers 0.6 to
3.5
[NASA-TN-D-6078] W71-1302q
Using thin-wall technique for describing fast
mechanically operated model-injection system for
heat transfer weasurewents
[NPL-AERO-1300] W71-1q087
WIlD TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
Airfoil profiles with flaps at medium Reynolds
numbers, deterIininq performance characteristics
in wind tunnel tests
&71-15025
Wind tunnel tests for ieasuring aerodynamic
interaction forces between two tandem lifting
surfaces
[OWERA-TP-890] A71-1535q
Tunnel flow separation induced by impinging jet of
vertical takeoff aircraft
[gRc-11617] N71-13082
gIID TUIMELS
Investigating air flow in noisy wind tunnels using
holographic flow visualization systeu
N71-12795
WIlD VELOCITY
Reynolds number effect on wind velocity
distribution at subsonic speed
[AD-712527] M71-12206
WING LOADING
Integral relation between boundary conditions and
aerodynamic loads on straight and inverted
wings, using reversibility theory for arbitrary
time dependences
&71-I_566
Wing representation by lifting line lattice as
computation aetbod for cowplex configurations
unsteady aerodynamic forces, presenting
nuaerical program for wings in two parallel
planes
[ONERA-TP-891] A71-15356
lerodynamic and structural aspects of all-flexible
paravinqs
[NASA-CE-167_] W71-13_0q
WING OSCILLATIONS
Aerodynamic forces on control surfaces in subsonic
range, investiqatinq pressure distribution on
harmonically oscillating wing
A71-1q347
WIWG PLAIFORMS
Sectional drag relationships in linearized wing
theory, examining lifting and thickness problems
for various planforms
&71-1_2q0
Thin plane wings with nixed leading edges,
applying linearizea supersonic flow theory
A71-1_2ql
Integral relation between boundary conditions and
aerodynamic loads on straight and inverted
wings, using reversibility theory for arbitrary
time dependences
_71-Iq566
WING TIPS
Aircraft wing-tip vortex analysis for ground wind
measurement program
[NASA-CR-115772] N71-14171
WINGS
Wing computation in steady or unsteady supersonic
flow, using network, inverse discrete and
numerical inversion methods
A71-13129
Vortex sheet behavior in inwiscid subsonic flow of
lifting wing with nonzero trailing edge angle
A71-13738
Linear airfoil theory applicability for wings
aerodynauic characteristics, considering hiuh
lift, ground effect, angle of attack and aspect
ratio
&71-I_593
Wing upper surface air suction influence on
aircraft longitudinal controllability,
considering control stick forces for deflected
flaps and angle of attack
A71-1_59Q
Finite supercavitating wings numerical calculation
using acceleration potential method
A71-15210
wings with control surfaces in unsteady subsonic
flou, applying liftinu surface theory
[OWER_-TP-889] A71-15355
Trailing vortex generation behind jet flapped winu
at high wing lift coefficients
171-15q13
WI|TBR
Auroral oval continuity during winter /1969-1970/
from Jet aircraft ionospheric instrumentation,
showing band distribution along geoaagnetic Dole
A71-14526
WIRE
Flexible trailing wire effect on aerodynamic
characteristics and radar cross sections o_
hypervelocity cone
[AD-712509] W71-12205
X
X-15 AIRCRAFT
Evaluating use of airborne dioital computers for
guidance and control of X-15 and F-10q aircraft
[NASA-TB-_-66_91] R71-12610
Data processing and display system for terainal
quidance of 1-15 aircraft
[WASA-CASE-IFE-00756] _71-13q21
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